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Notes for this chapter begin on page 33.

 

INTRODUCTION

(

There is something peculiar about the German alphabet book Joseph Lous-
berg composed in 1929 for the borderlands that had switched to Belgian 
state sovereignty in the a  ermath of the First World War, having formerly 
belonged to the German Empire.1 The alphabet book was commissioned 
by a local city council in order to assist borderland pupils learning to read 
and write in their German mother tongue.2 Born in Montzen, a Wallo-
nian village in Belgium where German was spoken, Joseph Lousberg 
(1892–1960) graduated with a degree in pedagogy from a Belgian teach-
ing seminary. A  er a career spent working in a private school, teaching 
the children of German merchants in the Flemish city of Antwerp, as well 
as in a primary school close to his place of birth, he was appointed school 
inspector of Belgium’s newest borderlands.3

Pupils throughout Belgium learned French or Dutch by beginning to 
read and write lower case le  ers, before progressing to upper case ones. 
However, since the German language requires all nouns to be capitalised 
(for example, Haus), pupils in Germany started off  by learning capital let-
ters. What Lousberg did was to apply the pedagogical methods he had 
learned in Belgium to his German primer, making borderland pupils learn 
all the lower case le  ers in German. Only once they had mastered these 
would they be introduced to upper case ones.4 Borderland pupils had to 
be capable of writing full sentences, such as was hören wir? wir hören rufen 
(what do we hear? we hear shouting), before they were taught how to 
write nouns, such as Baum (tree).

Lousberg’s book became the standard German primer in Belgium’s 
newest borderlands and would be reprinted on a regular basis until the 
mid-1950s.5 In an anonymous le  er to the author on the occasion of the 
fi rst edition, a local inhabitant wrote: ‘I spent an enjoyable hour browsing 
your book. My boys did the same. It is the ultimate proof. Wonderful!’6 
An anonymous German pedagogue, however, did not share this reader’s 
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2   |   Peripheries at the Centre

excitement. Making no allowances for a low-budget production published 
in times of economic crisis by a local editor, he considered Lousberg’s book 
the ‘most inadequate’ of all the ‘ABC booklets of the twentieth century’.7 
Drawing upon a scientifi c understanding of pedagogy developed within 
the German Empire, and underscoring the prevailing concern within the 
Weimar Republic that German culture was to uphold its hegemonic role 
abroad, he did not shy away from introducing child psychology to sup-
port his aversion for the absence of nouns. ‘The child is at a formative 
age and longs for real things’, he complained: ‘a cohesive whole with a 
case-sensitive mixture is nowhere to be found.’8 He was not alone in his 
concerns. German-language educators working outside the Weimar Re-
public’s state borders also feared that an improper learning of the German 
language would cause borderland pupils to grow up improperly and de-
velop personality problems.9

Belgium’s eastern neighbour had a history of compulsory primary ed-
ucation that dated back to the early 1800s, and had grown into a giant in 
terms of reform pedagogy at the end of that century, since science was con-

FIGURE 0.1. Joseph Lousberg’s alphabet book developed for German-speaking pupils in 
the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy (Lousberg, Fibel oder Lesebüchlein, 1929, 14 – 

copyright: State Archive in Eupen.
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sidered a means to reduce the latent social tensions between the working 
class and the bourgeoisie that had accelerated during industrialisation.10 
The Belgian state, by contrast, only implemented compulsory education 
a  er the First World War, and made sure to formulate vague pedagogical 
requirements so as not to antagonise the freedom of the church in Catholic 
schools. It happened to be the case that all the primary schools under the 
jurisdiction of Joseph Lousberg’s inspectorate were Catholic.

This book starts from the observation that in the interwar years three 
ways of thinking came together on the European continent: thinking in 
terms of borderlands, thinking in terms of language and thinking in terms 
of children. Through a symmetrical comparison of two case study border-
lands – Polish Upper Silesia, which switched from German to Polish state 
sovereignty in the a  ermath of the First World War, and the regions of 
Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, which switched from German to Belgian 
state sovereignty – the argument is put forward that borderland schools 
were elected to play a crucial role in the creation of a stable, peaceful Eu-
rope. The book is an investigation into how schools, their curricula and the 
pupils they educated were reconfi gured in interwar continental Europe 
a  er the switch in state sovereignty. In this introduction, it will be shown 
how thinking in terms of borderlands, language and children gained in 
importance across Europe throughout the nineteenth and the beginning 
of the twentieth century, as well as how that happened in similar or dif-
ferent ways within the political entities of relevance for this book: Prussia 
and later the German Empire, the Habsburg and Russian Empires, as well 
as the Southern Netherlands and later the Belgian Kingdom.

Thinking in Terms of Borderlands

The idea of self-determination became somehow interlinked with that of 
peace. Whereas self-determination arose as a theoretical concept in the 
texts of Lenin published in 1915 and early 1916, it only later became the 
motor for political action in the steppe rebellion of 1916, which laid bare 
how the problem of the Russian imperial regime was, as the historian 
Joshua Sanborn recently concluded, ‘precisely that it was imperial. Un-
able to understand indigenous peoples on the periphery, it oppressed and 
exploited them. A revolution would have to end Russian ignorance and 
chauvinism and grant a measure of self-determination to non-Russians 
across the country.’11 Soon a  er the February Revolution had come to an 
end, Bolshevik leaders started to speak of self-determination and peace. 
Peace was to bring an end to the oppression of people hitherto considered 
at the margins of society by granting them their own sovereignty. Impe-
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4   |   Peripheries at the Centre

rial paternalism needed to be exchanged for national self-determination.12 
Upon the signing of the Brest-Litovsk Peace Treaty in March 1918 between 
the Bolshevik government and the Central Powers in order to end Russia’s 
involvement in the war, Trotsky fulminated: ‘This is a peace which, whilst 
pretending to free Russian border provinces, really transforms them into 
German States and deprives them of their right of self-determination.’13 
The Western Allies despised German expansionism and responded by 
making the dissolution of imperial regimes and the self-determination of 
people in Central and Eastern Europe their war aims.14

Once the war had come to an end, statesmen and diplomats gathered in 
France in 1919 to lay out the conditions and prospects of peace. Diff erent 
imagined visions of Europe occupied the minds of the main architects of 
Europe’s recomposition. These political representatives have o  en been 
referred to as the Big Four. Alongside Woodrow Wilson of the United 
States were Georges Clemenceau of France, David Lloyd George of the 
United Kingdom and Vi  orio Emanuele Orlando of Italy, the la  er being 
absent when the Treaty of Versailles was negotiated.15 In the last year of his 
life, Georges Clemenceau, for example, defended the Treaty of Versailles, 
as a result of which Germany handed over a considerable amount of its 
territory on its western, northern and, most signifi cantly, eastern borders 
to neighbouring states, as a treaty engendering a ‘Europe founded upon 
right’ and aiming at bringing about universal peace.16 Clemenceau was 
a  acked by nationalists in France, who were afraid of German aggression 
and believed that the Rhineland, a region that belonged to the interwar 
German state and held borders with France, should have been annexed 
following the First World War, instead of being temporarily occupied by 
the military. In the Anglo-Saxon world, however, politicians grumbled 
that Clemenceau’s bold a  empt to overpower Germany would spark a 
desire for vengeance.17 Woodrow Wilson, by contrast, spoke of installing 
a supranational order based on liberal principles. Situating the cause of 
the war in Prussia’s militarism and the autocratic ruling style of the Ho-
henzollern dynasty, Wilson argued that Germany’s power needed to be re-
stricted. The principle of self-determination he so vehemently supported 
was o  en given a national interpretation and used as an authoritative rhe-
torical means by all parties involved at the negotiation tables in Paris.18 
The Italian Minister of Foreign Aff airs, Sidney Sonnino, commented: ‘The 
war undoubtedly had had the eff ect of over-exciting the feeling of nation-
ality. . . Perhaps America fostered it by pu  ing the principles so clearly.’19

Since the concept of self-determination remained vaguely defi ned 
and, therefore, contentious (did it refer to elaborated democratic self-
government, or should all be given the opportunity to live in what they 
imagined as their own state?), it did not rectify the world’s problems.20 In-
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stead, the diff erent visions of the architects were heavily debated over the 
maps laid out on French tables in order to bring the continent to peace.21 
Indeed, whereas German historiography has long been preoccupied with 
researching questions related to the burden of guilt on German shoulders, 
or Germany’s duty to deliver reparation payments, the most important 
change brought about by the Paris Peace Conference was the reshaping of 
the continent, which ended the long-lasting era of multinational empires 
in Europe.22

Negotiators at the Paris Peace Conference made use of scientifi c knowl-
edge in order to redraw state border lines in Europe. State border lines 
were fi rst created in the Peace of Westphalia (1648), in order to separate 
polities holding sovereignty over populations and to seal former borders 
operating as zones between areas where more control was asserted.23 The 
arrival of the modern state system and the invention of the state border 
line was accompanied by a belief in the principle of cujus regio, ejus religio, 
pointing at the desire to create homogeneity among populations within 
state border lines.24 With the scientifi c discipline of geography increas-
ingly being used as an important paradigm for understanding social 
phenomena since the late nineteenth century, it comes as no surprise that 
maps played a prominent role in the peace-making process a  er the First 
World War.25

However, the contours of Europe’s interwar state border lines were 
not drawn by statesmen and diplomats in France alone, but came about 
through a dynamic interplay between diplomatic negotiations and the vi-
olence erupting in several Central and Eastern European borderlands.26 
That an intertwinement of self-determination and peace did not mean 
much in Central and Eastern Europe had already been made clear when, 
within a couple of days of the signing of the Brest-Litovsk Peace Treaty, 
the military of the Central Powers engaged in fi ghting with Bolshevik 
troops in Ukraine.27 Once the Great War had come to an end, the compet-
ing aspirations of self-determination within the lands of the former mul-
tinational and multiethnic empires o  en took the shape of civil wars and 
generated facts that the architects of Europe’s peace could not ignore.28 
The results sometimes took the form of consensus decisions about the 
shape of state border lines as predetermined by the Big Four, decisions 
that were later to be discussed and ratifi ed by representatives of existing 
or emerging nation-states.29 Sometimes, however, they were dictated by 
troops on the ground. This was the case with the Habsburg city of Teschen 
in Silesia, which was invaded by Czechoslovakian troops in January 1919, 
and would, a  er having been discussed in international forums for eigh-
teen months, mainly remain under Czechoslovakian sovereignty, leading 
to the city being split into a Czechoslovakian part called Těšín and a Polish 
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part called Cieszyn.30 In the case of Upper Silesia, a region formerly part of 
the German Empire, moreover, a complex decision-making process with 
diff erent and changing voices in Paris, on the one hand, and three upris-
ings within the region, on the other, would eventually lead to the region 
being divided into Polish Upper Silesia and German Upper Silesia.

A majority of historians have come to agree that the Paris Peace confer-
ence did not establish a stable peace order.31 That the problems were par-
amount, and that decision-makers acted under the pressure of time, was 
already known at the time. When the French Marshall Ferdinand Foch 
saw the Treaty of Versailles, for example, he fumed: ‘This is not a peace. It 
is an armistice for 20 years.’32 Even Woodrow Wilson, when he le   Paris, 
told his wife: ‘Well, it is fi nished, and as no one is satisfi ed, it makes me 
hope we have made a just peace.’33 Later, he appeared unable to mobilise 
enough senators in the United States to vote in favour of membership of 
the supranational institution he had designed and advocated: the League 
of Nations.34 Nevertheless, the Treaty of Versailles kept Germany on the 
map of Europe, shrinking its territory by 13 per cent and its population by 
10 per cent, while reducing, but not ruining, its economic power.35 With 
the hindsight of time, it might be tempting to make the Treaty of Versailles 
the scapegoat for the outbreak of the Second World War in 1939. But the 
past could have turned out diff erently if interwar European states had had 
other leaders, if democracy in Germany had been rooted more profoundly, 
and if people had lived under a more favourable economic horizon.36

The Paris Treaties determined the conditions of life within interwar 
Europe to a considerable extent. This monograph off ers insight into the 
interwar past of three nation-states whose borders changed as a result of 
the Treaty of Versailles: Poland, Germany and Belgium. Whereas Poland 
and Belgium were surrounded by larger countries exerting not only polit-
ical and economic pressure but also cultural and social prestige, Germany 
struggled to overcome its compounded power and to act once more as the 
great nation it had previously been. The leading aim in German foreign 
policy in the interwar years was to revise the Treaty of Versailles.37 Ger-
man politicians never lost their national aspirations towards the people 
they considered to have been le   behind a  er the reshaping of Europe, 
and supported revisionist movements in the borderlands Germany had 
ceded.

The various treaties that resulted from the peace negotiations in Paris 
and restructured Europe entailed a certain ambiguity.38 Interwar Europe 
gathered a patchwork of nation-states, but the Western and Central East-
ern states receiving borderlands were treated diff erently. Unlike Belgium, 
France, Denmark and Italy, the states more to the east of the European 
continent had to adhere to the supranational supervision of the newly 
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founded League of Nations over the way they treated their inhabitants 
categorised as having a minority status.39 Poland’s case provoked Europe’s 
architects into se  ing up the supranational body of the League of Nations. 
It was to shape and control the preconditions under which the new Polish 
state could be established and would function.40 As a result of the Treaty of 
Versailles, Poland gained most of the former Prussian provinces of Posen 
and West Prussia (including a Polish corridor to the Baltic Sea), as well as 
areas in Upper Silesia and East Prussia.41

By contrast, as victors of the war, Belgian representatives in Versailles 
were of the opinion that they should be rewarded for their war eff orts and 
be granted an extension of their borders. However, during the negotia-
tions, Belgian diplomats acquired less territory than all the other victori-
ous countries on the European continent, with the exception of Portugal.42 
The Belgian delegation le   the negotiations in France with the guarantee 
that Belgium could control Ruanda-Urundi, which it had occupied during 
the First World War, under the supervision of the League of Nations, the 
promise that the inhabitants of a small piece of land on the eastern border 
of the Belgian Kingdom, the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, 
would receive the opportunity to reject a change to Belgian state sover-
eignty, and the right to annex a square-mile piece of land called Neutral 
Moresnet that had arisen a century earlier as a result of careless formula-
tions during the Congress of Vienna.43 Owing to the fact that in Western 
Europe states received the right to exercise unlimited control within their 
own state borders, the Belgian Kingdom could steer the public opinion of 
borderland inhabitants in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy 
without having to fear supranational control.44 Following a public expres-
sion of opinion, which remained contested throughout the entire inter-
war period, the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy were included 
within the Belgian Kingdom as its new eastern borderlands.45

The creation of a Europe of nation-states did not solve the question of 
how to include borderland inhabitants who diff ered from each other on 
national, religious, linguistic, cultural and/or ethnic grounds.46 Although 
it was meant to be set up as a national state, interwar Poland was very 
much a replica of the multinational empires it had been dissolved from, 
albeit with changed power dynamics between ethnic groups.47 The Bel-
gian Kingdom, meanwhile, had transformed into a multilingual political 
democracy of the masses. Political representatives in Poland and Belgium 
developed policies to make their inhabitants participate in their systems 
of collective values and to distinguish themselves from what became 
constructed as the others. They established or consolidated institutions 
spreading political, societal and cultural ideas with nationalist content. 
They faced the challenge of coming up with a convincing programme for 
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identifi cation capable of competing with the much older and stronger 
traditions and programmes of collective belonging. Borderlands turned 
out to be the places where national programmes were most vulnerable 
to competing markers of loyalty.48 At the same time, the power structures 
and power strategies of nation-states remained deeply infl uenced by bi-
lateral and international negotiations and decisions. When the Locarno 
Treaties were signed in 1925, for example, the geographical disposition 
established under the Treaty of Versailles at Germany’s western border 
was rendered inviolable, while at the same time the competency of the 
international order to protect Germany’s eastern border decreased, inevi-
tably leading to a relative weakening of Polish state sovereignty. This book 
will demonstrate how the interwar borderlands became the places where 
the visions of a peaceful and just Europe that underscored the political 
geography of the interwar period experienced their deepest challenge.

Thinking in Terms of Language

The redrawing of borders and reshaping of borderlands according to the 
principle of self-determination was accompanied by an obsession with 
language. ‘Nationalism’, as Thomas Paul Bonfi glio concluded, ‘was born, 
in the early modern period, of and in language and articulated in the ap-
parently innocent kinship metaphors of maternality and nativity’, which 
made ‘the notion of the linguistic birthright of the native speaker’ self-
evident.49 While maps were being stretched out on tables in Versailles, 
ethnographical statistical data on knowledge of languages was used in 
order to establish peace. The question of how to mark out nations had ap-
peared on the agenda of the International Statistical Congresses organised 
since the mid-nineteenth century, and by 1872 statisticians had agreed 
that a question concerning language use needed to be included in state 
censuses.50 Data that had been gathered through a compartmentalising of 
people’s practices into boxes not only documented the scope of nations, 
but could also be selectively cited by nationalists as elements of scientifi c 
proof of the use of a specifi c mother tongue in order to call new nations 
into existence.51

In 1919, language was considered the primary denominator of national 
belonging, while the national paradigm was to become the foundation 
stone of the new political world order.52 Inspired by the oeuvre of Herder 
and Fichte, nationalists throughout the European continent accepted as 
self-evident the belief that linguistic allegiance established the essence 
of national or ethnic unity.53 This book will show how these convictions 
resonated throughout the interwar years. Language did fi nd itself at the 
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heart of the political agenda and the everyday lives of inhabitants in both 
of the two borderlands at study, Polish Upper Silesia and the border re-
gions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, at certain moments during the 
interwar period. In Polish Upper Silesia, language learning policies bore 
witness to the belief that a monolingual upbringing of borderland pupils 
was deemed most appropriate. In Belgium, disputes between state repre-
sentatives about equal use of the French and Dutch languages resulted in 
new language learning policies for primary school children. The question 
at the centre of the debate – in a country where compulsory education 
was introduced in 1919 and bilingualism was considered a noble goal to 
strive for – was when second language learning in primary schools should 
start. As will be expanded upon in this book, within the newly gained 
border regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, that debate took an 
interesting twist. Before this book off ers a detailed analysis of interwar 
language learning in the two case study borderlands, this introduction 
sheds light on how these borderlands joined, respectively, the Polish and 
Belgian nation-state at moments in time when certain important struggles 
about language had come to an end, and new ones were to arise. A focus 
on these language struggles enables us to understand the relationship – 
the tensions and dynamics – between spaces bounded by state border 
lines, through political decisions and the execution of political power, and 
transnational spaces of interaction transcending these politically bounded 
spaces.54 These spaces were not in opposition to one another, but instead 
bolstered and eventually perhaps came to constitute one another.55

The largest part of Upper Silesia joined Prussia when the region was di-
vided between Prussia and the Habsburg Empire in the year 1740. Upper 
Silesia found itself under the rule of the Polish king or Polish princes until 
the early fourteenth century, and had later been part of the Czech crown 
lands. In 1526, the terrains previously governed by the kings of Bohemia 
came under Habsburg rule.56 At the time, the inhabitants of Upper Sile-
sia communicated with each other in Silesian, a West-Slavic dialect most 
closely related to Polish but also signifi cantly infl uenced by German, and 
local inhabitants were used to switching between their vernacular and 
German or Polish when they were talking at home, communicating with 
authorities or engaging in trade.57 There was not suffi  cient incentive to 
impose one vernacular or language upon another community, since the 
absence of accessible education caused social and economic mobility to be 
limited. As a result, speaking Silesian long remained a normal and wide-
spread phenomenon.

The privileging of the German language and the a  ack on Roman Ca-
tholicism launched during the Kulturkampf in the late nineteenth century, 
however, contributed to the mass politicisation of the predominantly 
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Catholic population in Upper Silesia, giving rise to the establishment of 
bilingual political parties and social organisations directing loyalties to 
religion; as Roman Catholics, Upper Silesians could continue to operate 
as bilinguals.58 The institutionalisation of bilingual everyday practices in a 
time of increasing nationalist German, Polish and Czech mobilisation gave 
birth to the regional specifi city of Upper Silesia, a specifi city that would 
remain characteristic long a  er state border lines had been redrawn fol-
lowing the First World War.59

Although the relationship between language and nation was specifi c, 
highly complex and volatile, during the confl ict over self-determination 
in the a  ermath of the First World War, language was used as the pri-
mary criterion for national belonging.60 The plebiscite campaign following 
the Treaty of Versailles, targeted at gaining the votes of the average man 
or woman, was characterised by recurring and intensifying violence pre-
cisely because clearly delineating Poles from Germans along a linguistic 
axis appeared impossible. ‘The violence itself’, the historian Tim Wilson 
recently noted, ‘became the boundary. It kept things simple. That is what 
is was intended to do.’61 The Association for Upper Silesians (Bund der 
Oberschlesier/Związek Górnoślązaków), on the other hand, advocated 
that Silesians were a multilingual nation and published its documents in 
both Polish and German, while a larger number of local inhabitants are said 
to have shared the feeling that their opportunities for social advancement 
were limited because they did not fi nish their secondary school education 
and were therefore not considered literate in any of these languages.62

The division of state sovereignty over Upper Silesia between Germany 
and Poland was established a  er a civil war in which extreme violence 
was used in order to bring about clear lines of linguistic division.63 Al-
though the civil war had shown that ‘language’ was just as imagined as 
‘nation’ because the lines of linguistic division could be drawn wherever 
one wanted,64 people in Upper Silesia continued to live with the conse-
quences of this illusion once the state border line was drawn, and these 
consequences became especially pertinent in language learning policies 
for primary school children.

In the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, the shi   towards 
Belgian state sovereignty following the Treaty of Versailles also brought 
about an important change in a  itudes towards language. It is diffi  cult to 
think of an appropriate term to refer to the strip of land that came under 
Belgian state sovereignty a  er the First World War. In this book they are 
referred to as the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, although 
they were never clearly defi ned politico-geographical units and were 
united within one administrative entity for the fi rst time upon joining the 
Belgian Kingdom (Eupen-Malmedy), and only for fi ve years. Their legal 
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inclusion as a separate entity within the Belgian Kingdom appeared a  er 
a long process which started centuries earlier, in which the zonal area be-
tween Prussia and the Southern Netherlands, characterised by language 
diversity, gradually evolved into a place where the equation of language 
and state on both sides of the Belgian-German state border line became 
more prominent. That outcome was not merely the result of policies car-
ried out on both sides of the line, but also of continuous interactions be-
tween political representatives and social actors on the ground.65

Although the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy had all been 
incorporated into the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation since the 
Middle Ages, their history later diverged signifi cantly. The lands around 
the city of Eupen belonged to the County and later Duchy of Limburg, 
the lands around the city of Sankt Vith were included in Luxembourgish 
feudatories, and Malmedy and Stavelot formed a joint independent ter-
rain under monastic rule isolated in a forest called the High Fens (Hautes 
Fagnes or Hohes Venn).66 At the time, inhabitants of the regions spoke dif-
ferent vernaculars. Whereas people in Eupen spoke in a German dialect 
close to Dutch, people in  Sankt Vith used a German tongue bearing more 
similarities to Luxembourgish, while local inhabitants living in the vicinity 
of Malmedy and Stavelot spoke either that variation of Luxembourgish or 
a tongue referred to as Walloon, or both.67 As was the case in Upper Silesia, 
vernaculars and standardised languages were used for diff erent purposes. 
In the Eupen region, for example, whereas the language of state adminis-
tration was Dutch (which here needs to be understood as Brabantian and 
be diff erentiated from Flemish, a dialect that will receive signifi cant a  en-
tion below), the language used in church and school was High German.68

A  er the invasion of the Grand Army under the supervision of Napo-
leon Bonaparte in 1792, the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy-
Stavelot, as part of the Rhineland, remained under French hegemony until 
his defeat.69 In 1795, the Southern Netherlands, at the time under Habsburg 
rule, was also annexed by France. For the fi rst time, local inhabitants, both 
within the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy-Stavelot and the 
Southern Netherlands, were confronted with authorities introducing a 
policy targeted at diminishing the use of vernaculars and proliferating a 
standardised language, in this case French, a language symbolising free-
dom and equality.70

As a result of the Vienna Congress in 1815, a  er the defeat of Napo-
leon, the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy were included within 
Prussia, with Eupen and Malmedy both as separate administrative units – 
the la  er region being dissolved from Stavelot along the diocese border 
between Liège and Cologne that had run through the double Abbey since 
the Middle Ages, and thus creating a Walloon-speaking linguistic mi-
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nority of about 12,000 speakers within Prussia – and Sankt Vith as a part 
of the administrative unit of Malmedy.71 Having become part of Prussia, 
the regions for the fi rst time experienced the establishment of High Ger-
man as the offi  cial language of administration and education. Prussian 
Walloons, in addition, witnessed a gradual decline in opportunities to use 
their vernacular in the public sphere, up to the moment when, in 1889, the 
language was no longer taught as a foreign language in local schools.72 
Nine years later, a Club Wallon (Walloon Club) was established in Malm-
edy, which campaigned against excessive Germanisation and for more 
cultural autonomy, while at the same time swearing loyalty to the German 
Emperor Wilhelm II. Most of these Walloon activists merely requested an 
annulment of the policies launched during the Kulturkampf, all the while 
continuing to see their future within Germany. Members of the Walloon 
Club endorsed the idea of la petite patrie dans la grande; the proposition of 
two members to opt for an annexation by Belgium never gained wider 
support.73 Regional loyalties did not stand in opposition to expressions 
of state loyalty, but instead coexisted with them. The classical processes 
of German state building throughout the nineteenth century, such as the 
bureaucratisation of the state apparatus, the democratisation of education 
and the foundation of a social welfare system, contributed to the people 
in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy coming to accept the 
German Empire as their state authority within a century.74 The idea of 
switching to Belgian state sovereignty was barely even mooted, until that 
actually came to pass following the Treaty of Versailles.

The loyalty of Walloons in particular to the Prussian state and later the 
German Empire may be explained by the signifi cant diff erence with which 
they were treated compared to those speaking the Silesian dialect. As the 
language of the great philosophers of the Enlightenment, French enjoyed 
considerable popularity to start with.75 When the position of French in 
the social life of the linguistic minority was restricted by a series of laws, 
German writers pleaded for greater tolerance and for teaching in Walloon 
to be re-established.76 Whereas Wallonian speakers were associated with 
French culture, and thus worthy of esteem, Polish and Silesian speakers 
were more likely to be considered a threat. The number of inhabitants 
speaking Polish or one of its related tongues greatly outweighed French 
and Walloon speakers in the German Empire. At the end of the eighteenth 
century, Prussia had also come to include Greater Poland and West Prus-
sia and, as a consequence, witnessed 40 per cent of its population speak-
ing Polish or vernaculars related to the Polish language.77

When the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy joined Prussia 
in 1815, the Southern and Northern Netherlands were integrated into 
the United Kingdom of the Netherlands and gained pieces of land on the 
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western side of the Prussian border (including the towns of Welkenraedt, 
Bocholz/Bého and Arel/Arlon), inhabited by people using a German 
vernacular.78 The fi rm decision of King Willem I to establish the Dutch 
language in administration and schools and his rejection of pleas to re-
introduce vernaculars aff ected inhabitants using the Flemish vernacular 
or the German vernacular spoken in these newly acquired villages at the 
kingdom’s south-eastern border.79

The decline in language diversity within Prussia and later the German 
Empire at its western border was paralleled by further developments on 
the other side of the Belgian-German border line. Belgium emerged as an 
independent state on the map of Europe in 1830 a  er a civil revolution, 
and the Great Powers approved Belgium’s independence on the condition 
that it would operate as a neutral state, grant its citizens religious rights, 
and write ‘the freedom of use for the languages used in Belgium’ (langues 
utilisées en Belgique) into its constitution.80 It may seem somewhat para-
doxical that speakers of a German vernacular in the Belgian towns bor-
dering the German Empire (namely, Welkenraedt, Bocholz/Bého and Arel/
Arlon) saw their freedom to use their language decline over time. The so-
cial reality at the time, however, was that of a Frenchifi ed elite, a Flemish 
vernacular not considered to be elaborate enough to facilitate fruitful po-
litical use, and a German vernacular spoken by too few rural inhabitants 
to have any political weight.81 Immediately a  er the establishment of Bel-
gian independence, decrees issued at a national level were translated into 
the German language, but this practice was halted a  er less than a decade. 
Education in German also shrank. Whereas the Belgian Kingdom of the 
nineteenth century legally required non-compulsory primary education 
to be taught in French, Dutch or German,82 on the verge of the First World 
War, education in German was taught only as a second language.83 School 
inspector Joseph Lousberg, with whose alphabet book this monograph 
opened, was one of the teachers providing that education. Prior to the 
First World War, he taught in a primary school in Gemmenich, a village in 
the vicinity of Welkenraedt.84

In this book, it will be shown how the rise of the Flemish Movement 
contributed to a change in the Belgian political agenda over language in 
the interwar years, a change also considerably aff ecting language learning 
conditions within the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy. In order 
to understand discussions within Belgium’s eastern borderlands about 
language learning, it is therefore essential to fi rst examine diff erent a  i-
tudes towards language within the Belgian Kingdom throughout the late 
nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century.

In the fi rst decades of Belgian independence, leading Belgian elites pre-
sented the Belgian population as being of Germanic descent while speak-
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ing French in order to legitimise their country.85 In the 1860s, under the 
infl uence of Romanticism, a new interpretation of Belgianness saw the 
light and would remain most infl uential until the 1920s.86 The most zeal-
ous exponent of this new way of thinking, the historian Henri Pirenne, 
considered Belgian civilisation a synthesis of two cultures, a microcosm of 
Europe so to speak, and therefore urged all citizens to become bilingual. 
His propositions, however, were rooted in the social life of the nineteenth 
century and therefore addressed towards the educated Belgian bourgeoi-
sie mostly having French as their mother tongue and wishing to expand 
their language base to Flemish, not German.87 Evidently, the rural villages 
at Belgium’s eastern border, where a German vernacular was spoken, 
were too few in number to be included in his cosmopolitan vision.

On the whole, the common man was not enchanted by Belgianness.88 
Historians diff er in their opinions as to why the alternative Flemish na-
tionalism developed so slowly. Lode Wils argued that the Flemish Move-
ment arose much later than other national movements in Europe owing 
to early industrialisation and the fact that the fi ght for the emancipation 
of the peasants and the abolition of the ancient regime had already been 
concluded by the time Belgium became independent in 1830. Precisely be-
cause French rule had denationalised liberalism, the Flemish Movement 
was not advocated by liberal thinkers and could no longer mould social 
and cultural agitation into a programme that appealed to the masses.89 
Louis Vos added that the Flemish Movement was eventually pushed 
forward by modernisation. The fact that most state administration was 
conducted in French started to trouble more people when the bureaucra-
tisation of the state increased and facilitated Frenchifi cation. The Flem-
ish Movement saw in universal suff rage the opportunity to increase its 
political power and engaged in preparing the vernacular spoken in the 
northern half of the country for political use.90 Maarten Van Ginderachter, 
however, postulated that the pillarisation of social and cultural life along 
ideological profi les (mainly Catholic, socialist or liberal) might also have 
played a part in de-escalating linguistic tensions.91

At the end of the nineteenth century, the Flemish Movement found sup-
port among the blue-collar workers and peasants of the Catholic People’s 
Movement. Immediately before the outbreak of the First World War, it 
came to see itself as a fully-fl edged nation having the right to autonomy.92 
This is also the moment when the decision was made to make the lan-
guage of its cause Dutch instead of Flemish. That vernacular had inter-
changeably been referred to as Vlaams (Flemish), Nederlands (Dutch) or 
Nederduits (Lower German).93 It became more common to speak about 
Flemish or Dutch a  er the revolution of 1848, when Belgian politicians, 
out of fear of French expansion, developed be  er cultural relationships 
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with the Netherlands, and a  er 1871, when a German Empire with ex-
pansionist ambitions was established.94 Dutch was chosen because of the 
negligible scope of the Walloon movement at the end of the nineteenth 
century, which indicated the futility of striving for recognition of a re-
gional language in Belgium. The struggle of the Flemish Movement led 
to Dutch being approved as an offi  cial administrative language of the Bel-
gian Kingdom in 1898.95 However, it would take until a  er the First World 
War before the Flemish Movement found sway with socialist politicians, 
leading to specifi c members of all strata of the political spectrum support-
ing the proliferation of its language and culture.

Thinking in Terms of Children

Throughout the Europe of the nineteenth century and the beginning of 
the twentieth century, eff orts were made to establish age borders and have 
cohorts of children experience an increasing part of their childhood in spe-
cially designed child spaces. The European continent witnessed fervent 
clashes between state-building processes, based on the bourgeois notion 
of a national elite, and the emancipation of the nation’s masses through, 
inter alia, a prohibition on child labour, the struggle against child mortal-
ity, and the introduction of compulsory education.96 When the improved 
technology brought about by industrialisation made child labour redun-
dant, and eventually prohibited, children’s time could be devoted to new 
forms of socialisation.97 What followed was a shi   in the concept of child-
hood to the modern sense. Thanks to compulsory primary education, in 
the modern school, children could now be moulded to become virtuous 
future citizens for the state or empire.98 Another new and separate child 
space became pedagogical leisure time, where the young could develop 
strong bodies and personalities that would foster a bright future for their 
societies.99 Organised children’s holidays, moreover, provided a new 
means of intervening in the private upbringing of children in the name of 
eugenic and modernist beliefs in the progress of humankind.100

Whereas in both interwar Poland and Belgium, compulsory education 
for primary school children was only implemented a  er the First World 
War, Prussia had already singularised the Volksschule (primary school) as an 
institution of the state at the end of the eighteenth century and introduced 
compulsory education in the year 1819.101 The lens of analysis within this 
book is narrowed down to the child space of the modern school because 
when the Polish and Belgian nation-states gained state sovereignty over, 
respectively, Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith 
and Malmedy, they came into possession of pieces of land where compul-
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sory education had a long tradition. More signifi cantly, control over ed-
ucation within their newly gained borderlands was considered essential 
for the functioning of the modern Polish and Belgian nation-states. This 
control off ered the prospect of a common national socialisation project for 
all of the country’s youngest citizens, including those living in the newly 
acquired borderlands.102

In modern schools, pupils were to be formed through ‘practices con-
cerned with the cultural making of the citizen’.103 In the early nineteenth 
century, representatives of the feudal and authoritarian Prussian regime 
had already issued policies aimed at increasing school a  endance and es-
tablishing the learning of a standardised version of the German language. 
Upon German unifi cation in 1871, universal suff rage and a constitution 
were initiated in order to make the German Empire appear modern and 
democratic, but in reality it inherited Prussia’s feudal and military tra-
ditions and authoritarian way of ruling.104 Launching the Kulturkampf 
within his fi rst years in power, O  o von Bismarck aspired to unite the 
population of the German Empire around Protestantism and the German 
language. His measures aff ected children growing up in peripheral areas 
of the German Empire more than children living in more centrally located 
regions, since Roman Catholics accounted for a majority of the population 
on both the eastern and western fringes of the German Empire.105

In order to limit the infl uence of the Catholic Church, an 1872 law un-
coupled the relationship between the church and education and placed 
all private and public schools under state control. To foster religious tol-
erance, interconfessional schooling was introduced and priests were al-
lowed to off er only classes in religion.106 An 1876 law, in addition, affi  rmed 
the German language as an essential aspect of national unity and required 
all children to learn a standardised spelling and pronunciation in school, 
so as to create future citizens capable of leaving behind their regional and 
linguistic peculiarities. Until German unifi cation, most children had re-
ceived teaching in their vernaculars, whether these were local variants of 
German or otherwise.107

Gradually, German became the main language of instruction in primary 
schools in the bilingual peripheries of the German Empire.108 By 1880, 
teaching in languages other than German was already in decline. A de-
cade later, Polish and French were no longer taught as a foreign language 
in primary schools and bilingual alphabet books fell into disuse.109 In ad-
dition, pupils in the peripheries of the German Empire were no longer 
instructed by local teachers and priests, who le   the profession in great 
numbers, but by newly trained teachers sent from more central locations 
in the German Empire.110 These restrictions meant that teaching in Ger-
man dialects or other languages could only take place during religious in-
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struction in the early years of elementary education, when children found 
themselves under the supervision of local clergymen. Given the absence 
of a private school system, language activists focused their eff orts on reli-
gious instruction.111 Their eff orts remained largely in vain, since with time 
most children would be taught religion in German.112 In Upper Silesia, 
this development was accelerated by a rule prescribing that in areas with 
a minimum of 25 per cent of inhabitants with German as their mother 
tongue, religion classes needed to be off ered solely in German, whereas 
in Malmedy a petition parents signed for the preservation of Walloon in 
teaching was disregarded.113 Local priests did not always support the lin-
guistic claims of parents since they prioritised the subservience of national 
and linguistic loyalties to the interests of the church.114

Despite the similarities in the educational measures targeted at pupils 
living in peripheral areas and speaking a tongue other than German, there 
are important diff erences to note. These diff erences all worked to the ben-
efi t of children living in the western part of the German Empire. To start 
with, the 1872 law on interconfessional schooling was implemented diff er-
ently at the western and eastern edges of the German Empire. The voices 
of Protestant clergymen in the Rhine Province, who argued that the pro-
liferation of their faith would suff er if Protestant children were to fi nd 
themselves amidst a majority of Catholic children in school, were taken 
seriously.115 While the idea of interconfessional schooling was abolished in 
the west of the German Empire, in its eastern provinces, more precisely in 
the mixed-confessional regions of Greater Poland and West Prussia, Prot-
estants were made school principals of what had been Catholic schools 
so as to facilitate the Germanisation of Polish speakers.116 In Upper Sile-
sia, however, where a majority of the population belonged to the Roman 
Catholic Church, measures were so  er in order to maintain good relations 
between the Catholic Church and state offi  cials.117

Second, the German Empire was one of the fi rst political entities in the 
world to create and designate the primary school as a space of its own. It 
invested massively in the erection of primary school buildings so as to dis-
connect schools from the parsonages where teaching had been practised 
before. However, whereas a suffi  cient number of primary school buildings 
had been erected in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy before 
the First World War, the number of school buildings erected in the eastern 
peripheral areas of the empire was relatively lower and German-speaking 
children were privileged over those speaking other languages in terms of 
gaining access to education in these buildings.118

The fi nal diff erence lay in reform pedagogy, although its infl uence 
in the peripheral territories of the German Empire should not be over-
stated. Reform pedagogy proliferated diff erently across the German Em-
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pire, and was characterised more by adaptability and divergence than by 
standardised implementations of clearly defi ned pedagogical methods.119 
Teaching, which had been traditionally encyclopaedic in content and 
authoritarian in performance, was later enriched by Friedrich Herbart’s 
theory of heteronomous ethics. Herbart (1774–1841), following Immanuel 
Kant, proclaimed that moral values existed only in activities carried out 
on the basis of individual feelings of duty. He emphasised the shaping of 
children’s minds and believed that character-building and the develop-
ment of an individual consciousness were to be obtained through disci-
pline, diligence and obedience.120

In the 1870s, psychologists discovered that the psyche of children func-
tioned diff erently than that of adults. Reform pedagogues, as they came to 
call themselves, used this scientifi c insight to engage with formalist teach-
ing methods. They suggested that the singularity of children required 
that teachers a  ain in-depth knowledge about the changing capacities of 
children throughout their school careers.121 Instead of assuming the sub-
mission of children to an authoritarian school system, this focus on the 
child became a means to bring about a nation based on the democratic 
principle of equality.122 A  ention was paid to the fl exibility of children’s 
minds. Children needed to discover themselves in order to be able to do 
good for their society.123

Some pedagogues promised to use the newest scientifi c insights in 
order to make education function as a tool to strengthen and promote 
German culture, an example being education through art (the Kunster-
ziehungsbewegung of Alfred Lichtwark).124 Pedagogues who placed the 
interests and needs of the child centre stage (also called pedocentrists), 
on the other hand, were more interested in the spontaneous evolution of 
a child. They measured intensively under which physical, medical and 
other conditions children could learn best, with the aim being to establish 
norms on how children were to be assisted in discovering their individu-
ality.125 A vast array of new approaches saw the light, ranging from educa-
tion through working (Georg Kerschensteiner’s Arbeitsschule) to bringing 
children closer to their so-called roots (through the Landerziehungsheimbe-
wegung founded by Hermann Lietz).126 In contrast to pedocentrists, sci-
entists in paedology (or child studies) approached the growth of a child 
in its entire environment, looking beyond the school, in order to study 
children’s behaviour and development.127 While not aspiring to change 
society directly, both pedocentrists and paedologists strove to conceive 
a more appropriate form of child socialisation.128 Nevertheless, despite 
these a  empts, the basic assumption underpinning their work at the turn 
of the century remained the idealised image of a compliant child devel-
oped under Romanticism.129
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Although no centres of reform pedagogy were established in the pe-
ripheries of the German Empire, by the mid-1870s most schools in the 
Rhineland, at least for a short period of time, possessed new didactic mate-
rials, such as interconfessional textbooks, before these were exchanged for 
textbooks especially designed either for Catholic or Protestant children.130 
In the east of the German Empire, by contrast, the pending question re-
mained whether Polish-speaking children should receive any education 
at all, as the scarce school funds were fi rst employed to accommodate the 
needs of German-speaking children.131

On the whole, the primary school a  endance of children in the German 
Empire was compulsory and controlled, and buildings were specifi cally 
designed for schooling (although their number was not suffi  cient in the 
eastern part). Nevertheless, ideas of modern childhood penetrated diff er-
ently in the peripheries than in more centrally located places. Pupils in the 
peripheries could no longer receive their education in a language other 
than German, most did not benefi t from the insights of reform pedagogy, 
and the role of Catholic priests in their education was reduced to a mini-
mum. These characteristics sharply diff er from those of children growing 
up in the neighbouring political entities of the German Empire of rele-
vance for this book: the Russian Empire, the Habsburg Monarchy and the 
Belgian Kingdom.

Within the Russian Empire, education was never made compulsory, 
a state of aff airs that would last until 1919 when a law was introduced 
mandating children to a  end primary school.132 In the Kingdom of Po-
land, a ban on the teaching of Polish in primary schools was introduced 
in 1880, which would last until 1904 when, under the infl uence of the war 
with Japan and, later, the Russian Revolution, Tsar Nicholas II allowed 
once more for the teaching of local languages.133 In contrast to the German 
Empire, moreover, the Russian Empire relied on the Orthodox Church to 
organise primary education, which had no particular interest in spreading 
the Russian language.134 As a result, in 1910 62 per cent of the inhabitants 
of the Russian Empire were offi  cially illiterate, compared to 5 per cent in 
the German Empire.135 However, clandestine teaching in Polish is said to 
have reached 33 per cent of Polish speakers in the Kingdom of Poland 
in the fi nal years of the nineteenth century.136 At around the turn of the 
century, Polish pedagogues, teachers, doctors and psychologists from the 
Kingdom of Poland started to travel to the German Empire, France and 
Belgium, but the insights they acquired did not percolate through to pri-
mary education.137

In the Habsburg Empire, compulsory education had already been in-
troduced in 1774, but this law was not enforced as eff ectively as it was 
in the German Empire.138 A  er the revolutionary year of 1848, primary 
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schools in Galicia could off er their teaching in Polish, and, since the lib-
eral constitution had facilitated the emergence of a political activism cen-
tralised around language demands, they gradually became places where 
national ideas were cultivated.139 Herbartianism was decreed the offi  cial 
pedagogical method in the Habsburg Empire in the middle of the nine-
teenth century and enjoyed the support of the Polish-speaking gentry.140 
In addition, child specialists from Galicia made themselves familiar with 
reform pedagogy. For example, as early as the 1870s, the pedagogues Zyg-
munt Samolewicz (1842–1898) and Karol Benoni (1841–1904) travelled to 
the German Empire.141

Although the fi rst Belgian primary school law of 1842 had already pre-
scribed that every municipality must open at least one primary school, 
compulsory education was only decreed in 1914; given the outbreak of 
the First World War, this law was only implemented throughout the king-
dom in 1919.142 The non-compulsory primary education on off er in the 
nineteenth century needed to be provided in the language preferred by 
the guardian of a child: Dutch, French or German.143 Despite the fact that 
Flemish was the mother tongue for a majority of the inhabitants of Bel-
gium, the country had one and a half times as many primary schools of-
fering teaching in French as it did in Dutch or German at the end of the 
nineteenth century.144 This evolution can partly be explained by the fact 
the Belgian state made the Catholic Church responsible for a consider-
able number of the issues that the German state authorities handled. The 
church had no interest in investing suffi  ciently in the training of Dutch or 
German language teachers, and nor did it require that religious education 
take place in buildings separated from schools.145

In 1879, the Liberal Party, a year a  er taking over from the Catholic 
Party in Belgium, started to implement measures similar to the ones is-
sued in the German Empire. It turned existing Catholic municipal schools 
into public secular primary schools, prohibited local state authorities from 
subsidising religious schools, and prescribed that religious teaching must 
take place outside offi  cial school buildings. Liberal representatives also 
advocated the introduction of compulsory education.146 As was the case in 
the German Empire, protests against these measures came from the dom-
inant religious order. As a result, one of the sharpest Belgian political ver-
bal disputes of the nineteenth century, commonly referred to as the School 
Wars (lu  es scolaires, schooloorlogen), broke out. This led to the Catholic 
Episcopate feverishly establishing Catholic primary schools throughout 
the country, and the Liberal Party losing the elections of 1884 and fi nding 
itself in political opposition for the next twenty years.147 Whereas liberal 
politicians had believed in a centralised organisation of education, their 
Catholic counterparts favoured communal autonomy.148 By 1910, Catholic 
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schools were signifi cantly more numerous in Flanders than in Wallonia, 
and covered the educational needs of 80 per cent of the children in Bel-
gium.149 Similarly, illiteracy rates were higher in Flanders than in Wallo-
nia. While illiteracy amounted to an estimated 10 per cent for the whole 
country in 1910, the relative number of inhabitants incapable of reading 
and writing in Flanders was among the highest in Europe.150

Before the First World War, pedagogy in Belgium remained in the 
shadow of the numerous pedagogical research initiatives and their im-
plementation in Prussia and later the German Empire, since only ideas 
that did not question the authority of the teacher could be introduced.151 
With Herbartianism on off er in public secular schools, and in an adopted 
form in private Catholic schools – inspired by O  o Willmann (1839–1920), 
who adjusted Herbart’s ideas to the lifeworlds of Catholics – the teach-
ing method was widespread in Belgium. In addition, insights into pedo-
centrism and paedology inspired certain Belgian pedagogues.152 The Free 
University in Brussels became a hub for world-class scientifi c paedology. 
In 1911, the fi rst international conference on paedology took place in the 
Belgian capital.153 The research of child psychologist Ovide Decroly, who 
studied in Belgium and the German Empire and concentrated on the 
conditions schools were to provide in order to make children act sponta-
neously, was especially successful in fi nding an international audience.154 
Although his experiments did not infl uence schooling in Belgium at large, 
his ideas played an important role in Belgian education politics in the in-
terwar period.

Borderland Schooling

The Treaty of Versailles thrust imagined ideas of a peaceful Europe onto 
borderlands, language was foregrounded as the primary foundation of 
national belonging, and compulsory primary education was implemented 
in Poland and Belgium.155 The argument developed in this book is that 
this thinking in terms of borderlands, language and children resulted in 
the elevation of borderland schools and the pupils they educated as a basic 
foundation of the interwar European political set-up. Language learning 
was used in order to prepare borderland pupils to grow into citizens able 
to bring about the peaceful Europe that representatives at international 
peace conferences had had in mind when changing the state sovereignty 
of the children’s home grounds.

Close examination of language learning policies and practices enables 
us to meticulously decipher how (parts of) provinces within the German 
Empire were dissolved, made part of new nation-states, and over time 
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turned into socially lived spaces. In other words, in this book, the lens of 
language learning in borderland primary school education is used with 
the aim of unravelling and comparing how people who had inhabited pe-
ripheral areas within the German Empire lived with their new borders 
a  er the switch in state sovereignty. This process is not a teleological one 
of linear integration within the Polish and Belgian nation-states, but a rela-
tional one highlighting the restive interactions between borderland pupils 
and their caregivers (parents, teachers, pedagogues and priests), relevant 
institutions and historical actors within Poland or Belgium, as well as 
within Germany.

This book provides plenty of evidence of the o  en specifi cally targeted 
language learning policies launched within single nation-states in order 
to stabilise the state borders and reorient both the curricula of borderland 
schools and the feelings of belonging of borderland pupils. It will unravel 
how and why school curricula and the practices of borderland pupils 
were shaped, appropriated, changed, refuted or remained undefi ned. The 
main argument is that the schools and pupils in the two borderlands of 
interwar continental Europe compared in this book had enough in com-
mon to develop a profi le. To that purpose, a contextual reconstruction of 
interwar language learning in the borderlands is off ered with the help of a 
framework of comparison. The framework leans on the tremendous work 
scholars have executed over the last twenty years in order to reconsider 
Western modernity’s fascination with the straight line, which favoured bi-
nary oppositions over multidimensional perspectives.156 The framework 
of comparison worked out in chapter two consists of three interpretational 
axes and is based on an active understanding of space, a diff erentiated 
view on power and loyalties, and a comprehension of microhistory within 
a multilayered context.

As is the case with every other scholarly work produced by historians, 
the scope of this book very much depends on the accessibility of literature 
and sources. Inherent to comparative borderlands studies are bibliograph-
ical challenges.157 For a long time, borderlands remained predominantly 
the domain of research for local historians, whose work found a read-
ership in Germany, but rarely beyond.158 At the same time, as questions 
about borderland inhabitants’ past belonging were being glossed over in 
the Polish People’s Republic, Belgian historiography was also notable for 
showing a general lack of interest in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy.159 When European borderlands in the twenty-fi rst century were 
included in studies about the history of Europe, the focus was primarily 
placed on ethnic cleansing and the repression of those adults who were 
considered to have been overly loyal to the former regime.160 Whereas 
the history of twentieth-century Upper Silesia has over the last decade at-
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tracted a great deal of a  ention from both local and international scholars 
publishing their studies in Polish, German, English or Czech, the scholar-
ship on the past of the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy has yet 
to reach a wider audience.161

Moreover, whereas Silesia’s past has become a laboratory for compar-
ative research, this book is the fi rst comparative monograph about the 
history of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy.162 An additional bibliograph-
ical challenge is the diff erent focus of local historical studies. In the case 
of interwar language learning, for example, researchers working on Pol-
ish Upper Silesia follow the fault lines of the division of school spacing 
at the time and off er an analysis of either the German-speaking or the 
Polish-speaking school systems.163 For the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith 
and Malmedy, on the other hand, the most common publications are com-
memoration books published by commi  ees of individual schools.164

Researching borderlands also entails an archival challenge. Julien 
Fuchs pointed to the diff erent scope of Alsatian archives, which he com-
pared to the state archives in Paris and described as ‘diff use, dispersed 
and heteroclite’, but which nevertheless off ered an unexpectedly ‘rich 
body that has been hardly explored’.165 It is the purpose of this study to 
discover the potential of local and regional sources in borderlands by an-
alysing their content within the relevant national, bilateral, transnational 
and supranational contexts. To that purpose, materials were consulted in 
fi  een diff erent archives in Poland, Belgium and Germany. The local and 
regional source base is more voluminous in the case of Polish Upper Sile-
sia than in the case of the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy for 
several reasons. Not only was Polish Upper Silesia larger in size, it also 
operated as a distinct political entity within the Polish state for the entire 
interwar period and generated administrative paperwork about the bor-
der region and its districts. In addition, sources in Polish Upper Silesia 
had a good chance of making it through the Second World War, whereas 
the French-speaking school of Eupen, for example, was set on fi re during 
the German invasion in 1940, and Sankt Vith and Malmedy were bombed 
during Hitler’s last off ensive in the winter of 1944–1945. Of great signifi -
cance for the research on the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy 
turned out to be the city archives of Eupen, as well as local press articles 
from the time.

In contrast to Julien Fuchs’ experience in France, interwar sources 
produced at a national level, both in Poland and Belgium, turned out to 
be disappointingly meagre. Whereas it is common knowledge that the 
sources produced within interwar Polish ministries are scarce because 
Warsaw lay in ruins at the end of the Second World War, it came as a 
surprise that the archives of Belgian governmental cabinets, as well as the 
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Belgian Ministry of Education, were practically non-existent.166 In much 
be  er condition were German archives reporting on the institutions and 
historical actors involved in transnational contacts with borderland inhab-
itants, both across its eastern and western borders, such as the German 
School Association (Deutscher Schulverein) in the case of Polish Upper 
Silesia, and the archival fund of Franz Thedieck, the Special Consultant of 
the German Reich’s Home Offi  ce, for the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy throughout the 1930s. Diplomatic archives in Brussels, Warsaw 
and Berlin also yielded a be  er insight into language learning in both 
case study borderlands. It was possible to include the supranational level 
into this study owing to a comparison of the empirical fi ndings in local, 
regional and national archives with the published sources of the Mixed 
Commission established to supervise the implementation of the Geneva 
Convention (1922–1937) in Polish Upper Silesia.167

Given these bibliographical and archival realities, the initial focus of 
the research on borderland children was shi  ed to one child space: the 
modern primary school. The modern school was preferred to other child 
spaces of modernity, such as youth organisations or children’s treatment 
camps, owing to the fact that compulsory primary education was imple-
mented in both Poland and Belgium in the a  ermath of the First World 
War, thus facilitating a systematic comparison. Not only did that imple-
mentation put the modern primary school at the centre of the political 
agenda, but the question of how children were to learn languages in their 
schools was also a topic of public debate during the interwar period. The 
scope of a study focusing on other child spaces of modernity would have 
been less comprehensive. Not only was the network of youth organisa-
tions in Polish Upper Silesia weak, but the local archival sources also of-
fered hardly any materials beyond membership lists.168 In the case of the 
regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, national and transnational 
interest in local youth organisations only started with the importation of 
the Belgian scout movement in 1934 and the emergence of new youth or-
ganisations receiving inspiration or support from organisations in Nazi 
Germany.169 The decision to exclude from this study the history of German 
treatment camps for borderland children from Poland and Belgium was 
taken upon discovery that archival documentation on the Polish-German 
case in the Political Archive of the German Federal Foreign Offi  ce off ered 
correspondence only until 1934.170 Whereas these documents had been ar-
chived outside Berlin at the time the city was bombed, documents created 
in the second half of the 1930s were still held in Berlin and did not survive 
the Second World War. Given the fact that children’s transports from the 
regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy began only in 1925 (unlike in 
Polish Upper Silesia, where they began in 1923), the comparison could 
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have off ered an interesting story, but would not have covered how the 
borderlands dissolved from Germany and grew into socially lived spaces 
throughout the interwar years.

Archival realities also resulted in this book becoming much more a con-
tribution to research on what adults said about children than on what chil-
dren said about themselves. At the centre of current developments within 
childhood studies is the fact that children are not only ‘human beings’ but 
also ‘human doings’.171 This observation has long been neglected since 
children were not thought to be rational, which is still at the heart of many 
historians’ defi nition of a social actor.172 While historians of childhood re-
main aware of the methodological challenges in fi nding out how children 
viewed their treatment by adults, how they articulated this experience in 
their own practices, and how they recall it in sources, they point at the 
potential of including diff erent voices in our understanding of the past.173 
Indeed, children not only experienced situations diff erently from adults, 
they o  en also faced other horizons of opportunities.174

The ego documents of borderlands children traced back in the archives 
do, however, have a diff erent scope than the ego documents historians in 
childhood studies usually consult. Whereas collections of child sources 
were o  en gathered at a national level by nation-state representatives 
and international or welfare organisations, in the case study borderlands 
where state sovereignty switched back and forth several times throughout 
the nineteenth and twentieth century, such collections were never gath-
ered.175 David Oswell acknowledged that ‘children’s capacities to speak, 
act and become’ are ‘disclosed in particular social, natural and technolog-
ical contexts’.176 Borderlands formed specifi c places where children’s in-
volvement with their everyday lives o  en took on a diff erent dimension. 
Scholars have already pointed to the fact that in borderlands stably con-
ceived orders of knowledge are o  en lacking, as is a normative consensus 
on the kinds of actions that are considered legitimate.177 As a consequence, 
everyday practices in borderlands remain marked by discontinuities, un-
certainties and ambivalences; in the case of this study, this has resulted in 
a scarcity of borderland child ego sources.178

This scarcity led to a focus on one child space of modernity, rather than 
a delineation of age cohorts and a display of their experiences in diff erent 
spaces for a specifi c relevant time period.179 It also limited the acquisition 
of a deep insight into borderland girlhood. Just as childhood policies re-
fl ected diff erent ideals for boys and girls, so too are the ways such policies 
were experienced and articulated gender-specifi c. For a long time, girls 
had few opportunities to express themselves publicly, few wrote down 
their experiences, and even fewer of these writings have survived the 
rigours of time. Those spoken of most commonly belonged to the elite or 
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were problematised.180 Throughout this book, I will point out when bor-
derland girlhood was reported and reported itself as specifi c.

A Comparison of Borderlands

A vast majority of the scholarship on borderlands in Europe consists of 
single case studies, and the historians writing these analyses have a ten-
dency to state that the borderlands they study followed a unique path 
through the past, a phenomenon in German referred to as a Sonderweg.181 
The most evident observation made while researching the practices of in-
habitants from diff erent borderlands has been that they were as manifold 
as the nationalisms and regionalisms operating throughout the European 
continent.182 In systematically comparing the two case study borderlands, 
this book aims to provide a deeper understanding and explanation of 
the development of historical events.183 John H. Ellio   indeed once said: 
‘above all a comparative approach forces us to reconsider our assump-
tions about the uniqueness of our own historical explanation’.184

The systematic comparison of borderland pupils in two local case study 
borderlands in this book uses a newly developed framework of compar-
ison going beyond simple binary oppositions such as structures versus 
agents, and allows for the investigation of the interrelationship between 
both categories, as well as of microhistorical developments within their re-
gional, national, bilateral, transnational and supranational contexts. This 
framework helps us to critically reconsider arguments hitherto employed 
in historiography, and to come to see that borderland schools held enough 
characteristics in common to distil a profi le.185

Within comparative history, two approaches are employed. The fi rst is 
mainly occupied with fi nding diff erences between the cases under com-
parison with the purpose of arriving at a more precise comprehension of 
the peculiarities of one case, and the way in which these are distinct from 
the other. The second approach foregrounds the search for commonalities 
in order to arrive at an understanding of the universality of historical phe-
nomena.186 The research presented in this book connects both approaches. 
Although the distillation of a profi le of borderland schools is placed at the 
centre of this book’s narrative, the study uses the potential of the compar-
ative method in order to make historical particularities within single case 
studies more visible, as well as to show what other historical paths in a bor-
der region could have been possible.187 The careful balancing act between 
both approaches was not carried out prior to the empirical research, but 
during the analysis of the archival materials systematically gathered for 
Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy.
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In times when the cross-border interactions between historical agents 
and transfers of ideas are elevated to the centre of historical analyses, 
comparative history is blamed for its preoccupation with macro-historical 
structures.188 This symmetrical comparative study is, however, also a trans -
national history. Although there is a tension between the comparative 
and transnational perspective, as comparativists separate phenomena 
whereas their colleagues stress transfers, a small group of mainly German 
historians have pointed to the innovation that a combined complementary 
approach can bring to the progress of knowledge.189 Borderland pupils in 
Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy 
all had a state border with Germany, and Germans did not cease to show 
their interest in the people they considered to have been le   behind a  er 
the reshuffl  ing of state sovereignties. This interest manifested itself in 
multiple ways, ranging from the sending of schoolbooks or money, the 
spreading of reform pedagogical ideas, the welcoming of schoolchildren 
from across the border in Germany, the outmigration of German priests 
across Germany’s western border, to cross-border family visits.190

There were many reasons behind the decision to make a symmetrical 
comparison of borderland pupils’ past in Polish Upper Silesia and the re-
gions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy throughout the interwar period. 
Mainly, I wanted to assess the way in which supranational involvement 
was established and how it infl uenced the life of borderland inhabitants. 
I therefore felt the need to include one case study from Central Europe 
and one case study from Western Europe. Of the fi ve peace treaties signed 
in France in 1919, only the Treaty of Versailles also covered territorial 
changes in Western Europe. A  er the First World War, Germany lost areas 
of land to France (Alsace-Lorraine), Belgium (Eupen-Malmedy), Denmark 
(Northern Schleswig), Lithuania (the Memel region), Poland (parts of 
Posen, West-Prussia, East Prussia and East Upper Silesia) and Czechoslo-
vakia (the Hlučin region).

Second, Belgium turned out to be an interesting case because it was 
founded in 1830 as one of the most progressive countries in the world. 
With its constitution guaranteeing the freedom of religion and the practice 
of languages, the Belgian Kingdom off ered its inhabitants an alternative 
protective system to the supranational framework of control functioning 
under the auspices of the League of Nations. This was especially the case 
a  er 1933, when Germany le   the League of Nations and Poland no lon-
ger fully respected its conditions. We will see in this book that the Belgian 
democratic regime appeared be  er capable of encompassing the diversity 
of its inhabitants than that supranational system.

Third, I opted for a borderland included in interwar Poland over one 
that joined Czechoslovakia or Lithuania because compulsory education 
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and universal suff rage were introduced in Poland and Belgium at the same 
time. Whereas mass education and mass voting had already been estab-
lished in Prussia in the nineteenth century, these measures were only im-
plemented in Poland and Belgium a  er the end of the First World War.191 

My fourth decision followed from the characteristics of the regions of 
Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy. Since these were practically entirely 
Catholic regions, I selected a border region in Poland with a predomi-
nantly Catholic profi le as well.192 For this reason, the border region of Pol-
ish Upper Silesia became an obvious choice, and not the regions inhabited 
predominantly or to a considerable extent by Protestants: East Prussia, 
West Prussia and the Posen region.193 

The fi  h and fi nal selective criterion was the characteristics of the land. 
Since the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy are covered with 
woods and agricultural lands, I decided to narrow my analysis of Polish 
Upper Silesia down to its most rural area, the Lubliniec district, with its 
relatively comparable size (whereas the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy covered 1,052,92 km2, the Lubliniec district covered 700km2) 
and number of inhabitants (approximately 60,000 in 1920 and 64,306 in 
1940 in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy versus 45,232 in the 
Lubliniec district in 1931 and 50,518 in 1938).194 These overall features dis-
tinguished the Lubliniec district from other districts in Polish Upper Sile-
sia, where the cities were more densely populated, more industrialised, 
more religiously diverse, and the inhabitants were, relatively speaking, 
more educated.195

Despite the similar features of the Lubliniec district in Polish Upper 
Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, there are im-
portant diff erences to highlight. Industrialisation aff ected these regions 
distinctively to begin with. Industrialisation of the Eifel region had begun 
at the beginning of the nineteenth century, but always remained in the 
shadow of the prime industrial area of the Rhineland, and a  er 1870 did 
not participate in the increasing wealth Western Europe enjoyed because 
of its specialisation in a deteriorating branch of industry: textiles.196 As a re-
sult, the region suff ered continuous outmigration.197 By contrast, in Upper 
Silesia, industrialisation started later, but the region became an industrial 
powerhouse on a global scale in the second half of the nineteenth century, 
producing almost a quarter of the German Empire’s coal at the outbreak of 
the First World War. The circulation of its labour force was caused by the 
fact that the average income was lower than in other industrialised places 
within the German Empire, owing to which specialised workers moved 
out, and workers from poorer areas, such as the Posen region, moved in.198

A  er Upper Silesia was divided in 1922, Polish Upper Silesia lost some 
of its competitiveness and became poorer than neighbouring German 
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Upper Silesia.199 By contrast, the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Mal-
medy became relatively more affl  uent than the other parts of the former 
Aachen district to which they had belonged before the First World War. 
The global crisis reduced but did not obliterate that diff erence.200 Inter-
estingly, these diff erent economic situations did not lead to signifi cantly 
diff erent migration fl ows during the interwar years. In both regions, a 
signifi cant number of local inhabitants (especially former civil servants) 
moved to Germany immediately a  er the switch of sovereignty, whereas 
later outmigration slowed down.201

The second diff erence is in demography. Poland experienced a signifi -
cantly bigger baby boom than Germany, in contrast to Belgium, where 
birth rates decreased.202 Whereas the increasing number of children put 
pressure on school structures in Poland, the phenomenon took a slightly 
diff erent form in Polish Upper Silesia, where, as we will see in chapter 
four, the school building shortage was tackled more eff ectively than any-
where else in interwar Poland, without actually being solved.203 In Bel-
gium, by contrast, providing school buildings for a decreasing number 
of children in an age of mass education was not a major problem most of 
the time, although, as chapter four will illustrate, it did play a role in the 
multilingual city of Brussels.204

Outline of the Book

In order to situate how certain child policies developed during the First 
World War continued to shape the systems of power applicable to Polish 
Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy once 
these borderlands had switched state sovereignty, chapter one describes 
in detail the primary education, language learning and experiences of chil-
dren during the war. Although in the states, nations and empires relevant 
for the two case studies there are many diff erences in the ways in which 
child policies continued or changed under the conditions of war, and many 
diff erences in the ways in which children experienced that war inside and 
outside their classrooms, the First World War constituted a turning point 
for all of them. In the German Empire, including at its eastern and west-
ern fringes, the war caused a wider acceptance of reform pedagogy. How-
ever, whereas in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, children 
witnessed the war from close up as soldiers marched west and east over 
the prewar Belgian-German state border line, in Upper Silesia, the war 
remained merely an event taking place somewhere else, until a civil war 
broke out with the three armed uprisings of 1919, 1920 and 1921. In Bel-
gium, on the other hand, the war resulted in a programme of civic educa-
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tion for the masses, for the fi rst time in the history of the country. It also, 
however, put to the test the freedom of guardians to choose the language 
of their children’s school instruction. In the newly established Kingdom of 
Poland, it was the shaping of a Polish child, along with discussions about 
the language(s) he or she was to speak, that was foregrounded in the new 
era of compulsory education.

With the aim of analysing the dissolution of the system of power that 
had characterised the German Empire and its reconfi guration in diff erent 
systems of power a  er the switch in state sovereignty following the war, 
a fully-fl edged framework of comparison is provided in chapter two.205 
The framework indicates routes for comparing and bridging the available 
knowledge in historiography, as well as the author’s new research fi ndings 
for the history of primary schools and their pupils in Polish Upper Silesia 
and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy in the interwar years. 
Originally a concept developed in order to approach more accurately the 
new spatiality of politics brought about by the processes of globalisation 
in the post-Cold War era, the concept of the borderscape also presented 
itself as a suitable lens through which to approach bordering processes in 
Europe’s past. Although interdisciplinary border scholars did not neglect 
historical dimensions, they le   them underdeveloped.206 For this study, it 
was considered necessary to include the concept of the borderscape in a 
framework of comparison combining three axes of analysis – border and 
human territoriality, power/multiple loyalties, and microhistory within a 
multilayered context – in order to shed light on the historical contingency 
of language learning in the two case study borderlands and support the 
development of a profi le of borderland schools.

Since language had become the defi ning denominator of national be-
longing at the time, the book then unravels the changing systems of power 
through the perspective of language learning in primary schools. When ‘the 
Paris Peace Conference sought to apply the principle [of self-determination] 
in Central and Eastern Europe’, John Kulczycki wrote, ‘language stood for 
nationality’.207 International players stopped applying this equation when 
se  ing borders in 1923 because they understood that language was just as 
imagined a concept as the nation; the lines of linguistic division could be 
drawn wherever one wanted.208 In Upper Silesia, however, people lived 
with the consequences of this illusion throughout the entire interwar pe-
riod. Meanwhile, in Belgium, as will be shown, disputes between nation-
alists about the use of languages spoken within the country also coloured 
the political agenda.

When the Polish and Belgian nation-states received sovereignty over, 
respectively, Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith 
and Malmedy, education was considered to be inextricably linked with 
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language. For this reason, mass education and teaching in the mother 
tongue of primary schoolchildren were implemented simultaneously in 
both Poland and Belgium. Establishing and maintaining control over ed-
ucation was crucial for the functioning of the modern nation-state, since 
it off ered the prospect of a common national socialisation for its youngest 
citizens. A mass education system could socialise children using a single 
curriculum and teach them a common standardised language.209

The systems of power carved out in the Polish and Belgian borderlands 
throughout the interwar period are reconstructed in three subsequent 
chapters. In chapter three, it is shown how during the fi rst time period 
(1919–1925) language learning in primary schools played a crucial role in 
transforming what had been spots on a map of Europe on the negotiation 
table in Paris into lived social spaces. By means of a processual under-
standing of borders and a relational approach towards the human-made 
creation and functioning of borders, chapter three goes beyond the draw-
ing of the state border line in order to unravel how the development and 
implementation of rules governing language learning in borderland pri-
mary schools functioned as an essential means of making the border. In 
Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, 
the measures put forward to appease the tensions of multilingualism were 
surprisingly similar. The unitary school system off ering teaching in Ger-
man was replaced by two sorts of primary schools off ering teaching in two 
diff erent languages. In this way, public space could be diff erentiated, and 
children separated according to their supposed vernacular. Given the exis-
tence of a dispute se  lement network for Polish Upper Silesia set up under 
the supranational control of the League of Nations, various state institu-
tions pleaded their case in public, with their grievances being preserved 
in great detail. The administrative entity of Eupen-Malmedy, however, 
took the shape of a curious blend of colonial rule enriched with some of 
the principles of freedom that characterised the Belgian Kingdom, where 
inhabitants were subject to a latent form of censorship, and there was no 
transnational control over the way in which their pupils were treated.

In chapter four it is shown how during the second time period (1926–
1932) spaces changed from areas where the demonstration of power took 
the form of domination or prevention, through school policies for border-
land pupils, to socially lived and networked spaces, through an interplay 
between state institutions, on the one hand, and parents, teachers, chil-
dren and clergymen, on the other. This change was driven by the desire 
of borderland inhabitants to acquire as much autonomy as possible. As 
a result, Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy became the se  ings for ba  les over schools, teaching branches, 
textbooks, language exams, school curricula, ideas on education and styles 
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of teaching, leading to a circulation of social divisions within networks 
that spread out beyond these physical borderlands. These ba  les exposed 
the contradictions and inconsistencies in existing systems of power not 
only in the borderlands, but also in Poland, Germany, Belgium and the 
League of Nations. In the event, these contradictions and inconsistencies 
proved impossible to overcome. At the start of the 1930s, the quest that 
had involved and obsessed so many people – to give meaning to the state 
border line by means of borderland primary school education – resulted 
in a collapse of meaning for borderland inhabitants. Rather than seeing 
this as a specifi c development for Polish Upper Silesia – as has been done 
in existing historiography – the chapter shows how a similar fate befell the 
regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy. Furthermore, it is argued that 
what happened, following the notion of human territoriality understood 
in the sense of the social geographer Claudes Raff estin, was precisely 
what could have been expected given the specifi c resources of the relevant 
systems of power at the time.

The fi nal chapter covers the period between 1932 and the outbreak of 
the Second World War, comparing how the various ideas on universal 
childhood articulated at diff erent levels of decision-making on the Eu-
ropean continent interplayed in the policies towards borderland pupils, 
and their experiences of these policies, in Polish Upper Silesia and the 
regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy. By this time, Polish and Bel-
gian statesmen had come to recognise that a universal childhood required 
more than the issuing of laws on compulsory education. This was also a 
time when the case study borderlands had ceased to play a crucial role in 
international politics themselves, becoming pawns in a geopolitical game 
about the future reshuffl  ing of the European continent. Whereas Belgian 
politicians worked out a highly diff erentiated system of legal prevention 
of confl icts over language learning in primary education that went far be-
yond the protection the League of Nations had been able to off er, Polish 
politicians and scientists developed an obsession with reform pedagogy 
that was to improve the conditions of learning for borderland children, 
with Polish Upper Silesia becoming a laboratory of innovative reform ped-
agogical experiments and studies. Meanwhile, in the regions of Eupen, 
Sankt Vith and Malmedy, the Roman Catholic Church was highly eff ec-
tive in (although not entirely capable of)  blocking the use of reform peda-
gogy. Both pedagogical innovation and its complete rejection were indeed 
possible paths in the interwar years, and they could even co-exist within 
one country. Later, similarities in the transnational pedagogical materials 
sent from Germany for the education of borderland pupils in both case 
study borderlands are uncovered and compared. The chapter ends with 
an illustration and explanation of the way in which the system of power 
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applicable to Polish Upper Silesia changed more profoundly than the one 
pertaining to the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy during the 
acceleration of authoritarianism at the brink of the Second World War.

Finally, the conclusion submits that going to school in Polish Upper 
Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy was, and con-
tinued to be, a signifi cantly diff erent experience than going to school else-
where in, respectively, Poland and Belgium throughout the entire interwar 
period. Despite the diff erences in the continuously changing systems of 
power in Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy, interwar borderland pupils had enough in common for us to 
be able to develop a profi le consisting of four characteristics: borderland 
schools were more dependent on international and transnational changes; 
borderland schools encountered specifi cally designed (language learn-
ing) policies; (language learning) policy measures were more negotiable 
within the borderlands; and pupils in borderland schools experienced at 
fi rst hand the excesses within changing systems of power.
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Notes for this chapter begin on page 54.

Chapter 1

SCHOOLS, LANGUAGE AND CHILDREN 
DURING THE FIRST WORLD WAR

(

The shot fi red by a young Serbian patriot that killed Archduke Franz Ferdi-
nand, the heir to the Austro-Hungarian Empire, on 28 June 1914, sparked 
the First World War. In the month that followed, the two coalitions of Great 
Powers on the European continent, the Triple Entente of France, Russia 
and Britain (later called the Allied Powers), and the Triple Alliance of Ger-
many, Austria-Hungary and Italy (later called the Central Powers), mobil-
ised their military forces. On 2 August, Germany demanded free access 
through Belgium so that its armies co uld invade France. When Belgian 
politicians refused to give up the country’s neutrality, the German army 
invaded Belgium a day later and declared war on France, whereupon the 
Belgian government declared war on Germany.

Children experienced the German invasion of Belgium diff erently 
than adults. While German troops were marching through the regions of 
Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, fi  een-year-old Leonie Schmetz wrote 
in her diary that children were playing war games on the streets.1 Ger-
man soldiers were confused by what they found in the Belgian-German 
borderlands. Most were unaware that French was the language used by 
the inhabitants of Prussian Wallonia, and it also came as a shock to them 
to discover that people on the other side of the state border line spoke 
German but did not endorse Germany’s invasion of the neutral Belgian 
state they inhabited.2 In a le  er sent home by a German soldier, he recalled 
his time in Malmedy as follows: ‘The population assured us again and 
again: “Nous sommes de vous Allemands” (We are Germans), but already 
during a stop at the marketplace, a li  le boy shouted to me, “Just you wait, 
when the French arrive, then you’ll fi ll your pants”.’3 The local boy dared 
to publicly express the loyalty towards France that local inhabitants had 
increasingly started to develop, and could get away with it unpunished.
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The German invasion took the shape of a total war, bringing about vast 
devastation and the murdering of soldiers and civilians. A rumour at night 
that the enemy was close by, followed by a random shot in the dark, was 
suffi  cient to provoke a wild killing spree.4 A  er shooting at some houses 
in the Wallonian village of Soiron, German soldiers found a family with 
a one-year-old child hidden in the cellar, snatched one man and shot him 
in the neck. The young mother used her child in the hope of invoking 
compassion in the soldier: ‘She held up the child she was carrying in her 
arms, while holding the soldier’s hands so that he would show mercy on 
them all: “Take everything we have, take everything,” she shouted, “but 
let us live”.’5 The worst act of atrocity towards civilians was commi  ed in 
Dinant, where 674 inhabitants were killed by German soldiers, regardless 
of their age or sex.6

The German invasion was stopped at the end of October when Belgian 
troops fl ooded the Yser River. A 750-kilometre front line was established 
from the North Sea over the fl ooded lowlands of the banks of the Yser to 
the French state border line, crossing through the Vosges, and reaching 
the French-Swiss border line further south. Whereas the greater part of 
the pre-war Belgian Kingdom stayed under German occupation for the 
next four years, a small part in the south-west (the Westhoek) remained 
unoccupied. During the German invasion, one and a half million Belgian 
soldiers and civilians fl ed the country, mainly to the Netherlands, France 
and Great Britain. Among the fi rst refugees arriving in the Netherlands 
were up to 80,000 German citizens who had been living mostly in the cit-
ies of Brussels and Antwerp.7 Their fear turned out to be justifi ed: under 
the German occupation, Belgium transformed from a liberal state where 
immigrants did not need to hold Belgian citizenship to be considered an 
equal member of the national community into one where descent and na-
tional identifi cation were the main criteria for inclusion.8

In Upper Silesia, it remained remarkably calm during the opening days 
of the war. Apart from the conscription of men to the German army, ev-
eryday life continued unchanged. Poles in Central Eastern Europe joined 
one of the three imperial armies, such as the military unit set up ini-
tially within the Austro-Hungarian army, called the Polish Legions, one 
brigade of which was led by the man who would later become the de 
facto leader of the Second Polish Republic, Józef Piłsudski. Despite the 
legal minimum age for recruitment being seventeen, the only factor that 
counted in practice was a height of 140 cm, which resulted in children as 
young as eleven joining the forces.9 The high number of young recruits, 
estimated at tens of thousands, was already apparent at the time, and fa-
voured the propagandistic image of the Legions’ leader, Józef Piłsudski, as 
a grandfather taking care of his sons.10 Other Polish army formations were 
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less numerous. Following an agreement between Austro-Hungary and 
Germany in April 1917, a Polish military unit was formed within the Ger-
man Empire, but it never counted more than 3,000 soldiers. Meanwhile, 
Piłsudski’s counterpart in interwar Polish politics, Roman Dmowski, 
took the initiative to launch a Polish military contingent for volunteers in 
France in 1917, called the Blue Army (Błękitna Armia), which fi rst fought 
at the Western Front and later in the Polish-Ukrainian and Polish-Soviet 
wars over the state border lines of the newly independent Polish Second 
Republic.11

In order to support the Allied Powers fi ghting against the German 
army in Belgium and northern France, the tsarist army invaded Prussia 
from the east. In Upper Silesia, rumours about atrocities circulated, fuel-
ling the fear that Russian troops could cross the German state border line 
at any moment, but the Ba  le of Tannenberg at the end of August 1914 set 
minds at rest and consolidated the belief that Emperor Wilhelm II would 
be able to protect the security of Upper Silesia’s population.12 The German 
Emperor indeed envisioned the creation of an independent buff er zone 
from East Prussia to Upper Silesia linked to the Reich.13 On their way east, 
German troops entered Congress Poland and felt no compunction about 
causing the deaths of civilians, such as happened during the bombing of 
the Jewish quarter of Kalisz.14 The tsarist army was quickly pushed out 
of part of Congress Poland but was able to secure control over almost the 
whole of Galicia between December 1914 and the summer of 1915. In Prze-
mysł, where civilians gathered whose houses in the surrounding villages 
had been burned down by tsarist soldiers, the Austro-Hungarian army 
defended the fortressed city for 133 days. One of those trapped during 
the siege, the Austrian writer Ilka-Künigl Ehrenburg, wrote: ‘How o  en 
do offi  cers, beaten in their coats, bring in lost children from the villages! 
There, in the middle of the rain, a three-year-old boy, all alone, laughing 
and playing in the fi eld. Soldiers who found him could not get anything 
out of him, just the words “Babbo America”.’15

Of all the inhabitants of the multiethnic and multireligious region of 
Galicia, Jews suff ered the most. In the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century, Galicia became a place of refuge for Jews fl eeing pogroms in the 
Russian Empire, accounting for a third of the local population at the time 
of the invasion.16 Russian violence against Jews included the killing of ci-
vilians, the stealing or burning of their belongings, and deportations to 
areas beyond the Dnieper River. While the Russian Empire’s allies, Great 
Britain and France, knew about the tsarist army’s atrocities in Galicia, 
they did not call for an end to them. Instead, they preferred to keep in-
ternational a  ention focused on the atrocities taking place much closer 
to their homes, in Belgium.17 Up to 300,000 Galician Jews fl ed westwards 
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in search of safety, with approximately a third of them se  ling in Vienna. 
With shortages in the supply of milk and potatoes already visible in the 
autumn of 1914, Galician Jewish children queuing in front of shops, sent 
by their working mothers, became part of the everyday life of the city.18

In the summer of 1915, the German and Austro-Hungarian armies re-
conquered Galicia and evicted the tsarist army from Congress Poland, 
where they erected a German zone, including the city of Warsaw, and 
a smaller Austrian zone to the south.19 A pivotal ba  le leading to Rus-
sia’s defeat took place in Gorlice-Tarnów, during which the tsarist army 
bombed civilian houses, killing hundreds of men, women and children in 
the process.20 On their retreat, the tsarist army burned down villages and 
deported local inhabitants en masse to the Russian interior. On his way to 
Bielsk Podlaski, a British a  aché witnessed a twenty-mile uninterrupted 
procession of horse carts fi lled with families and useful materials.21 In the 
turmoil of the Russian withdrawal from Galicia, the remaining local civil-
ians started to a  ack each other. For Poles and Ukrainians, Jews became 
once again unwanted neighbours.22

With the Central Powers’ occupation of Congress Poland, a new chapter 
began. Enjoying more decision-making power, primarily in the domains 
of education and welfare, the region became a laboratory for experiments 
in what future Polish statehood might look like, and how it might be con-
stituted. Several concepts of political thinking developed at the end of the 
nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century were tested out 
within the everyday war reality of poverty and hunger. Policies towards 
children were prioritised, as children were to become the backbone of 
the new Polish state. Within that process, the Polish child gradually took 
shape.23

Away from the front lines of the war, the everyday life of children con-
tinued. By situating the everyday life of children living in the two case 
study borderlands within the broader context of the everyday life of chil-
dren in the political entities of relevance for this study (namely, the Ger-
man Empire, Belgium, the Kingdom of Poland and Galicia), similarities 
and diff erences can be detected. The everyday life of children living on the 
fringes of the German Empire during the First World War was in many as-
pects similar to elsewhere in the empire. Their fathers were conscripted to 
the army, while boys aged sixteen to twenty were trained to follow in their 
footsteps by a  ending a military preparation course.24 Initially, the war 
a  racted the fascination of local inhabitants. Karl Kaisig, a librarian from 
Gliwice (Upper Silesia), remarked: ‘My neighbour had never even pre-
viously looked at a map . . . Now she’s asking me, for example, whether 
Brussels is bigger than Belgium or whether Bavaria is fi ghting with us or 
against us.’25 As the war went on, however, agrarian production decreased 
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by up to a third and food supplies became irregular. Children saw how 
compulsory levies on milk and wheat infl uenced their nutrition.26 Even-
tually, approximately 56,000 conscripts from Upper Silesia and 1,800 from 
the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy would not survive the 
war.27 When Hermann Heutz’s wounded father returned to his home in 
the region of Eupen in the spring of 1918, the boy remembered: ‘I doubt 
that our father’s return signifi cantly boosted our very meagre bill of fare. 
Father couldn’t make fl our, bacon or bu  er either. Even in ma  ers of edu-
cation or punishment, we children didn’t notice any changes.’28

The war also made it into the classroom. Initially, it eased the introduc-
tion of reform methods in primary education, such as the collective read-
ing of newspaper articles and the writing of personal narratives instead of 
the composition of essays within rigidly enforced rules prescribing con-
tent, style and thesis.29 But it did not take long before teaching personnel 
ran short and oldest sons were relieved from compulsory education in 
order to take care of the family farm.30 By now, the war was not only dis-
cussed in the ‘war hour’ added to the school curriculum, where the heroic 
deeds of individual German soldiers were described, but found its way 
to other subjects as well.31 A mathematics textbook printed in 1917 asked: 
‘A machine gun fi res eight shots a second. How long does it take for 300 
cartridges to be fi red?’32 Pupils were also given an active role in alleviat-
ing the shortages of a war economy. Whether by saving coins, collecting 
berries for the production of juice for injured soldiers, or gathering the pits 
of stone fruits for the extraction of oil, children could do their bit for the 
German nation.33

When nutrition was scarce during the winter of 1916–1917, the vari-
ous private welfare organisations that had provided treatment camps 
for children growing up in cities throughout the German Empire were 
replaced by the Reich Central Offi  ce Country Residence for City Chil-
dren (Reichszentrale Landaufenthalt für Stadtkinder), which in 1918 sent 
575,000 German children to the countryside, either to treatment camps or 
to a stay with a farmer’s family.34 A leafl et addressing German farming 
women appealed to them to open their homes and hearts to urban chil-
dren: ‘The German people thank you rural women in the north, south, 
east and west of our fatherland for your charitable deeds for the sake of 
Germany’s youth . . . Welcome them, you German rural women, as our 
fatherland needs powerful youth.’35 The fact that the provinces of Silesia 
and the Rhineland were still receiving urban children as late as the sum-
mer of 1918 in similar numbers to the other provinces of Prussia indicates 
that they were not yet considered unsafe places.36 Children were offi  cially 
recruited on the basis of their malnutrition and weakened health, but even 
the yearly report of the Reich Central Offi  ce admi  ed that the children’s 
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contribution had made the potato harvest ‘signifi cantly be  er’ than the 
previous year.37

For children in the regions of Eupen, there were constant reminders 
that a war was taking place: the two military airports, with planes reg-
ularly taking off  in the direction of Belgium, and the railway station of 
Herbestahl, transporting German soldiers to the Belgian front line, bring-
ing injured German soldiers home, and taking Belgian prisoners of war 
deeper into the German Empire.38 In the north, where the region of Eupen 
bordered the Netherlands, Belgium and the condominium of Neutral Mo-
resnet, the German military installed a lethal electric fence of over two 
hundred kilometres, colloquially referred to as the Wire of Death (doden-
draad), in order to block migration from occupied Belgium to the neutral 
Netherlands.39 The wire not only wounded any child who touched it out 
of curiosity, but also opened a window of opportunity for children, who 
played a special role within the smuggling activities coordinated from the 
city of Eupen, known at the time as the smuggling Eldorado.40 Border 
guards were not particularly eager to shoot at children smuggling bu  er 
or cigare  es, and if they did, they mostly shot in the air. Nevertheless, the 
Dutch administration in the province of Limburg estimated that by 1917 
there had already been fi ve hundred casualties of the wire, a death toll 
that included children from the region of Eupen.41 Other local children 
were not directly involved in the smuggling, but were the benefi ciaries 
of its results, and found milk, eggs and white bread on their breakfast 
tables.42 In the region of Malmedy, on the other hand, children born a  er 
1915 needed to be given a German instead of a French name, and the con-
scription of young local Belgian citizens to the German army that began 
in the autumn of 1916 provoked at least some to refl ect on their loyalties. 
Awaiting his conscription, one young man from Malmedy pleaded with 
the Belgian king to be allowed to join the Belgian forces instead: ‘[in order] 
to allow me the opportunity to prove the extent of my desire and my right 
to be counted among the numbers of other Belgians, even if it means sac-
rifi cing my life’.43

Children in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy found them-
selves in a more privileged situation than children in Belgium. Whereas 
most children remained in Belgium during the German occupation, there 
were also children among the 600,000 pre-war inhabitants of Belgium 
who stayed in exile during the war. In occupied Belgium, the quality of 
education very much depended on local circumstances: the knowledge 
of the uncertifi ed teachers taking over educational responsibilities from 
the pre-war teaching personnel dra  ed into the Belgian army, the degree 
to which school buildings were destroyed or used by the military, and 
the physical condition of children in a time when ca  le and grain were 
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seized by the occupiers.44 Outside their schools, children were reported 
using sticks as swords in their war games and testing out ammunition, a 
practice which, for example, caused the death of fi  een children in Ware-
gem in March 1918 (West Flanders).45 The occupying regime also brought 
about language tensions in primary education. The right of a guardian to 
choose freely whether to send his child to a public or a subsidised private 
(i.e. Catholic) school, and whether to have his child taught in French or 
Dutch, as prescribed in the Belgian compulsory education law of 1914, 
was subjected to a crucial test in the city of Brussels.46 The German occu-
pying forces dictated that guardians must choose Dutch as the language 
of instruction for their children. When Emile Jacquemin, the alderman of 
education, tried to justify his refusal to grant that decision-making power 
political authority on the basis of the new Belgian law, he was deported to 
Germany.47 In the Flanders countryside, however, people did not experi-
ence similar hardships, and for that reason appeared more likely to be in 
favour of the Flamenpolitik that sought to win the sympathy of people in 
Flanders, by means of supporting a proliferation of the Dutch language, 
among other policies, in order to dissolve the country.48

Out of a concern to keep the children away from fi ghting and violence, 
the biggest campaign in the history of the Belgian Kingdom was launched 
to evacuate children and provide them with a safe shelter and the oppor-
tunity to continue their education.49 In Great Britain, about 50,000 chil-
dren of Belgian immigrant families received primary education, most in 
English schools under the supervision of a Belgian teacher. 10,000 of these 
were educated in a Belgian school system set up by the Belgian Catholic 
Church, where children were taught in their own language, whether that 
be French or Dutch.50 In France, thanks to the support of Belgian authori-
ties and various relief associations, an estimated 14,000 children from Bel-
gium were enrolled at boarding schools. These associations included the 
Children of Flanders Rescue Commi  ee set up by the American writer 
Edith Wharton, the Belgian Civil Aid (Aide Civile Belge), the Franco-
American Commi  ee for the Protection of Children of the Border (Comité 
Franco-Americain pour la Protection des Enfants de la Frontière), and 
the Sco  ish Home / the Children of the Fire Zone Organisation (Le Foyer 
Ecossais / Œuvre des Enfants de la zone du Feu) set up by the Sco  ish 
nurse Georgie Fyfe, who worked together with the French Red Cross. In 
addition, two Roman Catholic nuns from Roesbrugge, a Belgian town 
near the front line, who had fl ed their monastery, set up a boarding school 
for the children of their neighbourhood in Normandy.51 In the Nether-
lands, about 15,000 immigrant children went to schools off ering education 
in Dutch, subsidised by the Dutch government, including the children liv-
ing in family camps erected for interned Belgian soldiers who had crossed 
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the Belgian-Dutch state border line.52 The last international destination for 
child refugees from Belgium was Switzerland, where about 1,400 children 
were placed under the supervision of the Hospitalisation of Belgian Refu-
gees Organisation (L’Œuvre d’hospitalisation des refugiés belges), partly 
funded by the Rockefeller Foundation, as well as the Swedish Commi  ee 
for the Relief of Belgian Children in Switzerland (Comité suédois de sec-
ours aux enfants belges en Suisse).53 Children were also evacuated from 
the non-occupied area of Belgium. Two schools of Queen Elisabeth (koni-
ginnes  olen) were erected twelve kilometres from the front line in order to 
provide education to 600 children away from the trenches.54

One common element of Belgian schooling during the war years, re-
gardless of whether education was provided in the country or abroad, 
was the development of patriotic teaching content for the masses. In a 
country where compulsory education had only been decreed in 1914, and 
where inhabitants were for the fi rst time taking up arms to fi ght for its 
existence, teachers experimented with the provision of patriotic images 
of Belgium outside history lessons: through gymnastics, singing and even 
the making of traditional Belgian bobbin lace.55 Their eff orts contributed 
to the inclusion of a new course in civic education in the post-war teaching 
plan of 1922.56 Although the 1914 law prescribed that children needed to 
be taught in their mother tongue, the realities of wartime life meant many 
of the children in exile received their education in a language they did not 
speak at home, which led to diffi  culties in continuing their education once 
the war had come to an end.57 Another aspect of the wartime experience 
that resulted in a new policy a  er the end of the war was the alleviation of 
the living conditions of abandoned and physically weakened children.58 
With the war risking an increase in child mortality and child tuberculosis 
patients, the National Commi  ee for Aid and Food (Comité National de 
Secours et d’Alimentation / Nationaal Hulp- en Voedingscomite) (since 
1914), and especially its Aid and Protection of Children section (Aide et 
protection des œuvres de l’enfance) (since 1915), organised the distribu-
tion of imported and mostly American-sponsored food as well as mother’s 
breast milk.59 It also arranged at a national level for sick and endangered 
children to a  end treatment camps at the Belgian seaside.60 The fact that 
infant mortality in Belgium decreased during the war convinced politi-
cians that preventive child welfare was worth public investment a  er the 
war had ended.61

Meanwhile, although children in Upper Silesia found themselves in a 
safer and more economically prosperous situation than children in Con-
gress Poland, they missed out on the experimental policies of childhood 
launched in order to establish which children were to be considered Polish 
and what role these children would have in a future independent Polish 
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state. From the very beginning, there were diff erences between the edu-
cational policies pursued in Upper Silesia, Congress Poland and Galicia. 
Whereas in Upper Silesia, primary education in the German language was 
mandatory at the time, when compulsory education for children was in-
troduced by the Citizen’s Commi  ee (Komitet Obywatelski) in Warsaw, 
for the fi rst time in the history of the city and only eighteen days a  er the 
German army had taken control, it was not specifi ed in which language 
that education was to be provided.62 This gave a boost not only to edu-
cation in Polish but also education in Yiddish and Hebrew, signifi cantly 
revitalising and diversifying the Jewish school landscape beyond Jewish 
orthodox schooling, and laying the foundations for an important interwar 
Zionist school network called the Tarbut.63 A year later, a German edict 
issued in September 1915 separated German-speaking schools from Polish-
speaking ones and assigned Jewish children to the German-speaking 
schools as they were considered a religious, not a linguistic minority. Ac-
cording to the historian Carole Fink:

In an age in which language had become the key to national identity, the most 
explosive issue between Poles and Jews involved schools . . . There was an im-
mediate outcry from the local population. The Poles were furious over compe-
tition with the master tongue. Polish Jews, many of whom preferred that their 
children be instructed in Yiddish, Hebrew, or even Polish, resented their ex-
ploitation as tools of Deutschtum by the occupiers as well as by German Jews.64

In the Austrian zone of Congress Poland, on the other hand, the sol-
diers of the Polish Legions highlighted the social diff erences that could 
prove diffi  cult to bridge in a future Polish state. They were disappointed 
that connecting with the local rural population turned out to be so diffi  -
cult: ‘The conservatism of the village fostered faith in the good tsar, just as 
it once did in Galicia – in the just emperor.’65 And when in November 1916 
the German and Austrian zones were absorbed into the newly established 
Kingdom of Poland, thereby giving rise to a quasi-independent satellite 
state without clearly defi ned state border lines, and without the support 
of the Allied Powers, the inhabitants of Upper Silesia were far from en-
thusiastic. They knew the Kingdom of Poland did not include Upper Sile-
sia, and nor was it foreseen to do so. Thus, a  er the soldiers from Upper 
Silesia conscripted to the German army had seen the precarious living 
conditions of its population, the question was whether such an inclusion 
was worth striving for.66

Another initiative contributing to the quest to establish the meaning of 
a Polish child in the occupied Kingdom of Poland was child welfare. The 
locally established Central Welfare Council (Rada Główna Opiekuńcza), 
upon whose experiences the public child welfare system in interwar Po-
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land would be founded, used the image of a Polish child as an emblem 
promising national unity between people with diff erent geographical or 
social backgrounds. Addressing farming women with slogans such as ‘All 
of Poland calls out: “Save the children!”’, it presented the task of caring 
for hungry city children as an obligation decisive for the prosperity of 
the nation.67 Financed by philanthropists, self-help organisations and the 
occupying forces, the Central Welfare Council had 125,000 children and 
youngsters under its care in 1918 and placed 11,000 urban children with 
rural families between 1915 and 1920.68 The suspicion of city dwellers at 
the idea of having their children raised by what they considered to be un-
cultivated peasants, and the fact that city children continued to be referred 
to as ‘foreign’ in rural communities, ought to give us a clear indication 
of the extent to which a national Polish child was not yet considered a 
self-evident social category.69

In international circles, this understanding was also lacking. The eth-
nographer Bronislas Paderewski, wanting to diff erentiate Polish children 
from other children belonging to the Habsburg Empire, looked for exam-
ples matching this defi nition among the hundreds of children transported 
from Galicia to a Swiss treatment camp in the summer of 1917. A  er fail-
ing to fi nd any, he started an international fundraising campaign to pay 
for Polish children to be sent there, but it failed to gather the necessary 
funds.70 With the Great Powers funding the evacuation of Belgian children, 
children from Galicia, the Habsburg Empire’s poorest province, were far 
more likely to be sent abroad. Approximately 20,000 Polish speakers from 
the vicinities of Przemysł and the Bukovina, for example, found refuge in 
the Czech-speaking village of Choceň, where a local priest encouraged 
pupils to express their war experiences in their drawings. While most of 
the drawings depict tanks, ammunition, planes and bombs, mostly tar-
geting civilian houses, others focus on the evacuation process, depicting 
trains or columns of horse-drawn carriages.71 Meanwhile, for those chil-
dren who stayed behind in Galicia, the situation rapidly deteriorated. The 
National School Council chronicle produced during the war years reads: 
‘Children were anaemic, cadaverous and exhausted, with more and more 
visible symptoms of tuberculosis, which especially in the cities had spread 
in an alarming way: the mortality rate increased to unprecedented pro-
portions.’72 The most important function of the remaining Galician schools 
became to care for pupils’ hygiene, with a basic school hygiene programme 
being introduced that would later be copied in interwar Polish schools.73

When Piotr Bojarski, a Polish-speaking seven-year-old from a village 
near Radom, heard from his neighbours that the Russian Revolution could 
bring back home his father, who was serving in the Tsarist army, he wrote 
in his diary that he ‘immediately ran off  to mum and repeated the words 
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of Rybicki. Busy with her work, [his] mother replied, “My child, if we pray, 
that is what will happen.”’74 The ambitions of inhabitants within the King-
dom of Poland were fuelled by the Provisional Government in Russia, 
which as early as a month a  er the Russian Revolution spoke in favour of 
an independent Polish state. A li  le later, the United States became militar-
ily engaged in the war eff ort.75 As a belated response, in the late summer 
of 1917, the occupiers of the Kingdom of Poland widened the decision-
making power of local inhabitants by installing a three-member Regency 
Council prior to the future appointment of a monarch, a council which 
together with the prime minister shared responsibility over educational 
policymaking.76 As a result, in the last months of the war, Polish offi  cially 
became the universal language of instruction in the primary schools of the 
Kingdom of Poland.77 A more pressing ma  er at the time, however, were 
the border lines of the kingdom. The fi rst peace treaty bringing the war to 
a halt was concluded in February 1918 between the Central Powers and the 
semi-independent newly created Ukrainian state, which included parts of 
Galicia. It was accompanied with a secret agreement between the Austro-
Hungarian Empire and the Ukrainian People’s Republic ensuring, inter 
alia, the right of Polish, Jewish and German minorities to school education 
in their own language.78 During the peace negotiations in Brest-Litovsk, 
it was agreed in March 1918 that the region of Chełm would become part 
of the Ukrainian People’s Republic. This decision was made without the 
consent of the Kingdom of Poland, which had not been invited.79

While some German troops stayed in Central and Eastern Europe, oth-
ers were now transferred to the west, and on 21 March 1918 a new Ger-
man off ensive started at the Yser River.80 For the children in the regions of 
Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, the war became visible again in Novem-
ber 1918. Between the German Revolution replacing the monarchy with a 
parliamentary republic and the armistice of 11 November calling for the 
cessation of hostilities and the withdrawal of the German army to behind 
the Rhine River, Allied forces bombed German railway tracks in the re-
gion of Eupen. The bombs missed their target and killed a li  le girl, Elise 
Verbert.81 During the retreat, children supported the German soldiers on 
their way back from the pre-war Belgian-German border in Garnstock: 
‘where we children . . . helped li   them onto a truck taking them to the 
railway station in Eupen’.82 A  er the German soldiers had le  , it took four 
days until Allied forces arrived, a time when children played with the 
guns that were lying around.83

While accompanying the British troops arriving in Eupen, war journal-
ist Philip Gibbs reported that, although adults kept their distance, children 
ran out to greet him.84 The English, French, American and Belgian troops 
installed an occupation zone in Germany encompassing the le   bank of 
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the Rhine River and some 30 kilometres on its other side. The Belgian 
sector covered 10 per cent of the occupation zone and included the city of 
Aachen.85 Very early during the Peace Negotiations in Paris, on 17 Janu-
ary 1919, the Belgian delegation publicly expressed its wish to include the 
regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy in the Belgian Kingdom, but 
it would take until the middle of February before the news was printed in 
the local press.86 The war was over, and a new chapter in the history of the 
regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy was beginning. 

In Central Eastern Europe, however, the same story continued. Peace 
did not come to the borderlands that found themselves free from impe-
rial rule. Now various nationalist groups fought over their claims to the 
territory. There was to be no cessation of violence; instead, if anything, 
the violence escalated because what was at stake had changed. Whereas 
in the First World War, parties had engaged in confl ict in order to force 
the other to concede to specifi c demands, what followed a  erwards were 
‘existential confl icts’ with the ultimate goal being to exterminate the un-
wanted other.87 As a consequence, this violence was increasingly targeted 
at paramilitary groups and civilians instead of traditional army forces.88

The establishment of the Polish independent state in late 1918 was from 
the very beginning entangled in confl icts over the contours of its state bor-
der lines. Józef Piłsudski’s power base in November 1918 barely exceeded 
the border lines of the old Congress Poland from 1815, augmented by the 
western part of Galicia. Whereas its western state border lines were sched-
uled to be negotiated in Paris, its other state border lines were not.89 In the 
east of the country, the Great War literally transformed into a civil war 
overnight. The young Poles who defended the city of Lwów in Galicia 
between 1 November 1918 and May 1919 can serve as an example here. 
When in the last days of the First World War, Ukrainian soldiers from 
the Austro-Hungarian army proclaimed an independent Ukrainian state, 
6,022 volunteers took up arms in order to fi ght for the Polish cause. Among 
these Lwów Eaglets (Orlęta lwowskie) were 1,374 pupils, students and 
scouts.90 Among them was Zofi a Nowosielska, born in 1900, who joined 
the Polish Women’s Voluntary Legion (Ochotnicza Legia Kobiet). She 
wrote in her diary that the Polish heroines her grandfather had told her 
about when she was a girl, such as Anna Henryka Pustowojt (1838–1881) 
and Emilia Plater (1806–1831), now motivated her ‘to follow in the foot-
steps of these great women and show the boys that it is not their exclusive 
privilege to fi ght for the freedom of their country’.91 Lwów was eventually 
assigned to the Second Polish Republic, but the experience of Ukrainian 
independence galvanised Ukrainian nationalists in the interwar years, as 
well as their campaign to have the Ukrainian language taught in primary 
schools within the Polish Second Republic.
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 In the confl icts involving Central and Eastern Europe in the period be-
tween 1917 and 1923, violence could be used in order to ensure national 
self-determination, such as in Lwów in 1918–1919, or to generate a cir-
culation of power. Characteristic of such periods, according to Robert 
Gerwarth, is the ‘simultaneous occurrence and frequent overlap of these 
two currents’.92 It was territory and industry that were at stake during the 
confl ict in Upper Silesia, not the suppression of Polish freedom fi ghters by 
local German holders of power. In Upper Silesia, both German and Polish 
nationalists had illegal military forces at their disposal at the beginning 
of 1919. Initially, the Upper Silesian branch of Piłsudski’s Polish Army 
Organisation (Polska Organizacja Wojskowa Piłsudskiego), including 
youngsters who had fought in Lwów, was more numerous, but the Ger-
man army defending the state border line between Germany and the new 
Polish independent republic soon mobilised more locally recruited vol-
untary border guards.93 During three uprisings between 1919 and 1921, 
Polish and German statesmen outsourced the implementation of violence 
to paramilitary groups in order not to burn their fi ngers at the negotia-
tion tables in Paris.94 Upper Silesia plunged into a civil war where, unlike 
during the Great War, children also would die.95

As was the case elsewhere in Europe, the First World War had a deci-
sive infl uence on the way in which children were approached by adults 
in the political entities relevant for this study, but that turning point took 
diff erent forms for diff erent children.96 Whereas in the German Empire, 
it resulted in a wider acceptance of the child-centred approach in re-
form pedagogy, in Belgium, it primarily concerned experimenting with 
a civic education for the masses, and in the Kingdom of Poland, it re-
volved around the questions of who and what a Polish child was, and, to 
a lesser extent, in which language the child was to be taught.97 Over the 
course of the war, various private welfare initiatives joined forces and 
provided a blueprint for the national child welfare bodies established in 
its a  ermath.

On the whole, everyday life during the war was easier for children 
growing up in Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy than for most of the children living in the other parts of their re-
spective countries. This was because children could stay where they were, 
they were relatively safe, and their schools continued to operate. Even so, 
in the summer of 1918, their location close to the state border line did not 
prevent Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy 
from being included in the activities of the Reich Central Offi  ce Country 
Residence for City Children. Whereas in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith 
and Malmedy, children witnessed healthy soldiers marching west and 
helped injured or captured soldiers being transported east, in Upper Sile-
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sia, the war remained an event taking place somewhere else, until a civil 
war broke out with the three armed uprisings of 1919, 1920 and 1921.
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Notes for this chapter begin on page 74.

Chapter 2

A FRAMEWORK OF COMPARISON

(

With the development of border studies as an interdisciplinary fi eld in the 
post-Cold War era, a concomitant desire to provide a grand theory arose.1 
However, the conceptual and contextual burdens such a work entails have 
discouraged most scholars from doing so.2 Anssi Paasi remarked: ‘It re-
mains a challenge for the imagination of the researcher to conceptualise and 
study empirically contextually manifested practices that may have their or-
igins on diverging spatial scales and bring together events and processes 
from these.’3 Most of the conceptualisation and theorisation within border 
studies has taken place without the involvement of historians, despite the 
obvious need for a historicisation of the questions being addressed.4 More-
over, it is precisely because borders and borderlands are historically con-
tingent processes, and historical comparative borderlands studies require a 
thorough reconstruction of the context, that the la  er are rarely carried out.5

This book’s analysis of the way in which borderland pupils were taught 
languages in interwar primary schools uses a newly developed framework 
of comparison. An inspiring template was found in Nenad Stefanov’s de-
tailed investigation of how a late O  oman province turned into a divided 
space along the interwar Bulgarian-Yugoslav border by means of the three 
analytical axes of multiple loyalties, phantom borders, and micro/local 
history.6 This book signifi cantly enriches this framework with insights 
from human geography, political science and border studies. The three 
analytical axes are called: borders and human territoriality, power and 
multiple loyalties, and microhistory within a multilayered context.

Borders and Human Territoriality

Since the nation-state has long been perceived as being ‘a natural power 
container, clearly demarcated and situated in measured space’, individual 
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nation-states were obvious units of historical research, and concepts of 
nationalisms the most common analytical tools at hand.7 Throughout the 
fi rst half of the twentieth century, studies of borderlands on the European 
continent were o  en carried out in order to support nationalist claims. 
Within interwar Germany and the new Polish state, for example, such re-
search was used to underpin political ideologies.8 In the period a  er the 
Second World War, such claims were made by the inhabitants from inter-
war Polish and Belgian borderlands who se  led in (mostly Western) Ger-
many.9 By the turn of the twenty-fi rst century, however, space, which had 
been functioning in the background of most historical analyses, began to 
be foregrounded: ‘Rather than assuming that space exists independently 
of humans and that historical processes unfold within it as a closed vessel 
and are even predetermined by it, present-day theorists conceive of it as 
a product of human agency and perception, as both the medium and pre-
supposition for sociability and historicity.’10 An understanding of space as 
‘a social, political and cultural product’ invites us to approach borderlands 
as fl exible and historically changing phenomena.11 What then becomes 
visible is that ‘all space created through economic, social, cultural or polit-
ical movements and interactions – and this applies even to the nation-state 
itself – is “transient space”, in the sense that it is meaningful for historical 
actors only in relation to a specifi c set of perceptions, interests and strate-
gies, and in a given temporal context’.12

In order to facilitate a deconstructive stance on space, a distinction is 
made throughout the book between the concepts of state border lines, bor-
ders, borderlands and border regions. Laura Di Fiore referred to a state 
border line as ‘a line dividing two states conceived as the fi xed layout, 
traced by state agents, through diplomatic agreements, between two ter-
ritorial, political entities’.13 State border lines are not static. Thomas Nail, 
for example, compared state border lines to ‘motors’ that constantly need 
to be ‘maintained, reproduced, refuelled, defended, started up, paid for, 
repaired and so on’, and eventually ‘leak’.14

A border is here conceived as the spatial eff ect generated through the 
drawing of a state border line. A border reveals how division is mani-
fested within social space through multiple and recurring interactions 
between state agents and local inhabitants at diff erent levels of decision-
making, such as the regional, national, international, transnational and 
supranational levels. When Henk van Houtum called a border ‘a verb’, 
he intended to bring the question of how a border is made to the centre 
of a  ention, and to encourage research into the dynamics of border pro-
cesses as brought about and experienced by borderland inhabitants.15 In 
this book, for example, it will be shown how the recruitment of pupils 
in borderland primary schools in Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of 
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Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy became a crucial way of making the bor-
der at certain moments during the interwar period.

In this book, the concept of borderlands refers to pieces of land where 
sovereignty changed hands over the course of time, that Germany lost fol-
lowing the Treaty of Versailles and switched to either Polish or Belgian 
state sovereignty: Polish Upper Silesia and the border regions of Eupen, 
Sankt Vith and Malmedy. Polish Upper Silesia corresponds to the province 
of Silesia (Województwo Śląskie), as it was called in Poland at the time. 
The border regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy referred to in this 
book are identical to the administrative entity of Eupen-Malmedy in which 
they were gathered in 1920; a  er the dissolution of Eupen-Malmedy in the 
second half of the 1920s, this area was included in the Belgian province of 
Liège. The term borderlands does not refer to pieces of land fi nding them-
selves on opposite sides of one state border at the same time, which is the 
most common defi nition.16 Given the fact that Germany never abandoned 
its aspiration to regain the pieces of land it had ceded following the First 
World War, the pieces of land in this book match this defi nition: ‘A border-
land is both a place and a historiographic methodology, although histori-
ans o  en combine the two uses. A borderland, in its loosest defi nition, is 
a place where two entities (usually nations or societies) border each other. 
As a methodology, borderlands studies question what happens when dis-
tinct societies rub against each other or contest lands in between.’17

Moreover, bordering also has a temporal dimension. Borderlands have 
already been referred to as palimpsests: manuscripts ‘on which two or 
more successive texts have been wri  en, each one being erased to make 
room for the next’.18 Whereas the erasure can off er us a picture of the past 
as rupture, a group of mainly German historians has preferred to under-
stand it as an activity of layering well captured by the concept of phantom 
borders. Phantom borders are ‘earlier, most commonly political borders or 
territorial structures that, a  er they were dissolved, continued to structure 
the space’.19 The concept of phantom borders allows us to look at how, 
a  er a switch of state sovereignty, certain structures, discourses or prac-
tices from the past can reappear, be reassembled, or lost through human 
activities. The search for what remains in new and changing situational 
contexts concentrates on the way in which historical actors gave meaning 
to a new geographic-political order. Borders are thus approached as com-
plex historically contingent processes, and borderlands as places where 
diff erent ideas on belonging are negotiated and renegotiated whilst mak-
ing use of, adapting or ignoring past structures, discourses and practices 
depending on the situational context.20 In this book it will be shown, for 
example, how the primary school buildings constructed in the regions of 
Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy during German times later functioned 
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as a phantom border during negotiations about language learning in the 
1930s.

Negotiations in borderlands have dynamics. In what Philipp Ther has 
called Zwischenräume, i.e. linguistic, cultural, religious and/or ethic transi-
tion areas, much contesting takes place, a fact which turns these regions, 
despite their peripheral location, into central sites of power struggle.21 
Border scholars have invited us to look at borders and borderlands as 
spaces of ‘excess’, an excess that can take the form of either intensive 
border struggles or ostentatious control.22 An investigation of ‘the fault 
lines, confl icts, diff erences, fear and containment that borders represent’ 
exposes when and how understandings of the inside and the outside were 
pushed beyond their limits and resulted in new reconfi gurations.23 Strug-
gles could thus turn borders and borderlands into resources, into spaces 
where new chances appeared.24 Equally possible over time were situations 
where these resources were not made use of, and borders and borderlands 
were turned into contentious sites of control. Despite their obsession with 
developing an abundance of legal rules, however, state institutions found 
themselves unable to prevent legal normativity from fragmenting.25 As a 
result, borders and borderlands became the places where the meaning of 
what was to be shaped as national space collapsed.26

Off ering a closer insight into the dynamics of struggles over space, 
human geographical thought has come up with an explanation of why such 
struggles have a tendency to become excessive. Human geographers have 
shown how the constant process of redirecting division over space has a 
dynamics of its own, a dynamics that can be similar in diff erent contexts. 
The Swiss geographer Claude Raff estin, most prominently, referred to terri-
tory as ‘the most material expression there is of the needs of humans’27 and 
saw territory as the consequence of human territoriality, the la  er being 
defi ned as the ‘ensemble of relations that a society maintains with exterior-
ity and alterity for the satisfaction of its needs, towards the end of a  aining 
the greatest possible autonomy comparable with the resources of the sys-
tem’.28 In interpreting human territoriality relationally, Raff estin, writing in 
French, approaches human territoriality radically diff erently from Robert 
Sack, whose understanding has become more well-known internationally. 
Introducing Raff estin to the Anglo-Saxon world, Klauser explained: ‘Raf-
festin’s ambition goes far beyond Anglo-American readings of territoriality, 
which are concerned, predominantly, with the study of geopolitical strate-
gies of control/defence of space and with the resulting political-territorial 
arrangements. The association of territoriality with politically bounded 
space in Anglo-American geography is such that, for some scholars, terri-
toriality and relationality have come to be seen as opposites.’29

Claude Raff estin’s thinking is founded on the notion that networks 
of social relations and understandings produce territory. For Raff estin, 
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human territoriality can be found in the diverse and changing interac-
tions between human beings and ‘material and/or immaterial reality’.30 
Language learning, then, can be approached as a material reality codi-
fi ed in school buildings, teaching branches, textbooks, language exams, 
school curricula and suchlike, and as an immaterial reality of ideas on 
education and styles of teaching. Indeed, Raff estin’s perspective invites us 
to unravel the everyday life practices that bring about territory, practices 
that are more complex than the strategies of control over space referred 
to by Sack. Sack’s concept of human territoriality was grounded in an in-
terpretation of politically bounded space congruent to the modern state 
apparatus that linked territoriality to the assertion of strategies of control 
over a geographical area.31 Whereas Raff estin’s primary interest has been 
the composition of socio-spatial systems, rather than what happened to 
and within these systems later, Sack’s interpretation of human territori-
ality invites us to study territoriality ‘as a system that produces relations, 
rather than as one that is produced by relations’.32

Alexander Murphy read Claude Raff estin and Robert Sack against each 
other and worked out a complementary understanding based on the rec-
ognition that not all socio-spatial systems are fl uent in the same way.33 This 
observation enables the geographer to put forward an interpretation that 
will be used throughout this book: ‘When ideas and practices that create 
geographically diff erentiated spaces congeal into territorial projects rooted 
in the formalized control of space, they come to be shaped by a long-last-
ing highly sticky system that even though relationally constituted, derives 
much of its power from the properties of the system itself.’34 The book 
therefore takes up the proposition of Charles A. Maier, a historian prolifer-
ating Robert Sack’s ideas, to use territoriality as an alternative narrative for 
the modern era by means of analysing ‘the emergence, ascendancy and cri-
sis of territoriality’, all the while paying tribute to Raff estin’s relational ap-
proach in order to understand and compare dynamics of relations within 
certain of these processes over time.35 This approach will become most 
clear in chapter four, where a detailed comparison is made of language 
learning struggles in Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt 
Vith and Malmedy in the late 1920s. The second axis of analysis, power 
and multiple loyalties, will make clear how in other periods of time the 
exertion of control was too prominent in order to set in motion complex 
dynamics of changeable interactions with regards to language learning.

Power and Multiple Loyalties

A second analytical axis consists of a combined reading of the concepts of 
power and multiple loyalties. As Charles A. Maier pointed out, in modern 
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thought, territory as bounded space was ‘envisaged not just as an acqui-
sition or as a security buff er, but as a decisive means of power and rule’.36 
Power was to be spread over the lands between state borders; these were to 
be fi rmly controlled by the power apparatus of modern states. As Claude 
Raff estin showed, however, relations between people played a crucial role 
in the creation and functioning of such a socio-spatial system. The second 
analytical axis brings together insights from historiographical literature 
on relations of loyalties with those of political science on power. Com-
bining the concept of multiple loyalties with a deconstructive stance on 
power facilitates the situation of interwar language learning in places on 
the European continent more precisely within their respective historical 
contexts. Taken as a whole, this axis refi nes the comparative investigation 
of how negotiations over language learning in Polish Upper Silesia and 
the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy evolved over time a  er the 
switch in state sovereignty following the Treaty of Versailles.

This book off ers a diff erentiated understanding of what power is and 
how it works. Power is defi ned as a certain system of power composed of 
both power structures and power strategies. Whereas structures are ‘modes 
of limiting interaction, which create conditions of possibility’,37 strategies 
refer to the goal-oriented aspect of power. And while power structures 
can be observed as they are at a given moment in time, power strategies 
serve to keep these structures in place, or provoke them to change. Power 
has long been defi ned as either ‘power over someone’ or ‘the power to do 
something’, and these have been presented as diff erent to each other, the 
former equating to power as domination, the la  er power as emancipa-
tion. Much eff ort has been invested into understanding ‘power over’ as a 
multidimensional phenomenon. ‘Power over’ came to be seen as having 
diff erent dimensions which are not mutually exclusive, but can appear 
within social processes in various constellations at diff erent moments in 
time. Over the last decade, moreover, political scientists have developed 
an understanding of power beyond the dichotomist perception of dom-
ination and emancipation. Mark Haugaard has been infl uential for this 
book in his widening of the well-known framework of four dimensions 
of power as domination in order to include power as emancipation. In 
his analysis, Haugaard leans on Hannah Arendt’s idea of communicative 
power emerging, as the philosopher wrote, ‘whenever people get together 
and act in concert’.38

Acting together in the public sphere is a possible interaction between 
individuals, groups or institutions within equal power relations. How-
ever, by systematically taking the position of the ruled, instead of the rul-
ers, researchers found a whole gamut of coexisting and possibly partially 
overlapping practices, which individuals in the past used in order to ap-
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prove, refute or resist specifi c power structures over time.39 In order to 
stress the multiple character of such practices, as well as their changeabil-
ity over time, they have been approached as expressions of multiple loyal-
ties.40 The concept of multiple loyalties is here preferred over the concept 
of identity, which presumes an essential stable core of an individual’s per-
sonality; loyalties are by defi nition ‘partial, mediated and contingent’.41 
Loyalties are also relational. To put it most simply, only when orders ar-
ticulated by rulers are followed by the ruled do they have consequences, 
and only when these orders are interpreted correctly will they generate 
the intended eff ect. When looking at the ma  er in a more complex way, 
the opposition between rulers and the ruled ought to be questioned, as 
not all rulers are equal among themselves; and nor do these rulers hold 
power over a homogeneous group of the ruled, but rather, mutual inter-
dependencies among changing groups of rulers and the ruled appear at 
diff erent moments in time. In addition, the motives of the ruled to en-
gage may be multiple. Interpreting their acceptance of a power strategy 
issued from above as an act of passive obedience reduces the potential 
for obstinacy of historical actors, who through their behaviour could give 
another meaning to their actions; accepting or distancing themselves from 
a power structure or power strategy do not necessarily need to be oppo-
site practices, but could appear simultaneously.42 With reference to Pol-
ish Upper Silesia, for example, Brendan Karch has already demonstrated 
that, despite the ardency of national activists, local inhabitants choosing a 
school for their children ‘weighed their decisions against other values and 
consequences: the need for their children to learn German in a German-
speaking community, the social isolation of students in the Polish schools, 
the quality of teacher instruction, or a desire to promote bilingual educa-
tion’. Karch saw multiple loyalties in ‘the accumulated choices that arise 
from such interpretations between nationalist activists and instrumentally 
minded Upper Silesians’.43 Meanwhile, borderland inhabitants of the re-
gions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy adopted the decisive strategy of 
‘a wait and see approach’.44 As the historians Andreas Fickers and Chris-
toph Brüll recently argued, looking away or ignoring did not mean inhab-
itants were simply doing nothing. On the contrary, they were choosing to 
do nothing as a deliberate strategy in order to articulate their discontent 
with the system of power as it unfolded at the time. Doing nothing was an 
act of ‘situational opportunism’, of exploiting ‘the individual’s room for 
manoeuvre on the basis of an assessment of what is considered opportune 
in a concrete situation’.45

In order to come to a closer understanding of how relations of loyalty 
were infl uenced by power, their interaction within the four-dimensional 
framework of power will now be displayed in greater detail. This well-
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known framework originally started off  as the three-dimensional frame-
work of power developed by Steven Lukes.46 The one-dimensional view 
of power with which he begins his framework presents forceful domina-
tion. It is ‘the ability of A to prevail over B, by making B do something 
which B would not otherwise have done’.47 Haugaard, however, suggests 
that this form of power does not necessarily have to turn into a situation in 
which A wins what B loses, but that the process of power in itself can have 
emancipatory potential. Giving the example of a democratic regime, the 
political scientist shows that when A and B both stand for election, and A 
wins and B loses, the power structures of democracy are being reinforced, 
which in itself creates the opportunity for B to develop a power strategy 
for the future.48 The shape of power structures and power strategies (to be 
understood as capable of inhering both ‘power over’ and/or ‘power to’) at 
a given moment in time determined the context in which subjects could 
express their loyalties by means of their practices, thereby adhering to, 
negotiating or rejecting a given system of power.

The one-dimensional view of power understood in Haugaard’s sense, 
i.e. both as ‘power over’ and as ‘power to’, is of crucial importance in order 
to come to a deep understanding of language learning practices in Polish 
Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy. While 
this will be demonstrated in greater detail throughout the book, most 
prominently in chapter three, two examples serve to motivate the argu-
ment here. The supranational involvement of the League of Nations in the 
ruling of language learning in Polish Upper Silesia was both an example 
of the Great Powers’ coercive domination over the new Polish nation-state 
and the paternalism with which various nation-states in Central and East-
ern Europe, but not in Western Europe, were approached in the a  ermath 
of the First World War. At the same time, however, the installation of this 
power structure served to ensure that German-speaking pupils could 
learn the language their parents called their mother tongue and encourage 
these pupils and their caregivers (teachers, pedagogues, politicians and 
clergymen) to develop a power strategy to maintain that opportunity a  er 
supranational involvement came to an end fi  een years later.

In the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, meanwhile, the sys-
tem of power installed a  er the switch of state sovereignty was one of 
coercive domination in its purest form. Belgian politicians supported the 
installation of a colonial regime in the borderlands, where the Belgian Con-
stitution did not apply. At the same time, however, it was envisioned that 
the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy would be steadily inte-
grated into a country with a constitution respecting the diversity of its in-
habitants. As a result, borderland inhabitants were granted more rights in 
choosing in which language their child could receive primary education 
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than was the case before the switch to Belgian state sovereignty, a fact even 
appreciated by the harshest critics of the colonial regime. The head of that 
regime was Herman Baltia (1920–1925), a Belgian military leader who had 
been made Royal High Commissioner of the new regions incorporated 
into the kingdom. The son of a Belgian general and a German mother, his 
methods of governing were considered quasi-dictatorial. Nevertheless, 
borderland inhabitants applauded the fact that he based the legitimacy of 
his regime more on traditional authority than on the rational-legal author-
ity of modernisation, bureaucratisation and legalisation that had charac-
terised the system of power in the German Empire. Traditional authority, 
as pointed out by Max Weber almost a century ago, leant on religiousness 
and people’s respect for their ancestors.49

In retrospect, one could be inclined to think that a clear linear mission 
towards integration within the Belgian Kingdom underscored transition 
policies, whereas in reality local rulers did not know how long the tran-
sition period was going to last and off ered context-sensitive solutions to 
existing challenges on an ongoing basis.50 For example, at the same time 
that a specifi c rule was issued forbidding borderland pupils from receiv-
ing their primary education in Germany, paradoxically enough, young 
borderland adults who had fi nished a teaching degree in Germany prior 
to the switch to Belgian state sovereignty, and who had thus been exposed 
to German nationalist ideas during their entire education, were invited to 
teach borderland pupils in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy.

A two-dimensional view of power, in the words of Lukes, ‘allows for 
consideration of the ways in which decisions are prevented from being 
taken on potential issues over which there is an observable confl ict of 
(subjective) interests’.51 The question here concerns why certain topics are 
discussed within political circles, whereas others are not. As Haugaard 
points out, whereas the mechanism of including and excluding is imma-
nent to structuring in general, the outcome can appear diff erent. These 
preventive, o  en unspoken tactics may take the form of ‘power over’ in 
the sense that they continually ignore the same people or ideas. On the 
other hand, a system of power may also be balanced on a mutual under-
standing between parties of what is politicised and what is not. The longer 
parties consider a reinforcement of such power structures advantageous, 
the more durable a system of power becomes.52 It goes without saying that 
the preventive tactics the two-dimensional view of power refers to also in-
fl uence the changeability of loyalties that individuals and groups develop. 
When one can expect a certain balance of power to remain in place over 
time, loyalties are likely to become more consistent.

The two-dimensional view of power is the crux to understanding how 
the Belgian Kingdom functioned in the interwar years, and why the sys-
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tem of power was so diff erent from the one within the Polish nation-state. 
Notwithstanding the frequent government changes, the Belgian Kingdom 
presented a balanced system of power regarding the two domains cru-
cial for interwar language learning, one being the relationship between 
the state and the Catholic Church, and the other between the state and 
parents. How to divide responsibilities over primary schooling between 
the state and the Catholic Church had been one of the biggest topics of 
political debate in the second half of the nineteenth century. The so-called 
School Wars had distilled a clear power structure with the church having 
the freedom to develop its activities within Catholic schools, which were 
and remained more numerous than state schools. Even a  er the imple-
mentation of compulsory education following the First World War, no po-
litical party was interested in reopening the debate. Within the new Polish 
nation-state, by contrast, the church and the state never ceased in their at-
tempts to resolve satisfactorily the issue of responsibility for the language 
learning of primary school children.

A similar struggle could be observed between the state and the guard-
ians of children (mostly fathers) entitled to choose a primary school. As 
will be shown in chapter three, in interwar Belgium a guardian had the 
right to decide what the mother tongue of his child was and send them to 
a school off ering primary education in that language.53 Of importance was 
the language the guardian mentioned, not the actual language the child 
spoke at home or other languages they knew. In the north of the coun-
try, there were some guardians who spoke Dutch at home but claimed 
their children spoke French in order to be able to send them to a French-
speaking school, thus (as they believed) increasing their children’s chances 
on the future job market. If a guardian’s right to choose was not recognised, 
he could take his claim to court, and the guilty party could be obliged to 
pay a fi ne.54 In Polish Upper Silesia, by contrast, the right of guardians to 
decide remained subject to debate throughout the interwar years, as rep-
resentatives of the Polish state constantly challenged this right and even-
tually tried to overrule it, which they were able to do in 1937, when the 
legal framework of supranational control, the Geneva Convention, came 
to an end.

A three-dimensional view of power concerns the relationship between 
power and ‘the consciousness of social actors’.55 It covers the relation-
ship between how power structures are reinforced or changed by means 
of power strategies and the way in which social actors give meaning to 
these phenomena. In the case of power as domination, a certain system of 
power remains unquestioned by the ruled, since the way in which power 
is structured and evolves is perceived as how things naturally are and is 
therefore considered acceptable. However, as Haugaard argues, the evo-
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lution can also be made from a person or collective doing things (‘prac-
tical consciousness’) towards articulating the things done (‘discursive 
consciousness’), a process that allows for a refl ection upon structuration. 
It is in this ‘consciousness raising’ that Mark Haugaard sees the power of 
emancipation.56

When comparing the situation of pupils learning how to read and write 
in German in Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith 
and Malmedy in the early 1930s, the three-dimensional view of power 
helps to indicate a crucial diff erence. Whereas in the regions of Eupen, 
Sankt Vith and Malmedy, the conditions for that learning process were a 
given and could therefore remain practical consciousness, in Polish Upper 
Silesia, children needed to take a test in order to be allowed that language 
training. The test can be seen as an act of consciousness raising in itself, 
in the sense that it had the potential to encourage borderland pupils to 
refl ect upon their practices and infl uence their loyalties. Whether or not 
such practices, through which borderland pupils could come to question 
power structures and power strategies, were inherent to primary school 
systems had an infl uence on how loyalties were expressed and possibly 
adjusted.

Peter Digeser proposed adding the French philosopher Michel Fou-
cault’s view on the correlation between power and knowledge as a fourth 
dimension (he used the word ‘face’) to Steven Lukes’ three-dimensional 
view of power.57 In Foucault’s words, this is ‘a form of power that makes 
individuals subjects’,58 in which human behaviour is guided through dis-
cipline.59 In this respect, his concept of governmentality is to be under-
stood as a normalising technique of government to shape and discipline 
human behaviour through the internalisation of certain routinised beliefs 
and practices.60 If understood as power as domination, this power strat-
egy based on internal disciplinisation aims at the unrefl ective submissive-
ness of the individual. However, practices brought about by internalised 
discipline do not by defi nition have to create a situation in which A gains 
what B loses. Haugaard points out that an intrinsic characteristic of mo-
dernity includes a ‘deferral of gratifi cation through the internalisation of 
self-restraint’.61 In this view of power as emancipation, B can accept that 
A holds power over him or her because B feels guaranteed that this power 
will only be used within specifi c structured confi nements, leading to out-
comes that may also be benefi cial for B.62

In chapter fi ve, I shall highlight the case of a Catholic school princi-
pal in Eupen. He conveyed the message that borderland pupils ought to 
submit to the way they were to internalise discipline in his school, and 
that parents were not entitled to off er any criticism. Given the balance 
of power between the church and the state within the Belgian Kingdom, 
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and the absence of non-Catholic schools in the regions of Eupen, Sankt 
Vith and Malmedy, the Catholic school principal spoke from a hegemonic 
power position and could dictate his vision of disciplined loyalty to bor-
derland pupils. It will also be shown how in Polish Upper Silesia, reform 
pedagogues instead wanted to fi nd out more about the living conditions 
of borderland pupils, because they believed their research fi ndings could 
help to develop didactic materials that more appropriately supported lan-
guage learning practices, which would in turn lead to borderland pupils 
achieving be  er school results. That idea aligned with the ideology of the 
political regime at the time to privilege children who spoke Polish and 
expressed their loyalty towards the state to advance professionally. One of 
the regime’s power strategies was to guide the future behaviour of border-
land pupils through the knowledge being generated by scientists.63

Microhistory within a Multilayered Context

The third and fi nal axis of analysis within the framework of comparison 
this book provides is microhistory in a multilayered context. Microhis-
tory has long held a minority status within professional historiography. 
Philipp Ther, for instance, compared the historiography of modern Europe 
to ‘a commode, only consisting of national drawers. Within these drawers, 
there is a certain leeway for regional history, micro history, every day life 
history and other fi elds’.64 This book shares the argument that a microhis-
tory needs to go beyond the analysis of one case within a local context (a 
focus not rarely associated with an endorsement of political separatism), 
and be approached as an interesting gateway to point to the limits of na-
tional loyalties in general.65 Borderlands are especially useful objects of 
analysis, since limits within systems of power become more visible when 
a greater number of competing loyalty off ers are on display.66

In off ering a comparative microhistory of borderlands within a mul-
tilayered context, this book invites us to leave the commode altogether, 
as it were, and to approach the late modern era as a time where various 
spatial frames, such as the imperial, national, local and the regional coex-
isted, interacted or overlapped.67 In order to compare language learning in 
Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, 
the wider context of local, regional, national, transnational, bilateral and 
supranational power interdependencies and multiple loyalties needs to 
be examined. In this way we shall be able to uncover how borderlands 
‘developed as spatial units alternative to, but not independent of, the po-
litical design defi ned by the administrative borders, whose importance is 
not denied but indeed remains pivotal for structuring and redefi ning the 
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regions themselves. The key point therefore is to analyse how these alter-
native geographies intertwined with political-administrative spatiality.’68

Recent historiography on Polish Upper Silesia has shed light on the lim-
itations of programmes of nation-building in borderlands and has pointed 
to the prevalence of religious, ethnic, regionalist or other allegiances in the 
appropriation of collective belonging.69 The argument goes that, with the 
depiction of the nation as Benedict Anderson’s ‘imagined political com-
munity’ eagerly taken as an assumption, historians closed their eyes to 
phenomena outside these socially constructed collectives.70 Arguing that 
the conviction of nineteenth- and twentieth-century nationalist thinkers 
should not determine our knowledge about the past, scholars have placed 
what came to be referred to as failed national projects at the centre of his-
torical investigation.71 This enabled them to recognise the specifi cities of 
historical time and place for the shaping of collective belonging, as well 
as the inconsistency of nationalist motivations throughout the life course 
of individuals.72

Most authors using a microhistorical approach favour foregrounding 
the complexity of mechanisms of nationalisation in Upper Silesia over 
developing concepts or models. Presenting Upper Silesia as a puzzling 
unique path (Sonderweg) in the history of nationalism, scholars have shown 
in great detail the volatile character of belonging in the region during the 
interwar period.73 Political preferences, they warn, should not be seen as 
an expression of a fi xed national identity. During Silesian post-plebiscite 
festivals throughout the interwar period, for instance, the political alle-
giances available to inhabitants could be appropriated to a discretional 
degree on both sides of the border dividing the region between Poland 
and Germany.74 Political and, as we have seen in the introduction, linguis-
tic choices, moreover, did not clearly overlap. Whereas German-minded 
political parties in the Polish part of interwar Upper Silesia in the early 
1920s received more votes than the number of German speakers listed in 
the 1910 census, when the economic situation in Poland stabilised, they 
saw their number of votes fall.75 In contrast to political and linguistic ar-
ticulations, religious preferences have been found to be decisive for the 
allegiances of a majority of people. This is sometimes presented as a static 
juxtaposition between ‘the State’s national-linguistic [basic interpretation] 
on the one hand, and the Church’s confessional-religious on the other’,76 
but more o  en referred to as ‘the strength of transnational, regionalist and 
sub-national allegiances and of allegiances other than nationality, for in-
stance, religion’.77

In addition, many authors working on Upper Silesia have highlighted 
the importance of bilateral or supranational relationships. The concern of 
nationalists in both the Polish and German part of Upper Silesia to defi ne 
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their own group in correlation to an imagined collective other, for exam-
ple, is found to have had a destructive infl uence on the bilateral political 
dialogue between Poland and the Weimar Republic.78 Scholars have also 
shown that the League of Nations had been set up precisely in order to de-
fuse confl icts over the loyalties of borderland inhabitants by li  ing them 
out of their regional and/or national environment.79

The increasing body of historical studies has le   the suitability of 
Upper Silesia for comparative research largely untested.80 A symmetrical 
comparison of two case study borderlands for diff erences and similarities 
inevitably requires us to go beyond two of the concepts usually applied 
in historiography on Polish Upper Silesia, national indiff erence and re-
gionalism, as these hold li  le explanatory value for the regions of Eupen, 
Sankt Vith and Malmedy. A concept foreign to most historians working 
on borderlands, but all the more present in the work of geography and 
anthropology, on the other hand, that of the borderscape, can support a 
symmetric comparative microhistory in a multilayered context.

The concept of national indiff erence serves to unravel ‘how and why 
people allied themselves politically, culturally and socially from the ground 
up’ outside of imagined national communities as a reaction to modern 
nationalist politics, as well as how these allegiances changed over time.81 
Although the concept was fi rst applied to borderlands with a history in 
the Habsburg Empire, it later travelled, inter alia, to the desks of scholars 
dissecting the past of the Polish-German border region of Upper Silesia.82 
In an a  empt to avoid the normative assumption that the indiff erent in-
dividual is to become a national citizen at some point in the future, the 
borderland people of Upper Silesia hitherto glossed over in mainstream 
historiography have also been referred to as non-national/anational 
groups, ‘groups that are not defi ned and/or do not defi ne themselves as 
nations, nationalities or somehow national’.83 Scholars found proof of the 
importance of national indiff erence in the Upper Silesian plebiscite of 
1921 stipulated by the Treaty of Versailles, which a  empted to determine 
the national belonging of local inhabitants but failed to clarify ma  ers.84 
The plebiscite was organised at a moment when German and Polish na-
tional agitation encountered a local population that had not yet come to 
think primarily in national categories.85 The alternative, Upper Silesia as 
a nation-state project in itself, failed because it was devoid of a gradually 
developed and decisive political structure, as well as an infl uential mass 
media.86

National indiff erence as an analytical category has recently been judged 
inadequate because of the plenitude of contradictory convictions har-
boured within Upper Silesia: ‘Those who acted indiff erently embraced many 
diff erent ‘isms’ and behaviours – and sometimes had li  le in common.’87 
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The concept also inevitably remains associated with nationalists and their 
perceptions of the world, as can be seen in archival documents. As Tara 
Zahra stated: ‘The coherence of the category, I believe, ultimately lies in 
nationalists’ own use of it to mobilise potential recruits’.88 And lastly, the 
argument has been put forward that not enough a  ention is paid to the 
fact that, in an era where nation-states were the European norm, remain-
ing nationally indiff erent could have real consequences for borderland 
inhabitants.89 In his comparison of violence in Upper Silesia and Ulster 
between 1918 and 1922, Tim Wilson proved that national indiff erence can 
be the cause of destructive actions and should therefore not be conceived 
as a desirable alternative to national identifi cation.90 In chapter four of this 
book, moreover, it will be seen how such destruction could continue in 
times of peace. Borderland pupils were not allowed to a  end a school of 
their choice, and their parents could lose their jobs or be sent to prison if 
they did not opt for a specifi c primary school.

The (changeable over time, yet still binary) understanding of fi nding 
oneself inside or outside an imagined national community turned out to 
be unsuitable for shedding a comparative light on the multidimensional 
lifeworlds of borderland pupils in Polish Upper Silesia and the regions 
of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy. A prevailing consensus among his-
torians of Upper Silesia, for example, is that religious and national iden-
tifi cations in the interwar years were mostly distinct one from another. 
Throughout the nineteenth century, nationalist mobilisation which aimed 
at transforming local inhabitants of Upper Silesia into either Germans 
or Poles aggravated uncertainty in people about their national identifi -
cations. Despite the fact that the Catholic Church contributed to the es-
sence of what the Polish nation stood for, just as the Protestant Church did 
for the German nation, local inhabitants of Upper Silesia saw in religion 
an alternative identifi cation enabling them to position themselves above 
national understandings altogether.91 These dynamics o  en remained in 
place when Poland regained independence; its political representatives 
styled it a secular state and formulated ambitions in domains of public life 
that had traditionally been monopolised by the church.92

Upon gaining independence in 1830, however, the major European rul-
ers (the Habsburg Empire, the Russian Empire, Prussia, the United King-
dom and France) required the Belgian Kingdom to guarantee the religious 
rights of its citizens. Joining the kingdom almost a century later, local in-
habitants of the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy therefore en-
joyed more freedom of religion than they had been entitled to while living 
in the German Empire. In addition, borderland inhabitants did not adopt 
other possible sources of loyalty, be they linguistic, cultural or ethnic, in 
order to position themselves against nationalisms as a whole. Admi  edly, 
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in prescribing a free use of languages, Belgian nationalists approached 
language signifi cantly diff erently from how Polish nationalists did. That 
approach was nevertheless fervently contested by Flemish nationalists at 
the time the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy joined the Belgian 
Kingdom.93 The fact that the Belgian nation-state later, from the early 1930s 
onwards, provided borderland pupils with more prosperous language 
learning conditions than the supranational legal framework controlled by 
the League of Nations serves as another example of why borderland in-
habitants had no reason to protest against nationalisation by means of an 
a  itude of national indiff erence.

Another branch of historical literature has looked at Upper Silesia’s in-
terwar past through the concept of regionalism. People who do not aspire 
to sovereignty or statehood, but express loyalty towards their regional 
history, have been reported to constitute a majority of the local inhabi-
tants at the beginning of the interwar years, and their number only seri-
ously dropped a  er Polish nationalist policies accelerated at the end of 
the 1930s.94 Strong regional loyalties are found to have developed as a 
reaction to the cultural and political centralism practiced by competing 
German, Polish and Czech national movements since the nineteenth cen-
tury, and to have been supported by an understanding of Upper Silesia 
as a region with a distinct historical past. That distinctiveness was not 
articulated through a strong regional political self-understanding, but 
by means of everyday religious practices bridging the linguistic divides 
various nationalists aimed to create.95 In the interwar years, moreover, 
the transnational ambitions of German foreign policymakers – of Upper 
Silesia’s ‘external national homeland’ – and the ‘nationalising’ policies of 
the young Polish nation-state, to use two concepts of Rogers Brubaker 
here, were not necessarily in competition with regionalist allegiances.96 
In the age of mass politics and mass education, it was not only the Polish, 
German and Czechoslovakian governments but also the governments of 
many other nation-states in Europe who chose those regional traditions 
they considered related to their national imagination in order to popular-
ise their (trans)nationalist ideas.97

Whereas interwar Polish Upper Silesia can be classifi ed as a strong re-
gion, the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy certainly cannot.98 
Prior to the First World War, these areas had not witnessed a clash of dif-
ferent nationalisms. At stake for the minority of Prussian Walloons at the 
end of the nineteenth century, for example, was the desire to regain the 
freedom to use the Wallonian vernacular that they had enjoyed before 
the Kulturkampf within the Prussian state, not to bring about or endorse a 
Wallonian regionalism or Belgian nationalism across state borders.99 The 
regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy were never an entity with a 
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separate legal status before they joined the Belgian Kingdom, and regional 
understandings were weak and at the very  least plural. The fi ve years 
the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy functioned as the entity 
Eupen-Malmedy under the dictatorial regime of Herman Baltia could not 
foster the emergence of a common regional understanding, and as early 
as 1925 the decision was made to include the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith 
and Malmedy in the Belgian province of Liège. The dynamics between 
national and regional loyalties as articulated in language learning prac-
tices also developed diff erently in the case of Polish Upper Silesia and the 
regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy during the interwar years. 
Whereas in Polish Upper Silesia, representatives of the Polish nation-state 
tried to increase their power over borderland pupils, representatives of 
the Belgian nation-state continued to favour their pre-war power strate-
gies of decentralisation and prevention. As a result, municipalities in Bel-
gium’s newest borderlands received much of the decision-making power 
over interwar primary schooling, as did the Catholic Church.

The concept of the borderscape can steer the investigation of the mul-
tilayered phenomenon of language learning in and beyond Polish Upper 
Silesia and the border regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, since it 
allows for a focus on the local level of the everyday life in the borderlands, 
while at the same time taking into consideration when and how bordering 
processes exceeded the borderlands. Border scholars have called into exis-
tence the concept of the borderscape in order to draw a  ention away from 
the spectacle of struggles at the border and within borderlands, and to 
focus on transient space instead. This entails tracking how, a  er the draw-
ing of a state border line, the spatial division is given meaning through the 
construction and proliferation of discourses and practices in relation to, 
and in interaction with, perceptions, interests and strategies within certain 
levels of decision-making at diff erent moments over time. The concept of 
the borderscape focuses on the dynamic location of the border as a result 
of shi  s in systems of power and multiple loyalties, shi  s driven by the 
multiplication of division inherent to human territoriality.100

Rather than functioning as an empirical category, borderscapes are here 
considered a lens through which bordering processes can be approached. 
The word ‘borderscape’ unifi es the words ‘border’ with the suffi  x ‘-scape’, 
the la  er having a double meaning.101 In the fi rst interpretation, the suf-
fi x refers to the continuous multidimensional dynamics of ‘shaping and 
carving’ the border.102 In the second, the suffi  x relates to the border as it 
relates to the word ‘land’ in ‘landscape’. As is the case with a landscape, a 
borderscape is ‘a thing that is also the representation of the thing’.103 Mod-
ern culture has developed a thinking about space through the landscape 
painting of the Dutch/Flemish school, where ‘the landscape is reduced to 
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an image used by a contemplative subject kept at a distance’, and later 
‘the initial reference to a genre of painting ended up being shi  ed to des-
ignate its real referent, the territory’.104 That representation is the aggre-
gate of historically aff ected and culturally embedded interpretations and 
reformulations of the border brought about through interactions between 
institutions and people at diff erent levels of decision-making processes.105 
In order to reconstruct the borderscape of language learning in interwar 
borderland primary schools, this book follows the shuffl  ing of papers 
concerning language learning on and across many tables, within indi-
vidual borderland schools, city councils, provincial cabinets and national 
parliaments, all the way up to the International Court of Justice in the 
Hague.106
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Notes for this chapter begin on page 111.

Chapter 3 

MAKING THE BORDER

(

When Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy joined, respectively, the Polish state and the Belgian Kingdom, 
the solely German-speaking school systems from before were abolished, 
and two sorts of schools were set up in order to separate children accord-
ing to their supposed vernacular. Linguistic diff erences were separated, 
spatialised and controlled in schools. Language learning in primary 
schools played a pivotal role in transforming these pieces of land from 
spots on a map of Europe spread out on a table in Versailles into lived 
social spaces.1 A  er the state border lines of the interwar European conti-
nent had been drawn, establishing and implementing rules on the teach-
ing and use of languages in borderland primary schools became crucial 
techniques for making the border. This chapter will demonstrate how in 
both Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Mal-
medy, language learning became the border.

Diff erent aims lay at the basis of language learning rules in both case 
study borderlands. The ultimate aim for many Polish nationalists was to re-
alise normative isomorphism: the equation of one nation with one language 
and one religion.2 In a country where a third of the population did not have 
Polish as their mother tongue, they wanted to raise as many monolingual 
Polish-speaking future citizens as possible.3 However, as will be elaborated 
in this chapter, in Polish Upper Silesia, they were bound by bilateral and su-
pranational agreements stipulating separate schools for pupils not having 
Polish as their mother tongue. Meanwhile, in Belgium, where teaching in 
the vernacular (whether that be French, Dutch or German) enjoyed a wide 
political consensus, the ultimate dream of most political representatives 
was not that all primary school pupils throughout the country be taught in 
the same language. Instead, contention arose over foreign language train-
ing. Policies and practices in this area laid bare the fact that French contin-
ued to be the dominant language in Belgian politics and high culture.4
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The fi rst years a  er the switch in state sovereignty are analysed by 
means of concepts discussed within the framework of comparison in the 
second chapter of this book. From the fi rst axis of comparison, borders 
and human territoriality, this chapter borrows the processual under-
standing of borders (the bordering), a relational approach towards the 
human-made creation and functioning of borders, and the notion that for-
mer state borders can continue to infl uence everyday life long a  er they 
have ceased to exist (the phantom border). The second axis of comparison, 
power and multiple loyalties, enables us to make clear how multiple loy-
alties were expressed within newly developed, recovered or reassembled 
power structures and power strategies. It will show how power at the 
time was understood in what have later analytically been referred to as 
the one-dimensional and two-dimensional views of power. The infl uence 
of the third axis of comparison, microhistory within a multilayered con-
text, can be found in the a  ention paid to local developments, such as 
the implementation of language learning rules within single borderland 
primary schools, as well as the focus on the practices of individual bor-
derland teachers. The signifi cance of these local practices for the interwar 
European political set-up can be illustrated through a wider historical 
contextualisation. The analysis demonstrates that, although the making 
of the border through language learning in Polish Upper Silesia and the 
regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy brought about two diff erent 
systems of power, it nevertheless instilled common characteristics in bor-
derland schooling.

Drawing the State Border Line

The existence of Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith 
and Malmedy came about (either being initiated or at least discussed, 
negotiated and confi rmed) as a result of the remapping of the European 
continent during the Paris Peace Conference in 1919. Both case study bor-
derlands joined their new states when state border lines were redrawn 
as administrative entities set apart from the mainland, to which a set of 
special legal rules applied. Although Polish Upper Silesia and the regions 
of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy constituted special singular entities 
within unitary states, their nature could hardly have diff ered more. Many 
partners were involved in the creation of Polish Upper Silesia as an auton-
omous entity diff ering from the rest of Poland. The shape of the unique 
legal status of the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, on the other 
hand, was decided upon by one person. In both cases, special administra-
tive entities were set up in order to defuse the powder keg. Policymakers 
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indicated potential confl icts of interests and developed power strate-
gies to prevent people from making decisions to the detriment of a so-
constructed ‘other’.5

Polish Upper Silesia and the State Border Line

The way in which peacemakers in Paris in 1919 made decisions over the 
lands where they noticed potential confl icts of interests diff ered with re-
gards to Central and Eastern Europe and Western Europe.6 Poland was 
the fi rst in a list of Central and Eastern European states for which the 
acceptance of a minority treaty was made a condition for its international 
recognition as a nation-state.7 The work of the commi  ee drawing the 
borders of the newly independent Polish state led to an international pol-
icy on the protection of what came to be called national minorities.8 The 
Minority Treaty, concluded on 28 June 1919, called on the Polish state to 
guarantee the protection of life, liberty and religious freedom for all in-
habitants.9 More specifi cally, Polish citizens belonging to national minori-
ties were entitled to use their language and to fi nance their own churches 
and schools. Their rights were copied into the Polish Constitution of 1921 
and repeated in the Constitution of 1935. Article 9 of the Minority Treaty 
stated that where a considerable proportion of guardians of children in 
a municipality expressed the wish to have their children taught in their 
mother tongue, the state was required to provide such education.10 This 
right was restricted, however, to the German-speaking minority in Poland 
created as a result of the border changes brought about by the Versailles 
Treaty.11

Because the concept of minority was interpreted diff erently by the au-
thorities in Poland and Germany, the representatives of these minorities 
themselves, and the League of Nations, intense debates about who was 
entitled to national minority rights fl ared up immediately a  er the Mi-
nority Treaty came into eff ect. Polish authorities defi ned a minority based 
on what they called objective criteria, such as language, religion or cul-
ture, but diff ered in their opinion on the place of minorities within the 
new Polish state. The right-wing National Democrats, under the leader-
ship of Roman Dmowski, nourished the idea of a linguistically unifi ed 
and Roman Catholic nation put forward by Polish nationalists in the 
nineteenth century.12 The ideal was to create an ethnolinguistically ho-
mogeneous nation-state, in which inhabitants spoke a standardised na-
tional language and had no command of other languages or dialects.13 
Dmowski, in addition, considered Catholicism ‘not an appendix to Pol-
ishness, a kind of specifi c colour, but something grounded in its soul, con-
stituting this soul to a great extent’.14 A more inclusive stance towards 
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inhabitants speaking other tongues, nonetheless characterised by an im-
perialist belief in the a  ractive potential of Polish culture, on the other 
hand, informed the federal agenda of Józef Piłsudski, one of the founders 
of the Polish independent state, and his le  -wing followers for most of the 
interwar period.15 German authorities, meanwhile, held their own subjec-
tive interpretation of minorities. In the contested Polish peripheral territo-
ries, some of the self-defi ned German-speaking minority inhabitants put 
themselves forward as spokespersons for what they presented as a homo-
geneous ethnic community, a Volksgruppe.16 The League of Nations, lastly, 
envisioned itself as a protector of minority rights, but it lacked an eff ective 
decision-making process, as well as any powers of legal enforcement.17

Back in Versailles, decision-makers had not reached a conclusion as to 
whether Upper Silesia should remain German or become Polish. Eventu-
ally, they pinned their hopes on a plebiscite giving local inhabitants the 
possibility to determine to which state they wanted to belong.18 Between 
the signing of the Treaty in June 1919 and the plebiscite in March 1921, 
Polish activists organised two uprisings against German rule which were 
quenched with the support of Entente militaries. In order to mobilise local 
inhabitants to vote in their favour, Germany elevated the plebiscite terri-
tory to the position of a separate province. As a response, the Polish side 
issued a constitutional act (the Organic Statute of the Silesian Voivode-
ship) granting the region an autonomous status if it were to join the Polish 
state. It also signed the new Constitution and the Treaty of Riga in the 
week preceding the plebiscite in order to give the impression of a well-
organised state.19 The Treaty of Riga provided people living in Poland and 
belonging to what was defi ned as the Ukrainian, Byelorussian and Lithua-
nian minorities, as well as people of Polish descent on the other side of the 
border, with the right to nurture their native tongue, culture and schools.

The Silesian plebiscite was the biggest experiment in self-determination 
in modern European history, but instead of off ering a clear outcome, the 
behaviour of voters le   many things unclear.20 In the Lublinitz/Lubliniec 
district, for example, while 53.1 per cent of the 29,195 voters expressed the 
desire to remain part of Germany, including the local inhabitants from 
the biggest cities Lublinitz/Lubliniec and Gu  entag/Dobrodzień, the city 
dwellers of Woischnik/Woźniki, located farther east, voted to become part 
of Poland.21

In a time when the use of language was put forward as the primary 
indicator of national belonging, the outcome of the plebiscite was at the 
very least confusing. The last census conducted in the German Empire 
before the First World War, for example, when asking about inhabitants’ 
mother tongue, had indicated that 57 per cent of the Upper Silesian pop-
ulation spoke Polish (with bilingual speakers being classifi ed as German 
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speakers).22 Despite the dissatisfaction of many local inhabitants with the 
outcome, the League of Nations nevertheless accepted the outcome of the 
plebiscite.23 In the meantime, concerns about the rumoured location of 
the future state border line between Germany and Poland fuelled a third 
uprising in May 1921. The ba  le reached a level of violence and atroc-
ity unseen in any of the other territories negotiated in Paris in 1919, and 
unseen by local inhabitants during the First World War. The region was 
plunged into a civil war driven by paramilitary forces fi ghting for the Ger-
man or Polish sides more out of a hunger for land and industry than out of 
nationalist incentives.24 The violence that killed a thousand men, women 
and children served to establish a border: to install a line of division where 
it had previously been absent.25

Spli  ing Upper Silesia according to the plebiscite outcome was impos-
sible. In the Lublinitz/Lubliniec district, for example, the voting outcome 
in villages did not adhere to the West-East divide so easily recognisable 
in the cities of the district. In Schemrowitz/Szemrowice, for example, a 
village to the west of Gu  entag/Dobrodzień, the majority voted in favour 
of Polish state sovereignty, whereas in the village of Lissau/Lisów, located 
farther east, only a minority did so.26 Wojciech Korfanty, a politician with 
a history in German parliaments, who was one of the Polish leaders of 
the Third Silesian Uprising, and who would later serve as the Deputy 
Prime Minister of Poland in the autumn of 1923, proposed a division line 
running through Upper Silesia according to which the whole Lublinitz/
Lubliniec district would become Polish. His plan was acceptable to French 
political representatives, who favoured the idea of a great Poland, but not 
the Italians or the British, who were concerned about Germany’s economic 
viability.27 Finally, the League of Nations agreed that Germany would 
receive 71 per cent of the Upper Silesian territory and 54 per cent of its 
people, but Poland would receive the most heavily industrialised part. 
The Lublinitz/ Lubliniec district was cut into two. Lublinitz/Lubliniec, 
Woischnik/Woźniki, and the lands around them, including the villages 
of Lissau/Lisów and Koschentin/Koszęcin, in total 700 km2, were trans-
ferred to Poland. The city of Gu  entag/Dobrodzień and its surroundings, 
including the village of Schemrowitz/Szemrowice, covering over 314 km2, 
remained in Germany.28

Upon the division, local inhabitants could choose their citizenship and 
move to the other part of Upper Silesia, as a result of which Polish Upper 
Silesia lost approximately 175,000 local inhabitants. Their number was, 
however, compensated for by immigrants from other places in Poland.29 
Moreover, a new treaty, the Polish-German Treaty on Upper Silesia, most 
commonly referred to as the Geneva Convention, was signed. Aiming to 
resolve the ambiguous interpretations the Minority Treaty had seeded, it 
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conclusively put forward the subjective defi nition of a minority.30 It listed 
the rights to which minorities inhabiting the former Prussian parts of Sile-
sia (and hence not the southern part, which had belonged to the Austro-
Hungarian Empire) were entitled for fi  een years.

With regards to primary school education, the Geneva Convention re-
peated the rules laid down in the Minority Treaty, giving guardians the 
right to freely declare the mother tongue of their children (Article 131), 
requiring the Polish state to fi nance minority schools provided they had 
at least forty pupils and a German-speaking teaching branch in a Polish 
school where a minimum of eighteen pupils volunteered (Articles 96 and 
106), and allowing the existence of private minority schools.31 In return, 
Article 133 stated that ‘in lessons given at school, the national and intel-
lectual qualities [should not be] improperly depreciated in the eyes of the 
pupils’.32 Where it diff ered from the Minority Treaty, however, was in the 
establishment of a Mixed Commission to supervise the implementation 
of the Geneva Convention. Consisting of German and Polish government 
representatives, this was headed by Felix Calonder, a Swiss citizen.33 The 
autonomous status of Polish Upper Silesia contributed to its special status. 
Since the Silesian Parliament held independent decision-making power 
over policies such as education, pupils in Polish Upper Silesia, for exam-
ple, continued to start school at the age of six, a year earlier than in the rest 
of Poland.34

In the fi rst years of the Polish Republic, policymakers in Warsaw had 
more than enough on their plate without interfering in Polish Upper Sile-
sia’s educational policy. The state border lines of the newly established 
Polish state gradually took shape between 1918 and 1923 by means of a 
series of wars and confl icts in the north, east, south and west: the Polish-
Lithuanian War (approx. 1919–1920); the Polish-Ukrainian War (1918) 
and the Polish-Soviet War that reached the city of Warsaw (1919–1921); 
the Polish-Czechoslovak War (1919) and the Silesian Uprisings; and the 
Greater Polish Uprising (1918–1919). Within these wars, central national 
authorities o  en lost control over the local paramilitary groups to which 
they had ‘outsourced’ state power, and which were operating in the bor-
derlands according to their own standards and incentives.35

In addition, Poland’s economy was in a deplorable state. In 1920, Pol-
ish industrial output amounted to less than half of what had been pro-
duced on the same territory when it belonged to the German, Russian or 
Habsburg Empires before the outbreak of the First World War.36 Poland 
and Yugoslavia suff ered more war devastation than any other country in 
Central Europe, and both faced the challenge of integrating the diff erent 
economic structures they inherited from pre-war political entities.37 Euro-
pean states mostly needed to take care of themselves; the aid programmes 
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fi nanced with overseas money did not substantially resolve Europe’s 
problems.38 As was the case with most other countries, Poland lacked raw 
materials and food, as well as the money to import them.39 The state took 
out loans with the Polish State Loan Bank, but in 1923 infl ation accelerated 
dramatically.40 Polish Upper Silesia was less aff ected by these develop-
ments because the region enjoyed the highest amount of capital per capita, 
boasted the best industrial infrastructure and school facilities of the entire 
country, and benefi ted from a three-year duty exemption for the goods it 
exported to Germany.41

Besides state border and economic problems, political life was also a 
source of turmoil. Poland found itself in a deep crisis when the fi rst Polish 
president, Gabriel Narutowicz, whose supportive stance towards national 
minorities was opposed by National Democrat politicians, was murdered 
in December 1922, fi ve days a  er taking offi  ce.42 When Germany and 
Russia eased diplomatic relations in 1922, moreover, uncertainty about 
the stability of the new Polish borders became widespread.43 Within this 
political climate, universal suff rage and compulsory education were im-
plemented. A massive task lay ahead. The overall percentage of children 
not a  ending primary school amounted to 36.9 per cent in 1922–1923, 
and while state administration representatives claimed to have reduced 
this fi gure to 17.4 per cent in 1925–1926, the real number was most likely 
higher.44 Whereas some of the regions in Poland had illiteracy rates that 
were among the highest in Europe (offi  cials estimated an average illiter-
acy rate of 50 per cent, 61 per cent in Eastern Poland and 40 per cent in the 
former Galician part), Upper Silesia had a long tradition of compulsory 
education and boasted the lowest illiteracy rate in interwar Poland (10 per 
cent in 1922–1923, and 3.9 per cent in 1925–1926).45

Eupen-Malmedy and the State Border Line

Even more than in the case of Polish Upper Silesia, the drawing of Bel-
gium’s new eastern state border line was driven by geopolitical decisions. 
Initially, Belgian representatives travelled to Versailles with the mega-
lomaniacal ideas of a range of Belgian intellectuals in their heads, most 
prominently Pierre Nothomb. When they found themselves in exile in 
France during the First World War, they formulated expansionist claims 
towards the Duchy of Luxembourg and wished to negotiate free access to 
the Scheldt River with the Netherlands as compensation for Belgians’ he-
roic war eff orts.46 In Versailles, however, Belgium’s image rapidly changed 
from a brave innocent ally to a greedy opportunist. The initial surge of 
empathy for small nations, along with the willingness to satisfy their as-
pirations, soon began to run out.47 Belgium’s meagre successes during the 
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peace negotiations have also been explained by the lack of diplomatic ex-
pertise among politicians who had been working for a neutral country.48

During the Paris Peace Conference, the decision was made to create a 
double military buff er zone against German expansionism. The regions of 
Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, a roughly 1,000-square-kilometre piece 
of land of no signifi cant economic importance, as well as Neutral Mores-
net, the Belgian-Prussian condominium that arose under the Treaty of Vi-
enna in 1816 and which had been annexed by Germany during the First 
World War, were given to the Belgian Kingdom.49 On the other side of the 
new Belgian-German frontier, Belgian troops continued to occupy a part 
of the Rhineland.50 Although Belgian politicians agreed upon a buff er as a 
geopolitical strategy, and the enlargement of the Belgian Kingdom to the 
east was considered a deserved reward for the country’s eff orts during 
the First World War, support for the annexation within Belgian political 
circles was not unambiguous.51

While most politicians were concerned the annexation would compli-
cate political and juridical practices within the Belgian Kingdom, depend-
ing on their perspective, this concern resulted in either the endorsement 
of or opposition to the proposed annexation. The Belgian Minister of 
Foreign Aff airs, the liberal politician Paul Hymans, for example, worried 
that the newly acquired regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy were 
mainly inhabited by Catholics. With universal suff rage being introduced 
in Belgium in 1918, the men joining the kingdom were expected to express 
loyalty to the Catholic Church when voting, thus increasing support for 
the Belgian Catholic Party.52 The francophone leader of the Belgian dele-
gation, François Ganshof, on the other hand, argued for the importance 
of limiting the number of German speakers joining the kingdom, as they 
might increase language tensions between French and Dutch speakers.53

Following the Versailles Treaty, in January 1920 Neutral Moresnet 
was incorporated into Belgium and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy were pulled out of the administrative unit of Aix-la-Chapelle 
(Aachen).54 Instead of a plebiscite, the architects of Europe’s interwar 
set-up in Versailles had agreed on an unusual procedure: a consultation 
(consultation populaire).55 In the fi rst months of 1920, Belgian authorities 
opened a register in which local inhabitants of these three regions could 
write their names if they wanted their territory to stay in Germany.56 At 
the end of the consultation, in July 1923, only 271 out of the 33,726 inhabi-
tants entitled to vote had signed, as a result of which the region remained 
Belgian.57 The procedure led to locals disputing the democratic character 
of the annexation throughout the entire interwar period. When in 1925 
they received the right to vote in national elections, this dispute carried 
over into the political arena.58
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There are probably no be  er indications that the national minority 
rights designed at French negotiation tables were not universal. In Cen-
tral and Eastern Europe, national minorities were to be given the right 
to vote, but in Western Europe, there were, legally speaking, no national 
minorities to begin with. Expansions by Allied powers were considered 
a deserved and eternal compensation for their war eff orts, and were not 
to be disturbed by the dissenting voices of local inhabitants. National mi-
norities in Western Europe were not named. They had no body to appeal 
to. It was as if they did not exist.

Meanwhile, the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy also en-
tered Belgium under an autonomous regime, but the meaning of auton-
omy could hardly have been more diff erent. Belgian authorities installed 
a transitional regime in the separate legal entity called Eupen-Malmedy 
using a well-practiced method. Within days of the signing of the Treaty 
of Versailles on 28 June 1919, the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Mal-
medy were put under the supervision of Baron Henri Delvaux de Fenff e 
(1863–1947), governor of the province of Liège at the time, although this 
supervision would only come into eff ect a  er the treaty had been ratifi ed 
by the Belgian government and signed by German authorities.59 In the 
autumn of 1919, de Fenff e was replaced by Herman Baltia, the son of a 
Luxembourg father and a German mother, a Belgian lieutenant-general 
with experience in colonial service in Congo and a career in the Belgian 
army in the First World War.60 Under his rule, Eupen-Malmedy became 
the only institutionalised colonial polity on the European continent. In 
January 1920, upon being given legislative and executive control over a 
region to which the Belgian Constitution was not applicable, he was told 
by Belgium’s First Minister Léon Delacroix, ‘You will be like a governor of 
a colony, but a colony with direct contact with the metropolis.’61

Delacroix was happy enough to hand over the responsibility for Eupen-
Malmedy. With no agreements being made in Versailles on the amount of 
reparation debts Germany owed to Belgium, Belgian policymakers needed 
to get to work on the reconstruction of their ravaged country themselves.62 
Although the war damage was signifi cant, especially at the former front 
line in the province of Western Flanders, when put in perspective, the task 
lying ahead was less diffi  cult than in the newly founded Polish state. With 
the exception of the Belgian-German border, all of Belgium’s state bor-
ders were unchallenged by its neighbours. In addition, the guns had fallen 
silent.

Eupen-Malmedy was initially much be  er off  than most places else-
where in Belgium. The borderlands had come out of the war undamaged, 
exported 90 per cent of locally produced goods to Germany, and were ex-
empted from export duties for fi ve years.63 Although severely aff ected by 
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the war, Belgian production reached its pre-war level by as early as 1924, 
because strategic sectors such as the coal mines and the port of Antwerp 
had survived the war largely undamaged and the population agreed to 
higher taxation. But the Belgian currency remained unstable.64

Besides the economy, politics was the second major concern within the 
Belgian Kingdom. The war had mobilised the masses for political issues, 
and universal male suff rage was introduced in 1918.65 A  er the Catholic 
Party had monopolised rule for thirty years, the political landscape be-
came characterised by rapidly changing coalitions of the Liberal, Socialist 
and Catholic parties; twenty-fi ve governments ruled Belgium between 
1918 and 1940.66

Since Belgian politicians were mainly occupied with internal aff airs, 
Herman Baltia had a free hand in Eupen-Malmedy. He was controlled by 
neither a supranational nor a national body of sovereignty (although his 
budget needed to be approved by the Belgian Parliament). He granted 
the local population Belgian citizenship and had their German citizenship 
revoked (although some opted to retain their German citizenship).67 Bal-
tia’s policy led to the outmigration of almost 5,000 borderland inhabitants 
within the fi rst years, with former state offi  cials and professional trades-
men in particular leaving for Germany.68 Once the state border line was 
drawn and people had moved in or out, decisions about the languages 
off ered in borderland primary schools became a prominent way of mak-
ing the border. Given the existence of compulsory education in Prussia 
and, later, the German Empire, Baltia’s major concern did not need to be 
the fi ght against illiteracy, as it was in many other places in Belgium.69 
Whereas illiteracy in the Belgian Kingdom had amounted to 17 per cent 
before the establishment of compulsory education, a major political eff ort 
during the 1920s resulted in a signifi cant reduction in that fi gure.70

From early on, Baltia engaged himself in the task of organising educa-
tion, as he was convinced it could win over the minds of local children and 
ensure their support for the Belgian regime.71 A report had already been 
wri  en in July 1919 at the behest of his predecessor de Fenff e emphasising 
the need to take control over borderland schools as an essential fi rst step 
for the transitional government.72

The crucial question Herman Baltia faced was how tolerant to be in 
off ering primary education in German, at a time when the status of Dutch 
in Belgian education was being debated. At the end of 1918, Flemish ac-
tivists had published a list of language demands in what they called their 
minimum political programme, which included the possibility of teaching 
Dutch in all branches and grades of education.73 Apart from a language 
law in 1921 allowing Dutch and German to be used as an administrative 
language at a local level, however, it would take until the end of the 1920s 
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before Flemish activists experienced an electoral breakthrough and could 
push for a realisation of their minimum programme.74

In the fi rst years a  er the war, a broader support for the proliferation of 
Dutch in education was lacking because it reminded people of the clumsy 
Flamenpolitik of the occupier.75 Belgian nationalism, on the other hand, had 
been galvanised by the experience of the First World War, when citizens 
had taken up arms for the fi rst time since the country’s independence.76 
Baltia made plain his views on the importance of education and language 
in January 1920, expressing a desire to organise ‘a kind of education . . . 
that makes the French language and Belgium loved and appreciated’.77

In sum, a  er the drawing of state border lines, rules and practices in 
both borderlands served to demarcate the meaning and infl uence of the 
state border line in space.78 From a place where all pupils were taught 
in German, the two case study borderlands evolved into places where 
schools, or at least branches, off ering teaching in two diff erent languages 
were established. Language diff erences were anticipated and spatialised 
in the public sphere. Before describing the process of making borders 
through language learning in the early 1920s, I shall discuss here decisions 
concerning language regulations for primary school education upon the 
installation of compulsory education in Poland and Belgium.

Compulsory Education and Language Politics 
in Poland and Belgium

In both the new Polish state and the Belgian Kingdom, compulsory edu-
cation was introduced together with universal suff rage shortly a  er the 
First World War.79 In both countries, primary education was to be off ered 
in the mother tongue of the child, and the guardians of children were re-
sponsible for indicating what that mother tongue was.80 This mechanism, 
however, created tensions whenever the mother tongue of the child was 
not considered the language(s) of the nation.81 Regulating access to teach-
ing in German and the conditions of (foreign) language training turned 
out to be crucial in the a  empts to resolve the issue, whereas questions 
concerning how pupils were to be taught or learn their languages were 
considered less essential.

Poland

Although in the newly established Polish state a third of the population 
did not have Polish as their mother tongue,82 within the fi rst years of 
compulsory primary schooling, most pupils were already receiving their 
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training in Polish, and not all pupils speaking a language other than Polish 
were being granted the same chance to be taught in their mother tongue. 
The fi rst offi  cial statistical data gathered by Polish authorities for the 1922–
1923 school year showed that 83 per cent of pupils were taught in Polish, 
and that although Ukrainian speakers were more numerous than German 
speakers, the number of schools off ering teaching in Ukrainian was rel-
atively smaller than the number of schools off ering teaching in German. 
Whereas 83 per cent of the schools in Poland off ered teaching in Polish, 
11.2 per cent provided teaching in Ukrainian (also called Ruthenian at 
the time), and 4.1 per cent in German.83 But among the German-speaking 
children living in Poland, important diff erences could be noticed. Those 
living in Eastern Poland were not seen as requiring diff erent treatment 
from the more numerous Slavic linguistic minorities they lived among, 
were not protected by Article 9 of the Minority Treaty, and were consid-
ered of marginal economic importance.84 As a result, only a third of these 
children received primary school education in their mother tongue. In 
contrast, in Greater Poland and West Prussia, an estimated 50 per cent 
of German-speaking children received teaching in German, and in Polish 
Upper Silesia, almost all German-speaking children could a  end schools 
off ering teaching in German.85

Policymakers in Poland increased the percentage of the national budget 
spent on education from 2 to 10 per cent in 1923 and launched a reform to 
reduce monolingual teaching in a language other than Polish in schools 
for children not protected by Article 9 of the Minority Treaty.86 The re-
form was initiated by a National Democrat, Stanisław Grabski.87 Political 
representatives of the Endecja (or National Democrats) were in favour of 
what they called a national upbringing (wychowanie narodowe). This idea 
had developed among the Polish elite during the nineteenth century and 
encompassed such virtues as speaking Polish, being Roman Catholic, 
and patriotism towards the imagined fatherland.88 Now that a Polish in-
dependent state had arisen, they used state institutions in order to turn 
inhabitants into good Poles. Józef Piłsudski and his followers, meanwhile, 
centralised education around the concept of state upbringing (wychowa-
nie państwowe). According to its political ideology, the state was superior 
to national groups.89 Pupils could have other languages or religions as 
long as these did not interfere with the mission to establish a modern 
centralised state. As a result of Grabski’s reform, from 1924 onwards, a 
school could operate in a minority language only on the condition that 
25 per cent of the local inhabitants spoke that language and could provide 
evidence that 40 children wanted to a  end the school. If, however, the 
guardians of 20 children in a school district requested teaching in Polish, 
all of the children in that school were to be taught in two languages.90 As 
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a result of Grabski’s reform, most of the primary schools off ering teaching 
in Ukrainian changed to bilingual schools off ering teaching in Polish and 
Ukrainian.91 In Poland’s most eastern province (Województwo Tarnopol-
skie), for example, statistics revealed that, whereas in the 1911–1912 school 
year, 405 schools had off ered teaching in Polish, and 704 in Ukrainian, 
only a year a  er the Lex Grabski came into eff ect, the number of Ukrainian 
schools had already dropped to 254, while 304 bilingual Polish-Ukrainian 
schools had been established (alongside the increased number of Polish-
speaking schools, of which there were now 754). Five years later, the num-
ber of Polish-speaking schools had fallen (to 653), as had the number of 
Ukrainian-speaking schools (to 144), but the number of bilingual schools 
had increased to 504.92

In contrast to Polish Upper Silesia, the rights of children to receive 
education in Ukrainian could be overruled because they were not safe-
guarded by supranational law. When in 1925, for example, the guardians 
of 42 children in the village of Bartatów (Powiat Ogródek Jagielloński, 
Województwo Lwowskie) opted for primary education in Ukrainian, 
compared with the parents of 29 children preferring Polish, the district 
administration decided not to establish a Ukrainian-speaking school to be 
a  ended by both sets of children. Instead, they interviewed the fi rst set 
of parents, who were pressured into saying that it was a bilingual school 
they sought.93 Whereas the local struggle against Polonisation could take 
a similar form to the one in Polish Upper Silesia in the interwar years, 
there could also be marked diff erences. The Ukrainian equivalent of the 
organisation responsible for the education of the German minority in 
Polish Upper Silesia, the German Upper Silesian National Association 
of Polish Silesia for Minority Rights Protection (Deutschoberschlesischer 
Volksbund für Polnisch-Schlesien zur Wahrung der Minderheitsrechte – 
hereina  er Volksbund), was an organisation called Native School (Ridna 
Skola), which coordinated a network of 21 privately run Ukrainian-speak-
ing schools in 1925–192694 and campaigned for education in Ukrainian. 
The organisation was less well-funded than the Volksbund, but the te-
nacity with which it pursued its cause, both in the Polish Parliament and 
beyond traditional political forums (including terrorist a  acks against 
members of the government), caused Polish state offi  cials to step up the 
programme of Polonisation through education.95 The fact that Ukrainian 
speakers were more engaged than, for example, Belarusian speakers can 
be explained by the fact that the experiences at the end of and shortly a  er 
the First World War had raised national consciousness among Ukraini-
ans, whereas Belarusian speakers lacked the stimulus to question power 
constellations and advocate their reshaping.96 In contrast to Polish Upper 
Silesia, however, local inhabitants o  en resisted the idea of a school being 
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established in their villages. As the Polish ethnographer Józef Obrębski 
noted at the time, schools were mistrusted and perceived as new institu-
tions that would prepare children for a career outside local communities.97 
Entire villages protested against the establishment of their local school, 
and mayors did not dare to make parents pay the fi nes issued by Polish 
school inspectors.98

Since they were considered incorporable into the Polish nation-state, 
speakers of a Slavic language other than Polish, such as Ukrainian (but 
also Russian, Belarusian and Ruthenian), received less favourable condi-
tions for learning their vernacular, or were even denied the right to learn 
it. However, while Polish authorities did indeed aim to reduce the num-
ber of pupils being taught in a Slavic language other than Polish, they 
were more permissive towards pupils enrolled in German-speaking or 
Jewish schools (the la  er off ering teaching in either Yiddish or Hebrew). 
In the unstable political and economic conditions at the time, Polish state 
representatives counted on the economic capital and experience of Ger-
man speakers and Jews to support the post-war recovery.99 The country 
witnessed an overall decrease in the number of German-speaking and 
Jewish public schools throughout the interwar period, but the represen-
tatives of these groups had the fi nancial means to build and maintain pri-
vate schools.100 Whereas in 1924, 1,102 public primary schools in Poland 
had off ered education in German, by 1925–1926 this number had already 
fallen to 699, and by 1937–1938 to 160. Meanwhile, however, 234 private 
schools fl ourished.101 The specifi city of Jewish interwar education origi-
nated from the fact that Jews were considered a religious, not a national, 
minority, and were therefore not entitled to receive education in Yiddish 
or Hebrew in public primary schools. 60 per cent of Jewish children were 
already a  ending these public schools in the mid-1920s, and their number 
increased to 84 per cent within a decade.102

In particular, Jewish children who had previously lived under the Rus-
sian regime recalled state education as an encounter with modernity en-
abling them to develop a loyalty with a world beyond that of the cheder, 
the traditional elementary school in which children were taught the basics 
of Judaism. One youngster, submi  ing an autobiographical composition 
for a writing contest organised by the Jewish Scientifi c Institute in 1939, 
lyrically described how ‘seeing the purity of the school class, I felt a revul-
sion towards the dirty, smoky cheder’.103 A network of approximately 300 
privately run primary schools was already fl ourishing in 1925, and would 
increase a  erwards, although the exact number of schools off ering teach-
ing in Yiddish or Hebrew is diffi  cult to determine because they operated 
under diff erent umbrella organisations, each having their own method of 
counting.104 The largest organisation of orthodox Jews, Chorew, espous-
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ing a traditional religiously oriented approach to teaching, oversaw the 
schooling of 60 percent of the Jewish children receiving private education. 
And yet, despite its growth over the years, Chorew saw some of its schools 
closed a  er Polish school inspectors found the quality of education to be 
unsatisfactory.105 Non-orthodox Jewish private schools, on the other hand, 
paved the way for a political radicalisation of young Jews, whether as Zi-
onists within the Hebrew schools coordinated by the Tarbut, or as atheists 
within the Yiddish schools of the Central Jewish School Organisation (Di 
Tsentrale Yidishe Shul-Organizatsye – TSYSHO), to name only the two 
largest organisations within the rapidly growing and diversifying school 
landscape at the time.106

Interestingly, policymakers in Poland did not overly concern them-
selves with how foreign language training was organised. It remained un-
regulated in Polish-speaking schools until the introduction of the primary 
school law of 1932, which outlined a curriculum without foreign language 
training.107 The Minority Treaty off ered the possibility of requiring Polish 
to be taught as a foreign language in minority schools, but Polish authori-
ties did not make use of it until 1926.108

Upon the establishment and implementation of compulsory education, 
besides the formulation of language learning rules, Polish state represen-
tatives were also occupied with fi nding a balance between the competen-
cies of the state and those of the Catholic Church. A secular public school 
system was opted for, in which clergymen could teach children religion 
for two hours a week, and religious schools had to operate privately.109 
The power balance between the state and the church changed when a con-
cordat signed between the Vatican and Poland in 1925 granted the church 
a role exceeding its constitutional rights, leading to a power struggle be-
tween state and church that would not ebb until the end of the interwar 
period.110

The new state’s political concern over the question of which language 
pupils were to learn, and in which schools, outweighed questions of how 
children were to learn a language.111 Teachers and school textbook writers 
could largely improvise teaching content until the implementation of the 
primary school law in 1932.112 Meanwhile, a multitude of scientifi c studies 
on children and education saw the light. Scientists in Poland shared an 
interest in educating free citizens willing to take up responsibility for the 
new state, but their fi ndings o  en overlapped, contrasted or displayed 
incongruities.113 The fi rst current of interest aligned with cultural reform 
pedagogy and gathered scientists to work out methods for learning Pol-
ish based on the psychological development of children.114 The second 
current centralised the development of children. Books wri  en by foreign 
child specialists were translated into Polish, while Polish scientists who 
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had received their education in Western Europe and moved to Poland 
upon its independence published overviews of pedagogical scientifi c 
fi ndings abroad in Polish.115

Belgium

Upon the establishment of compulsory education in their countries, Polish 
and Belgian authorities pursued diff erent aims. Whereas in Poland, eff orts 
were concentrated on promoting a wider use of Polish as the primary lan-
guage of instruction at the expense of other, mostly Slavic, languages, in 
Belgium, the prescribed ideal for elite pupils was to achieve bilingualism, 
not by means of bilingual teaching throughout the entire primary school 
curriculum, but through intensive foreign language training starting in 
the fi nal years of primary school education. According to the Belgian pro-
gramme of studies of 1897, school authorities could, but were not obliged 
to, introduce the learning of a second language from the fi  h year.116 This 
recommendation was implemented diff erently in the north and south of 
the country, laying bare the fact that Belgian schools continued to privi-
lege French in foreign language training. Most French-speaking children 
in Wallonia fi nished their primary school in French without receiving 
training in a foreign language, whereas in Flanders, all Dutch-speaking 
children received education in their mother tongue and were off ered 
French as a foreign language.117

In addition, primary schools in Flanders were allowed to operate in 
French without the requirement to off er lessons in Dutch. These schools 
were not that numerous, but they nevertheless remained popular given 
the political and economic opportunities for citizens with a mastery of 
French.118 Every guardian living in Flanders could declare his child’s 
mother tongue to be French and put his child in a French-speaking school. 
The fact that whoever dared to question a guardian’s choice was legally 
obliged to pay a fi ne demonstrates how deep the wounds of the School 
Wars – fought verbally between the Liberal and Catholic parties in the 
late nineteenth century over the primacy of state versus Catholic schools – 
still were.119 Although the law was in the fi rst instance meant to guar-
antee guardians’ religious freedom, it also guaranteed their freedom to 
choose the language of their children’s primary school instruction. During 
the First World War, an alderman from Brussels had been deported for 
defending the free school choice policy for French speakers in the face of 
opposition from the German occupiers, who privileged the use of Dutch 
given its proximity to German. Perhaps the unpleasant memory of this 
episode played an additional role in the consequent implementation of 
the law once the war was over, although this was a local phenomenon 
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probably unknown to many school principals in Flanders during the in-
terwar period.120

In a way, one could thus say that French speakers in Flanders enjoyed 
a similar position to the German and Jewish minorities in Poland. As was 
also the case in Poland, there were children facing the consequences of 
this particular order of social segregation. The number of primary schools 
where Dutch was the language of instruction in Wallonia, for example, 
could be counted on one hand. In 1929, a Flemish priest indicated that 
Flemish miners working in Wallonia were not aware they could demand 
Dutch as the primary language of education for their children.121 These 
miners were o  en illiterate and did not have any political representation. 
Flemish activists were more occupied with striving to turn Ghent Univer-
sity into the fi rst Dutch-speaking university of the country (which would 
eventually happen in 1930) than in guaranteeing language rights for min-
ers’ children in Wallonia.122 As was the case with Belarusian speakers in 
Poland, Dutch speakers in Wallonia had not been made or had not become 
conscious of their language rights.

However, in contrast to interwar Poland, Belgium had installed a com-
plicated system enabling changes to be made in the language of instruc-
tion in primary schools in multilingual areas. The dominant language 
in primary education was defi ned for each municipality by means of a 
language survey (talentelling) centrally organised once every ten years. A 
simple majority was suffi  cient to ensure that French, Dutch or German 
would be the leading language of instruction in local primary schools for 
the next ten years. Once 20 per cent of the local inhabitants had declared 
a mother tongue other than the dominant one, they were entitled to spe-
cial facilities. These facilities were initiated in the Brussels agglomeration 
and municipalities along the language border established by the language 
survey.123 If at least twenty children spoke a language diff erent to the one 
off ered in school, for example, a separate class had to be set up within 
the school. Individual school principals had the authority to make these 
changes on an ongoing basis, but school inspectors ultimately had the de-
cisive say.124 Moreover, if a switch of languages in primary schools did 
not satisfy the local inhabitants, they could apply to the Belgian minister 
responsible for education in order to be granted the approval to off er a 
language of instruction that diff ered from the mother tongue of the chil-
dren and to start foreign language instruction in the third year of primary 
school instead of the fi  h year.125

It has been argued that this system of checks and balances accelerated 
Frenchifi cation in the Brussels agglomeration, where Dutch-speaking 
guardians preferred education in French because they believed it would 
increase their children’s professional possibilities.126 On the other hand, 
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this regulation also caused German to be re-established as the main lan-
guage of instruction in municipalities belonging to the historically German-
speaking part of Belgium, such as Welkenraedt, Bocholz/Bého and Arel/
Arlon. However, Belgian authorities did not entirely accept a return to 
the principle of a free use of languages laid down in the Belgian Consti-
tution. Not only did they fail to train any additional German language 
teachers, but the non-binding programme of studies issued by the minis-
try responsible for educational aff airs in 1922 referred only to the impor-
tance of French and Dutch as the cornerstone of the rational and linguistic 
development of primary school pupils. The programme did not mention 
German; it merely stated that ‘a thorough knowledge of French is indis-
pensable for the not too numerous German population living along the 
borders with Wallonia’.127 In 1924, an additional non-binding programme 
of studies was issued for German-speaking schools in Wallonia, prescrib-
ing that foreign language learning in French should be started in the fi rst 
year.128

In Belgium, the question of which languages pupils were taught, and 
when, was also considered more important than how pupils were to learn 
these languages. While pedagogues from diff erent countries praised the 
1922 programme of studies for judiciously adapting its aims to the lan-
guage learning capacities of the public, now that compulsory education 
had been introduced, the programme skilfully managed to allow school 
authorities to adhere to the pedagogical demands of the programme, a 
mixture of encyclopaedic learning and Herbartianism, without having to 
support these ambitions.129 The guidelines were formulated in a deliber-
ately vague way because the Belgian state did not foresee itself playing 
a large role in primary schooling. Whether or not pedocentrism, which 
continued to enjoy support in liberal circles, was practiced depended on 
the initiative of individual schools. As a result, Catholic schools could dis-
tance themselves from reform pedagogy altogether and not only endorse 
but also propagate a dogmatic form of Catholicism, Christocentrism, 
exalted above and outside of time.130 Indeed, the long-standing power 
balance between the Catholic Church and the Belgian state, based on a 
mutual agreement worked out during the School Wars at the end of the 
nineteenth century in order to prevent further confl icts over education, 
remained unchallenged throughout the 1920s.

Making the Border

A  er state border lines were drawn, power structures and power strategies 
in Polish Upper Silesia and in Eupen-Malmedy were reconsidered and re-
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arranged, all in an a  empt to bestow the new spatial division with mean-
ing.131 The making of the border through legislation in the two case study 
borderlands served to confi rm and maintain the demarcation carved out 
by the border line.132 The solutions introduced to appease the tensions of 
multilingualism in Polish Upper Silesia and Eupen-Malmedy were strik-
ingly similar. Two sorts of primary schools were set up in order to divide 
what previously had been a single space and separate children according 
to their supposed vernacular. Within that process, four elements were of 
crucial importance: the access to teaching in German, the conditions of 
(foreign) language training, the situation of teachers, and the role of reli-
gion. However, whereas the Silesian Parliament decided to ignore the lan-
guage learning rules prescribed by the Polish state, instead adopting and 
adapting the educational laws from Prussian times until 1932, Baltia’s plan 
for language learning in Eupen-Malmedy was from the very start deeply 
rooted in existing Belgian language regulations for primary education.

Polish Upper Silesia

As has been demonstrated, of all the minorities living in the Second Pol-
ish Republic, the German minority in Polish Upper Silesia was granted 
the most favourable conditions for organising primary school education 
in German. The Geneva Convention of 1922 stipulated, for example, that 
guardians in Polish Upper Silesia could choose to send their children to 
primary schools across the state border line in German Upper Silesia. It 
also guaranteed guardians in Polish Upper Silesia the freedom to enrol 
their children in a local German-speaking or Polish-speaking school.133 
Nevertheless, the Silesian Parliament, which held decision-making au-
thority over language learning measures (and chose not to consider Polish 
legislation a source of inspiration) aimed to reduce the number of Ger-
man-speaking schools.134 The dispute se  lement framework set up by the 
League of Nations entitled anyone who felt their rights to have been vi-
olated – whether they be borderland inhabitants, Polish statesmen, Ger-
man representatives or international bodies – to have their case heard. In 
this way, discussions concerning access to primary education became an 
important means to make the border. A closer look at the local level illus-
trates how negotiations and decisions over language learning generated 
the border in social space.

Schools in Upper Silesia remained under German jurisdiction until the 
end of the 1921–1922 school year.135 A rare insight into how pupils ex-
perienced their education between 1918 and 1922 is off ered by the auto-
biographical compositions submi  ed for a writing contest organised by 
the Polish Sociological Institute (Instytut Socjologiczny) in 1934, in which 
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youngsters aged between seventeen and twenty-one refl ected upon their 
early days in school. A majority of the thirty-two writers did not like hav-
ing to a  end school, mostly because the classes had as many as sixty pu-
pils, or because learning how to read and write in German was diffi  cult 
for them. One author, for example, revealed: ‘Learning was very hard for 
me because I did not know any le  ers in German, because everything my 
father had taught me was in Polish.’136 Another wrote: ‘I started school 
in 1920/21. I only know that I went to a German school all year. I learned 
poorly how to learn, and especially read. When it came time for us to 
read, I hid behind my friends’ backs just to avoid my turn, which I o  en 
managed to do.’137 The Silesian Uprisings are presented in these autobi-
ographical compositions as an almost visible rupture in the lives of the 
children. In the words of one author, who had been a seven-year-old boy 
at the time: ‘And so I went for three months to the German school. Later, 
the Silesian Uprising broke out.’138 What followed was vividly remem-
bered by a young writer of about the same age:

But then came the upheaval and all the German teachers had to scarper. There 
was no school for almost a year, and when it started again, I was enrolled 
straight into the second grade. Here I quickly began to understand Polish or-
thography and learned to read in the blink of an eye. I was admired by the 
teachers. The word ‘freedom’ was understood diff erently back then, especially 
by schoolchildren. We thought that ‘freedom’ meant we could do anything we 
liked. So, we went to school when we wanted to, and we also le   when we 
wanted to.139

Jan Szczepański, the sociologist who interpreted these compositions in 
the mid-1930s, concluded that the tumult of these years had deeply un-
dermined the authority of teachers in Upper Silesia, and that children had 
developed a system of shared values among themselves that was foreign 
to the institution of the school.140

In the fi rst half of 1922, about 30 per cent of the parents in the Lubliniec 
district signed their children up for education in German.141 Among them 
was the father of Paweł and Małgorzata Helisch, who wanted his children 
to a  end the public German-speaking primary school in the village of 
Koszęcin. Several reasons may have supported his decision. German had 
been the standard language in primary education for decades and know-
ing the language could help his children’s career prospects. At the time, 
it was also unknown whether, and for how long, the new independent 
Polish state would last. When the German-speaking school in Koszęcin 
opened in June 1924, welcoming twenty-nine pupils from the village, 
Paweł and Małgorzata were not among them. An offi  cial from the Silesian 
authorities had convinced their father to give up on the idea.142 The fa-
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ther now claimed that, as a Polish citizen, he wanted his children to learn 
both Polish and German. The offi  cial had explained to him that a foreign 
language would be taught in the village’s newly created Polish-speaking 
school but not in the German-speaking school located one street farther 
away.143 Even though this was not true, as will be explained later in this 
chapter, the offi  cial had secured the children for the Polish-speaking 
school. A  er the offi  cial had wri  en his name as Jan Helisch in the res-
ignation list (containing the names of parents who wished to withdraw 
their application to the German-speaking school), the father chose to sign 
his name underneath as Johann Helisch. Was it a sudden appreciation of 
the benefi ts of bilingualism that caused the father to change his mind? 
Respect for the advice of an educated man? Or a feeling of intimidation 
in the presence of such an ardent Polish nationalist? Did he sign with 
his German name by force of habit or could we perhaps read it as a sub-
versive political practice? We will never know. We do know, however, 
that, irrespective of the linguistic plans nationalists had in mind, Johann 
Helisch had his own motives for sending his children to a primary school 
in a specifi c language. Although about 30 per cent of the parents in the 
Lubliniec district, just like Helisch, applied to have their children a  end a 
German-speaking school in 1922, Silesian authorities declared two-thirds 
of these applications invalid.144

A group of borderland parents whose children had been denied ac-
cess sent a complaint to the Mixed Commission in Katowice supervising 
the implementation of the Geneva Convention. The Mixed Commission 
rapped the Silesian authorities over the knuckles for contravening the will 
of guardians who wished to identify their children as members of the Ger-
man minority, and for completing school applications themselves in the 
absence of such guardians.145 The Mixed Commission’s intervention post-
poned the closure of most of the German-speaking primary schools in the 
Lubliniec district, but could not prevent it.146 In one of the most prominent 
cases, the public German-speaking primary school in the city of Lubliniec 
was closed in 1922 and replaced by a Polish-German bilingual school. De-
spite being obliged to do so, Silesian authorities did not hurry to provide 
teaching in German.147 They were awaiting decisions on the international 
scene which they believed could bring about changes to the supranational 
set-up they felt constrained them. Germany faced an economic depression 
and experienced three internal coups in the autumn of 1923. In particular, 
the installation of a Rhenish Republic by a separatist government enjoying 
the support of France sparked the hope that separatists in the German 
part of Upper Silesia would follow suit, thus calling the Geneva Conven-
tion into question.148 When that prospect vanished in 1924, public German 
minority schools were opened. Their number gradually decreased in the 
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years to follow. In the Lubliniec district, only the German primary school 
in Koszęcin remained open until the outbreak of the Second World War.

Along with access to education in German, language regulation was 
used as a strategy to make the border. Looking at the regulation for Polish 
Upper Silesia, it is hard to believe that a ba  le over the language of edu-
cation escalated here in the second half of the 1920s. In contrast to Poland, 
where foreign language learning was unregulated at the time, the Silesian 
Parliament used its decision-making power over language learning mea-
sures in order to copy the former Prussian school law that off ered both 
mother tongue and foreign language training, and to prescribe the same 
amount of mother tongue and foreign language training in the Polish-
speaking and German-speaking teaching branches. Children in Polish 
Upper Silesia received more hours of both mother tongue instruction and 
foreign language training than children in the rest of Poland did. In both 
branches, mother tongue training amounted to ten hours a week, and 
foreign language training to three hours a week from the fourth year on-
wards.149 Over the years, the amount of Polish in both curricula decreased 
in order to provide more room for other subjects, such as history, but the 
hours of language training remained higher than elsewhere in Poland 
and constituted a clear marker of the region’s distinct past and current 
status.150

However, the ba  le over primary education did not centre around 
the question of how many hours should be spent teaching in the mother 
tongue and how many on foreign language training. Instead, the confl ict 
was the result of the determination of Polish and German nationalists to 
off er a monolingual primary school pathway, and the fact that this goal 
went against the wishes of many local inhabitants. For instance, the school 
principal of the public primary school in Lubliniec, which off ered Polish- 
and German-speaking branches, D. Zych, started his school chronicle as 
follows: ‘A  er centuries of servitude in Silesian schools, the mother tongue 
of the Silesian people can now be heard: the Polish language, which no 
Teutonic Order was able to tear out.’151 In one sentence, the author na-
tionalised the tongue of the local population and made it the victor over 
the Teutonic Order, a pars pro toto for German expansionism. His words 
illustrate how Polish nationalists intertwined language with nationalism 
and history in their discourses.152 Paul Poralla, the spokesperson of the 
institution coordinating German minority schooling in Polish Upper Sile-
sia (Deutscher Schulverein), on the other hand, spoke of ‘skilful manoeu-
vring’ in meeting the language demands for Polish so as not to ‘damage 
the special mission to educate German people’.153 But Zych and Poralla 
o  en worked with parents who, just like Johann Helisch in Koszęcin, were 
weighing up multiple loyalties when choosing a school for their children. 
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In the same resignation list Helisch signed in the early 1920s, we fi nd hus-
bands and wives who disagreed about which primary school to send their 
children (even accusing the other of having applied while drunk), parents 
who wanted to off er their children a bilingual education, parents who de-
clared that they had made up their minds, and a guardian with Polish cit-
izenship who considered education in German inadequate for an orphan 
with German citizenship.154

A third way of spatialising power was to steer who was to teach border-
land children their language and how. The Minority Treaty enabled teach-
ers holding German certifi cates to remain employed in Poland. Whereas 
teachers in Greater Poland and Western Prussia were required to pass a 
Polish language exam, the Geneva Convention of 1922 allowed teachers in 
Polish Upper Silesia to continue in their profession without having their 
competencies checked.155 And yet, the measure did not prevent many 
teachers from moving to Germany. In 1922, the school year in the formerly 
German part of Polish Upper Silesia began with 1,200 teachers, compared 
to 3,500 the year before.156 Among them were Konrad Świerczek and 
Franz Chmiel. Both had taught German when their home grounds lay in 
the German Empire. Konrad Świerczek was involved in the plebiscite sup-
porting the Polish cause, and a  er the switch to Polish state sovereignty 
oversaw the teaching of the Polish language as the fi rst school inspector 
of the Lubliniec district. As he did not know Polish suffi  ciently, he took a 
state exam in Polish language and history in 1925.157 Franz Chmiel, on the 
other hand, found work within the German-speaking teaching branch. He 
became a clerk responsible for school issues in the Volksbund, the organ-
isation representing the German minority, and in 1923 advanced to the 
position of school principal of the German-speaking school in Koszęcin.158 
The decisions these teachers made were not primarily based on their lan-
guage competencies. They needed to adhere to the demands laid down in 
the Geneva Convention and operate within school branches off ering ed-
ucation in diff erent languages. German and Polish nationalists provided 
them with additional incentives to pursue their respective causes.

Within the Weimar Republic, there was wide support for the belief that 
Germans living abroad needed to be empowered in order to be immune to 
Polish assimilation pressures. Revising the Treaty of Versailles remained 
a constant aim in German foreign policy, shared by all political parties 
and most societal groups.159 Until that aim could be realised, the German 
minority was to stay in place and to preserve and protect German culture 
through speaking, teaching and learning German.160 German authorities 
therefore secretly sponsored teachers such as Franz Chmiel so that they 
could earn even more than teachers working in Germany. In favouring 
Polish Upper Silesia over Greater Poland and Pomerania in the distribu-
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tion of teaching bonuses, political representatives of the Weimar Republic 
indicated the importance they a  ached to Upper Silesia.161 When Polish 
authorities discovered this secret sponsoring in 1928, forty-two teachers 
from Polish Upper Silesia were dismissed.162 And yet, Polish authorities 
also gave a bonus to teachers in Polish Upper Silesia.

As local teachers made up only a third of the teaching personnel, teach-
ers from elsewhere in Poland willing to move to Polish Upper Silesia were 
in great demand and could count on a fi nancial incentive to relocate.163 
Even during the nineteenth century, Polish nationalists had considered 
terrains beyond the western borders of the Polish-Lithuanian Common-
wealth, such as Silesia, as Polish.164 One such Polish nationalist was the 
school principal of the Lubliniec primary school, D. Zych, who had taught 
Polish in pre-war Galicia and had moved to Polish Upper Silesia with the 
aim of Polonising local inhabitants. He systematically encouraged children 
to leave the German-speaking branch and switch to the Polish-speaking 
one in his school. The teachers within his school, however, did not nec-
essarily endorse the principal’s nationalist cause. The school chronicle 
reveals that all teachers, whether local or immigrated, whether active in 
the Polish-speaking branch or the German-speaking one, undertook joint 
initiatives to support a cause they considered more important: to ease 
the lives of poor pupils.165 Raising money for shoes and providing food 
bridged the various backgrounds and national motivations of the teaching 
personnel.166

At the same time, local talent was to be trained. In Polish Upper Sile-
sia, special teaching seminaries were set up for those wanting to teach in 
Polish-speaking branches because local inhabitants were considered in-
suffi  ciently prepared to start teaching in Polish.167 Locals wanting to teach 
in a German-speaking branch, however, needed to a  end one of the Polish 
state teaching seminaries outside Polish Upper Silesia. These seminaries 
lacked access to the latest pedagogical developments because Polish pro-
spective teachers were being prepared to teach in German and replace 
these minority teachers.168 By the end of the interwar period, not a sin-
gle institution of higher learning in Poland was still off ering training for 
German-speaking teachers.169

Having enough teachers to provide language instruction was a con-
stant preoccupation within Polish Upper Silesia. Polish and German pol-
icymakers concentrated on peopling the borderlands with teachers loyal 
to their new regimes, whose teaching would guarantee the upbringing of 
loyal future citizens.170 With the hindsight of time, it can be said that Pol-
ish authorities achieved their goal. In the 1940s, teachers were among the 
most loyal Polish citizens in Polish Upper Silesia. A Polish questionnaire 
composed shortly a  er the Second World War revealed that 152 of the 225 
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interwar teachers of the Lubliniec district wanted to be employed again in 
local schools.171

The fourth and fi nal element playing a role in the making of the bor-
der through language learning was religion. The predominantly Catholic 
inhabitants of Polish Upper Silesia appreciated the greater religious free-
dom pupils enjoyed in school a  er the lands had switched state sover-
eignty. Because the Silesian Parliament did not demand a clear separation 
of church and state in education, as was the case elsewhere in Poland, 
Catholic schools were able to dominate the Polish Upper Silesian inter-
war school landscape.172 Pupils in Polish Upper Silesia saw their religious 
courses supervised by the newly founded Katowice diocese, instead of 
by the Polish state, and received twice as many religious classes as pupils 
elsewhere in Poland (four hours).173

Clergymen did not shy away from asking for more. In the summer of 
1924, for example, clergymen argued to Silesian authorities that an in-
crease in religious teaching from four to fi ve hours a week would help 
children to learn Polish: ‘the lack of language skills among Upper Silesian 
children makes the study’s instruction signifi cantly diffi  cult for the teacher 
and forces him to proceed more slowly, and this is especially true, the 
more diffi  cult the topic is’.174 They used the same argument as their fore-
runners. In 1890, the Roman Catholic Bishop Kopp in Upper Silesia had 
asked the Prussian Minister of Education to introduce an additional hour 
of religious instruction, claiming that there was an insuffi  cient knowledge 
of the German language among local children, while at the same time pur-
suing his own agenda of increasing the amount of religious teaching.175 
Since the Kulturkampf, people in Upper Silesia had bridged the language 
divides that German and Polish nationalists wanted to install by means of 
practices such as bilingual masses, thereby establishing a distinct social 
space that remained visible in practices long a  er the border lines were 
redrawn.176

According to the Polish Constitution and the Geneva Convention, it 
was not only Roman Catholics but the members of every confessional mi-
nority who possessed the right to practise their religion in their mother 
tongue. If at least twelve pupils of a certain denomination also belonged to 
a linguistic national minority, a school had to organise minority religious 
courses.177 With only 0.9 per cent of its inhabitants Protestant, the Lub-
liniec district was the least multiconfessional of all Polish Upper Silesia’s 
districts, where on average 6 per cent were Protestant.178 Nevertheless, it is 
somewhat surprising to fi nd in the school chronicle of the bilingual school 
in Lubliniec that eleven children a  ending the school in 1923–1924 were 
Protestant, seven of them following the Polish-speaking curriculum, four 
the German-speaking one.179 Was this number pure coincidence or the re-
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sult of skilful manipulation? These children received their religious edu-
cation together and were taught by one teacher.180 Meanwhile, the Roman 
Catholic children received their religious teaching separately, either in the 
Polish-speaking branch or the German-speaking one. Apart from Protes-
tant children, no traces of pupils holding other beliefs were found in the 
archival documents of the public primary school in Lubliniec.

Despite the Geneva Convention being equally applicable to German 
Upper Silesia, education in Polish existed merely as a formality on the 
other side of the state border line. Georges Kaeckenbeeck, President of the 
Arbitral Tribunal of Upper Silesia in the interwar years, cited the compo-
sition of the Convention as the main reason for this discrepancy. Fearing 
that borderland parents would suff er reprisals from German authorities, 
the Polish delegation negotiating the Convention’s conditions had pro-
posed that census data on children’s mother tongues be used as the basis 
for a policy on minority schools. They correctly foresaw that most of the 
educated inhabitants who felt an affi  nity with Polishness, since they had 
been active on the Polish side in the Uprisings, would soon rese  le to Pol-
ish Upper Silesia, while inhabitants who felt an affi  nity with Germanness 
(Deutschtum) in Polish Upper Silesia, whose ranks included great land-
owners, would prefer to keep their lands.181 The Geneva Convention nev-
ertheless eventually required guardians to apply for minority education, 
which turned out to be more favourable for the German party. There was 
indeed an abundance of local inhabitants willing to play a leading role in 
the Volksbund, which determinedly strove for the continuation of edu-
cation in German in Polish Upper Silesia. By contrast, a similarly zealous 
movement capable of building a Polish school system from scratch in Ger-
man Upper Silesia was lacking.182 ‘It was therefore’, according to Kaecken-
beeck, ‘the inequality wrought by the diff erent working of the principles 
of the convention under diff erent conditions which was at the root of the 
whole diffi  culty . . . the German authorities had li  le else to do than let the 
principles of the convention work in their favour.’183

The prestige of German culture, and the prospect it held of a more 
prosperous professional career, was something Polish culture could not 
compete with, either in German or Polish Upper Silesia.184 According to 
Marek Korowicz, a Polish nationalist and state offi  cial in Polish Upper 
Silesia, there were 83,000 Polish-speaking children in German Upper Sile-
sia in 1925, of whom only 1,288 a  ended a Polish minority school; by the 
mid-1930s, their number had decreased to 961. Whereas in Polish Upper 
Silesia, German minority schools a  racted twice as many pupils as would 
have been expected from the census data gathered in 1925, in German 
Upper Silesia, only one out of seventy Polish-speaking borderland pupils 
received their education in Polish. By the 1930s, the number of border-
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land pupils a  ending German-speaking schools in Polish Upper Silesia 
had come to correspond to census data, whereas the discrepancy had ac-
celerated to one out of four hundred on the other side of the border.185 
And yet Georges Kaeckenbeeck concluded that in the ardent struggle over 
minority schools in the second half of the 1920s and the early 1930s, ‘the 
greatest change’ was endured by the German minority in Polish Upper 
Silesia. That struggle, he argued, ‘was one between cultures – and ulti-
mately between states – but the victims were all men, women and chil-
dren, who forfeited a quiet and normal life by becoming the instruments 
of contending forces’.186

Eupen-Malmedy

As was the case in Polish Upper Silesia, the school environment of pupils 
in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy had already changed 
before these borderlands switched sovereignty, with the authority of 
teachers being deeply aff ected in the process. In the autumn of 1919, new 
teachers recruited in Wallonia and the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg 
started work in the primary schools of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, 
where they initially taught alongside German teachers. Hermann Heutz, 
recalling his time as a schoolboy in the village of Hauset, wrote:

Downstairs in the senior class, the Headmaster K. opened the door and win-
dows and sang with his schoolboys ‘The Watch on the Rhine’ with all his 
might.187 The junior teacher Th. called on the ‘li  le ones’, the group to which I 
belonged, to open our reading books so as to reveal the image of the German 
imperial couple. He then asked us to scratch out the eyes of the deposed couple 
with the nibs of our pens. We children took to this task with enthusiasm, in 
ignorance of the situation and fi lled with the joy of destruction.188

Moreover, when his new Belgian teacher gave him an exercise book 
with a lion eating an eagle on its cover, Hermann’s father tore the cover 
off , upon which his teacher refused to further correct the boy’s homework 
in that book.189

Once Herman Baltia had assumed power over the newly created en-
tity Eupen-Malmedy, he used language learning in primary schools as a 
crucial means of making the border. This process was characterised by 
the same four elements as in the case of Polish Upper Silesia: the access 
to teaching in German, the conditions of (foreign) language training, the 
situation of teachers and the role of religion. First, he copied Belgium’s 
primary school law (issued in 1914 and implemented in 1918) almost in 
its entirety into local legislation, enshrining in law the principle that bor-
derland pupils were to be taught in their mother tongue.190 In order to 
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determine the mother tongue of borderland inhabitants, he issued a lan-
guage survey, which revealed that there were 45,000 German speakers, 
4,000 French speakers and 8,500 bilinguals.191

As a consequence, he divided Eupen-Malmedy into two language 
zones in accordance with the results of the survey, creating a smaller 
French-speaking zone centred around the city of Malmedy and a larger 
German-speaking zone centred around the cities of Eupen and Sankt Vith. 
The inhabitants who had declared themselves bilingual were included in 
the French-speaking region.192 The fact that Baltia established schools ac-
cording to the results of the survey clearly shows that it was not his initial 
intention to reduce the number of German-speaking schools. In fact, he 
also pumped money into the renovation of classrooms abandoned during 
the la  er days of the First World War.193 Joining the Belgian Kingdom 
under these conditions made even the former colonel’s opponents appre-
ciate his language policy. The exception was the Royal Flemish Academy, 
who argued that the vernacular spoken in Eupen was not German, but 
Dutch, and that primary education should therefore be off ered in Dutch 
instead of in German – an argument Baltia rejected.194

Baltia was more cautious in off ering local inhabitants other freedoms: 
‘Across all classes, from patricians to workers, these people learn a great 
deal of discipline from the army or the school. They misuse freedom if it 
is off ered to them too quickly’, Baltia reported to the Belgian prime minis-
ter.195 He introduced a latent form of censorship, which caused the press to 
cease criticising both the borderlands’ switch to Belgian sovereignty and 
his policies.196 In addition, upon discovering with horror that a consider-
able number of children were crossing the border to receive their educa-
tion in Germany, he introduced special measures for Eupen-Malmedy: he 
declared German primary school certifi cates invalid, threatened to sanc-
tion parents unable to justify their children’s school absences, and forbade 
the use of books from Germany within Eupen-Malmedy.197

Establishing Eupen-Malmedy as a colonial entity in order to prepare 
the formerly German lands for full integration within a country boasting 
one of the most liberal constitutions in the world, the Baltia regime made 
overt the marriage of liberal and colonial ways of thinking that prevailed 
within the Belgian Kingdom. While being forbidden to cross the state bor-
der for their education, borderland pupils were nevertheless guaranteed 
primary education in either German or French. Furthermore, in contrast 
to borderland pupils in Polish Upper Silesia, they had no cause to fear that 
education in German would disappear any time soon.

At fi rst glance, language learning in Eupen-Malmedy bore a number 
of similarities to language learning elsewhere in Belgium. First, as was 
the case for Dutch-speaking children in Flanders, pupils in the German 
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language zone enjoyed education in their mother tongue and received 
foreign language training in French. Second, as was the case for Dutch-
speaking children in Wallonia, German-speaking and bilingual children 
in the French language zone were to a  end school in French. Third, as was 
the case for French-speaking children in Flanders, a school was set up in 
Eupen to provide education for the children of Belgian civil servants mov-
ing to the region. Nevertheless, although access to language learning in 
primary schools in Eupen-Malmedy mirrored rules practiced elsewhere 
in Belgium, they were not entirely the same. Unlike elsewhere in Belgium, 
borderland pupils in the German-speaking zone were not allowed to enrol 
in the French-speaking school of Eupen.198 In fact, Herman Baltia did not 
give any borderland parents the freedom to choose a primary school in 
their preferred language. Nor did he provide opportunities for them to 
air their grievances, in contrast to Polish Upper Silesia, where local inhab-
itants could contact the Mixed Commission. And yet, Baltia’s measures to 
prevent confl ict over primary education by means of the installation of 
language zones went further than in Polish Upper Silesia because Belgian 
legislation provided him with a suitable framework to start from.

Language learning regulation was the second element in making the 
border. In contrast to Polish Upper Silesia, in Eupen-Malmedy, a specifi c 
focus was put on foreign language training. Herman Baltia went further 
than the usual introduction of foreign language training in the fi  h year 
(as happened in Flanders and Wallonia), the third year (as happened in 
the Brussels agglomeration and multilingual municipalities along the lan-
guage border), or even the fi rst year (in accordance with the 1924 non-
binding programme of studies for German-speaking schools in Wallonia). 
Besides impeding borderland pupils from a  ending primary schools in 
Germany and denying guardians the freedom to choose their schools, the 
third specifi city in his educational legislation was his decision to make 
foreign language learning from the fi rst year of primary schooling man-
datory instead of allowing that prescription to remain non-binding.199 The 
fourth special measure stipulated that pupils in the German language 
zone were to be taught mathematics in their seventh (and fi nal) year of 
primary school in German, but suggested they should repeat the content 
in French.200

These rules enshrined in law Baltia’s aim to accelerate the integration of 
German-speaking pupils within the Belgian state. Although Baltia decried 
the French policy of generalising the use of French in Alsace-Lorraine im-
mediately a  er the switch to French state sovereignty, there should be 
no misunderstanding about the similar future French and Belgian pol-
icymakers had in mind for their borderlands.201 They were to become 
integral parts of the French and Belgian state inhabited by people who 
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spoke French fl uently. Whereas French authorities adopted a more hard-
line approach, Baltia opted for a so  er, more gradual integration of the 
German-speaking zone.202

In the French-speaking zone of Eupen-Malmedy, he stepped up the 
pace of his reforms. Pupils starting school in the French-speaking zone 
were taught in French immediately and were given didactic materials 
for free in order to support their learning process.203 An exultant Baltia 
crowed: ‘We gave out free books of prayers and French songs so as to re-
place those fat German missals that had fl ooded the Walloon country!’204 
While Baltia considered the transition to learning in French a relatively 
straightforward ma  er, the history of language use in the region was a 
li  le more complicated. In the early twentieth century, German authorities 
had reported that the people who lived and studied in the city of Malmedy 
saw their Walloon tongue as a means to resist Germanifi cation,205 while 
loyalty towards the German Empire among farmers in the villages in the 
vicinity of Malmedy was reported as being satisfactory.206 By the time the 
villages found themselves under Baltia’s transition regime, peasant chil-
dren either spoke German or were bilingual. The situation of borderland 
pupils in the French-speaking zone bore similarities to that of the children 
of Flemish miners in Wallonia, who were also taught in French. In contrast 
to the la  er, however, these borderland peasant pupils received an hour 
of German instruction a week. Baltia also introduced this special measure 
in the French language zone where, according to his logic, the German 
language classes could have impeded integration. Thus, despite his au-
thoritarianism, Baltia acted with a consistency that was lacking in Belgian 
language regulations.

The third element in the making of the border through language learn-
ing was steering the selection process that would determine who was to 
teach borderland pupils their languages. The question of what to do with 
the existing teaching staff  was answered diff erently in the two case study 
borderlands. The bilateral Belgian-German Convention of Aix-la-Chapelle 
(Aachen), which was concluded in 1920, foresaw the possibility for teach-
ers in Eupen-Malmedy to become Belgian civil servants. However, upon 
being required by Belgian authorities to swear an oath of loyalty to the state, 
almost the entire teaching force le   for Germany.207 As a consequence, the 
need to a  ract teachers from elsewhere was higher than in Polish Upper 
Silesia. Indeed, initially, almost all teachers in Eupen-Malmedy had either 
migrated to the region or commuted from neighbouring provinces in Wal-
lonia.208 In order to lure teachers to the borderlands, Baltia adopted the 
same approach as was used in Polish Upper Silesia, off ering bonuses to 
those willing to relocate. However, the envy this provoked in teachers al-
ready employed in Eupen-Malmedy, as well as those working elsewhere 
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in Belgium, caused him to abolish the measure within months.209 Because 
it was so diffi  cult to fi nd German-speaking teachers, Herman Baltia de-
creed that certifi cates of higher education acquired in Germany should 
be automatically recognised, and organised a fi nal exam for local teach-
ers who had started their education under the former regime.210 Baltia 
was acting pragmatically here: in suspending the freedom municipalities 
enjoyed under Belgian law to appoint and dismiss teachers, he retained 
control over the profi le of the teaching staff .211 It is impossible to know 
whether the money Germany secretly transferred to Eupen-Malmedy in 
1921 in support of cultural activities was used to pay out bonuses to these 
primary school teachers in order to shore up their loyalty to the father-
land. In any case, Baltia’s control measures soon caused this funding to 
dry up.212

In order to train new borderland teachers, Baltia did not open a teacher 
seminary in the Eupen-Malmedy region but let local inhabitants enrol on 
a German-language teacher training course at an established Belgian in-
stitute of higher learning in Arel/Arlon. He also eff ectuated the opening of 
an additional German section in a similar institute in Verviers.213 German 
pedagogues criticised the substandard pedagogical level of the training 
being provided in Belgium and lamented that it would cause the Ger-
man nation to lose its borderland children: ‘[the children] become adults, 
marry and pass on the a  itude of the teacher in their professional environ-
ment, their family, their children. Yes, those who have the youth have the 
future! Woe to us when our future is in the hands of these pedagogues!’214 
German pedagogues saw in their science a tool to introduce teaching tech-
niques that could shape and control human behaviour. They expressed 
their concern about the Belgian institute of higher learning because they 
believed that the education of a diff erent kind of teacher could have a 
decisive infl uence on future power relations. Policymakers in Belgium, 
however, had a less extensive history with compulsory education and re-
form pedagogy. How the children in Eupen-Malmedy were to learn their 
languages was of li  le concern to them. Above all, policymakers aimed to 
people the borderlands with teachers loyal to the new regime.215 As was 
the case in Polish Upper Silesia, their policy seems to have worked. In 
1940, teachers were among the most loyal nationals in Belgium’s newest 
borderlands, with two-thirds of them fl eeing from the German invasion to 
the centre of Belgium.216

The fi nal element playing a role in the making of the border through 
language learning was religion. Following the switch to Belgian state sov-
ereignty, all primary schools in Eupen-Malmedy transformed from secular 
public schools under state control to state-funded Catholic private schools 
operated by local municipalities.217 Municipalities could have opted to run 
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public secular schools but were unanimous in favouring Catholic schools. 
Local clergymen praised ‘the extensive rights of self-determination’ Bel-
gian school legislation off ered to the Catholic Church, as well as the ped-
agogy it espoused.218 Traditional authority, as pointed out by Max Weber 
almost a century ago, based its legitimacy on religiousness and people’s 
respect for their ancestors. The new system of power being carved out in 
the region reduced the rational-legal authority of modernisation, bureau-
cratisation and legalisation, to the benefi t of traditional authority.219

Granting the Catholic Church these rights had consequences for the op-
portunities of borderland inhabitants of other faiths. Eupen-Malmedy was 
not inhabited by Jews, but there were 282 Protestants living there.220 The 
Belgian state subsidised the teaching of Protestant courses if at least fi  een 
pupils signed up, but the Belgian Federation of Protestant Churches was 
only entitled to provide that teaching in secular schools.221 The Protestant 
school in Eupen was closed in 1922 because of a lack of pupils.222 When 
guardians responsible for sixteen pupils applied to the city council to re-
open it in 1931, their request was denied because a suitable room could 
not be found.223 Because the region only off ered Catholic schools, the right 
of the children to receive Protestant teaching could not be realised. Space 
had turned into an essential factor in the ba  le over control.224 There was 
no supranational equivalent to the Geneva Convention to rectify this sit-
uation. In the 1930s, an appeal was made to donors in Germany for fi -
nancial support, which would indicate that a private Protestant teaching 
initiative existed. However, a lack of other sources suggests this initiative 
was not continued.225

Conclusion

Two new administrative entities came into being a  er the First World 
War: Polish Upper Silesia and Eupen-Malmedy. Through a processual 
understanding of borders, as well as a relational approach towards the 
human-made creation and functioning of borders, this chapter looked be-
yond the drawing of the state border line in order to demonstrate how 
language learning in the borderlands functioned as a crucial means of 
making the border.

 The framework of comparison detailed in chapter two demonstrated 
how the processual making of the border manifested itself diff erently in 
Polish Upper Silesia and in Eupen-Malmedy. With reference to the fi rst 
axis of comparison, it can be said that phantom borders only played a role 
in Eupen-Malmedy in the sense that the earlier establishment of compul-
sory education made the fi ght against illiteracy easier than in other places 
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within the Belgian Kingdom. In Polish Upper Silesia, however, their im-
pact was more profound. This is exemplifi ed by the decision of the Sile-
sian Parliament to copy and adapt the old Prussian school curriculum, 
instead of implementing the Polish school curriculum, and the fact that 
local clergymen continued their habit (developed during the Kulturkampf ) 
of making the monolingual demands of Polish or German nationalists 
subordinate to religious loyalty.

With regards to the second axis of comparison, it became clear how 
decisive power structures and strategies were for the constitution and ar-
ticulation of multiple loyalties. The document father Helisch signed when 
taking his children out of a German-speaking primary school in Polish 
Upper Silesia reveals the whole gamut of pragmatic decisions taken by 
borderland parents a  er weighing up the potential impact on their lives. 
If the rights granted these parents by the Geneva Convention were vi-
olated, they could voice their complaints within the dispute se  lement 
framework that had been set up under supranational control. Colonel 
Herman Baltia, by contrast, steered borderland guardians’ choice of pri-
mary schools instead of giving them the right to a free choice, as was com-
mon elsewhere in Belgium. Owing to the installation of latent censorship, 
and given the absence of a supranational framework of control, this rule 
was not thematised further. It is all the more surprising, then, that the 
local solutions Baltia off ered to appease the tensions of multilingualism 
in borderland primary schools, such as establishing a German-speaking 
language zone and accepting the fact that local children had German as a 
mother tongue, went further than the ones off ered in Polish Upper Silesia. 
This was because he could borrow extensively from the national legisla-
tion of a country that respected the equal use of languages, at least in its 
constitution.

Through the third axis of comparison, it can be seen how local practices 
were shaped by the multidimensional spatial and temporal contexts in 
which they were articulated. Already within the fi rst years of its existence, 
historical actors in Polish Upper Silesia made great use of the dispute set-
tlement framework that had been set up under supranational control. This 
was because the respective interests of Polish nationalists, German nation-
alists and borderland inhabitants were, and would remain, fundamentally 
diff erent. Eupen-Malmedy, meanwhile, was an administrative entity that, 
to a certain extent, embodied in microcosm what the Belgian Kingdom 
stood for. Its inhabitants experienced a combination of dictatorial rule and 
a limited form of the liberalism practiced elsewhere in the Belgian King-
dom (enjoying the freedom of religion, for instance). In contrast to Polish 
Upper Silesia, there was no supranational control over the way in which 
these borderland inhabitants were treated.
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Despite the diff erent systems of power in Polish Upper Silesia and in 
Eupen-Malmedy, a set of six common characteristics of borderland school-
ing could be distilled from the analysis. First, given that the drawing of 
the state border line was more a result of geopolitical decisions than an 
articulation of the wishes of local inhabitants, many borderland pupils 
had parents who had not chosen to live under a Polish or Belgian regime. 
Second, since policymakers clearly defi ned their ideas for the future in the 
language learning regulations they introduced, these pupils were partic-
ipants in a political experiment. The solely German-speaking school sys-
tem from before was replaced by two types of schools that, on the basis 
of an abundance of newly introduced rules governing language learning, 
separated borderland pupils according to their mother tongue.

Third, the language learning process in borderland schools was much 
more regulated than was the case for children growing up elsewhere in 
Poland and Belgium. The systems of power applicable to Polish Upper 
Silesia and Eupen-Malmedy had control and preventive measures built in 
so as to avoid confl icts over language learning. In the case of Polish Upper 
Silesia, the Geneva Convention, which set in stone the language rights 
of borderland pupils, as well as the rights of guardians to decide upon 
the mother tongue of their off spring created a juridical body that allowed 
borderland inhabitants, Polish statesmen, German representatives and in-
ternational bodies to air their grievances about this system of power, with 
such dispute se  lements being documented in great detail. However, in 
the case of Eupen-Malmedy, the school and language a child was to be 
educated in was not the result of an active choice on the part of a guardian, 
but depended on the language zone he or she lived in. Furthermore, no 
framework existed in which disgruntled parties could air and se  le their 
grievances, a lacuna that leaves us today with barely any sources.

Fourth, the additional regulations for borderland schools could not 
prevent them from experiencing the inconsistencies and contradictions 
of the system of power surrounding them to a much greater extent than 
schools elsewhere in Poland and Belgium. Aligning an objectivist under-
standing of minority belonging with the aim of bringing up exclusively 
monolingual children, Silesian authorities centralised the ma  er of access 
to primary education in German in Polish Upper Silesia and strictly regu-
lated foreign language training. Many local inhabitants, however, were in 
search of bilingual training for their children. In Eupen-Malmedy, Baltia 
introduced special measures for borderland pupils in order to speed up 
the process of their French language learning but did not allow German-
speaking guardians to place their children in the newly founded French-
speaking school of Eupen.
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Fi  h, the fact that supranational law protected local teachers in Polish 
Upper Silesia and not in Eupen-Malmedy did not prevent primary schools 
in both regions from being understaff ed. In both case study borderlands, 
schools were staff ed with immigrated teachers loyal to the new regime 
as well as by local teachers who were deprived of access to new German 
pedagogical fi ndings. At the time, the concern that teachers in the border 
regions lacked the knowledge to guide and shape the behaviour of their 
pupils was expressed solely by German pedagogues.

Finally, most borderland pupils enjoyed more freedom to practice their 
religion than before. Returning traditional authority to Catholic clergy-
men was considered normal in Belgium, as religious rights were codifi ed 
in the Belgian Constitution, while the relationship between the Catholic 
Church and the state had stabilised a  er the School Wars at the end of the 
nineteenth century. In Polish Upper Silesia, however, nationalists and cler-
gymen continued to question that relationship, while religion, as it had 
done since the Kulturkampf, continued to present itself as an alternative 
source of loyalty to nationalism.
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Notes for this chapter begin on page 149.

Chapter 4

SCAPING THE BORDER

(

In the mid-1920s, a verbal ba  le over the recruitment of borderland pu-
pils to either Polish-speaking or German-speaking primary schools esca-
lated in interwar Polish Upper Silesia, involving local, regional, national 
and supranational authorities, as well as individual children, parents and 
teachers. Whereas many fought that ba  le out of a belief that an intertwine-
ment of one language, one nation and one state would legitimate their 
nation-state, others vehemently rejected such categorisations.1 Statesmen, 
administrators and lawyers in Geneva developed a detailed understand-
ing of Polish Upper Silesia during this period. Of the more than 1,200 re-
quests and petitions handled by the League of Nations between 1920 and 
1939, more than 300 came from Poland, with most being sent in between 
1926 and 1932, and the ba  le over primary schools in Polish Upper Silesia 
played a prominent role in these deliberations.2 A detailed analysis of the 
dispute will illustrate how the search for meaning through categorisation 
that obsessed so many people ultimately caused meaning to collapse alto-
gether. The main purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate that meaning 
over language learning in primary schooling imploded just as much in 
the Belgian border regions of Eupen, Sankt-Vith and Malmedy as it did 
in Polish Upper Silesia. Accordingly, it is argued here that although the 
system of power that came into being was very diff erent, it evolved in a 
similar way.

The analysis is worked out with the help of key concepts introduced 
within the three axes of comparison elaborated in the second chapter 
of this book. Much a  ention is devoted to human territoriality, which is 
here approached through the prism of Alexander Murphy’s complemen-
tary understanding of Robert Sack’s and Claude Raff estin’s concepts. The 
chapter begins by describing how the state border lines through which 
Polish Upper Silesia and Eupen-Malmedy had come into being following 
the Treaty of Versailles were challenged in the mid-1920s, but neverthe-
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less remained in place. The Locarno Agreements laid bare the fact there 
was no alternative politico-geographical framework for the European 
continent. The interwar patchwork of nation-states was a ‘highly sticky 
system’, in which borderland inhabitants needed to accept or renegotiate 
power structures and power strategies within the individual nation-states 
to which they now belonged.3

The chapter then homes in on the dynamics of negotiations regarding 
borderland pupils’ language learning in the late 1920s and early 1930s, 
and shows how these dynamics bore similarities in Polish Upper Silesia 
and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy. In both case study 
borderlands, a circulation of divisions over language learning policies 
and practices was driven by the desire of borderland inhabitants to ac-
quire as much autonomy as possible, as described in Claude Raff estin’s 
understanding of human territoriality. Raff estin’s defi nition of human ter-
ritoriality reads: ‘the ensemble of relations that a society maintains with 
exteriority and alterity for the satisfaction of its needs, towards the end of 
a  aining the greatest possible autonomy comparable with the resources 
of the system’.4 Human territorialities can be found in the diverse and 
changing interactions between human beings and ‘material and/or imma-
terial reality’.5

Language learning in this chapter is interpreted both as a material re-
ality codifi ed in schools, teaching branches, textbooks, language exams, 
school curricula and suchlike, and as an immaterial reality of ideas on 
education and styles of teaching. The research will show who was in a po-
sition to change borderland pupils’ social environment and under which 
circumstances. Throughout the chapter, it will be shown how the actions 
of state institutions and individuals in both case study borderlands not 
only accentuated the abnormalities and contradictions in language learn-
ing rules, but also intensifi ed them. As a result, the physical border regions 
became the focal points for ba  les over a demarcation of the inside and 
the outside that was of wider signifi cance within and beyond the Polish 
and Belgian nation-states. Despite the obsession with developing an abun-
dance of legal rules on language learning for borderland pupils, however, 
state institutions, interest groups and individuals were unable to prevent 
legal normativity from crumbling.6

In order to compare the dynamics of negotiations over language learn-
ing in Polish Upper Silesia with those in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith 
and Malmedy, a  ention fi rst needs to be paid to how these negotiations 
appeared within diff erent spaces. This requires an in-depth reconstruction 
of the specifi c system of power in each of the two case study borderlands 
along the second and third axes of analysis (namely, ‘power and multiple 
loyalties’ and ‘microhistory within a multilayered context’) of the frame-
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work of comparison. The reconstruction enables us to understand how 
within two diff erent systems of power, decisions were made at diff erent 
levels of decision-making and were documented diff erently as well.

In the case of Polish Upper Silesia, thanks to the protection measures 
for national minorities laid down in the Minority Treaty and the Geneva 
Convention, an arena was set up in which grievances were aired and a 
variety of factors were documented in great detail: the perpetual eff orts to 
forge ever more precise language learning policies, the changing motives 
of guardians when deciding which primary school to send their children 
to, and the compulsory language test results of individual borderland pu-
pils. Meanwhile, in decisions over primary education that fell outside the 
remit of the League of Nations, it was increasingly the new governor of 
Polish Upper Silesia since 1926, Michał Grażyński, who had a decisive say. 
He opted for the power strategy of domination in order to defi ne the place 
of the region within the power structure of the new Polish Second Repub-
lic. As was the case in the rest of interwar Poland, that power structure was 
heavily infl uenced by developments within the three empires to which the 
now Polish lands had previously belonged. In Polish Upper Silesia, for 
example, Grażyński put much eff ort into reducing the infl uence of the 
Catholic Church on the language education of borderland pupils, which 
had strengthened within Silesia, but not the Kingdom of Poland, during 
the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.7

In the case of the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, the sys-
tem of power was very diff erent. As will be shown in greater detail, these 
newly acquired borderlands lost their status of political and administra-
tive autonomy in 1925 and were integrated within the district of Verviers 
in the province of Liège. Borderland inhabitants now received the right to 
participate in Belgian elections, but their representation in national politics 
was severely restricted. However, educational policymaking in Belgium 
was highly decentralised and off ered councils of cities and municipalities 
signifi cant decision-making capacity. As a result, borderland inhabitants 
in Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy were able to show political agency 
by making their own decisions over language learning in local primary 
schools. In contrast to Polish Upper Silesia, where the ba  le over language 
learning was fought over the language capacities of individual borderland 
children, here it was primarily fought over schools and their programmes 
of foreign language learning. Whereas the language tests in Polish Upper 
Silesia could provoke individual borderland pupils to question the man-
ifestation of power, thus possibly infl uencing their future expressions of 
loyalty, in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, the individual 
child was not the focus of concern. Moreover, whereas authorities in Pol-
ish Upper Silesia opted for the power strategy of domination in order to 
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bring about a stable Polish Second Republic, within Belgium, the power 
strategy of prevention was used in order to guarantee the preservation of 
the power balance, such as, for example, between the Belgian state and the 
Catholic Church.

In calling this chapter ‘scaping the border’, what is being emphasised 
is the fi rst meaning of the suffi  x ‘-scape’ in the word ‘borderscape’, the 
continuous multidimensional dynamics involved in ‘shaping and carving’ 
the border, since language learning for borderland pupils took the form 
of a ba  le within and between diff erent layers of decision-making.8 The 
outcome of that ba  le, as we will see, was a circulation of social divisions 
within networks reaching well beyond the physical borderlands. The bat-
tle laid bare the contradictions and inconsistencies of existing systems of 
power but did not overcome them. In this period of time, the two case 
study borderlands did not show themselves to be spaces where the border 
was approached as a resource.9 The chapter will end with a discussion of 
the most important new textbooks designed for borderland pupils at the 
time and how they did not display cultural innovation. Within these text-
books, the aggregated representation of the border, as referred to in the 
second meaning of scape,10 was one of fragmentation.

Challenging the State Border Line

The Polish-German and Belgian-German state border lines, newly drawn 
in the a  ermath of the First World War, faced two important challenges 
in the mid-1920s. For inhabitants in both Polish Upper Silesia and the re-
gions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, the meaning of the state border 
line changed as a result of international negotiations. Moreover, signifi -
cant amounts of fi nancial and material support for primary school chil-
dren in Polish Upper Silesia and in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy were now being sent in from Germany with the purpose of chal-
lenging primary school policies in the two countries. At the same time, 
the number of pupils from Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, 
Sankt Vith and Malmedy crossing the state border line in order to receive 
their primary education in Germany was limited and did not challenge 
borderland school education.

Polish Upper Silesia

In 1925, the German Minister of Foreign Aff airs, Gustav Stresemann, pro-
posed to the Allied partners that they revise the Weimar Republic’s west-
ern borders. Negotiations resulted in the Locarno Treaties, which stated 
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that the geographical disposition established under the Treaty of Versailles 
was inviolable, led to Allied occupation troops withdrawing from the 
Rhineland in 1930, and facilitated Germany’s membership of the League 
of Nations.11 Although the Locarno Treaties secured Germany’s western 
border, Polish state representatives noted with concern the weakening 
in the international order’s capability to protect Polish sovereignty. The 
Locarno Treaties did indeed increase the uncertain status of Germany’s 
eastern borders. At the very moment when Germany entered the League 
of Nations, France, which had formed the spine of Polish and Czechoslo-
vakian foreign policy, withdrew from its obligations in Central Europe.12 
Gustav Stresemann used the League’s international position to legitimise 
the protection of what he considered ethnic Germans living outside the 
Weimar Republic, especially in the East.13 Stresemann’s ambition was to 
turn the League of Nations into an international defender of their rights, 
despite its having been established as a prudent interlocutor in minority 
protection.14

An additional challenge was the German tax money that had increas-
ingly been invested in borderland pupils in Polish Upper Silesia since the 
mid-1920s. This relief arrived at a time when Polish Upper Silesia’s inter-
national economic competitiveness was in decline, and intensifi ed during 
the fi nancial crisis of the late 1920s. By 1924, Poland’s economic situation 
started to improve. Throughout the 1920s, the average gross domestic 
product per capita in Germany remained more than the double the Pol-
ish one, but the diff erence steadily diminished.15 A monetary reform in 
1924 succeeded in ge  ing infl ation in Poland under control. A new cur-
rency was introduced, the zloty, and the fact that 30 per cent of its value 
was sustained by gold or foreign exchange engendered the prospect of 
economic stabilisation.16 However, merely a year later, German statesmen 
imposed a tariff  on Polish products and suspended the import of Silesian 
coal, a  er which the Polish government abolished the tax relief for goods 
imported from Germany. Since Polish Upper Silesia was more dependent 
on industry than the rest of Poland, these measures hit the region hard, 
and while the new market for Silesian coal in Scandinavia mitigated the 
damage, it could not undo it.17 Later in the 1920s, Germany agreed to more 
favourable import and export rates, but soon a  erwards the global fi nan-
cial crisis reached Poland.18 Whereas German decision-makers devalued 
the mark in the early 1930s, Polish bankers never relinquished the gold 
standard for the zloty in an a  empt to remain a  ractive for foreign capi-
tal and be able to pay off  its foreign debts.19 These developments caused 
Polish products to lose their competitiveness on the German market, and 
brought about a reduction in Polish government spending. As a result, in 
1933, Polish exports were at 38 per cent of where they had been in 1928.20 
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The economic confl ict over Upper Silesia ended in 1934, when Germany 
needed raw materials in order to build up its economic power, and all zinc 
mines lay on the Polish side of the Upper Silesian border.21

A close look at the school chronicle of the bilingual school in Lubliniec 
shows us how relief measures now launched in the name of the Polish and 
German nations dwarfed the eff orts of previously established grassroots 
aid initiatives. Children a  ending the German-speaking branch were 
wealthier, be  er clothed, and therefore less ill during winter than pupils 
enrolled in the Polish-speaking branch. Moreover, the girls in the Polish-
speaking branch were more o  en absent than boys because they needed 
to help at home.22 In order to reduce the number of absences of pupils 
a  ending Polish-speaking branches, Silesian authorities provided mate-
rial support.23 By the end of the 1920s, during the economic recession, a 
third of all such children in Polish Upper Silesia received food for free.24 
Another important product distributed through Polish aid programmes 
was shoes.25

These relief measures were initially small, if compared to the aid of-
fered by local pro-German welfare organisations supported by German 
state subsidies, such as the Association for Germanness Abroad (Verein 
für das Deutschtum im Ausland – hereina  er VDA).26 This organisation 
initially arose in the 1880s, ceased to exist during the First World War, 
and resumed work in 1925 in order to promote German culture abroad. 
The phantom pain caused by Germany’s loss of territory, as well as the 
decrease in birth rates within the Weimar Republic, generated social sup-
port for the investment of German tax money in the education of children 
abroad.27 From 1926 onwards, the Volksbund became an active distribu-
tor of aid, not least within German-speaking schools.28 Outdoing German 
aid providers became an important aim for Silesian authorities, one they 
managed to achieve. The coordinator of the German school association in 
Polish Upper Silesia, Andreas Dudek, wrote in 1935 that its budget was 
smaller than the 77,700 Polish zloty of their Polish competitor.29

On the other hand, borderland pupils crossing the state border line in 
order to receive their education in German Upper Silesia were perceived 
as more of a challenge than they really were. There was no incentive for in-
habitants in Polish Upper Silesia to receive their education in Polish across 
the border because, as has been shown in the previous chapter, educa-
tion in Polish there was provided merely to fulfi l the requirements of the 
Geneva Convention and lacked initiators and leaders. Given the political 
pressure on the German-speaking school system in Polish Upper Silesia, 
there could have been an incentive for inhabitants of Polish Upper Sile-
sia to send their children to a German-speaking school in German Upper 
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Silesia, but three factors impeded most children from doing so. The rea-
son most well documented in archival sources is that Polish state offi  cials 
prevented borderland pupils from crossing by means of control measures. 
Despite the fact that Polish Upper Silesia boasted the highest percentage 
of children fulfi lling their school obligations within the Polish Second 
Republic, and that the Geneva Convention guaranteed pupils’ right to 
receive education abroad, school principals needed to keep detailed re-
cords of school absences. Parents were penalised for these absences not 
out of a concern that their children would remain illiterate, but because 
children’s ‘souls’ were not to be ‘stolen’.30 In addition, policemen searched 
for children who had started education in Germany without having been 
given the permission of Silesian authorities.31 In the bilingual school of 
Lubliniec, one such case was eventually brought to court. The mother of 
Ernest and Helena Rataj was found guilty and fi ned the equivalent of a 
third of an assistant teacher’s monthly salary. When she was unable to pay, 
she was imprisoned for four days.32

Although sources do not document this as accurately, the fact that chil-
dren needed to work in their a  er-school hours may well have been a 
more prevailing reason for not a  ending primary schools across the state 
border line. Every member of the family had his or her tasks on the farm, 
Józef Ulfi k observed in his elaborate chronicle of life in the village of Ko-
szęcin.33 However, children workers seem to have been recruited orally in-
stead of through local newspapers. It would not be a cowherd or domestic 
servant, the most common types of child workers, who responded to a rare 
job announcement for an offi  ce boy in the Lubliniec weekly newspaper but 
someone ‘from a good Polish family and with suffi  cient education’.34 Do-
mestic service and farm work appear to have remained undocumented. 
Child workers only appear in archival sources when something extraordi-
nary happened, such as when the three-year-old child of a master plumber 
in Lubliniec fell into a barrel full of water because the domestic servant 
had not been paying enough a  ention, with the child having to be rescued 
by two eleven-year-old girls passing by, an incident mentioned in one of 
the biggest newspapers of the German national minority in Polish Upper 
Silesia, the Ka  owitzer Zeitung.35

Another reason to prefer a Polish education in Polish Upper Silesia to a 
German education in German Upper Silesia was the hope among Silesian 
inhabitants that they were now living in a socially just country in which 
they no longer had to assimilate to the culture of their German-speaking 
superiors in order to be able to advance professionally.36 It was believed 
that more people holding a degree in higher education were needed in 
order to establish a Polish-speaking intelligentsia in the borderlands.37 
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Whereas secondary school education had previously been reserved for the 
wealthy, it could now be enjoyed by socially underprivileged children.38

The Regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy

Because Belgian politicians played an ambivalent role in the international 
appeasement during the Locarno talks in the middle of the 1920s, the 
Belgian-German state border line was also challenged, and although its 
physical location remained in place, its meaning did change considerably 
for the inhabitants of the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy. In 
addition, since Belgium was and remained in a be  er economic position 
than Germany, the fi nancial and material support sent in from Germany 
for borderland children could not seriously challenge the Belgian educa-
tional system, as it did in Polish Upper Silesia. And although borderland 
children were not hindered in receiving their education on the other side 
of the state border line, as the borderland children of Polish Upper Silesia 
were, few actually went. Each of these three aspects will now be examined 
more closely.

The Belgian National Bank had set a disadvantageous exchange rate for 
the German occupation marks issued during the First World War in the 
belief that the cost would soon be paid by Germany, but no international 
support was found in Versailles in order to regulate this pending issue. 
Belgian politicians therefore secretly asked Stresemann to resolve Bel-
gium’s monetary situation in exchange for the retrocession of the German 
language zone of Eupen-Malmedy.39 Stresemann off ered 200 billion Ger-
man gold marks for the region.40 The negotiations leaked out and caused 
an international uproar because it had not been foreseen in Versailles 
that states would redraw their borders voluntarily. French state repre-
sentatives argued that Germany’s western borders were the safeguard 
of Europe’s political stabilisation and succeeded in annulling the deal.41 
These negotiations also caused an uproar within the regions of Eupen, 
Sankt Vith and Malmedy, not least because one of the Belgian statesmen 
in favour of the retrocession, Léon Delacroix, had welcomed the regions 
within the Belgian Kingdom in his former capacity of Prime Minister.42 
In 1929, the idea of retrocession re-emerged during talks about the repa-
ration debts Germany owed to Belgium a  er the First World War, but it 
was swept from the table.43 Two years later, a new strategy for Belgium’s 
military defence was implemented, prescribing that in the case of a Ger-
man a  ack, the kingdom would not defend its eastern state border line 
but se  le for the defence of the lands up to the Meuse and Scheldt rivers, 
thereby voluntarily giving up three Wallonian provinces, including the re-
gions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy. Having been heavily discussed 
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in the media for the next two years, this strategy was changed to a defence 
of Belgium’s state border lines in 1933.44 All these measures caused deep 
confusion among borderland inhabitants about the kind of integration 
Belgian state representatives had in mind.

Compared to the prospect of a change in state sovereignty, the fi nan-
cial aid for borderland children being sent in from Germany was less of a 
disturbing factor in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy than 
it was in Polish Upper Silesia. The average GDP per capita remained sig-
nifi cantly higher in Belgium than in Germany until the 1930s.45 In 1926, the 
Belgian government launched a monetary sanitation programme, which 
restored the competitiveness of Belgian companies and led to an eco-
nomic boom.46 Local businesses in Eupen-Malmedy benefi  ed from the 
improved economic situation, thanks to which the tariff s Germany intro-
duced in 1925 did not put a burden on their activities, as was the case in 
Polish Upper Silesia. The fi nancial crisis at the end of the 1920s, however, 
hit Belgium – an export country par excellence – particularly hard. At the 
deepest point of the recession, in 1931–1932, up to 40 per cent of insured 
employees were unemployed.47 It was only during this recession that Bel-
gian politicians began to complain that the Treaty of Versailles had done 
li  le to assist Eupen-Malmedy with its economic transition.48 The tariff  
barrier Germany erected during the world economic crisis especially dis-
turbed the borderlands; local businesses appeared unable to reorient their 
export fl ows during recession.49 Belgian politicians ran budget defi cits in 
order to off er relief measures to Belgian citizens. These support measures 
were relatively higher than in Poland and Germany and made the Belgian 
regime more a  ractive among inhabitants in the new borderlands.50 The 
German tax money sent over the state border line could not yet compete 
with that a  ractiveness on a mass scale; nevertheless, it planted some 
seeds. Supported by a yearly budget of around 60,000 German marks, or-
ganisations tied to Germany started to blossom in the regions of Eupen, 
Sankt Vith and Malmedy a  er the abolition of the Baltia regime.51 The 
goal of the biggest of these organisations, the Heimatbund, illustrates just 
how intermingled culture and politics had become. Upon its founding in 
1926, it aimed to promote ‘cultural and thus also political Selbsthilfe’ (self-
help) for borderland inhabitants, including children.52

It thus needs to be underlined that the economic reality in Polish Upper 
Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, and therefore 
also the living conditions of borderland pupils, were substantially diff er-
ent. Instead of archival documents about the distribution of shoes among 
poor pupils, in the city archive of Eupen, we fi nd a document issued by a 
school principal in 1931, reporting that he sent some of his pupils home 
because they had turned up at school wearing sandals without socks.53
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The third phenomenon, the cross-border mobility of borderland pu-
pils, was approached diff erently in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy than in Polish Upper Silesia. Since the Belgian-German bor-
der had been secured by the Locarno Treaties, Herman Baltia’s ban on 
a  ending primary schools in Germany was li  ed in 1928. Now that Bel-
gium’s eastern borderlands were an integral part of the Belgian state, 
moreover, the right of guardians to choose their children’s school needed 
to be guaranteed.54 Belgian authorities did not question these choices or 
require schools to keep detailed lists of school absences. Nor did Belgian 
policemen penalise parents for sending their children to a school across 
the state border line. And while for those borderland pupils in and around 
Malmedy who preferred their education in French, a primary school in 
Germany was, by defi nition, not an option, there were a couple of factors 
that diminished the appeal of a  ending a primary school in Germany for 
borderland pupils who wanted their education in German.

Aside from the be  er economic situation in Belgium, the mentality of 
rural borderland inhabitants made such a crossing less likely.55 Work was 
an essential part of the everyday life of many borderland children, and 
the legal demarcation line between a schoolchild (six to fourteen years of 
age) and a working child was somewhat blurred in practice. In interviews 
conducted with adults who grew up in the late 1920s and 1930s, many re-
spondents recalled how their parents taught them the virtue of work from 
early on.56 In the regional journal Sankt Vither Zeitung, advertisements 
for young male and female cowherds, who took care of the ca  le in their 
hours a  er school and during harvest season, were regularly printed.57 A 
second reason can be found in the lack of any prospect of social advance-
ment through an education in German. The largest and most prestigious 
secondary school in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, the 
Bishop’s College in Eupen, for example, witnessed only sixty-eight pupils 
successfully fi nishing their school curriculum between 1924 and 1936.58 
The training provided by the Bishop’s College was intended to reinforce 
the distance between social and confessional classes by reducing the num-
ber of secondary school degree holders in comparison to Prussian times in 
order to guarantee a consolidation of Catholic order.59

In sum, the Polish-German and Belgian-German state border lines drawn 
in the a  ermath of the First World War were challenged by the course of the 
state border line and its meaning in terms of border security, transnational 
fl ows of relief measures and cultural support for borderland pupils, and 
the pupils crossing the state border line in order to receive their education 
in Germany. In Polish Upper Silesia, it was primarily the transnational 
fl ow of material and fi nancial support that posed the greatest challenge 
to the Silesian authorities, leading to an intensive arms race in spending 
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on relief measures for borderland pupils. In the regions of Eupen and 
Sankt Vith, by contrast, the secret negotiations over a possible retrocession 
provoked deep confusion among borderland inhabitants. The historian 
Victor O’Connell has come to the ostensibly paradoxical conclusion that 
for as long as Baltia was spreading his quasi-colonial rule over Belgium’s 
eastern borderlands, there was at least a policy for these regions, whereas 
from the moment they were fully administratively integrated within the 
Belgian Kingdom, their future was in the hands of politicians o  en acting 
opportunistically in order to keep their own heads above water within the 
fragile and rapidly changing coalition governments.60 Crossing the state 
border line to receive a primary education was not a major phenomenon 
in either of the borderlands at the time, not primarily because borderland 
pupils were prevented from crossing, but because they needed to take up 
work a  er school.61

Immaterial Reality: Ideas on Education and Language

A  er an investigation of the diff erent ways in which the state border lines 
through which Polish Upper Silesia and Eupen-Malmedy came into ex-
istence were challenged in the mid-1920s, this chapter moves on to an 
analysis of the negotiations between institutions, teachers, parents and 
children over language learning through ‘immaterial reality’.62 In order 
to understand the role of ideas on education and language within the lan-
guage learning policies and practices of relevance for the two borderlands, 
the reader fi rst needs to be introduced to the discussions taking place at 
the national level. In the second half of the 1920s, governments in both 
Poland and Belgium were indeed discussing their ideas on education and 
language for primary school children, although they had not yet managed 
to formulate or implement them. Within these discussions, the inhabitants 
of Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy 
complicated the ma  er by exposing just how fragmented the Polish Sec-
ond Republic and the Belgian Kingdom actually were.

Poland

During the fi rst years of the Second Polish Republic, coalition govern-
ments succeeded each other too rapidly to enable the implementation of a 
programme of national or state upbringing, but that changed in the spring 
of 1926 when Piłsudski staged a coup promising to ‘sanitise’ political cul-
ture: to save it from corruption and to re-establish economic stability.63 
Paradoxically enough, the man who had stood up against anti-democratic 
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forces during and in the a  ermath of the First World War now started 
to make use of such forces in order to consolidate his so-called Sanacja 
regime.64 The kind of authoritarianism Piłsudski developed over the fol-
lowing years has been referred to as ‘extra-constitutional’ because execu-
tive power gradually hollowed out constitutional rights.65 Schools became 
important instruments in the hands of the state enabling the training of a 
new generation of future citizens who shared Sanacja ideology.

Some leading scientists at the time supported Sanacja ideology. They 
strove to create primary schools where pupils were to discover their in-
dividual capacities in order to support and further develop the norms of 
the new state.66 In his book The Sociology of Education, published in 1928, 
Florian Znaniecki stated that education was ‘an activity seeking to infl u-
ence people’s behaviour’.67 He considered it a ma  er of the utmost im-
portance to let children discover and develop their creative capacities. In 
working together, these creative individuals would then be able to form a 
society capable of dealing with its own problems.68 The pedagogue Hen-
ryk Rowid published a book about the ‘creative school’ in 1926, which was 
mainly based on Helen Parkhurst’s Dalton Plan, and aimed to develop 
pupils’ social skills and foster their feelings of responsibility for the com-
munity.69 He was paid by the Polish Ministry of Education to make the 
newest pedagogical insights from around the world available to Polish 
teachers by editing pedagogical journals and lecturing at summer schools 
for Polish teachers.70 According to another infl uential pedagogue at the 
time, Zygmunt Mysłakowski, the new Polish state could only be built on 
the basis of the rich cultures of non-Polish speakers.71

During the brainstorming process to establish suitable pedagogical 
methods for pupils in the Second Polish Republic, Polish Upper Silesia 
hardly played a role. The border region did not turn into a laboratory 
where creative propositions emerged on how the traditions and practices 
of non-Polish and bilingual speakers could be employed in order to raise 
pupils who would embody the virtues of the Sanacja regime. A good ex-
ample is the Pedagogical Institute (Instytut Pedagogiczny) erected in Ka-
towice in 1928 with the purpose of disseminating new pedagogical ideas 
among teachers in Polish Upper Silesia. In the fi rst years of its existence, 
it published translations of Western pedagogical works, such as the Bel-
gian guidebook Towards a Reformed School. A First Step,72 but it would take 
until the 1930s before the work of Polish scientists reached Silesian pri-
mary schools and research on education within Silesian schools would be 
conducted.

In Polish Upper Silesia, the political camp of the Endecja, the Na-
tional Democrats, resisted reform pedagogy. The new governor Michał 
Grażyński, who originated from Galicia and had been active in the Sile-
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sian Uprisings, made use of his increased capacity for decision-making 
following the change in Poland’s state structure a  er the coup to develop 
an educational policy rooted in Endecja ideology.73 Although he was a 
supporter of the Sanacja regime, Grażyński was able to introduce a pol-
icy that in practice resembled an Endecja policy in the only region in the 
Second Polish Republic enjoying autonomous decision-making over edu-
cational ma  ers. The political confl ict at the time was indeed not only an 
ideological one but also a spatial one rooted in the late nineteenth- and 
early twentieth-century activities of Polish national movements. Whereas 
the Endecja had been the dominant Polish-minded political movement 
in Prussia (and later the German Empire), the political factions which 
later grouped together in the Sanacja camp had developed their activities 
within the Russian Empire (more precisely in the Kingdom of Poland) and 
the province of Galicia within the Habsburg Empire.74 In the particular 
context of Polish Upper Silesia, Sanacja policy bore many similarities to 
Endecja policy. 

Michał Grażyński did, however, make use of the Sanacja practice of 
governing to fl out the rule of law. This allowed him to accelerate the Po-
lonisation of national minorities. Grażyński also tried to break the hege-
monic position of the Roman Catholic Church in Polish Upper Silesia, 
thereby repudiating the Endecja’s stance on religion. The Catholic Church 
manifested itself as an increasingly fi erce antagonist of liberal concepts 
of education, especially a  er Pope Pius XI spoke against pedagogical 
neutrality in 1929.75 While clergymen found support for their resistance 
among the National Democrats in the rest of Poland, in Polish Upper Sile-
sia this support was not forthcoming. Grażyński’s obsession transformed 
Wojciech Korfanty, the leader of the largest party in the Silesian Parlia-
ment, into a popular precursor of regional and religious autonomy.76 In 
the Lubliniec district, as was the case in Polish Upper Silesia in general, 
Korfanty’s party enjoyed more political support than Grażyński’s.77 Al-
though this did create a power ba  le between the governor and parlia-
ment, national, linguistic and religious tensions increasingly began to be 
resolved outside participative bodies of decision-making by Grażyński, 
who was gradually turning into a local autocrat, and protests against his 
decisions aired at the Mixed Commission, the League of Nations, and the 
International Court in The Hague.78

Belgium

Whereas political discussions about language learning in Poland con-
centrated on competing ideas of education, in Belgium, they focused pri-
marily on the use of language. The unpleasant legacy of collaborationism 
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during the First World War had silenced the political aspirations of Flem-
ish nationalists for almost a decade, but in the late 1920s they put their 
minimum programme again on the agenda. In 1928, a law on language 
use within the army was approved. It introduced monolingual (French-, 
Dutch- or German-speaking) war units and required army offi  cers to 
be bilingual (in French and Dutch) but continued to position French as 
the sole language of command.79 The law came about through arduous 
compromise-oriented negotiations in the coalition government. As a re-
sult, Catholic and liberal circles began to contemplate an alternative to 
mass democracy, one in which Flemish nationalism and socialism would 
be prevented from further infl uencing political practice.80 The threat of 
Flemish nationalism increased when August Borms, a Flemish collabora-
tionist who had been sentenced to life in prison, won an interim election 
for a seat in the Antwerp city council following the death of his predeces-
sor. His election was, however, abrogated in the run-up to the parliamen-
tary elections of 1929 because it had taken place before the discussion in 
the Belgian Chamber of Representatives over a proposed law to annul the 
sentences of collaborationists, a majority of whom were Flemish. Afraid 
that Flemish nationalists would benefi t from the tumult, the socialist op-
position party published a blueprint for a framework on the use of lan-
guages: Le Compromis des Belges. While the monolingual status of Wallonia 
needed to be preserved, Flanders was to be given bilingual status, and the 
decennial talentelling (language survey) would determine the language 
status of Brussels and municipalities situated along language borders.81

Out of fear that political representatives of the regions of Eupen, Sankt 
Vith and Malmedy would complicate political decision-making within the 
Belgian Parliament and Senate, borderland inhabitants, while entitled to 
participate in elections, were denied favourable conditions of representa-
tion. This decision was made a  er the new national government revoked 
the border region’s autonomous status in 1925 and prescribed its inclu-
sion into the province of Liège, despite Herman Baltia’s conviction that it 
would take at least two decades to integrate Eupen-Malmedy into the Bel-
gian Kingdom.82 The socialist party in particular considered it no longer 
acceptable that the Belgian Kingdom included an autonomous entity en-
tirely le   to the devices of a High Commissioner, against whose decisions 
the Belgian government had no right to appeal, and expressed the fear 
that denying borderland inhabitants the right to participate in political 
decisions would fuel irredentism.83 The regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy were included in the voting district of Verviers, and 75 per cent 
of local voters would need to opt for the same candidate in order to see 
him elected.84 Mainly thanks to the votes of the newest cohort of Belgian 
voters, Marc Somerhausen, born in the vicinity of Brussels as the son of a 
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German lawyer, who had completed his studies at the German school in 
Brussels, spent the war years outside the country, and joined the Belgian 
Socialist Party in the early 1920s, was elected for two terms (1925–1929 and 
later 1932–1936). Through an interpellation in the Belgian Parliament in 
March 1927, he requested a plebiscite on self-determination in the regions 
of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy. The discussion following his request 
exposed the diff erence of opinion within the coalition government be-
tween the Catholic and Socialist parties.85 While the Catholic Party did not 
consider the socialist Marc Somerhausen entitled to speak for an almost 
exclusively Roman Catholic region, his party colleague Louis Piérard was 
convinced the inhabitants of the region of Malmedy were ‘true Walloons’ 
and would therefore have to be interrogated separately.86

The region’s administrative inclusion into the province of Liège caused 
the inhabitants of the German-speaking language zone to fear their right 
to education in German could no longer be guaranteed. Although Baltia’s 
special measures were abolished and the right to administer local primary 
schools and appoint teachers was, as a result, transferred to city councils, 
school inspectors could still use one of the exemption clauses in the 1914 
educational law allowing them to change the language of education to the 
dominant language in the children’s social environment if they considered 
that language had changed. This is precisely what happened in the Wal-
lonian municipalities where German had ceased to be off ered as the main 
language of instruction in the nineteenth century but had started to be 
taught in again a  er the First World War. In the mid-1920s, school inspec-
tors recommended changing the language of instruction back to French.87

It should be clear by now that inhabitants from the regions of Eupen, 
Sankt Vith and Malmedy faced a power structure in which their oppor-
tunities for political decision-making were extremely limited. Borderland 
inhabitants opted for two power strategies in order to challenge these 
conditions. The fi rst strategy was to try to change their status within the 
Belgian Kingdom through the ballot box, such as in the parliamentary elec-
tions of 1929. Borderland inhabitants founded their own political party, 
the Christian People’s Party (Christliche Volkspartei), which demanded 
a new consultation on self-determination. Together with the revisionist 
Belgian Workers’ Party (Parti Ouvrier Belge), who proposed a secret pleb-
iscite, they received 75 per cent of the vote.88

In these national elections, the Socialist Party’s Compromis des Belges did 
not bring it the success it had hoped for. The Catholic-Liberal coalition 
government led by the Catholic statesman Henri Jaspar, which had ruled 
the country since the end of 1927, returned to offi  ce but saw its Flem-
ish nationalist wing strengthened.89 The second power strategy lay in the 
hands of local city councils, which were eager to exploit their power in 
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decision-making over primary education. This power strategy will be 
elaborated upon further in this chapter.

Material Reality: Battles over 
Language Learning Regulations

We will now see how borderland inhabitants developed power strategies 
within the power structure in which they operated at the time in order to 
not only articulate their dissatisfaction, but also maximise the language 
learning opportunities for borderland pupils. Notwithstanding the fact 
that Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Mal-
medy displayed diff erent systems of power, the carving out of the con-
tours of primary education intensifi ed in both borderlands in the second 
half of the 1920s. This phenomenon took the form of negotiations over 
language learning between state institutions at various levels of deci-
sion-making, on the one hand, and parents, teachers and children, on the 
other. An abundance of regulations was introduced to steer the language 
learning conditions of borderland pupils. In Polish Upper Silesia and the 
regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, there were similar a  empts to 
reduce teaching in an unwanted language, either by closing down schools 
off ering teaching in a specifi c language or by infl uencing when foreign 
language teaching needed to be introduced into the school curriculum. 
Given the prevalent assumption in Poland that one nation correlated with 
one language, more a  ention was paid to the former measure in Polish 
Upper Silesia, whereas in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, 
more importance was paid to the la  er.

We will now discuss successively the interactions of human beings in 
the creation, implementation and alteration of regulations concerning the 
closure of specifi c primary schools, as well as the (foreign) language learn-
ing on off er in borderland primary schools. A deep analysis of the confl icts, 
division lines and how these changed will reveal how the borderlands be-
came focus points of excessive power struggles, where interpretations of 
the inside and the outside could either be expressed, and possibly altered, 
or were prohibited from being articulated.90 Despite the collective obses-
sion with developing an abundance of rules for the language learning of 
borderland pupils in their primary schools, however, it proved impossi-
ble to prevent legal normativity from crumbling. As a result, both Polish 
Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy became 
the places where the meaning of what was to be shaped as national space 
collapsed.91
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Attempts to Close Primary Schools

Whereas there were 69 German-speaking schools in Polish Upper Sile-
sia in 1923/24, by 1927 that number had risen to 100.92 By that time, it 
had become clear to the Volksbund and Silesian authorities that border-
land children who did not speak German, or spoke it poorly, were apply-
ing to a  end German-speaking schools. While the Volksbund explained 
this practice as resulting from the be  er quality of education on off er in 
German-speaking schools, Silesian authorities saw instead a violation of 
supranational law and decided to check the school applications of guard-
ians of borderland pupils.93 This provoked a ba  le over school applications 
that would last until Germany le   the League of Nations in 1933. Some 
formulations in the Geneva Convention concerning the criteria children 
needed to fulfi l to belong to a minority had been phrased rather impre-
cisely. In Article 106 it was wri  en that minority schools were to be estab-
lished if the guardians of forty children belonging to a linguistic minority 
supported their establishment, and in Article 131 that the language of a 
child was determined by the declaration of a guardian. The Convention 
explicitly stated that this declaration was not to be verifi ed or disputed by 
authorities. Nor was the question whether a child belonged to a linguistic 
minority (covered in Article 74).94 The Silesian authorities’ decision to ask 
guardians to accompany their children’s school applications with a formal 
declaration about the language of the child provoked the Mixed Commis-
sion to pronounce in favour of a subjective interpretation of what it meant 
to be a national minority, which nevertheless explicitly went beyond the 
dictates of the Geneva Convention: ‘It would be a mistake in educational 
terms to teach children who do not understand the German language in 
a German school.’95 Michał Grażyński was not willing to accept this out-
come and asked the League of Nations to acknowledge that the language 
of a child mentioned in Article 131 referred to a child’s mother tongue, not 
to the language used in school. His appeal provoked the decision of the 
League of Nations, in March 1927, to begin directly intervening in educa-
tional policy in Polish Upper Silesia. It decided to temporarily organise a 
language commi  ee under the lead of a neutral pedagogue, testing the 
language knowledge of those children who Polish authorities considered 
did not know German well enough to benefi t from receiving education 
in that language.96 This decision went against the right of guardians to 
choose a school for their children and was motivated by the need to guar-
antee pedagogical quality in borderland primary schools.97

This was the moment in time when the struggle began over the closure 
of the public German-speaking primary school in the village of Koszęcin 
in the Lubliniec district. Silesian authorities a  empted to abolish the dis-
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trict’s last existing public German minority school in 1927. Based on the 
Geneva Convention, a public minority school could be closed if the num-
ber of pupils fell below forty for three full school years in a row.98 Since 
the opening of the school in 1924, the guardians of more than forty pupils 
had applied each year to have their children a  end the school, but the 
number of applications approved by Silesian authorities had always been 
lower. In 1927, teachers and parents became embroiled in a ba  le over the 
survival of the school’s public status. A detailed description of that ba  le 
here serves to illustrate how language operated as the decisive marker for 
representatives of both the Polish and German nations. The ba  le shows 
how an ensemble of social relations at the time led to an obsessive search 
to defi ne the language of borderland children, until the meaning of their 
search got lost amid the turmoil of the myriad control measures issued 
by supranational, national and regional institutions, as well as the impas-
sioned protests of the participants themselves. It became apparent that 
language was as much of an imaginary construct as nations were.99

Thirty children were allowed to a  end the school in 1927, while guard-
ians of an additional eighteen pupils saw their applications rejected. School 
representatives went to the Mixed Commission, which declared that eight 
applications had been rightly rejected by Silesian authorities, but that ten 
had been evaluated incorrectly. In three cases, the Mixed Commission de-
manded that Silesian authorities respect the documented consent of the 
absent family father mothers had provided.100 The Mixed Commission 
cited here the Geneva Convention, which had stated that only fathers 
were legally responsible for their children’s education and le   mothers 
without the right to apply for a school for their children.101 Five other chil-
dren, the Mixed Commission concluded, could join the school a  er they 
had passed the language exam the League of Nations had just decided to 
introduce.102 A Swiss pedagogue, Wilhelm Maurer, was to decide whether 
a child was capable of receiving education in German.103 The fi ve children 
of the Koszęcin school all passed that exam in 1927.104

Polish and German nationalists quarrelled in particular over the ap-
plications of Jan and Gertruda Noczyńska, as a positive decision would 
allow the public German-speaking school of Koszęcin to stay open. The 
father of these siblings had applied to have his children taught in the mi-
nority school, but their mother had withdrawn that application without 
the knowledge of her husband. In the meantime, the husband had le   
without leaving a trace. Silesian authorities were of the opinion that her 
case resembled that of unmarried mothers. Silesian authorities had pro-
vided unmarried mothers with a tutor to decide the education of their 
children. These tutors were chosen without consulting the mothers and 
o  en enrolled the children in schools following the Polish-language cur-
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riculum. The practice was put under scrutiny by the Mixed Commission, 
which concluded that unmarried mothers were entitled to apply to a mi-
nority school for their children independently.105 According to Silesian au-
thorities, the mother of the Noczyńska family had the authority to sign a 
resignation form for her children. The Volksbund, however, accused Sile-
sian authorities of blackmailing her and took their grievance to the Mixed 
Commission.106 The mother was called up and testifi ed to the Mixed Com-
mission that it was her own independent decision to withdraw the appli-
cations for her two children.107 The Mixed Commission concluded that 
thirty-eight pupils were entitled to a  end the Koszęcin school, as a result 
of which the school lost its public funding.

Teachers at the Koszęcin school asked the Mixed Commission to look 
at the cases of four pupils from the previous year. The pupils had started 
their education at the school while waiting for the decision of the Silesian 
authorities over their school applications. Their applications were even-
tually rejected and the children were denied the right to continue their 
education. However, the Mixed Commission stated these pupils should 
be allowed to fi nish the school year and then take a Maurer language test, 
which the four pupils did, and one passed.108 How must it have felt for 
the three children to receive their test results? Their fathers had declared 
them to be German speakers and they had followed a year of instruction 
in a German-speaking school. But the Swiss pedagogue now told them 
they had not mastered German well enough to benefi t from further educa-
tion in that language and decided a Polish-speaking school met their lan-
guage demands more accurately. Every failed exam had vast implications. 
The new verdict of the Mixed Commission declared that the successful 
child was to be included among the pupils entitled to a  end the German 
minority school of Koszęcin, thereby increasing its number of pupils to 
thirty-nine, but not to forty. The school lost its public funding.109

A year later, parents responsible for fi  y-one children applied to the 
school and demanded that public funding be regained. Polish authorities 
required each parent to fi ll in a school application, as well as a formal dec-
laration form about the language of the child. They later approved twen-
ty-fi ve of the fi  y-one applications and justifi ed their restrictive behaviour 
on the basis of the fi rst invocation of the Permanent Court at The Hague, 
which had meant to off er a longer-term outcome for the temporary Maurer 
exams.110 Whereas German representatives explained that the guardian 
was to choose a school for his children (based on Articles 74, 106 and 131 
of the Geneva Convention), their Polish counterparts argued that the right 
to a  end a school should be based on the factual language knowledge 
of the child (based on Article 9 of the Minority Treaty, which appeared 
in the Geneva Convention as Article 69). The international court decided 
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that the right to start a school was ‘une question de fait et non de pure 
volonté’ (a ma  er of fact and not purely of desire) and that applications 
to German-speaking schools from now on needed to be accompanied by 
formal declarations stating the mother tongue of the child. Furthermore, 
Polish authorities were not allowed to question these declarations.111 As a 
result of this decision, the number of children enrolling at German-speaking 
schools in Polish Upper Silesia fell by 36 per cent over the next four years.112

Parents of the twenty-six pupils who were not approved complained to 
the League of Nations that Silesian offi  cials had questioned the language 
declarations. Silesian authorities must have felt they had a high chance 
of losing the case because they did not wait for a decision; they invited 
guardians responsible for the twenty-six children to repeat the applica-
tion procedure and again collected formal language declarations for the 
children. Of these guardians, sixteen decided to renew the application for 
their children, and Silesian authorities later approved four of these.113 But 
twenty-nine pupils still weren’t enough. As a result, Silesian authorities 
refused to give the school its public status back. The other parents wrote 
to the League of Nations demanding a justifi cation for the rejection of 
twenty-two out of fi  y-one applications.114

The rejections off er us a diff erent picture to the one Polish and German 
nationalists wanted to see. A majority of parents, thirteen to be precise, 
did not feel comfortable fi lling in the formal language declaration for their 
children.115 Among these were seven fathers who wanted to declare their 
children bilingual and, when they were not given that possibility, refused 
to fi ll in the form. When they were later informed their refusal had made 
their application invalid, they started litigation against the Polish state.116 
Rather than raising the issue with administrative decision-making bodies, 
they preferred to demand criminal justice in court, which indicates how 
li  le they trusted local and regional authorities. Their striving for a recog-
nition of bilingualism found a deaf ear not only among Polish judges, who 
sentenced four of these fathers to two weeks in prison, but also among 
German nationalists.117 A reporter of a leading German-language newspa-
per published in Polish Upper Silesia portrayed the fathers as martyrs of 
German education: ‘Koszęcin, the name of an idyllic town in the Lubliniec 
district, is currently the name on everybody’s lips. It is inseparably linked 
with the faith of German Volkstum abroad. The men of this town, who 
leave prison today, where they had to spend two full weeks inside because 
of the German education of their children, are martyrs of their conviction 
and their sense of justice.’118 Alongside the thirteen fathers who did not 
fi ll in the declaration form, nine fathers declared they did not know what 
the language of their child was. Although Silesian authorities initially in-
validated all their applications, some children were eventually allowed to 
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a  end the school. The most telling case is that of a father applying in 1928 
for three of his children who had taken the Maurer language exams a year 
earlier, when the Swiss pedagogue had considered two of the three siblings 
to not know German well enough to a  end the German-speaking school, 
while declaring the third child bilingual.119 Here is a clear example of how 
the elaborated system set up to defi ne the language of a child could not 
prevent meaning from collapsing. The system of power set up for Polish 
Upper Silesia was based on Wilhelm Maurer’s ultimate decision about the 
prevailing language of a child. And yet, even he could not come up with a 
solution. Between the three children taking the Maurer test and the Polish 
authorities invalidating the applications of their father, however, the legal 
framework had changed. The fi rst invocation of the Permanent Court at 
The Hague had replaced language tests by formal language declarations, 
but the Mixed Commission later decided that the declarations of parents 
should be given priority over the former negative decisions of Maurer in 
the future. It was recognised, however, that this measure could not imme-
diately be put into practice, because children were considered unable to 
learn enough German in the year between these two decisions.120 In 1930, 
parents of the so-called Maurer children raised the case again at the Mixed 
Commission, and their children were allowed to a  end German-speaking 
schools, a decision Silesian authorities appealed against at The Hague, but 
in vain.121 In the end, the siblings were therefore allowed to a  end the 
German-speaking school in Koszęcin, but that school had by then lost its 
public funding.122

Based on Article 8 of the Minority Treaty, the German-speaking school 
of Koszęcin was able to continue to operate as a private school.123 In 1935, 
the German-speaking private school of Koszęcin was one of twenty-two 
German-speaking private primary schools and one of thirty-two private 
schools in Polish Upper Silesia. In that year, there were 684 primary schools 
in Upper Silesia, of which 608 were Polish-speaking (598 public and 10 
private), and 76 were German-speaking (54 public and 22 private).124

Notwithstanding the switch in state sovereignty, money remained pri-
marily in the hands of German citizens.125 The private school in Koszęcin 
was owned and run by Karl Go  fried zu Hohenlohe-Ingelfi ngen, a Ger-
man prince and the biggest landowner of the district.126 In a considerable 
part of the Lubliniec district, the prince off ered practically the only source 
of employment. While many local inhabitants who had supported the 
Silesian Uprisings had fostered the dream of living in a new independent 
Polish state, a state without German Lords, by the time Michał Grażyński 
was in power, however, it became clear that the jobs le   by state offi  cials 
of the German Empire were being fi lled by members of the Polish nobility 
imported from outside the region, who were not interested in the social 
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advancement of the local inhabitants.127 With the global crisis hi  ing the 
region’s economy and unemployment numbers shooting up at an unfore-
seen speed, the prince could guarantee parents job security and private 
loans, and their children warm breakfasts and a free ride to school.128 In 
Koszęcin and its surroundings, state institutions had found a strong com-
petitive legitimisation of power in the form of the prestige and the money 
of the prince. The school also enjoyed fi nancial support from the German 
state.129 A  er German nationals had le   the civil service in Polish Upper 
Silesia, German statesmen saw in local landowners the last strongholds of 
German culture.130 Money turned out to be an eff ective tool to counterbal-
ance Polish nationalist strategies.

It could be argued that the French-speaking school in Eupen was the 
equivalent of the German-speaking school in Koszęcin. There was also 
an interest here in closing the school so as to diminish the infl uence of 
its language on the direct social environment. But the system of power 
in which this decision was taken diff ered. As explained earlier, given the 
fact that political representation of the Belgian eastern borderlands in 
the Belgian parliament was almost non-existent and municipalities held 
decision-making power over primary education, the city council of Eupen 
could put itself on the political map with decisions such as the closure of 
the municipal French-speaking school in order to challenge the fl exibility 
of the country’s system of power.

The city council of Eupen decided to close the French-speaking school 
and move the children to a newly opened French-speaking branch within 
one of its German-speaking primary schools. With the aim of creating 
a monolingual German-speaking zone, it wanted to close the school 
launched by Herman Baltia for the children of immigrating Belgian civil 
servants. Four days before his defeat in the municipal elections of October 
1926, Léon Xhaff airé, who had been installed as mayor of Eupen by Her-
man Baltia before he le   offi  ce, wrote to the Belgian minister responsible 
for education, out of anger at being overruled:

I believe, sir, that if the Belgian government wants to be soo [sic] correct that, if 
it respects the German language in everything, it also needs to respect the right 
of Walloon guardians to a French education for their children . . . Should these 
measures be carried out, it will soon be possible to say that the inhabitants of 
Eupen have incorporated the Belgians who came to live with them.131

In contrast to many other places in Belgium, French-speaking represen-
tatives did not hold a majority of the votes in the city council of Eupen. 
It was therefore possible to achieve in Eupen what was impossible in 
Dutch-speaking Flanders. Flemish nationalists applauded the decision 
in a leading newspaper: ‘The liberated brothers of the beloved Eupen 
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taught the franskiljons a lesson.’132 ‘Franskiljons’ functioned as a demean-
ing term for Flemish people favouring the usage of French in Belgium, 
but in this newspaper article the term referred to German-speaking Bel-
gians privileging French. In the end, the closure was prevented by Camille 
Huysmans, the minister responsible for education, who argued that the 
school was the only operative French-speaking educational institute in the 
German-speaking zone. The overruling of a city council had previously 
been unheard of; the system of power in the Belgian Kingdom had reached 
the end of its fl exibility.133

At the same time, those guardians who, while identifying themselves 
as German speakers in Baltia’s language survey, wanted to send their chil-
dren to the French-speaking school – in order to learn the dominant lan-
guage of the Belgian nation – were also forbidden by the minister from 
realising their dreams.134 Although these guardians had also been denied 
the right of free choice over the primary school for their children during 
the Baltia regime, a  er the dissolution of Eupen-Malmedy, at least one 
parent had nurtured the hope that his right to choose the education of his 
child would now be respected. In 1925, the city council in Eupen thwarted 
this hope. It demanded that the family move to the Roman Catholic par-
ish to which the French-speaking school belonged.135 It does not come as 
a surprise, then, that the city council was eager to support the minister 
in his prohibition one year later.136 Whereas guardians all over Belgium 
had the right to choose a primary school for their children, either in Bel-
gium or across Belgium’s state border lines, German-speaking guardians 
in Eupen were not entitled to send their children to the local French-
speaking school.

Teaching a Foreign Language

Having dissected the ba  les over the closures of primary schools off er-
ing teaching in an unwanted language in the two case study borderlands, 
either in German in Polish Upper Silesia or in French in Eupen, we will 
now see how reducing teaching in an unwanted language could also be 
achieved by means of a second strategy: through foreign language training.

In 1926, the decision of Polish authorities to fi nally make use of a pro-
vision outlined in the Minority Treaty to require the state language to be 
taught in minority schools was also implemented in Polish Upper Silesia. 
It became the practice to off er pupils Polish from the third year in primary 
school onwards. This lasted until 1929, when the Polish Ministry of Edu-
cation decided to postpone Polish language learning until the fi  h year 
on the grounds that the children should have a good command of their 
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mother tongue fi rst.137 German minority organisations, in turn, asked Pol-
ish authorities in vain to begin teaching Polish earlier in German-speaking 
schools, arguing that German-speaking Polish citizens also needed to speak 
good Polish.138

In a city like Eupen, by contrast, the dynamics in negotiations over for-
eign language learning were more complicated, as they referred to the de-
tailed regulations and variety of practices in other places within Belgium 
at the time. By taking a stance on foreign language training, the city coun-
cil of Eupen aimed to fi ght a ba  le about the kind of space it was to take 
within the Belgian Kingdom. The city council did not want to fi nd itself in 
a similar situation to that of the schools in Brussels and municipalities on 
language borders because it had seen that the right to a German education 
had been reversed there in the fi rst half of the 1920s. It therefore demanded 
the same status as Flanders, where language regulations had a permanent 
character. In 1926, it asked the Belgian minister responsible for education, 
the Flemish socialist Camille Huysmans, whether Baltia’s special measure 
to start foreign language education in the fi rst year remained in force a  er 
the region was integrated into the province of Liège. In a more detailed 
interpretation of Article 20 of the 1914 law, the minister adhered to the lan-
guage regulations in Brussels and municipalities along language borders 
and suggested that a foreign language in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith 
and Malmedy could not be taught before the third year of primary school. 
All the schools were to erase it from their fi rst- and second-year curricula. 
But the city council of Eupen decided to disregard the suggestion and to 
maximise the freedom provided by the Belgian municipality law. It voted 
to off er French in its German-speaking primary schools from the fi  h year 
onwards for fi ve hours a week, just as Dutch-speaking schools in Flanders 
did.139 Nowhere else in Belgium did primary school teachers see the be-
ginning of their second language training programmes change from the 
fi rst to the fi  h year in the course of only eight years.

Interestingly, the French-speaking school in Eupen also went against 
the ministerial suggestion.140 The 1930–1931 school curriculum shows that 
pupils still had one hour of German conversation in their fi rst year. The 
school started foreign language learning not only earlier than every other 
school in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, but also ear-
lier than any other school in Belgium. Paradoxically enough, they kept 
in force a special measure that Baltia had introduced to make German 
speakers speak French, merely by introducing it in their school out of 
consistency.141

It is impossible to retrace the motivation behind this decision, as the 
school, including its archive, was set on fi re during the German inva-
sion in 1940.142 But if we compare its practice with what happened in 
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Polish Upper Silesia, its motives can be understood. Just as German mi-
nority organisations asked Polish authorities to start teaching children in 
German-speaking schools Polish earlier, because German-speaking Pol-
ish citizens also needed to speak good Polish, children in the French-
speaking school were also to learn the prevailing language in their daily 
social environment, German, without endangering the dominant position 
of the French language. Such a supposition seems plausible and shows 
the school to be a forerunner of bilingualism in a country where other 
French-speaking schools had only occasionally started to off er Dutch on a 
voluntary basis from the fi  h year. It is a more logical explanation than the 
improbable notion that a school set up for civil servants migrating to the 
border region decided to continue teaching in German from the fi rst year 
(a consequence of Baltia’s measure to nationalise borderland children by 
making them speak French) out of an indiff erent stance towards the use of 
languages. Any argument, moreover, that a nation-state of the masses was 
to include children with diff erent mother tongues in its ranks does not 
apply to this school, which was a  ended by the children of well-educated 
French-speaking parents.143

Language Learning in Practice

The introduction of an abundance of regulations on the access of border-
land pupils to schools within and beyond the borderlands, as well as the 
closure of certain schools, along with their (foreign) language learning, 
failed to comprehensively secure language learning conditions in Polish 
Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt-Vith and Malmedy. Whereas 
in Polish Upper Silesia, Silesian authorities chose the power strategy of 
forceful domination in order to force improved conditions for Polish lan-
guage learning upon primary schools, in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith 
and Malmedy, Belgian state representatives put their hopes in the preven-
tive power strategies that had come to consolidate the Belgian Kingdom 
throughout the late nineteenth and early twentieth century in order to 
integrate borderland schools into the Belgian school system.

Polish Upper Silesia

In Polish Upper Silesia, both Polish and German nationalists displayed 
their interest in, and concern over, the everyday school context in which 
the language learning of borderland pupils took place. A journalist who 
wrote for the Polish nationalist newspaper Western Poland (Polska Zachod-
nia) visiting a primary school teacher on the occasion of a school festival in 
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Pawełki, a small village in the Lubliniec district, was full of admiration for 
the diffi  cult job the Polish teacher was undertaking:

Cracks, holes, and full of mud, into which the axles of our carriage sank. Surely 
such a godforsaken backwater dump, and such a road as the one leading to 
Pawełki, can only be found somewhere in the tundra of deepest Siberia. . . . 
Here in this isolated spot a few kilometres from the German border, a Polish 
song was pealing out like a battle cry announcing to the enemy that we are 
vigilant, that we won’t forsake the land we come from.144 I was cha  ing for a while 
with the children. I was surprised that they were so daring, resolute and as-
sertive, and the older ones could speak Polish with the correct pronunciation. 
‘What is your name?’ I asked one kid, maybe six years old, with a nice rosy 
face. ‘Zelfi k,’ he responded resolutely. ‘Tell me, Zelfi k,’ I asked him, ‘what did 
you get from Santa Claus?’ ‘A horse,’ he replied enthusiastically. ‘Maybe it was 
a cow?’ I joked. ‘No, the cow calved at Christmas time,’ he said in his dialect. 
What a good-hearted kid! I le   the village thrilled by this pioneer of Polishness 
in this godforsaken dump, but there was nothing to envy him.145

In fact, teachers in Polish-speaking branches themselves called bilin-
gualism, which ‘still greatly fl ourishes at home and in the environment of 
the pupil’, the reason for a majority of the children’s inability to read and 
write at the end of their primary school education.146 The Polish-based 
members of the Regional Association of German Teachers (Landesver-
band Deutscher Lehrer und Lehrerinnen), which professed itself the bearer 
of German culture, also had their doubts. In their periodical, for example, 
they published an essay of a child of fourteen who had a  ended a Polish-
speaking school in order to openly lament the fact that the girl wrote Ger-
man while using Polish orthography.147

Provincial governor Michał Grażyński increased measures to gain more 
control over the language learning conditions of borderland pupils but met 
with resistance on all fronts. Soon, he faced ba  les over religion, teachers 
and textbooks. Religious space became the primary bone of contention 
between state offi  cials and clergymen. In 1930, for example, local priests in 
the city of Lubliniec allowed the school inspectorate to inspect the school 
but refused entrance to the church where religious classes, o  en held in 
Silesian or in a mixture of German and Polish, were taught.148 In 1931, 
on the other hand, a Polish priest in Koszęcin did not want to celebrate 
the fi rst communion of children a  ending the private German-speaking 
minority school, even though these children were Roman Catholic.149 
Grażyński continued to prefer immigrating Polish teachers over local tal-
ent, but the Silesian Parliament was able to reduce that infl ux by voting in 
favour of requiring immigrating female teachers to leave the profession 
upon their marriage.150

Grażyński also ordered new textbooks for his Polonisation campaign. 
The most well-known reading book for pupils in Polish Upper Silesia, Our 
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Readings (Nasze Czytanki), was compiled by Jan Żebrok, a teacher from 
former Galicia. The book was used in Polish and German teaching cur-
ricula, with the children in the la  er having to read selective parts.151 This 
textbook was not a signifi cant contribution to Zygmunt Mysłakowski’s 
inclusive pedagogy of diff erent cultures. Although the language was to 
be ‘beautiful, but accessible and understandable, especially for youth 
living in Upper Silesia’, Silesian was not to play more than an auxiliary 
role in order to enable pupils to learn proper Polish.152 Set out in the old-
fashioned Galician pedagogical tradition, the book resembled an ency-
clopaedia, with texts from local newspapers, legends, Upper Silesian au-
thors, and Polish literature classifi ed from easy to more diffi  cult.153

In his self-composed story ‘The Joy of School’, Żebrok wrote from the 
perspective of a pupil:

In front of me sits Władek, whose father is an engineer. How beautifully he 
speaks Polish! Every once in a while, he says ‘Of course!’, ‘Indeed!’ or ‘Yes, sir!’. 
You know, Dad, I really like it when somebody speaks Polish so beautifully. 
But I am also learning, because my teacher also speaks beautifully. And when 
I grow up, I will also be an engineer or an army offi  cer. ‘Why not?’ said my 
father. ‘You can be who you want to be, but you’ll have to study hard! Thank 

FIGURE 4.1. New textbooks, such as Our Readings (Nasze Czytanki) compiled by Jan Żebrok, 
were the most well-known products of the Polonisation campaign directed towards 

borderland pupils in Polish Upper Silesia in the late 1920s and early 1930s 
(copyright: The Silesian Library).
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god we now have Polish schools, so the son of a blue-collar worker can become 
somebody be  er.154

The textbooks of Grażyński’s Polonisation campaign were highly un-
popular. As parents were responsible for buying school textbooks, which 
many in times of economic hardship were unable to do, and with public 
fi nancial support remaining limited, the distribution of these textbooks 
was limited.155 When the teacher of a class preparing pupils for vocational 
school in Lubliniec (all aged between sixteen and eighteen) asked them to 
buy another textbook, Polish Readings, part 1, most only bought the book 
a  er the municipality administration made their parents pay fi nes of up to 
3 PLN.156 An unemployed father complained that the alphabet book he had 
bought for his son did not mention God: ‘it is like writing a book without 
a dot on the le  er i’.157 Until 1932, most of the primary school textbooks in 
use in Polish Upper Silesia had been fi rst published before 1918.158

The Regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy

German nationalists also expressed their indignation that many of the pri-
mary teachers in the regions of Eupen and Sankt Vith had not mastered 
the German language well enough. This led to situations in which, for 
example, ‘the children starting the third year know their mother tongue 
worse than they knew it in the fi rst year’.159 In the local press, it was re-
ported that pupils laughed when they noticed their school inspector had 
not mastered German, and lamented: ‘The form and face of the school are 
so o  en the face of a nation. As the school goes, so goes the country.’160

In their approach towards the language learning of borderland pupils, 
Belgian politicians tended to endorse a continuation of the preventive 
power strategy and le   the responsibility for education to the Catholic 
Church.161 The councils of Catholic-dominated individual municipalities 
within the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy were given the task 
of recruiting locally acceptable teachers, a strategy that eventually suc-
ceeded and led to the steady disappearance from newspapers of voices 
protesting against the quality of teaching.162 In addition, because the re-
gions of Eupen, Sankt-Vith and Malmedy were mostly composed of tradi-
tional families, with a male breadwinner and a stay-at-home mother who 
looked a  er the children, in contrast to Polish Upper Silesia, there was 
li  le to debate.

We will end this chapter with the alphabet book we began this book 
with: Joseph Lousberg’s Fibel, published in 1929.163 The book was commis-
sioned by the city council of Eupen following the decision of the Belgian 
minister responsible for education to forbid the import of textbooks from 
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Germany, owing to his belief that German historical narratives could en-
danger the upbringing of borderland pupils and that a majority of these 
books were not in accordance with the Belgian school curriculum. As is 
the case with Żebrok’s reading book composed for borderland pupils in 
Polish Upper Silesia, Lousberg’s book is not a culturally innovative cre-
ation. Instead, it is an eclectic mixture of elements from former Prussian 
textbooks, such as the Gothic alphabet and children’s illustrations, as well 
as a Belgian le  er-reading method of teaching the Latin alphabet. Far 
from comprehensive, the book did not make use of the best of the dif-
ferent teaching methods available. The anonymous pedagogue from the 
Rhineland, for example, called the book a missed opportunity to educate 
children through the method of art education (Kunsterziehung), which had 
fl ourished during the late years of the German Empire, because the im-
ages were not associated with the le  ers children were to learn.164 The sec-
retary general of the Christian People’s Party in Eupen, Stephan Gierets, 
in turn remarked: ‘Instead of introducing a German alphabet book here, 
[Lousberg] twisted the German alphabet book so much that everything is 
a mess and teachers can no longer do anything reasonable with it.’165

Conclusion

This chapter concentrated on language learning in primary schools in the 
two case study borderlands in the late 1920s and early 1930s. Language 
learning played a pivotal role in the process of recurving order in the bor-
derlands following changes to the state border line. This scaping of the 
border was analysed by means of key concepts from the framework of 
comparison presented in the second chapter. Through a reconstruction of 
systems of power in Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt 
Vith and Malmedy, with the help of the second (power and multiple loyal-
ties) and third (micro history within a multilayered context) axes of com-
parison, we came to see how diff erent the fragmented countries Poland 
and Belgium were at the time. Whereas in the new Polish state, power 
manifested itself through domination in an extra-legal constitutional re-
gime, in the old Belgian Kingdom, it took the shape of well-known pre-
ventive measures to ensure social stability in times of political volatility. 
These systems of power worked out diff erently in the two borderlands. 
Whereas in Polish Upper Silesia, in times of economic hardship, Polish 
state representatives were capable of reducing but not erasing the loyalty 
of inhabitants to a German former prince, in the regions of Eupen and 
Sankt Vith, the political retrocession scandal taught inhabitants to remain 
sceptical towards the Belgian state.
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The scaping of the border in primary schools through practices and dis-
courses impregnated with power initially aimed to reduce the infl uence 
of an unwanted language within each of the two case study borderlands. 
Both borderlands, in addition, functioned as the physical spaces where 
debates were held or control measures were installed that generated an 
impact far beyond their geographical area. The concept of human terri-
toriality (included in the fi rst axis of comparison) enabled us to see how 
institutions, teachers and parents in both Polish Upper Silesia and the re-
gions of Eupen, Sankt-Vith and Malmedy steered discussions towards the 
contradictions within language learning policies in order to not only test 
but also bend the limits  of a certain system of power. In both borderlands, 
the circulation of division within the system of power that obtained at the 
time in interwar Europe took a similar path.

The following similarities of borderland schooling were revealed 
during an analysis of language learning conditions and practices in Polish 
Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy in the 
1920s and the early 1930s. First, the systems of power applicable to Polish 
Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy were 
more dependent on geopolitical and internal political changes than else-
where in Poland and Belgium. In the mid-1920s, the systems of power ap-
plicable to Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy changed under the infl uence of changes in international coop-
eration and politics at a national level. Owing to the Locarno Agreements, 
Belgian state representatives needed to respect the stability of the German 
western border and could not sell the regions of Eupen and Sankt Vith 
to Germany. At the same time, the capability of the international order to 
protect Polish sovereignty in Polish Upper Silesia weakened.

Second, both Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt 
Vith and Malmedy became the physical places where discussions were 
held over language learning that proved crucial for much wider social 
networks within Poland, Germany, Belgium and the League of Nations. 
It was in these border regions that an ensemble of human relations in-
teracting with the material and immaterial reality of language learning 
combined to achieve the ‘greatest possible autonomy’, as Claude Raff estin 
described in his multi-perspective programme on human territoriality.166

Borderland inhabitants were also eager to point out inconsistencies and 
contradictions within the system of power applicable to them because their 
positions turned out to be more negotiable than elsewhere in the country. 
In both borderlands, this resulted in a collective obsession to improve ex-
isting or introduce additional legal rules. As a consequence, borderland 
pupils experienced much more control than pupils growing up elsewhere. 
These control measures could not, however, prevent borderland schools 
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from experiencing the excesses of systems that defi ned a nation through 
its language. This was the case in Poland, Germany, and even Belgium, 
where French remained privileged over Dutch and German in language 
regulations for primary education.

The independent Swiss pedagogue Wilhelm Maurer was made re-
sponsible for indicating the prevailing language of Silesian children, but 
even he ended up defi ning children as being bilingual. Moreover, the 
French-speaking school in the German-speaking zone of former Eupen-
Malmedy provided German language lessons from the fi rst year onwards 
(the only school in Belgium to do so), despite an existing regulation op-
posing this practice. These are examples of how the outcome of the spiral-
ling division of power was not a stable solution but a collapse of meaning. 
The kinds of solutions on off er diff ered. Whereas in Poland, authorities 
increased measures of control over language learning and fuelled ba  les 
over governance, in Belgium, local teachers were relied upon to combine 
traditionalism with pedagogical expertise in order to reduce tensions. In 
Germany, out of fear that the German nation would lose what it perceived 
as its children, science was used to pathologise bilingualism and to dis-
miss as inferior the German language teaching on off er in borderlands. 
Chapter fi ve will show how systems of power changed when the League 
of Nations ceased to play a decisive role in Silesian school politics, how 
Polish and Belgian authorities took pains to bring new pedagogical meth-
ods to the borderlands, and how more a  ention was paid to the role of 
teachers in pupils’ language learning.
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Notes for this chapter begin on page 189.

Chapter 5

A UNIVERSAL CHILDHOOD

(

A universal childhood refers to the conviction that all children should enjoy 
an equitable childhood experience irrespective of their social background. 
However, concrete ideas on what a universal childhood should look like 
are numerous and varied. Articulating the norms and values according 
to which children are to be brought up, these ideas are impregnated in 
supranational, transnational, national and regional contexts, causing the 
notion of universal childhood to acquire a diff erent understanding in dif-
ferent systems of power, and causing confl icts over interpretations and 
implementations. This chapter compares how various ideas on universal 
childhood articulated at supranational, national and local levels inter-
played in the policies towards, and experiences of, borderland pupils in 
Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy 
at a moment in time when a majority of Polish and Belgian policymakers 
fi nally supported the idea that a universal childhood in the fi eld of educa-
tion meant something more than issuing a law on compulsory a  endance. 
Did language learning enable borderland pupils to become more equal to 
pupils receiving their education elsewhere in Poland or Belgium?

Universal childhood in the interwar years is usually associated with 
the Declaration of the Rights of the Child, a document published by the 
International Save the Children Union (l’Union Internationale de Secours 
aux Enfants), and adopted by the League of Nations in 1924, which gath-
ered initiatives with the aim of protecting children in need in diff erent 
countries of Europe a  er the First World War. This declaration empha-
sised protection and welfare, stipulating that ‘the child that is sick must 
be nursed’, and ‘the child must be the fi rst to receive relief in times of 
distress’.1 Other sentences went beyond the typical bounds of a charita-
ble organisation, although they remained needs-based: ‘The child must be 
given the means requisite for its normal development, both materially and 
spiritually’, and ‘The child must be brought up in the consciousness that 
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its talents must be devoted to the service of its fellow men.’ Even at the 
time, the declaration was heavily criticised for its limited scope. For exam-
ple, Janusz Korczak, the famous doctor, pedagogue, writer and director of 
a Jewish orphanage in Warsaw, deemed it ‘only an appeal of good will, a 
request for more understanding’.2

More infl uential for borderland pupils in Polish Upper Silesia and 
Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy were changes implemented at a national 
level. Both in Poland and Belgium, new educational laws and pedagogical 
reforms were created in order to support children during their language 
learning process and overcome the contradictions and inconsistencies 
known at the time in existing systems of power. However, widely di-
verging interpretations on how a universal childhood related to language 
learning in primary schools reigned in Poland and Belgium. Whereas a 
new educational law in Poland provoked confl ict over language learn-
ing, in Belgium, measures were implemented in order to prevent such 
confl icts.

The new Polish educational law of 1932 (o  en referred to as the Jędrze-
jewicz law a  er the minister responsible for its dra  ing and implemen-
tation, Janusz Jędrzejewicz) foregrounded Polish as the language of the 
nation, and established a primary school curriculum without foreign lan-
guage training. This led to a further decline in the number of primary 
schools off ering teaching in a language other than Polish across the coun-
try. Although the idea was to establish a centralised seven-year primary 
school system throughout Poland, the economic crisis meant that schools 
in many villages could not off er the entire curriculum, which, as a result, 
cut children off  from further educational opportunities.3 In the case of Pol-
ish Upper Silesia, this new law aimed to encourage borderland pupils to 
be educated in Polish instead of German. However, this did not prevent 
confl icts over language learning in primary schools, but instead redirected 
contradictions and inconsistencies in the system of power to new topics. 
It created other front lines of ba  les over human territoriality, but the dy-
namics of the power struggle remained similar to those in the years before 
(1926–1932).

In a similar spirit to the Jędrzejewicz law in Poland, Flemish national-
ists wanted ‘their’ children to be taught in ‘their’ language on ‘their’ lands, 
although they never had the ambition of establishing a primary school 
system without foreign language training on off er. The new educational 
law issued in Belgium in 1932 was a compromise between these Flemish 
nationalist demands, a majority of the other Belgian statesmen (with dif-
fering ideas among themselves), and the reality of language use in the city 
of Brussels and municipalities along the census-defi ned linguistic border 
line. In Wallonia and Flanders, the language of instruction was no lon-
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ger to be the mother tongue of a child, but the language of the region. In 
Brussels and along the linguistic border line, however, the principle that 
children were to receive their primary education in their mother tongue 
remained in place.4 As we will see, in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy, these legal changes, generated by a democratic regime entrust-
ing municipalities with their implementation, successfully responded to 
the needs of borderland inhabitants and relieved the confl ict over human 
territoriality. Guardians in the region of Malmedy, for example, could 
change the language of instruction in primary schools from French, a lan-
guage installed during the Baltia regime, to German.

By the middle of the chapter, the reader should be convinced that bor-
derland pupils in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy had more 
benefi cial language learning conditions than children living elsewhere in 
Belgium, or in Polish Upper Silesia. He or she may even consider the solu-
tion for these borderland pupils a much more eff ective alternative than the 
solution to protect national minorities applicable to Polish Upper Silesia 
at the time, where the role of supranational control weakened a  er Ger-
many had le   the League of Nations in 1933. However, it is argued that 
the a  itude of Belgian statesmen towards their borderland pupils came at 
a certain cost. Whereas Belgian authorities chose to create a legal frame-
work that prevented confrontations over language decisions in primary 
education, Polish authorities put more of their hope in shaping the human 
behaviour of borderland pupils, parents, teachers and clergymen (and 
thus working on styles of teaching and learning along the ‘fourth face’ 
of power, as defi ned in the second axis of the framework of comparison).

Polish statesmen and scientists had a greater interest in proliferating 
reform pedagogy than their Belgian counterparts, because this could align 
with Sanacja’s vision of state upbringing. With the purpose being to make 
state upbringing (the ideology that was to guarantee a social revolution 
within the independent Polish state) successful in Polish Upper Silesia, 
methods of teaching and learning, it was believed, needed to be adjusted 
to the living conditions of the borderland child, so that the individual child 
could become the means to consolidate the Polish nation. The conviction 
that rural children all over Poland, including in Polish Upper Silesia, had 
the ‘right to be a child’ became the argument to claim rural children for the 
Polish nation.5 As a result, the Silesian child was problematised and typ-
ifi ed by scientists as needing the cure of professional caregivers, such as 
teachers, pedagogues and psychologists. In the mid-1930s, the borderland 
of Polish Upper Silesia turned into a space where scientists experimented 
with new methodologies and discovered new opportunities to approach 
local children. The borderlands became a resource. Whereas borderland 
pupils in Polish Upper Silesia enjoyed the devoted commitment of sci-
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entists and teachers wishing to get to know their language learning con-
ditions and improve them, borderland pupils in the regions of Eupen, 
Sankt Vith and Malmedy were largely ignored. A systematic comparison 
of the infl uence of reform pedagogy on language learning in the two case 
study borderlands enables us to come to see what Robert Musil has called 
Möglichkeitssinn (the sense of the possible).6 By situating a certain devel-
opment alongside an alternative one, we can come to discern how the past 
could have looked diff erent had another path been taken.7

It is not that reform pedagogy was less present in Belgium than in 
Poland. In fact, the curriculum reform of 1936 put the child, instead of 
the teaching content, at the centre of the everyday school context as the 
solution to a pedagogisation of the masses. Inspired by Belgium’s most 
infl uential reform pedagogue and medical doctor, Ovide Decroly, the 
programme suggested that since children experience their social environ-
ment as a whole, teaching needed to be concentrated on specifi c topics of 
interests, instead of being split up into diff erent topics. However, Roman 
Catholic Church authorities had a decisive say in the organisation of pri-
mary education in Belgium, and banned the programme out of fear that 
ideas of progress would lead to an alienation with tradition and seed rev-
olutionary thoughts in the masses. Such tendencies needed to be cured 
by means of strong dogmatic Catholic pedagogy aimed at repression and 
moral reorientation. As was the case in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith 
and Malmedy, all primary schools were Catholic, and it was Catholic ped-
agogy that set the tone. Locked in a dogmatic form of Christocentrism 
exalted ‘above and outside of time’, this pedagogy resisted all a  empts to 
individualise and empower pupils.8 Infl uential Catholic pedagogy very 
o  en le   unquestioned borderland pupils’ styles of learning (as was the 
case in many other places in Belgium). In the regions of Eupen, Sankt 
Vith and Malmedy, changing the mentalities and a  itudes of teachers and 
children was the last thing on the minds of Belgian policymakers, teach-
ers and priests. Providing young inhabitants with a universal childhood 
experience could not serve the purpose of overturning social relations. 
Despite the introduction of male universal suff rage, the traditional aris-
tocratic elite managed to uphold its privileged social position in Belgium 
and keep the democratisation of political life under control.9 Belgian 
policymakers and the Catholic Church, moreover, respected the modus 
vivendi they had worked out in 1914, when Catholic schools were state 
subsidised without having to accept state interference in their function-
ing. The systematic comparison off ered in this chapter will reveal how in 
the interwar years either pedagogical innovation or its complete rejection 
were possible paths, and how these paths could even co-exist within one 
country. Marc Depaepe, Maurits De Vroede and Frank Simon observed of 
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the 1936 Belgian curriculum reform: ‘It seems that there was an inevitable 
gap between the idealistic context of the innovation on the one hand and 
the sociohistorical reality in which it had to be implemented on the other. 
Such a discrepancy is, perhaps, perennial rather than unique in the history 
of education.’10

Apart from the diff erences characterising the language learning con-
ditions of borderland pupils in Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of 
Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, two important similarities stood out. 
Both the transnational interest of Germany and geopolitics challenged the 
language learning of pupils in the two case study borderlands. By the mid-
1930s, a major aim of their German neighbour was the unifi cation of all 
the people considered German into one empire.11 As a result, Germany 
increased material donations to support the German language learning 
of borderland pupils. Whereas the Geneva Convention facilitated an 
open fl ow of material support across the border to Polish Upper Silesia 
until 1937, the absence of a similar regulation in the case of the regions 
of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy meant that the material support from 
Germany had to remain hidden to the Belgian public eye (and, until now, 
also to historians).

Another similarity lay in the fact that the two case study borderlands 
no longer played a crucial role in international politics themselves. Polish 
authorities, freed from their supranational obligations towards German 
speakers in Polish Upper Silesia a  er 1937, could now deny the right of 
German-speaking guardians to determine the mother tongue of their chil-
dren.12 The fact that the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy were 
treated as potential currency to pay off  the security of the Belgian main-
land in the near future, on the other hand, meant that the Belgian state 
had also become as good as indiff erent towards the language learning of 
its borderland pupils. Each of these elements will now be discussed and 
compared in greater detail.

Geopolitics and the State Border Line

The National Socialists’ seizure of power in Germany in 1933 subverted 
the international mechanism of minority protection on the European con-
tinent.13 Nazism repudiated the Enlightenment values of freedom and 
equality, and heralded a dictatorial regime based on violence, racism and 
antisemitism. Back in Versailles, Germany had been considered a civilised 
state – in contrast to Eastern European states – and, as a result, had not 
been put under systematic supranational supervision over the way it 
treated Jews or non-German-speaking inhabitants on most of its lands, 
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with the exception of German Upper Silesia.14 While German statesmen 
had favoured a more off ensive stance in international politics since the 
late 1920s, it was only in 1933 that Germany le   the League of Nations, 
started to re-militarise, and to aspire explicitly to the re-annexation of the 
lands outside its state border lines considered to have been lost through 
the Treaty of Versailles. Within the Weimar Republic, Germanness had 
been defi ned through a sharing of appropriable characteristics, such as 
language and culture (and sometimes also religion), but a  er 1933 that 
Germanness became related to physical elements.15 The German commu-
nity (Volksgemeinscha  ) was to be composed exclusively of people with the 
correct racial identity. Belonging to the Volk became more important than 
holding citizenship of a state.16 With legislative power being placed in the 
hands of the government, the executive had more opportunities to prolif-
erate this conviction.17

Poland

The Sanacja leadership reacted to these developments by annihilating the 
minority rights Poland had assured the League of Nations it would re-
spect until a uniform European framework for protecting minorities had 
been developed.18 Instead, a bilateral Polish-German non-aggression pact 
was signed in January 1934, which signifi cantly improved not only the 
economic relations between both countries, but also the treatment of the 
so-considered German national minority in places such as Polish Upper 
Silesia.19 In the same year, a compromise between Polish and German au-
thorities on primary education in Polish Upper Silesia was signed, deter-
mining more favourable language learning conditions (a ma  er that will 
receive more detailed a  ention below) until the Geneva Convention was 
phased out in 1937.20 A Polish state detached from most of its suprana-
tional obligations and more inclined towards Germany played into the 
hands of the National Socialists. Hitler considered a war with Stalin to 
be inevitable and envisioned Poland as forming a protective buff er zone 
between the German Reich and the Soviet Union. Throughout the 1930s, 
eff orts were put into preparing the Reich for a comprehensive solution 
beyond its eastern border, instead of focusing solely on a possible annex-
ation of the Polish regions that used to be German lands.21 Shortly a  er the 
German annexation of the Sudetenland in October 1938, Hitler demanded 
the annexation of the free city of Gdańsk and a connection road to East 
Prussia through the Polish Corridor, but did not yet intend to interfere 
with the sovereignty of Polish Upper Silesia.22 Polish politicians acted 
opportunistically during the reshuffl  e of international power relations. 
Once Czechoslovakia was weakened a  er losing territories to Germany, 
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the Polish army invaded the Czech part of Silesia, and stayed there until 
Poland, including Polish Upper Silesia, was a  acked by the German army 
in September 1939.23

Belgium

On its western borders, Germany’s re-militarisation sparked discomfort 
among Belgian politicians. They feared a repeat of the scenario of 1914: 
that France and Germany would enter into a military confrontation, and 
that Belgium would face the consequences. In 1935, France did indeed 
sign a treaty of mutual assistance with the Soviet Union, se  ing in stone 
the fact that Germany would face a war on both fronts were it to engage in 
military expansion.24 One year later, Germany did indeed violate the Lo-
carno Treaties and put German troops on the German side of the Belgian-
German border, in the Rhineland. In the spring of 1936, the Belgian King-
dom found itself caught between a le  ist French neighbour allied with 
communist Russia and an expansionist Germany. It was at this unfavour-
able moment that the quadrennial parliamentary elections were scheduled 
to be held. These caused a landslide in political power relations, with par-
ties denouncing parliamentary democracy a  aining almost a quarter of the 
votes, some of them condemning Belgium’s vassalage towards France.25 
Belgian foreign policymakers found in the Polish-German non-aggression 
pact a source of inspiration.26 Embarking on a neutral course, they buried 
their promise to off er France military assistance in the case of a German 
invasion and started bilateral negotiations with Germany.27 In 1937, Ger-
many declared that it would respect Belgium’s neutrality and guarantee 
the Belgian state border lines, a promise it repeated as late as August 1939, 
a  er Germany had swallowed up Czechoslovakia and found itself on the 
verge of war with Poland, but broke in May 1940.28

Interestingly, the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy were sys-
tematically kept out of the bilateral talks in the late 1930s. The Belgian 
Ambassador in Germany, Viscount Jacques Davignon, for example, had 
suggested to the Belgian Ministry of Foreign Aff airs that a mixed com-
mission modelled on the Geneva Convention would enable the Belgian 
government to exert more control over cultural activities in the regions 
of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, but his idea never made it to the Bel-
gian-German negotiation table.29 Both German and Belgian state repre-
sentatives considered the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy as 
currency to pay off  an upcoming geopolitical deal. Within Germany, the 
thought of buying these regions started to circulate again, whereas among 
Belgian diplomats the idea of giving these up if that could save the politi-
cal independence of the kingdom gained ground.30
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During the negotiations, Germany displayed a double strategy towards 
the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy. Offi  cially, it held back 
its claim to sovereignty, but, unoffi  cially, it increased fi nancial and ma-
terial sponsoring of political and cultural activities in these borderlands. 
Whereas Flemish pro-German cultural organisations could openly count 
on fi nancial support from Germany, organisations in the regions of Eupen, 
Sankt Vith and Malmedy received money in secret.31 Financial support for 
German-minded organisations in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy had already amounted to 60,000 German marks yearly at the 
end of the 1920s, but by the end of the 1930s, this yearly sum had increased 
to 113,200 DM, the equivalent of 765,000 USD in 2015.32 The coordinator 
of most of that aid was the German civil servant Franz Thedieck, who 
cooperated closely with the VDA, but also coordinated the work of other 
German organisations.33 In 1934, he formulated his mission as ‘a politics 
in the service of Germanisation, calm and cautious, working in the long 
term, as that is essential in the region of Eupen-Malmedy’.34 German aid 
was eagerly consumed by those borderland inhabitants who had become 
disillusioned a  er it had been revealed that Belgian statesmen covertly 
considered the Belgian-German state border line negotiable while openly 
demanding that the borderland population be loyal to the Belgian state. 
When more than 90 per cent of the population of Saarland (then under a 
League of Nations mandate) opted for inclusion in Nazi Germany instead 
of France in a 1935 referendum (which had been scheduled in the Treaty of 
Versailles), the Belgian Ambassador in Germany predicted that the signif-
icant majority in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy would be 
willing to declare in favour of Hitler’s Germany in the near future.35 But he 
turned out to be wrong; in 1939, revisionists failed to achieve their goal of 
achieving the absolute majority in the parliamentary elections.36

New Educational Laws

The situation of borderland schools in Polish Upper Silesia and the re-
gions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy changed not only under the 
infl uence of geopolitical power reshuffl  ings, but also as a result of long-
awaited educational reforms meant to guarantee children a universal, 
modern childhood.

Poland

In Poland, the Sanacja regime tackled primary education policy a  er it 
had ensured a complete takeover of power. In 1932, the Polish Minister 
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responsible for education, Janusz Jędrzejewicz, introduced a major re-
form.37 Most signifi cantly, it established a centralised system of secular 
primary schooling all over Poland, consisting of seven years of education. 
Owing to limited fi nancial means, only the fi rst four years were on off er 
in village schools, and the later three years only in municipality or city 
schools. Because many pupils switched a  er the fi rst four years to Polish-
speaking evening classes for working pupils instead of having to com-
mute, the educational law limited the social advance of rural children and 
caused a further reduction in the number of minority schools off ering 
teaching in a language other than Polish.38 In addition, placing public and 
private schools under the same law caused private schools – which were 
more numerous among minority schools – to face more legal regulations, 
regulations they o  en could not fulfi l, and which led to their closure.39 All 
teachers employed in state and private schools, for example, needed to 
hold Polish citizenship.40

Another important characteristic of the Jędrzejewicz law was that from 
1932 onwards, primary school children following the Polish-speaking cur-
riculum in Poland were not obliged to receive foreign language training 
(although a foreign language could be taught as a supplementary course 
in the two highest classes).41 Meanwhile, children all over Poland receiv-
ing education in a language other than Polish, such as those following the 
German-speaking curriculum in Polish Upper Silesia, needed to learn Pol-
ish from the third class onwards,42 but a specifi c number of hours was not 
prescribed; the law required ‘a precise knowledge of the state language’ 
to be acquired.43

The fi nal important element of the law was the dominance of the Polish 
state over religious practices in schools, prescribing, for example, the right 
of school principals to intervene in all religious activities taking place in 
their schools. It was Jędrzejewicz’s conviction that religion should not in-
fl uence the functioning of public institutions or sit in moral judgement on 
citizens.44 The Catholic Church in Poland continued to ba  le areligious 
education, based on a statement made by Pope Pius XI in 1929 against 
pedagogical neutrality.45

Polish Upper Silesia

Although Polish Upper Silesia enjoyed autonomy in educational mea-
sures, and Sanacja supporters never achieved a majority in the Silesian 
Parliament, the Jędrzejewicz reform was implemented here in 1932.46 De-
spite the protests of Silesian parliamentarians and the Catholic Church, 
Voivode Michał Grażyński was able to introduce this Polish law in the 
autonomous border region by making use of a careless formulation in 
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the Organic Statute of the Silesian Voivodeship of 1920.47 His decision an-
nulled the voivodeship’s autonomy in most domains related to education 
and bypassed the decision-making capacity of the Silesian Parliament. 
Instead of the Silesian Parliament, the Polish Parliament became more in-
volved, but national minorities here held li  le sway. The political party 
that had defended their interests, the Union of National Minorities (Blok 
Mniejszości Narodowych), had ceased to play a political role in 1930, 
when the elections gave the Sanacja regime the majority of the votes.48 
Moreover, a  er the death of Józef Piłsudski in 1935, the elected assembly 
saw its infl uence reduced and Poland began to be run autocratically by a 
small group of people who had closely cooperated with the former mar-
shal and who endorsed the ex-combatant myth of those whose military 
eff ort had brought about the resurrection of the state in 1918.49

The new legal framework could not prevent the re-emergence of a 
power struggle over language learning between supranational, national 
and regional historical actors, but merely redirected such struggles. A rep-
etition of the power struggle over human territoriality from earlier years 
was the result. These ba  les were o  en won by the historical actor who 
could aff ord the highest fi nancial injection; money continued to play a 
crucial role in the spatialisation of power.50

The fi rst inconsistency in the new system of power applicable to Polish 
Upper Silesia concerned the bilateral Polish-German compromise of 1934, 
which failed in its a  empts to resolve the issue of competition among pu-
pils for access to specifi c schools, which had escalated between 1926 and 
1932. As part of this compromise, the need for parents to fi ll in language 
declarations was abandoned, and language exams were re-established 
and made compulsory for every child wanting to receive teaching in Ger-
man. A joint examining commi  ee staff ed by representatives of the Sile-
sian Voivodeship Offi  ce and the Volksbund tested whether a child knew 
enough German to benefi t from taking its courses in German. In reality, 
however, inconsistencies were simply duplicated. Among the pupils tak-
ing the language exam in 1936, for example, were thirteen-year-old Wil-
helm Papon and nine-year-old Alfred Stanko. Their parents wanted them 
to change from the public Polish-speaking school in Koszęcin to the private 
German-speaking school in the same village.51 The joint examining com-
mi  ee could not come to a decision as to whether the boys knew German 
well enough to benefi t from education in German, and therefore repeated 
the solution developed at the end of the 1920s. It brought in an impar-
tial examiner, this time from Austria, whose function was similar to the 
one Wilhelm Maurer had held before.52 When Wilhelm Papon and Alfred 
Stanko retook the exam in front of the Austrian pedagogue, they failed.53 
Between 1933 and 1937, the percentage of pupils passing the tests fell by 
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7 per cent each year.54 Interestingly, however, the private German-speak-
ing school of Koszęcin did not experience a decline in the number of pu-
pils. Smaller German minority schools in the Lubliniec district needed to 
close their doors, but their pupils could commute to the Koszęcin private 
school in a school bus paid for by the owner of the school, the Prince of 
Hohenlohe.55 As a result, the number of children a  ending his school 
doubled in 1934 from 63 to 137, steadily increased to 142 in 1935, and 
remained at that level until 1937.56 German-speaking schools were able 
to resist a signifi cant reduction in the number of private schools owing to 
the material welfare of pupils’ parents and the fi nancial and material sup-
port sent from Germany.57 In Polish Upper Silesia, moreover, the Geneva 
Convention remained in force until 1937, thanks to which the number of 
German-speaking schools declined more slowly than those in Greater Po-
land and Pomerania.58

The second inconsistency in the new system of power applicable to 
Polish Upper Silesia was noticeable in the school curriculum. The stan-
dardisation of the school curriculum throughout Poland meant that the 
primary school curriculum in Polish Upper Silesia was reduced from 
eight to seven years. In the Lubliniec bilingual school, a seven-year and 
an eight-year curriculum were introduced within the Polish learning 
branch – the eight-year one being paid for by Silesian authorities. Within 
the German-speaking branch, however, only a seven-year curriculum re-
mained.59 As there was no longer a law applicable to the eight-year cur-
riculum of primary schooling, neither the Volksbund nor pupils’ parents 
could demand from the voivodeship permission to organise the eighth 
year of schooling. 

The third inconsistency arose when the Polish government’s budget 
for education shrank as a result of the economic recession, merely a year 
a  er the Jędrzejewicz law had come into force.60 As a result, from early 
on Polish policymakers needed to lower their ambitions when it came 
to a  racting pupils in Polish Upper Silesia to Polish-speaking schools. It 
was decided that these children were to start primary school at the age of 
seven, as was the case in the rest of Poland, instead of continuing to start 
at the age of six.61 The budget cuts happened precisely at the moment 
when the children of the postwar demographic boom started to fi ll the 
schools. In the Lubliniec school, for example, 720 pupils had a  ended the 
school in 1925–1926, but by 1932–1933 their number had already increased 
to 1,287.62 As many parents were used to sending their children to school 
at the age of six, this decision caused an exponential rise in the number 
of kindergartens, greater than elsewhere in Poland, which were paid for 
with regional public money from the Silesian Voivodeship, city councils, 
and private donors.63
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These are three examples of how money could considerably counter-
balance the universalisation of primary education understood as privileg-
ing the Polish language over other languages spoken in interwar Poland. 
Two other factors that could turn an inconsistency into a benefi t for bor-
derland children were Polish policymakers’ concerns regarding their 
country’s international relations and local protest. A  er the position of the 
League of Nations had been weakened, school inspectors throughout Pol-
ish Upper Silesia started to force teachers in German-speaking cur ricula 
to adhere to the Grabski law of 1924. This resulted in a reduction of the 
number of pupils receiving their entire school curriculum in a language 
other than Polish in schools not covered by Article 9 in the Minority Treaty 
(and hence de jure not in Polish Upper Silesia). School inspectors con-
cluded, for example, that the content of history classes provided in the 
German language was unsatisfactory and suggested that these classes be 
taught in Polish instead; however, the Polish government later allowed 
for these courses to be taught in German again, in order not to endanger 
Polish-German bilateral relations.64 In addition, the loudest criticisms of 
the Jędrzejewicz reform in Polish Upper Silesia did not concern language 
learning regulations, but rather the threat to reduce religious instruction 
from four to two hours a week, which eventually did not happen.65 The 
dominance of the Polish state over religious practices in schools was not 
as great in Polish Upper Silesia as elsewhere in Poland, one of the few ex-
ceptions being that a  er the implementation of the 1932 law schools could 
retain their Catholic status.66

Belgium

In Belgium, the universalisation of childhood by means of primary edu-
cation was understood diff erently than in Poland. The new educational 
law of 1932 standardising primary education was pushed for by Flem-
ish nationalists with intentions similar to those of Polish nationalists, but 
the law came about during a democratic decision-making procedure in 
which these Flemish nationalists were a minority. The law stated, fi rst, 
that the language spoken in a child’s social environment, whether that 
be in Wallonia or Flanders, would now be the language of instruction 
in primary schools, and not the child’s mother tongue. Second, foreign 
language training would now start from the fi  h year onwards.67 With 
the aim of creating two large monolingual regions within Belgium, the 
1932 education law in Belgium annulled the permanent status of French-
speaking schools in Flanders. If at least 30 per cent of the population in 
a municipality claimed to speak the non-dominant language, temporary 
(and not permanent, as had previously been the case) so-called trans-
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mutation classes could host their children from then on. In these classes, 
foreign language training was introduced from the third year onwards 
and the number of hours devoted to it increased over the years.

However, the introduction of these transmutation classes went against 
the idea of off ering similar conditions of language learning in Wallonia and 
in Flanders, as there was a lack of transmutation classes for Dutch-speaking 
children in Wallonia. The requirement to set up such classes had been 
expressed by the Flemish socialist politician Camille Huysmans in the dis-
cussions preceding the law’s passage, when the Liberal Party had defended 
the existence of permanent French-speaking schools in Flanders. How-
ever, afraid to ‘introduce bilingualism in Wallonia’, as the socialist Wallo-
nian politician Jules Destrée formulated it, he conceded that transforming 
the French-speaking schools outside of Wallonia with a permanent status 
into transmutation schools was a compromise that was preferable to the 
establishment of Dutch-speaking schools in Wallonia.68

Schools in Brussels and in municipalities along the language border 
(a mobile border established on the basis of the outcome of censuses or-
ganised every ten years in order to detect the mother tongue of inhabi-
tants) maintained the principle of mother tongue recruitment and off ered 
a more bilingual regime. Whereas the previous educational law of 1914 
had mentioned only that the language of instruction could diff er from the 
dominant language spoken in the children’s social environment, the new 
law stipulated that where 30 per cent of guardians wished their children 
to be educated in a language diff erent from the dominant language indi-
cated in the latest census, such education was required to be provided. 
Foreign language training was to start in the third year, with the option 
to apply for earlier foreign language training, which could be permi  ed 
by means of a Royal Decree. Although guardians were supposed to in-
dicate the mother tongue of their children, they o  en declared the lan-
guage in which they wanted their children to receive instruction. The 
language inspectors controlling the implementation of the law observed 
countless violations in this respect, but out of respect for the freedom of 
guardians in choosing a school for their children, no sanctions followed. 
Moreover, school buildings could o  en be made available for newly es-
tablished French-speaking, but not Dutch-speaking, classes, because the 
parents interested in the former were well represented in local politics.69 
The building of schools in Belgium remained the sole responsibility of 
municipalities until 1937, when it was entrusted to the state in order to en-
sure uniform standards.70 Belgian statesmen did not have the intention of 
creating a nationalised landscape by erecting school buildings. As a conse-
quence, schools in Brussels and in municipalities along language borders 
continued to play an important role in enabling Dutch-speaking children 
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to speak French fl uently – as opposed to enabling French-speaking chil-
dren to speak Dutch fl uently.71

The Regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy

The law did not convert the German-speaking zone earlier established by 
Herman Baltia into a third language region. However, it did include a 
clause specifying that in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy 
the government could allow for conditions departing from the rules out-
lined for children in Brussels and municipalities along the language bor-
der.72 Interestingly, nobody made use of that specifi c clause throughout the 
1930s.73 Although not specifi cally designed for the regions of Eupen, Sankt 
Vith and Malmedy, the law did resolve the public tensions over language 
learning from before and put an end to regional ba  les over language 
learning. It even allowed municipality schools in the French-speaking 
zone of former Eupen-Malmedy, encompassing inhabitants who had de-
clared themselves either French speakers or bilingual in Baltia’s language 
survey of 1920, to conduct the most consistent action against Francisation 
in the whole of Belgium. Baltia had dictated here that all pupils start their 
education in French, and this continued a  er the region lost its autono-
mous status in 1925.74 Municipalities could convert these French-speaking 
schools into schools off ering education in German, with French added as a 
foreign language in the third year of the school curriculum. A report com-
posed by students from Germany during their scientifi c fi eld trip to the 
regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy stated that in 1938 a majority 
of schools (thirteen out of twenty-one) had done so.75 A critical interpreta-
tion of that report is necessary, as, following Hitler’s assumption to power, 
pedagogical academies in Germany had been purifi ed of people hostile 
to the new regime.76 New pedagogical academies, established in German 
peripheral rural areas near state border lines, were engaged in gathering 
scientifi c proof that the inhabitants on the other side also belonged to the 
German Volk.77 In the absence of other sources, it is impossible to verify the 
report, but the simple fact remains that the Belgian state provided a legal 
framework in which this phenomenon was made possible.

The German-speaking children in the French-speaking zone of former 
Eupen-Malmedy appeared to be the true benefi ciaries of the Belgian Ed-
ucation Act of 1932. These inhabitants could group together to change 
their education from French, a language Baltia imposed on them with a 
clear nationalising aim in mind, to German, a language they preferred. 
No supranational institution was needed to enable borderland pupils in 
the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy to enjoy all the language 
learning conditions they wished for. Belgian policymakers themselves 
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went through a democratic decision-making procedure and provided 
borderland inhabitants with the legal framework to make such a change. 
An additional legal clause even stipulated that borderland inhabitants 
could have proposed yet another solution. These German-speaking pupils 
found themselves in a more advantageous situation than Dutch-speaking 
pupils in Brussels, for example, who had the right to open classes in Dutch 
for their children, but lacked the necessary school buildings.78 Indeed, in 
the villages around the city of Malmedy, Prussian authorities had already 
erected a suffi  cient number of school buildings.

Pedagogical Reforms

The new educational laws introduced in Poland and Belgium in 1932 
were not only diff erent, they also worked out diff erently in Polish Upper 
Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy. Whereas in 
Polish Upper Silesia, the Jędrzejewicz law merely redirected the ba  le 
over human territoriality to other topics, in the regions of Eupen, Sankt 
Vith and Malmedy, the new law unintentionally put an end to such bat-
tles. Along with the introduction of new educational laws, the systems of 
power applicable to Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt 
Vith and Malmedy were infl uenced by long awaited pedagogical reforms 
that were to enable children to enjoy a universal childhood. The idea that 
the language learning of pupils needed to be understood more broadly 
and encompass the social environment of the child, along with the be-
lief that styles of teaching and learning could guide human behaviour in 
a desired direction, notions already well developed in the German Em-
pire, now took hold in Poland and Belgium, but in ways that worked out 
more benefi cially for children in Polish Upper Silesia than in the regions 
of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy.

Polish Upper Silesia

In the 1930s, reform pedagogy was of pivotal importance to Polish states-
men. During his visit to Poland in 1935, even the Head of the International 
Offi  ce of Education in Geneva, the Swiss child psychologist Jean Piaget, 
was impressed by their eagerness to proliferate reform pedagogy.79 Re-
form pedagogy served their aim of moulding children into citizens who 
would endorse the Sanacja ideology. The Sanacja-supporting Minister of 
Education, Janusz Jędrzejewicz, for example, aimed to educate every child 
to become ‘a person capable of consciously taking part in collective social 
life’.80 The demographic boom predicted that social life could no longer be 
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dominated by the aristocratic elite. Sacrifi cing oneself for the state was to 
become the gateway to social advancement.81

In order to win the masses over to that vision, regional values were 
integrated into the teaching of the Polish language and culture.82 Region-
alism was not a tool to claim that Polish Upper Silesia was diff erent from, 
for instance, Mazovia or Pomerania, but to display how similar Polish 
Upper Silesia and its destiny were to the rest of the country. In Poland, 
scientists were convinced that state upbringing could come about only if it 
were grounded in the traditions of the various national minorities inhab-
iting Poland.83 They urged for research to be carried out on rural children 
because of what the infl uential Polish pedagogue Zygmunt Mysłakow-
ski called their ‘pivotal importance’ for the ‘future’ of the Polish nation.84 
Some of them started to research the living conditions of rural children in 
Polish Upper Silesia because they believed their fi ndings could help to im-
prove the children’s school results and future professional careers within 
Poland. Many of these scientists engaged local teachers in carrying out 
their experiments.85 Their enthusiasm led to a sprawl of initiatives both 
inside and outside research institutes, initiatives that shed some light on 
styles of teaching and learning in Polish Upper Silesia, but did not come to 
any broader conclusions.86 However, some of these studies deserve to be 
looked at in greater detail because they used scientifi c methodologies that 
were truly innovative in Europe at the time. In what follows, I shall show 
how styles of teaching and learning were discovered in the Polish Upper 
Silesia of the 1930s, and seek to establish reasons why these ground-
breaking scientifi c studies failed to generate societal change.

The fi rst group of studies was generated by scientists from Warsaw, 
who spent li  le time in Polish Upper Silesia, used research techniques they 
felt familiar with, and published their results in general Polish scientifi c 
journals or Varsovian publishing houses. A Polish sociologist, Zygmunt 
Gryń, sent out questionnaires for pupils to teachers in Polish-speaking 
schools. His analysis revealed that a majority of the children did not do 
their homework or preferred to do it at school, because they considered 
the conditions at home inadequate, they needed to perform physical la-
bour, they were hungry, or they did not have anything to write with.87

Dr Konstanty Sobolski, a teacher at a Polish-speaking state seminary for 
boys south of Katowice, composed a typology of a Silesian rural child and 
submi  ed it to a writing competition for teachers organised by Stanisław 
Mariusz Studencki and Maria Librachowa. The la  er was a leading child 
psychologist who had received her training in pedagogy in Brussels in the 
fi rst decade of the twentieth century.88 Inspired by German psychologi-
cal research, the psychologists believed that the natural environment in 
which rural children grew up had an infl uence on their minds and could 
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explain why their school results were worse than those of children grow-
ing up in cities.89 They aimed at generating a ‘psychological characteristic 
of a rural child’:

If you want to get into the mind of a rural child, you need to take into consid-
eration his defi ning characteristics. However, this indication is only the starting 
point, the moment of approaching the child’s mind. Further roads may divide 
into two opposite directions, depending on what we intend to achieve. There-
fore, it will either be deemed necessary to maintain and nurture these charac-
teristics as individualizing characteristics, and therefore both the programme 
and teaching method should be oriented towards concretism and practicism, 
avoiding abstraction and theorisation; or, alternatively, we should seek to stim-
ulate and strengthen the weakened functions of the mind, as long as we rec-
ognize their value and importance for the development of the individual. . . . 
From the standpoint of the rights of the individual and the principle of social 
justice, and even from the standpoint of a deeply understood social utility, only 
the principle of individualisation, consisting in the strengthening and stimula-
tion of weakened psychological dispositions, seems justifi ed, as long as they be-
long to those that are needed to reach a higher level of spiritual development.90

Sobolski’s essay reads like a public cry for a universal childhood. A Sile-
sian rural child, Sobolski wrote, enjoyed be  er hygienic conditions than 
elsewhere in Poland, but from the age of fi ve needed to perform physical 
work, which ‘restricted normal physical development’ and made the child 
‘less joyful and at times depressive’.91 Sobolski pointed to the importance 
of the family during the formation of the child’s personality. Sobolski said 
Silesian children did not have the courage to develop their own opinions, 
as they were expected to serve on the family farm. More than elsewhere in 
Poland, he added, Silesian children were not supposed to refl ect on moral 
categories, as religion off ered a set of dominant guidelines for life prac-
tices.92 As a result, Silesian children were practical and energetic: ‘very 
few slow and thoughtful types here’.93 Just like Librachowa, Sobolski was 
fi rmly convinced that Silesian children possessed creative potential.94 We 
need, Sobolski concluded, to ‘extract these values and strengths fl ourish-
ing in the child, which can be of invaluable benefi t to the nation and the 
state’.95

On the basis of the collected essays containing regional typologies of 
rural children throughout Poland, the psychologists published their psy-
chological characteristic of the rural child. The innovative insight pro-
vided by the book was a causal relation between the deplorable hygienic 
conditions at home and the weakened health and hampered development 
of children growing up in the countryside.96 Librachowa therefore rec-
ommended a pedagogical strategy to support these rural children during 
their development. The societal ‘disease’ of rural children’s poor school 
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results, Librachowa suggested, ‘needed to be cured at its source, in the liv-
ing conditions of rural children at home’.97 Children, she pleaded, needed 
to be given the right to be children. Books, games and ‘as many toys as 
possible’ were needed to stimulate children’s imagination.98

The work of Jan Szczepański (discussed in chapter three) can also be 
situated within this group. The Varsovian sociologist organised a writing 
contest in Polish and discovered that parents in Polish Upper Silesia gave 
their children the message that schools were something foreign to them, 
an ‘unavoidable necessity’ they simply had to bear, leading to the children 
valuing their classmates more than their teachers.99

A second group of research publications emerged at the Pedagogical 
Institute in Katowice, which, as we saw in the previous chapter, had been 
set up in 1928 and was fi nanced by the Polish government. The director, 
the Cracovian pedagogue Zygmunt Mysłakowski, trained local teachers 
to select and observe families on the way in which they educated their 
children. Andrzej Michna was among the fi rst teachers to a  end a work-
shop at the Pedagogical Institute in Katowice.100 He was born in Upper 
Silesia and ran the only primary school in Wikowyje, a village of 720 
people situated south of Katowice.101 Mysłakowski developed a research 
methodology based on the works of two French scientists from the famous 
social science school (la science sociale). He was inspired by the French 
social engineer and politician Frédéric le Play, who conducted a survey 
among worker families throughout France and developed a programme 
of social reforms on the basis of his analysis, as well as by Paul Descamps, 
who put forward a programme of dynamic education aiming to bring up 
individuals capable of adapting their practices to an ever-changing social 
environment.102 Mysłakowski sent out his teachers to conduct empirical 
fi eldwork with a scheme of open questions related to the lifeworlds of 
rural children.103 Within that scheme, Andrzej Michna included his own 
methodology.104 Michna developed fi ve questions for children a  ending 
school:

Who do you want to be?
Which hero do you like the most?
Who in the village would you like to be similar to?
Which books do you read most o  en?
Who do you play with?105

Michna discovered that rural children were o  en less able than chil-
dren growing up in cities to express their experiences verbally, because 
they concentrated more on developing an intuitive understanding of the 
weather and the land.106 He therefore praised all the more the eff orts of 
parents to talk to their children:
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The father is usually taciturn, but becomes talkative when he is alone with the 
children. Li  le Stefek can walk with his father for half a day next to the plough, 
and keeps on talking to him. When he came back from school, I heard a frag-
ment of their conversation. Stefek: Dad, if we kept on ploughing through the 
teacher’s garden, through the mayor’s lake, through Podlesie and further and 
further, where would we end up? Father: Well, we would probably come to the 
sea. Stefek: What is that, the sea? Father: It is a big lake, even bigger than the 
one at Spyra’s place. Stefek: Even bigger, as big as the one at Mikołów?107

To Zygmunt Mysłakowski, this scene looked like ‘a painting of the 
Flemish school, full of passion for realism and with a love for facts’.108 It 
justifi ed to him how scientists and teachers could contribute to the con-
solidation of a Polish nation based on cultural and linguistic diversity.109 
In the wealthiest family of his village, children answered Michna’s self-
developed questions as follows:

Otylja: 1. I want to marry a nice boy, a boy I choose myself. 2. Duke Michorowski. 
3. I want to be like my mother because she does not do any wrong to people. 
4. I prefer reading about love. 5. I consider H. Sp. my friend, because she will 
not reveal a secret entrusted to her.

Clara: 1. I want to be a teacher. 2. Andrzej Kmicić [hero of Sienkiewicz’s novel 
The Deluge]. 3. I want to be like the school principal, because he teaches well. 
4. I read about love, but not stupid stories like Tila. 5. I am friends with B.K. 
because she is a decent girl.

Helena: 1. I want to be a publican, in order to run the pub diff erently from my 
aunt. 2. I like everybody who is decent. 3. I do not want to be like anyone in the 
village. 4. I read fairy tales in which somebody fi nds a lot of money. 5. I am not 
friends with anybody.110

Michna praised the children for having a realistic plan for their future. 
The answers provided by some of the children in the poorest family, now 
headed by an unemployed father, were as follows:

Lucja: 1. I want to be a merchant because they make a lot of money and live 
well. 2. I like Casimir the Great the most because he reigned well. 3. I want to 
be like M.B. because she is si  ing in the store all day selling things. 4. I love 
reading about kings and rich people. 5. I hang out with M.B., but she does not 
really want to.

Pawel: 1. I want to be a locksmith because he is capable of doing everything 
and has a lot of money. 2. I like that one who fl ew from America over the sea, 
because he was not afraid. 3. I want to be like S.P., a wheeler, because he is a 
foreman and has pupils. 4. I read nothing because my eyes hurt. 5. I am friends 
with A. R., because he is smart and can clown around.

Gertrude: 1. I would like to be a teacher, in order to make money and pay back 
my parents what they are now investing in raising me. 2. I like Casimir the 
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Great because he built up Poland a  er the wars. 3. I want to be like Juta [a nine-
month-old baby] because she is happy and she does not know about anything. 
4. I prefer reading fairy tales because there are diff erent jokes to laugh at. 5. I do 
not have friends because I have no time.

Michna blamed the parents for their lack of authority, which caused 
the children to develop escape strategies that exceeded their physical and 
fi nancial possibilities.111 He did not, however, blame the parents for the 
diffi  culties their off spring had following the lessons in class because they 
were hungry. Michna’s interpretation shows that his primary concern 
was for families to be responsible for ensuring the stability of the village 
community, not to educate imaginative adults. Mysłakowski did not com-
ment on these fi ndings. Did he remain silent because he had once believed 
Michna could become the kind of creative teacher capable of generating 
social change, but who turned out to be too conservative to bring about 
social reform?112

Another study conducted at the Pedagogical Institute in Katowice 
tested the veracity of a widely held opinion among teachers in Polish 
Upper Silesia, that Silesian children were themselves to blame for the fact 
their school results were worse than those of pupils in the Krakow re-
gion, given the fact that Silesian children were taught in the best school 
buildings the country possessed.113 Children were asked to fi ll in the most 
common intelligence test at the time, the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale 
adapted by Lewis M. Terman in 1916, as well as the fi rst Polish intelligence 
test developed by Maria Grzywak-Kaczyńska, who had received part of 
her education in Switzerland and was Poland’s fi rst school psychologist.114 
However, when Józef Pieter realised that pupils in Polish Upper Silesia 
experienced problems understanding the Polish words in the tests, he de-
veloped his own questionnaire to accompany the tests. The questionnaire 
was to be fi lled in by local teachers and quantifi ed the extent to which 
predefi ned elements in the pupils’ environment correlated to the forma-
tion of their intelligence.115 It evaluated, for example, the profession of the 
children’s parents, from ‘extremely diverse ways of earning money (+10)’ 
to ‘an unemployed environment (-10)’; the family of the children: ‘father 
and mother (0), father or mother (-5), orphan (-15)’; access to alcohol: ‘very 
easy access (-15), occasional access (-5), rare access (0)’; and occasional fac-
tors, such as ‘the strong infl uence of a person or book on children living 
in bad conditions (+50)’.116 Pieter concluded that there was a signifi cant 
statistical correlation between the living environment of the children in 
Polish Upper Silesia and their intelligence.117

The fi nal group of sources took the form of pedagogical experiments 
developed by teachers in Polish Upper Silesia. The work of Gustaw Mor-
cinek, probably Silesia’s most famous teacher, off ers us a splendid exam-
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ple of the kind of civic education Sanacja ideologists wanted to generate.118 
Morcinek received his teacher training in Galicia before the First World 
War and became a teacher in 1922 in the part of Polish Upper Silesia that 
had belonged to Galicia. He combined his job as a primary school teacher 
in Skoczów, a village in the vicinity of Bielsko-Biała, with a career as a 
writer of columns and children’s books.119 In his famous fi ctional trilogy 
for children set in his own village, he described how his heroes, repre-
senting diff erent social groups, learned Polish in school.120 The heroes 
spoke with each other in Silesian or Polish, made language mistakes in 
their Polish essays and corrected these later spontaneously by themselves 
or following the advice of a classmate.121 The trilogy had a scope reaching 
well beyond Polish Upper Silesia, as the author included selected extracts 
of le  ers he had received from children from all over Poland comment-
ing on his columns. He presented these extracts as they had been wri  en, 
with all the spelling mistakes that entailed, and added comments of his 
own. Interested in the spontaneity of the child-writer, Morcinek especially 
criticised the infl uence of teachers and parents on how children wrote. 
He encouraged children to talk to and help each other, as well as to send 
le  ers and li  le gi  s to children elsewhere in Poland.122

Looking at the school journal The Young Citizen (Młody Obywatel), an 
initiative launched in 1934 in the primary school of Lubliniec by the Pol-
ish language teacher Stanisław Owczarek, we come to understand why 
Morcinek’s fi ctional world could not match up with reality.123 Owczarek 
responded to a circular of the Polish Ministry of Religious Denominations 
and Public Enlightenment (Ministerstwo Wyznań Religĳ nych i Oświece-
nia – hereina  er MWRiOP) encouraging school teachers to submit school 
journals for a competition.124 In The Young Citizen, Owczarek presented 
Piłsudski’s Polish Legions (operating within the Habsburg army) as the 
army responsible for bringing about Polish independence, despite the lim-
ited role it had played during the First World War.125 Being a young citi-
zen, pupils learned, meant bringing about the kind of social relationships 
Józef Piłsudski had established and supervised within the Legions.126 
Fi  h-grade pupil Krysia Gotzówna proved she had understood that les-
son well. On the occasion of the anniversary of Polish independence, she 
wrote: ‘Independence, do you know who fought for it? Grandfather Józef 
Piłsudski, popularly called Ziuk. In his younger years, he was hard and te-
nacious.’ Krysia described how Ziuk had secretly read Polish books when 
he was young, and had loved his soldiers during the First World War, 
many of whom had not even been fi  een years old. These soldiers, Krysia 
informed her classmates, gave their lives for him and helped to establish 
a free Poland ‘for us’. Krysia encouraged her readers to behave like these 
soldiers: ‘Let us learn diligently and let us be courteous, because Grandfa-
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ther loves children, but diligent and good ones.’127 During the First World 
War, a propaganda machinery had already begun to create the imagine of 
Józef Piłsudski as a grandfather who took good care of his troops, paying 
visits to young wounded soldiers in fi eld hospitals.128 By 1934, the heroifi -
cation of Józef Piłsudski had proliferated widely, and this process would 
only accelerate a  er his death one year later.129

The school journal ran for only a year and a half. Many causes can be 
given for its failure. Owczarek appeared unable to resolve the question 
of linguistic diversity.130 Printed only in Polish, The Young Citizen failed 
to appeal to the pupils a  ending the German-speaking branch within the 
same school. In all the volumes of the school journal that remain, the lat-
ter did not feature once. Stanisław Owczarek also visibly struggled with 
the regionalism even Voivode Michał Grażynski had come to stand for. 

FIGURE 5.1. The school journal The Young Citizen, produced by the bilingual primary school 
in Lubliniec, was printed only in Polish. Młody Obywatel, 1935, vol. 2, 3, front cover 

(copyright: Public Primary School in Lubliniec Nr. 1).
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Whereas in the 1920s Grażyński had ordered the systematic replacement 
of Silesian by Polish in education (as exemplifi ed most clearly by Jan 
Żebrok’s textbooks, discussed in chapter four, which were employed to 
curb the use of Silesian), by the early 1930s, he had come to consider Sile-
sian a regional tradition that could enrich the Polish language.131 Instead, 
Owczarek, while still not encouraging his pupils to use Silesian expres-
sions, did encourage them to make connections between the origins of the 
land they called home and the re-emergence of the Polish state, including 
in the journal their essays about mediaeval Silesian Church chapels.132 His 
a  empt to include religious elements in the journal was doomed to fail, 
as the teaching personnel in the bilingual school of Lubliniec remained 
deeply divided between two groups. On the one hand, there were teachers 
like Owczarek, who had migrated to Lubliniec and who was a member of 
the Association of Polish Teachers (Związek Nauczycieli Polskich – here-
ina  er ZNP), an organisation supporting Sanacja ideology and running 
summer courses in reform pedagogy.133 A signifi cant part of the teaching 
personnel, including most of the locally recruited teachers, however, be-
longed to a religiously oriented labour organisation.134 Another reason for 
The Young Citizen’s failure can be found in its lack of appeal to pupils. The 
children who wrote readers’ le  ers to the journal revealed they liked the 
crosswords the most.135

What emerges most clearly from the rich descriptions of the lifeworlds 
of children in the writings of scientists and teachers is the Silesian rural 
child’s struggle to learn languages, despite being taught in Poland’s best 
school buildings. Child labour, hunger, their religious conviction and prag-
matic approach to life were considered obstacles to the transformation of 
these borderland children into creative future citizens of the Polish state. 
The fi ctional heroes in Morcinek’s children’s books succeeded in learning 
languages through working together, but the children making the school 
journal The Young Citizen in the Lubliniec primary school did not. The 
sources reveal a corps of teachers concerned with bringing about a uni-
versal childhood, but diff ering in their interpretation of what that had to 
entail. Whereas Dr Sobolski contributed to the generation of new scien-
tifi c fi ndings in order to bring about a social revolution, and Gustaw Mor-
cinek used fi ction to instil in young readers a sense of civic responsibility, 
a teacher like Stanisław Owczarek was at best only a modest reformer. 
Andrzej Michna’s publication off ers the most in-depth portrait of a teacher 
whose traditionalist conceptions hindered his ability to generate social 
change. In sum, a number of factors impeded the publications’ chances of 
generating social change: the fragmentation of the Polish scientifi c land-
scape, the weak affi  nity of some of the scientists with life in Polish Upper 
Silesia, the diff erent opinions among scientists and teachers on what lan-
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guage learning should look like, and the hostile a  itude of the Catholic 
Church towards reform pedagogy.

The Regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy

In Belgium, an educational programme deeply infl uenced by the scien-
tifi c insights of Belgium’s most famous reform pedagogue Ovide Decroly 
(1871–1932) was introduced, with the aim of spreading reform pedagogy 
among the masses. The educational task of teachers was to talk with pu-
pils in a way which resembled familial conversations, to allow each indi-
vidual child to speak his or her own language, and to let them play, since 
it was believed, somewhat unrealistically, that this would help them to 
speak with greater grammatical accuracy. Whereas textbooks had previ-
ously constituted the bedrock of the simultaneous teaching method, they 
were now merely a reservoir wherein pupils could fi nd information.136 
Children’s interest in disciplines other than mathematics, reading and 
writing was to be triggered by interest centres to be chosen from the re-
gional lifeworlds of children, starting from ‘the school, the church, the pa-
rental home, the garden, or the pond with their countless associations’.137 
Thus, in Belgium regional elements were also to be included in teaching, 
but there was no indication on how the regional and national were related. 
The strength of the reform programme clearly needs to be situated more 
in the pedagogical ideals it propagated than in the way these ideals were 
to be realised. It was le   up to the creativity of individual teachers to make 
the programme’s ideas intelligible to their pupils.

Since the reform programme was not legally binding, school principals 
had the freedom of choosing whether or not to implement it. In 1938, only 
467 schools in Flanders had included the programme in its school curric-
ulum, whereas 2,043 had not.138 Catholic school principals were especially 
fi erce in denouncing a reform they believed would reduce discipline, pro-
mote individualism, and which was deprived of transcendentalism.139 The 
training off ered in teaching seminars, moreover, did not change as a re-
sult of the reform programme. Teachers continued to be taught to act like 
shepherds, to ‘intervene, punish and reward’ rather than to listen, accept 
and converse. ‘Adult’s logic’ was to set the tone, not ‘the culture of the 
inner child’.140

The Belgian Kingdom was a socially stable but politically unstable entity, 
as a result of which it was hard to fi nd politicians or scientists eager to gen-
erate social upheaval. In contrast to what happened in Polish Upper Sile-
sia, rural children in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy were 
not called upon to be empowered and join the nation-state’s elite.141 Rural 
children were simply not considered important enough. In addition, the re-
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gions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy did not have the same economic 
and strategic weight for the Belgian nation-state that Polish Upper Silesia 
did for Poland. Whereas the Polish government established a Pedagogical 
Institute in Katowice in order to educate a suitable new labour force for the 
country’s most important industrial centre, Belgian statesmen did not come 
up with a similar idea precisely because they did not care enough about the 
future of the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy within Belgium. 
Moreover, because the Catholic Church had a free hand over the pedagog-
ical approach in Catholic schools and was, on the whole, rather negatively 
disposed towards reform pedagogy, and all schools in the regions of Eupen, 
Sankt Vith and Malmedy at the time were Catholic, it was more diffi  cult for 
reform pedagogues to get a foot on the ground than in Poland.

The cases of two local teachers will serve to illustrate the diff erences 
between the styles of teaching and learning in Polish Upper Silesia and 
in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy. Like a majority of the 
teachers in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy at the time, 
they were trained at Belgian seminars to be German-speaking teachers. 
The fi rst teacher taught the ten-year-old boy Karl Pitz in Eupen. One a  er-
noon in June 1936, Karl returned home from school with his homework, 
as he had not been able to fi nish his exercises in school. Karl sat down 
and, together with his father Heinrich, continued to work until 7.30 pm.142 
Heinrich Pitz sent a le  er to Karl’s teacher, asking whether the exercises 
his son needed to do were in accordance with the teaching programme. 
Perhaps he had heard of the Belgian educational reform, which had been 
printed in a Ministerial Order on 13 May 1936. When he did not receive a 
reply, Heinrich went to see the mayor of Eupen. The mayor asked school 
principal Léon Wintgens, a local inhabitant who had received a Belgian 
teaching education and had been appointed by Herman Baltia, for his and 
Karl’s teacher’s opinion.143

The dispute about Karl’s mathematics homework took place at a time 
when only one of the special measures for education that Baltia had im-
plemented in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy was still in 
force. Children a  ending the two highest years of the German language 
curriculum were advised to repeat their mathematics exercises in French 
at the end of the school year.144 Karl’s father sent his le  er at the end of 
the school year, when pupils were repeating the school material. A cru-
cial question the le  er hinted at was whether Karl was repeating these 
exercises in French or German: as Karl was a  ending the fourth grade, he 
should have been receiving them in German. To that purpose, at the behest 
of the Eupen city council, a mathematics book had been translated from 
French into German in 1931, but by the time Karl was in fourth grade, it 
had already sold out and no reprints had been ordered.145
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The mayor knew Wintgens was responsible for allocating the mathe-
matics content of the Belgian teaching programme over the course of the 
school year. Issued in 1922, that programme had already been criticised 
for being especially demanding in the third and fourth grades. Only a 
few years earlier, teachers from the other primary school in Eupen had 
presented the fourth-grade mathematics test questions to the mayor: ‘A 
hall which is 6.85 m long, 5.35 m wide and 3.80 m high is to be paved. 
How expensive is the work when the cost of detergent for 1 m2 is 0.85 
Belgian francs and that for the ceiling 1.70 Belgian francs?’146 Wintgens 
replied to Heinrich Pilz that all the tasks his son Karl was being asked 
to perform conformed to the teaching programme. There should be no 
doubt that when a pupil had ‘bad habits’, school teachers had to react. 
Karl was simply a ‘dawdler’.147 The problem was Karl’s a  itude, not the 
learning content or pedagogical approach. Wintgens’ answer illustrates 
that ideas from reform pedagogy could not be agreed upon. The individ-
ualism Heinrich Pilz asked for, and which the Belgian 1936 curriculum 
reform programme also proposed, was perceived to impede collective ed-
ucation.148 Wintgens believed that feelings of duty could only be triggered 
by the belief in God as the highest supernatural personal legislator.149 This 
was so important that Wintgens did not even feel the need to mention 
whether Karl was taught his mathematics in German or French. Because 
it was felt that styles of teaching and learning ought not to be questioned, 
we know so li  le about the language learning practices of borderland pu-
pils in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy.

The Catholic interpretation of childhood that Wintgens displayed in 
his le  er enjoyed considerable support in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith 
and Malmedy. When in 1932 tribute was paid to the old rhetoric of Bel-
gium’s nineteenth-century School Wars (namely, that the ‘soul of the child’ 
needed to be saved because the Socialist and Liberal parties did not want 
to extend state subsidies to Catholic schools), voters were for the fi rst time 
receptive to an internal Belgian political problem. Beforehand, the main 
topic during election campaigns had always been the contested switch 
of sovereignty, but now voters’ priorities were fi nally starting to widen. 
Supporting the electoral campaign of the local Catholic political party, 
the Katholische Union, the local newspaper Grenz-Echo hooted: ‘Show 
the men in order that they are, fi rst and foremost, a shield and protection 
of the Catholic religion and customs, of Catholic schools and a Catholic 
education, the protection of youth.’150 The result was electoral success for 
the local Catholic party and a drop in support for revisionist parties to 
63 per cent.

Nevertheless, teaching in a Catholic borderland school in Belgium could 
look diff erent. Klara Kirch, a local teacher from the village of Büllingen 
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(in the region of Malmedy), taught the highest class for girls in a Cath-
olic primary school. In the 1933–1934 school year, she collected pupils’ 
essays in a ‘special booklet for the highest class’.151 Published transcripts 
from the booklet are the only remaining source in which borderland pu-
pils described what their everyday lives looked like. In ‘At the Railway 
Station’, Anni was excited to take a local train ride with her sister to the 
neighbouring village of Weywertz without their parents. In ‘The Knife-
grinder’, Regina watched how a man visiting her village sharpened her 
mother’s scissors. And in ‘Herding Ca  le’, Maria described losing some 
of her aunt’s cows she had been asked to watch because she hadn’t been 
paying enough a  ention.152 Describing their authors’ individual experi-
ences and their relationship with their close social environment, these 
texts are imbued with the spirit of the future Belgian educational reform 
of 1936, despite that reform being dismissed as secular in Catholic circles. 
To conclude, the vagueness with which pedagogical reforms had been for-
mulated in order to guarantee a separation of church and state created a 
social environment in which both Catholic dogmatism and Klara Kirch’s 
regionalist initiative were possible. Depending on the ethos of the school, 
a child’s individuality could be either negated or centralised.

German Transnationalism

Throughout the chapter, it has been demonstrated how being a border-
land pupil in the 1930s continued to be diff erent from growing up in the 
mainland, despite the initiatives of Polish and Belgian policymakers to 
establish universal language learning conditions in primary education. 
However, people living in Germany found in both Polish Upper Silesia 
and in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy a similarly suc-
cessful strategy to support borderland pupils in their language learning 
process. State offi  cials and citizens in Germany off ered material support 
to children living on the other side of the border, because they considered 
them to be part of the same German nation. This German (trans)nation-
alism infl uenced the systems of power applicable to Polish Upper Silesia 
and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy in the 1930s in similar 
ways. By providing the best educational support Germany had to off er, it 
managed to seriously challenge its Polish and Belgian competitors.

Polish Upper Silesia

In Polish Upper Silesia, German and Polish nationalists competed to put 
up landmarks that would demonstrate their progressive beliefs. They 
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both used child policy as a weapon in the symbolic ba  le of modernity. 
In the early 1930s, for example, the German-speaking private school of 
Koszęcin received a new school building paid for with German taxpayers’ 
money.153 Owing to the German Empire’s failure to build a suffi  cient num-
ber of schools in Silesia, and the demographic boom in Polish Upper Sile-
sia in the interwar years, there was an urgent need for school buildings.154 
German authorities explained their ambitious project to build sixty-three 
schools in Polish Upper Silesia as ‘a preparation for a future recovery of 
the territory’.155 Developed by progressive Berlin architects, school build-
ings were to function as the pulsing heart of social life:156

The private school should not only serve school teaching. The building is at the 
same time a home for institutions for young people who are not yet obliged to 
a  end school, as well as for those who have le   school, as well as for all other 
institutions of free education and training. It is therefore necessary to create 
rooms for kindergartens and household courses, and to make room for gym-
nastics and sporting activities.157

In the end, eleven school buildings were built in Polish Upper Silesia, 
including the building for the German-speaking private school of Ko-
szęcin. That new building became a thorn in the side of some local in-
habitants, who ‘demolished’ the windows of the apartment of the school 
principal and decorated the walls ‘with hostile inscriptions’.158 Silesian 
authorities reacted to the furore by erecting their own school buildings.159 
In Katowice, the process of leaving a national signature on the landscape 
had already begun with the erection of a megalomaniacal Voivodeship 
Government Building (Gmach Urzędu Wojewódzkiego), a humanities 
academy (Dom Oświaty), and an Administration Offi  ce Building (Gmach 
Urzędow Niezespolonych). Building schools in the countryside was the 
primary means of giving the more remote districts in the Voivodeship a 
Polish face.160 In Koszęcin, a new building for the state-funded Polish-
speaking primary school was fi nished one year a  er the private German-
speaking school had been built, and was situated one street farther 
away.161 Polish nationalists considered their schools spaces of wider so-
cial and national relevance. In 1929, for example, a father enrolling his 
son at the Polish language branch of the Lubliniec school was fi ned for 
writing Stefan instead of Szczepań.162 He did that at the very moment 
when the Lubliniec district’s bulletin called upon people to change the 
spelling of their Christian and family names from German to Polish: ‘In 
our own country we should write as we are really called . . . Whoever has 
no time to apply can ask the teacher of his child for an application form 
to change his name. Children will be grateful to him, and Poland will as 
well.’163
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The Regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy

In the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, German material sup-
port found another way to cross the border. These regions had no need 
for school buildings, demographic growth in the interwar years was more 
moderate than in Polish Upper Silesia, and no school institutions without 
Belgian state subsidies were operative during the interwar period. In 1933, 
however, an action was launched that had a similar logic to the school 
building initiative in Polish Upper Silesia.164 Aiming to outdo Lousberg’s 
locally produced alphabet book, Wilhelm Benker, a German citizen born 
in Malmedy who had migrated to Germany in the a  ermath of the First 
World War, and a member of the VDA, asked German publishing houses 
to donate fairy-tale books, with lots of beautiful coloured pictures, which 
he then sent in packages over the border.165 Teachers off ered these books 
as prizes to their pupils during German language courses.166 In other 
cases, the books were distributed at Saint Nicholas parties. Such children’s 
parties belonged to the rare social spaces where people with diff erent po-
litical opinions came together: ‘There was joy and jubilation. There was 
no shortage of humour either, with both the youngsters and their parents 
participating. I must say, we, the old, felt young again. It was a family 
festival in the true sense of the word. Even the Unionists [people in favour 
of the integration of the borderlands within Belgium], our “friends”, came 
with their children.’167

The transports of fairy-tale books ended in 1937, when border guards 
demanded that the donated books be sent with a receipt. Over the course 
of fi ve years, approximately 3,000 books had been provided; on average, 
every family in the regions of Sankt Vith and Malmedy had received at 
least one.168 As well as the material and cultural benefi ts German citizens 
contributed beyond their state border lines, however, children in the re-
gions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy also experienced National So-
cialism in a more extreme way than children in Germany. Roman Catholic 
priests condemned for paedophilia started to cross the state border line 
from Germany to the regions of Eupen and Sankt Vith in the second half 
of the 1930s, and these men became involved in providing religious ser-
vices and teaching religion in local primary schools. It is impossible today 
to fi nd decisive empirical evidence for their paedophilic activities, as the 
German regime at the time was hostile towards religion and may not have 
worried unduly about giving these priests a fair trial. Sources in the re-
gions of Eupen and Sankt Vith did not clearly report paedophilia either, 
although some hinted at it.169 There was no such trend of migration in Pol-
ish Upper Silesia, because the priests held German citizenship and were 
therefore not allowed to teach.
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Radicalisation on the Brink of the Second World War

The borderlands under study experienced a subsequent change in systems 
of power in the late 1930s. In Polish Upper Silesia, the Geneva Conven-
tion was phased out in 1937 and replaced by a Polish-German agreement 
pledging ‘mutual respect’.170 However, the ex-colonels that had come to 
rule Poland a  er the death of Józef Piłsudski in 1935 removed the last 
autonomy Polish Upper Silesia had enjoyed in education.171 In 1939, all 
Catholic schools were renamed public primary schools, while Protestant 
believers and Jews were also restricted in their opportunities to develop 
religious educational activities.172 Polish authorities no longer gave the 
guardians of children the right to choose a school, but made it the decision 
of ‘the will of Polish society, which will condemn once and for all those 
who are traitors of the national cause’.173 Language exams continued to be 
organised, but German-speaking representatives no longer had the right 
to take part in the evaluation process.174 Representatives of the German 
national minority raised the issue in the Polish Senate and with Polish 
Prime Minister Felicjan Sławoj-Składkowski, but were unable to widen 
the composition of the exam commi  ee to include members of the Ger-
man national minority.175 As a consequence, the success rate dropped con-
siderably. During the fi rst round, only 62 per cent of the children passed 
their exam.176 The language test of seven-year-old Anna Kowalska was as 
follows:

Erzähle was von deinen Ges  wistern. Tell us about your siblings.
uśmie  a się. She laughs.
Erzähle was von deinen Eltern. Tell us about your parents.
Was hast du Morgen gegessen? What did you eat this morning?
odpowiada wyrazami. She answers only with single words.
Erzähle uns was von Bilde. Tell us about this drawing.
odpowiada błędnym zdaniem. She answers with an incorrect 
  sentence.177

The girl failed the exam. But perhaps Anna was confused because one 
of the questions asked to test her knowledge of German contained a lan-
guage mistake. ‘Was hast du Morgen gegessen?’ is not standard German, 
and should have been ‘Was hast du heute gegessen?’ or ‘Was isst du mor-
gens?’ Or perhaps Anna failed because she felt uncomfortable? Clearly, 
the examiners did not organise the exam according to a child-centred ap-
proach. The exam protocol shows how li  le infl uence the scientifi c studies 
on the language learning conditions of borderland pupils had under an 
authoritarian regime when state institutions and social life were becom-
ing increasingly militarised.178 With no supranational organ to appeal to, 
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a majority of the guardians of pupils who had failed their exams either 
approached Silesian authorities, who allowed 370 children to retake the 
exam, upon which the examiners let 61 children pass, or knocked on the 
door of the Highest Administrative Court (Najwyższy Trybunał Admin-
istracyjny) to question the legitimacy of the exams, where they were le   
in the cold. A year later, the children who had failed the exams were not 
allowed to retake them.179 According to eyewitness Jan Myrcik, language 
tests remained an inadequate means of separating children in Polish 
Upper Silesia according to their language abilities. He remembered how 
in 1938 he and his friends from the public Polish-speaking school in Ko-
szęcin and from the private German-speaking school situated one street 
further away used to play together in the streets: ‘those who went to the 
minority school did not speak be  er German than we did, not at all’.180

All these measures, as well as the new regulation that forbade pupils 
to a  end German-speaking primary schools further than three kilometres 
from their homes, caused the number of pupils in the German-speaking 
private school of Koszęcin to fall for the fi rst time in the interwar period.181 
The school’s functioning also became increasingly hampered by the Pol-
ish authorities’ decision to forbid a further import of German textbooks, 
out of a concern that they were proliferating National Socialist ideology, 
and their demand that teachers sign an oath of loyalty at the beginning 
of the 1938–1939 school year.182 However, the school continued to be at-
tractive, not least because of the fi nancial support parents received from 
its owner, the Prince of Hohenlohe. Jan Popielas’s appeal to the School In-
spectorate of Lubliniec reveals how he considered sending his daughter to 
the school as an alternative source of welfare: ‘[I will be le  ] in an impossi-
ble situation because I and my children want to eat, and please answer me 
promptly, because, if I am refused, I will have to ask the Ministry of Social 
Welfare to se  le the case.’183

In the same vein, it has been argued that a prevailing motive behind the 
school boyco   in Polish Upper Silesia, when up to 500 children stopped 
a  ending primary school in September 1938 a  er being denied admit-
tance to a German-speaking school, was their unemployed parents’ desire 
to receive fi nancial compensation through a court case.184 Although the 
striking children in Polish Upper Silesia never became a mass phenome-
non in the years 1937–1939, their cases were meticulously documented in 
the local German-speaking press as clear signs of the increasing authori-
tarianism of Polish politics.185

Whereas in Polish Upper Silesia, Polish statesmen put their eff orts 
into diminishing the number of pupils receiving teaching in German, in 
Eupen, it was the parents who for the fi rst time indicated that teaching 
in German was losing some of its appeal. A few months a  er Hitler had 
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come to power, Josef Deho  ay, a leader in the local Heimatbund in the 
regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, spoke with him and agreed 
to found an organisation with the same structure as the National Socialist 
German Workers’ Party (Nationalsozialistische Deutsche Arbeiterpartei – 
hereina  er NSDAP): the Heima  reue Front (HF).186 His activities pro-
voked Belgian parliamentarians into voting for a law that allowed for 
the revocation of a person’s Belgian citizenship in 1934. Josef Deho  ay’s 
forced exile to Germany a year later caused a great uproar in the regions 
of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy.187 The activities of revisionist organ-
isations became more politicised when in 1936 the VDA was put under 
the control of the NSDAP.188 In order to allay the concerns of borderland 
inhabitants, Belgian authorities did not do much more than increase the 
number of troops patrolling the state border line, heighten surveillance, 
and threaten the revocation of citizenship.189 Politicians in Brussels had 
their hands full trying to keep the democratic regime operative a  er a 
quarter of the electorate had rejected it in the elections of 1936, and em-
barking upon a neutral course in international aff airs.

In contrast to Polish Upper Silesia, the language learning regula-
tions for pupils in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy did 
not change. The Belgian state never ceased to give the guardians of bor-
derland pupils the freedom to change schools independently. However, 
under the infl uence of, inter alia, German war propaganda, borderland 
inhabitants came to feel a growing need by the late 1930s to bring their 
practices in line with one of the two juxtaposing nationalist camps. In 
1937, nineteen of the 455 pupils a  ending German-speaking primary 
schools in Eupen changed to a school in neighbouring Wallonia where 
more French was on off er.190

Conclusion

In this chapter, it has been argued that children growing up in Polish 
Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy contin-
ued to face language learning conditions which were diff erent from those 
off ered to children growing up elsewhere in, respectively, Poland and Bel-
gium. However, these conditions showed fewer similarities between the 
two case study borderlands under study than had previously been the 
case. Whereas chapter four showed major similarities in the dynamics of 
human territorialities in Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, 
Sankt Vith and Malmedy, in this chapter, it was mainly the diff erences that 
came to the fore. Owing to the diminished role of supranational control 
over the treatment of national minorities, decisions made at a national 
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level proved most important for the conditions of language learning of 
borderland pupils. Although they intended to off er children a universal 
childhood, the new educational laws and initiatives in reform pedagogy 
launched in Poland and Belgium were diff erent, and worked out diff er-
ently, in Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy.

While Polish national authorities chose the power strategy of control 
over the organisation of primary education, thereby provoking a repeat 
of the ba  le over human territoriality in Polish Upper Silesia, they also 
decided to work along the fourth face of power in order to steer the be-
haviour of children in Poland, which transformed Polish Upper Silesia 
into a laboratory of reform pedagogical experiments and studies. Since 
Silesian children were characterised as being hindered from playing a 
constructive role in the new Polish nation-state, they were encouraged to 
work together at school, which, as the school journal The Young Citizen 
showed, did not lead to signifi cant results. Desirous of bringing about 
a universal childhood for Silesian children, local teachers, moreover, 
remained divided in their opinions on how progressive that childhood 
needed to be. Belgian statesmen, on the other hand, issued legislation 
that, albeit unintentionally, prevented a repeat of the language learning 
confl icts over social space that had taken place in Eupen at the end of 
the 1920s. However, the new legislation also continued to give the Roman 
Catholic Church, which opposed reform pedagogy, a free hand in styles of 
teaching and learning, and respected the freedom of guardians to choose 
in which language their children were to receive primary education.

What borderland pupils in Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of 
Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy did have in common in the 1930s was 
that they became an object of interest for people in Germany, who were 
convinced they belonged to the same Volk. Given Germany’s rich history 
in pedagogy and its size, it required no great eff ort to assemble the man-
power needed to detect the weak points in the Polish and Belgian educa-
tional policies. Strategies were developed to outdo their neighbours by 
means of material support: mainly school buildings, in the case of Polish 
Upper Silesia, and fairy-tale books, in the case of the regions of Sankt Vith 
and Malmedy.

 The borderlands also became increasingly caught up in geopolitical 
strategies regarding the future re-division of the European continent, 
which signifi cantly relativised the importance of educational laws and 
reform pedagogical initiatives. By the end of the 1930s, scientifi c publi-
cations on styles of teaching and learning had no chance of kindling the 
social revolution Sanacja supporters had envisaged in the early 1930s, 
when, a  er the phasing out of the Geneva Convention, it was decided that 
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the ‘will of the Polish society’,191 instead of a borderland child’s guardian, 
would determine language learning conditions in primary schools (which 
Polish statesmen could get away with largely owing to the burgeoning 
fear of German aggression). Similarly, the fact that the regions of Eupen, 
Sankt Vith and Malmedy were treated as potential currency to pay off  
the security of the Belgian mainland meant that Belgian authorities had 
also become as good as indiff erent towards the language learning of its 
borderland pupils.
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CONCLUSION

(

A  er the end of the First World War, Europe was mapped out in order to 
ensure peace. The decision-makers in Paris were guided by their visions of 
a just Europe and adhered to the vague and contentious principle of self-
determination while re-spacing the continent with changed state border 
lines. However, they were also confronted with civil wars in Central and East-
ern Europe that le   li  le room for a supranational imposition of new state 
border lines. Whereas the League of Nations closely supervised borderland 
schooling in interwar Central and Eastern Europe, guided by the need to 
respect the region’s diverse range of nationalities, ethnicities and languages, 
individual nation-states in Western Europe were granted unlimited control 
over the way in which they organised education. The borderlands upon 
which the Paris Treaties thrust their imagined notions of a peaceful Europe, 
but failed to support with an international relief plan, became the places 
where Europe’s interwar order faced its greatest challenges. At a time of 
growing state involvement over the lives of individuals inhabiting the Eu-
ropean continent, with nation-state representatives unambiguously defi n-
ing their incentives in their measures for future citizens, borderland schools 
o  en became essential sites of interwar political struggle where nationalists 
clashed over the meaning of childhood. As a result, meaning o  en frag-
mented and collapsed. This book analysed and compared how language 
learning policies and practices within the context of the most important 
child space at the time in Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, 
Sankt Vith and Malmedy were used to make and scape the border. Follow-
ing the establishment and implementation of compulsory primary educa-
tion in Poland and Belgium in 1919, when the primary school was designed 
to shape a universal space for children, there was considerable policy inter-
est in the language learning conditions for borderland pupils.

A comparative historical methodology based on the selection of two 
case study borderlands was chosen as a means of discovering similarities 
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and diff erences in the multidimensional and continuously changing dy-
namics involved in making and scaping the border. The analysis placed 
the investigation of borderland events and experiences within their na-
tional and transnational historical context and searched for linkages be-
tween them, thereby identifying a profi le indicative of how characteristic 
a certain event or experience was, irrespective of the actual geographical 
location of a borderland. Arguing that organising or experiencing primary 
education as a teacher or pupil in one of the two case study borderlands 
continued to be signifi cantly diff erent experiences than elsewhere in Po-
land and Belgium throughout the interwar period, this book has distilled a 
set of common characteristics that demonstrate how diff erent these expe-
riences were. By means of a newly developed comparative spatiotempo-
ral framework of analysis, composed of three axes – borders and human 
territoriality, power and multiple loyalties, and microhistory in a multi-
layered context – the fi rst profi le of borderland schooling was developed. 
This book showed how crucial an element interwar borderland schooling 
was in the detaching of both the Polish-German and Belgian-German bor-
derlands from Germany, as well as their integration within, respectively, 
the interwar Polish and Belgian nation-states. This process was not a te-
leological one of linear integration, but a relational one of continuous in-
teractions between institutions and historical actors. Interwar borderland 
schooling in Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy had the following four characteristics in common.

First, borderland schools were more dependent on international and 
transnational changes. To start with, the borderlands changed state sov-
ereignty out of a geopolitical concern for peace, and not as a result of the 
desires for self-determination of a considerable segment of borderland 
inhabitants. During the interwar years, changes at the international and 
transnational levels continued to aff ect the learning conditions in border-
land schools. During the Locarno negotiations in the mid-1920s, which 
resulted in agreements ensuring the stability of Germany’s western state 
border line, Belgian politicians explored the possibility of selling the bor-
der regions of Eupen and Sankt Vith to Germany. This caused confusion 
among borderland inhabitants about the kind of integration the Belgian 
state had in mind and undermined the effi  cacy of educational policies. 
On the other hand, when Germany le   the League of Nations in 1933 and 
exchanged most of the supranational framework of control over Poland’s 
western borderlands for a bilateral Polish-German agreement, the condi-
tions in the borderland schools of Polish Upper Silesia sharply improved, 
especially when compared to those in schools for pupils with a mother 
tongue other than Polish who lived elsewhere in Poland. Moreover, be-
cause Germany never lost its interest in the children who had ended up 
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on the other side of its border following the Treaty of Versailles, an inter-
est that became more pronounced a  er 1933, borderland pupils received 
opportunities for cultural development that, given Germany’s longer ex-
perience with reform pedagogy, could seriously challenge or even surpass 
Polish and Belgian educational policy measures.

Secondly, special educational policies were a frequent phenomenon in 
interwar borderlands. Borderland schools o  en faced language learning 
policies that were especially developed for them, notwithstanding how 
diff erently power manifested itself within a specifi c borderland region. 
When power took the form of domination in Eupen-Malmedy, for ex-
ample, Herman Baltia was able to prohibit free enrolment to the French-
speaking school in the German language zone he had installed despite 
the fact that the Belgian Constitution granted guardians the freedom to 
choose the language of instruction of their children. In Polish Upper Sile-
sia, on the other hand, a preventive power strategy turned out to have 
a decisive infl uence. The Geneva Agreement painstakingly detailed pre-
ventive measures for the school enrolment of pupils belonging to what 
had been constructed as the German national minority. The Pedagogical 
Institute in Katowice, meanwhile, constitutes an example of how power 
interrelated with knowledge. The specifi cities of Silesian styles of teaching 
and learning were discovered, researched and later infl uenced in order to 
underpin the ideology of state upbringing.

Arguing that special educational policies were a frequent phenomenon 
in interwar borderlands is not the same as saying that educational policies 
in borderlands were always special, or could not be the same as educational 
policies implemented in other parts of a country at a particular moment 
in time. By selecting one example of an identical educational measure in 
the centre and the periphery and using that example in order to argue that 
borderland schooling was not diff erent from the schooling provided in 
other parts of a country, one underplays the dynamics of space and time. 
The changing borderscape of the geographical and social space aff ected 
by the drawing of the state border line could at specifi c moments include 
schools located outside of a borderland. In the case of Polish Upper Sile-
sia, these were German-speaking schools in some areas of Western and 
Northern Poland, as well as schools providing teaching in Yiddish or He-
brew. In the case of the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy, these 
were German-speaking schools in Wallonia and Dutch-speaking schools 
in Brussels. Following borderland schooling throughout the twenty-year 
interwar period, however, made it possible to move beyond a presentation 
of ad hoc examples and indicate the frequency of special educational pol-
icies over a longer period.
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Third, within the borderlands, (language learning) policy measures 
were more negotiable. At those moments when power did not manifest 
itself predominantly through one dimension (whether dominative, such 
as in Eupen-Malmedy until 1925 and in Polish Upper Silesia since 1937, 
or preventive, such as in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malm-
edy a  er 1932), state institutions and individuals could foreground the 
abnormalities and contradictions in language learning rules and aim to 
enlarge them. The borderlands became places where discussions with rel-
evance for wider networks in Poland, Belgium, Germany and the League 
of Nations took place. Despite the diff erences in the systems of power that 
came into being in Polish Upper Silesia and in the regions of Eupen, Sankt 
Vith and Malmedy, they changed according to similar dynamics. This 
insight facilitates a reinterpretation of the ba  le over the existence and 
access to German-speaking schools in Polish Upper Silesia. Interestingly, 
within another power constellation and at other levels of decision-making, 
something similar happened to the children whose guardians proclaimed 
their mother tongue was French and wanted them to a  end the French-
speaking school in Eupen.

Finally, borderland schools experienced the excesses within changing 
systems of power. The interwar borderlands at times turned into places 
of excess, whether in terms of nationalist control or creative cultural pro-
duction. The control measures applicable to Eupen-Malmedy perfectly 
encapsulated the crucial contradictions of the Belgian Kingdom. The Bal-
tia government in the early 1920s was not only a colonial regime but also 
a transitional one, established with the aim of eventually enabling bor-
derland inhabitants to enjoy all the freedoms of the Belgian Constitution. 
In addition, unlike anywhere else in Belgium, within eight years of the 
dissolution of the French-speaking zone Baltia had established, German-
speaking children could once again receive most of their primary edu-
cation in German. In Polish Upper Silesia in the late 1920s, meanwhile, a 
collective obsessive search to defi ne the mother tongue of individual bor-
derland pupils could not prevent legislation and jurisdiction from being 
incapable of encompassing normativity. Throughout the 1930s, however, 
scientists and teachers developed innovative research methodologies in 
order to provide creative cultural solutions to the challenges of education 
that were unique in Europe at the time. Eff orts were put into typifying a 
Silesian child, understanding their language learning conditions and im-
proving them.

It ought to be possible to situate the insights into the history of schools 
in the Polish-German and Belgian-German borderlands off ered in this 
book within a broader European context. Painting an overview of educa-
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tional state policies throughout Europe does not enable us to develop an 
understanding of – let alone compare – the multidimensional and contin-
uously changing dynamics involved in making and scaping borders. It 
does, however, enable us to evaluate the political strategies of power in 
Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy 
as harsher or so  er forms of domination in comparison to those issued 
towards German-speaking schools elsewhere in Europe. At one end of the 
spectrum are nation-states that off ered their German-speaking inhabitants 
a great deal of decision-making power over the organisation and content 
of language learning. In Estonia, for instance, German-speaking inhab-
itants could design the contours of primary and secondary education 
themselves and received public funding both from Estonia and Germany.1 
In Southern Denmark, already from the early 1920s, the situation looked 
similar to what would be achieved in the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy in the second half of the 1930s, the major diff erence being the 
establishment of private German-speaking schooling.2 And in Czechoslo-
vakia, not only did the German-speaking schools from the Habsburg era 
situated along its western state border line continue to provide a mono-
lingual education in German, but a new German-speaking school system 
was also established in regions further east, such as Slovakia and Car-
pathian Rus.3 At the other end of the spectrum we fi nd nation-states that 
opted for a strategy of coercive domination, such as Italy and France. It is 
indeed true that Italian and French state offi  cials did not hesitate to use 
force in order to demand adherence to their exclusive language learning 
rules in schools, while at the same time, through their involvement in the 
League of Nations, prohibiting states in Central and Eastern Europe from 
doing the same. Both in Southern Tyrol and in the regions of Alsace and 
Lorraine, German-speaking schools and teaching branches were forbid-
den in the early 1920s, and whereas French statesmen reopened them by 
the end of the 1920s, German-speaking schools in fascist Italy could only 
continue to operate in secret.4 The middle of the spectrum is occupied 
by nation-states where more ambiguity and changes could be observed 
over the course of time, such as Latvia, Belgium, Poland and Hungary. 
Latvian politicians began by off ering German-speaking inhabitants au-
tonomy in decision-making over the organisation of language learning in 
German-speaking schools but abruptly ended this autonomy under the 
regime of Karlis Ulmanis in the 1930s.5 Hungarian policies towards Ger-
man-speaking pupils were more complicated. Whereas a signifi cant part 
of the German-speaking population identifi ed with the Hungarian state 
politically, Hungarian political leaders increasingly developed an ethnic 
understanding of what it meant to be a Hungarian. This was because they 
wished to include in their image of the nation the many pre-war inhab-
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itants of the kingdom who found themselves in neighbouring countries 
a  er the signing of the Treaty of Trianon.6 

While it is possible to display the content of educational policies directed 
towards inhabitants speaking a minority language in diff erent European 
countries, comparing their eff ects is a less straightforward ma  er. Eriksen 
and others concluded that the intentions of state offi  cials to use education 
as the primary tool in order to bring about more homogeneous collective 
entities within their geographical state border lines led to results that were 
‘only marginally signifi cant and o  en even quite contrary to what origi-
nally had been intended and expected’.7 This book off ered a comparative 
analytical framework in order to dissect and understand the complex in-
terrelationship of transient space, evolving time, power systems and strat-
egies, as well as multiple loyalties, which enabled me to reveal a common 
profi le of borderland schooling that points to the complex, contradictory 
and continuously changing results of national state policies in two case 
study borderlands. Rather than situating the fi ndings within the context 
of a broad panoply of reactions to educational policies in other European 
borderlands, this conclusion focuses on two specifi c places in Europe. 
A  er the switch in state sovereignty in the a  ermath of the First World 
War, the nation-building process here did not take the form of spreading a 
single codifi ed language and culture of the core nation to the people living 
in the newly acquired and peripherally located regions. Even if some pol-
iticians in Poland had wanted to do this, the League of Nations prevented 
it from happening in Polish Upper Silesia. The Belgian Kingdom, mean-
while, respected the constitutional right to a free use of languages within 
its state border lines. The lens is trained on the Ukrainisation of Soviet 
Ukraine by means of a language many considered insuffi  ciently codifi ed 
to function as a standard language, as well as the development of Yugo-
slavian nationhood in the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (since 
1929 the Kingdom of Yugoslavia), among other means, by the creation and 
teaching of the Serbo-Croatian-Slovenian language.

Between 1917 and 1919, several separate Ukrainian republics mani-
fested transient forms of independence. Whereas a smaller part of what 
we today know as Ukraine eventually joined Poland in 1920, the largest 
part was incorporated into the Soviet Union in 1924 and became known 
as Soviet Ukraine, the Soviet Union’s second largest republic.8 Soviet 
Ukraine is here understood as a borderland because it was a newly cre-
ated administrative entity joining the Soviet Union at its southwestern 
state border line. From the mid-1920s onwards, a plan devised in Moscow 
was put into practice forcing inhabitants to learn and use the Ukrainian 
language and make themselves familiar with Ukrainian history and cul-
ture. Whereas historians have usually highlighted the generosity of Stalin 
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in supporting the use of a non-Russian language, something he did not do 
elsewhere in the Soviet Union, Ma  hew D. Pauly emphasises the prag-
matism of that decision; the eff ectiveness of totalitarianism depended on 
citizens understanding its message.9 Ukrainisation largely failed for the 
following reasons. Most importantly, Ukrainisation could not be orches-
trated from above, as not enough people had a suffi  cient knowledge of the 
Ukrainian language, and too li  le resources were made available.10 Teach-
ers who knew Ukrainian and lived elsewhere in the Soviet Union were not 
transferred to Soviet Ukraine because that was considered too expensive, 
and most local schools provided language training without the use of the 
scarcely available new textbooks.11

As a result, Soviet educational policy was a fairly irrelevant factor in 
the project of Ukrainisation, which largely depended on the practices of 
local historical actors.12 A signifi cant number of professionals interested 
in the Ukrainian language training of primary school children developed 
innovative activities.13 Soviet Ukraine became a laboratory for research 
on reform pedagogy, in much the same way that Polish Upper Silesia 
did, but these initiatives never generated a wider impact. Soviet author-
ities did not have enough trust in teachers (owing to their supposed be-
longing to the intelligentsia) in order to mould them into a nationally 
loyal segment of the population, while many inhabitants considered 
Ukrainian too lacking in prestige to open up a path of opportunities for 
social advancement.14

Does the profi le of borderland schooling hold for interwar Soviet 
Ukraine? Schooling in Soviet Ukraine was determined by its primary 
characteristic: its relatively greater dependence on international and trans-
national changes. Language learning conditions for Ukrainian diff ered 
fundamentally, depending on which side of the newly drawn Polish-
Ukrainian interwar state border line inhabitants lived. Whereas in Poland, 
the state reduced the number of Ukrainian-speaking schools in its south-
eastern borderlands, in Soviet Ukraine, more pupils acquired a knowl-
edge of the language. In the long term, this facilitated the standardisation 
and academic use of the Ukrainian language.15 Once included into the 
Soviet Ukraine, moreover, a transnational fl ow of ideas arose in the form 
of a pedagogical trend for progressive education enthusiastically borrow-
ing insights from abroad.16 The fact both Polish Upper Silesia and Soviet 
Ukraine functioned as transnational laboratories of reform pedagogy cor-
responds to an insight put forward within Border Studies, namely that 
borderlands are likely to become hubs of cultural innovation. Equally 
true, however, is the fact that borderlands could turn into spaces of politi-
cal control or cultural stagnation, as was frequently the case in the regions 
of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy.17
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Special educational policies, which the profi le of borderland schooling 
revealed to be a common phenomenon in interwar borderlands, were also 
implemented in Soviet Ukraine. Unlike in other places in the Soviet Union, 
the teaching of a non-Russian language was made compulsory. Moreover, 
whereas the primary school curriculum in the Soviet Union lasted for four 
years, the Soviet Ukrainian curriculum lasted for seven years, a result of 
the Civil War (1917–1922) which hit the region harder than elsewhere in 
the Soviet Union and meant that it took longer to restore school infrastruc-
ture and homogenise curricula.18 The third characteristic of the profi le of 
borderland schooling also applies to Soviet Ukraine. In the second half 
of the 1920s and the fi rst half of the 1930s, when power manifested itself 
mostly through a preventive power strategy (prescribing primary school 
education in Ukrainian instead of in Russian) combined with the incentive 
to guide the behaviour of pupils through pedagogical knowledge, pol-
icy measures were highly negotiable precisely because the reality at the 
time (a lack of Ukrainian speakers and educational resources) made these 
measures almost irrelevant. Ukrainisation worked in schools with well-
educated and well-motivated teachers, but could equally fail when teachers 
showed no interest or were opposed to the use of progressive methods.19 
The question remains open with regards to what we could learn if these 
negotiations were interpreted through the prism of human territoriality. 
The answer may be that the dynamics set in motion were less intense than 
in Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Mal-
medy, owing to the rulers’ lack of knowledge of local circumstances, their 
mistrust of local teachers, as well as a lack of the resources invested in the 
endeavour. At a later time, and this brings us to the fourth characteristic, 
teachers in Soviet Ukraine experienced the excesses within changing sys-
tems of power. When terror accelerated in the second half of the 1930s, 
Ukrainisation policies in primary education were downsized because the 
regime believed it had not been careful enough in its recruitment of teach-
ers more than a decade earlier. Those judged sympathetic to Bolshevism 
were now viewed with suspicion. How otherwise are we to interpret the 
fact that the Communist Party, with the collaboration of the Soviet secu-
rity police, arrested and put on trial teachers for a crime no greater than 
following state directives?20

The Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes arose in the a  ermath 
of the First World War and was composed of parts of the former Aus-
tro-Hungarian Empire and the formerly independent Kingdom of Serbia. 
Initially, a pluralistic understanding of Yugoslav nationhood legitimising 
the commonalities among its inhabitants through an inclusion of politi-
cal, regional or religious particularities was pursued.21 Because the state 
ideology of Yugoslavism was developed at a moment in time when iden-
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tities such as being Serbian, Slovenian or Croatian were still contingent 
and dynamic, it could eventually have generated a hybrid but vernacular 
Yugoslav identity. Negotiations on the meaning of Yugoslav nationhood 
took place in various local se  ings regardless of their geographical prox-
imity to a state border line. In the process of making the border, however, 
the endeavour failed because of the centralisation and politicisation of 
Yugoslav nationhood undertaken by Belgrade authorities during the au-
thoritarian rule that characterised the Kingdom of Yugoslavia (created in 
1929). State authorities increasingly doubted whether their citizens were 
willing enough to place their regional identities within the larger idea of 
Yugoslav ideology. That it would be the dissociation of Croatian Catho-
lic inhabitants from the Yugoslavian national idea, which imploded the 
whole endeavour a  er the assassination of King Alexander in 1934, could 
never have been foreseen in the early 1920s. In the initial understanding of 
a pluralistic Yugoslav national identity, more space was foreseen for Ser-
bian and Croat discourses than for other regional or religious affi  liations. 
Only at a later stage did Croatian national belonging come to be under-
stood as incompatible with Yugoslav national belonging.22 This does not 
mean, however, that no other verbal ba  les about language and belonging 
were fought in border regions, such as Slovenia or Macedonia, or around 
another religious group, such as South Slav Muslims.23 Despite the inclu-
sion of Slovenian words in the newly created Serbo-Croatian-Slovenian 
language, ‘educational authorities’, Pieter Troch wrote, ‘saw Slovenes as a 
peripheral part of Yugoslav national history and failed to take advantage 
of Slovenian intellectuals to integrate their historical memory within an 
overarching Yugoslav narrative’.24 Other regions or groups were consid-
ered even less central to Yugoslav state ideology. Because a considerable 
number of local teachers in Macedonia were considered to feel more affi  n-
ity with Bulgarian than with Yugoslav state ideology, they were hindered 
from continuing their profession, leaving their schools at times empty. The 
special incentives designed to a  ract teachers in favour of the Yugoslav 
cause failed to fi ll the gaps in the teaching corps.25 And whereas religious 
diversity was propagated and concessions were granted to groups such 
as South Slav Muslims, these initiatives were kept small enough to ensure 
that Islam could not compete with the presumed Christian understanding 
of Yugoslav nationhood, a construction facilitating a clear distinction with 
the newly founded Republic of Turkey.26

Belgian nationalism, which had been strengthened during the First 
World War, was equally incapable of encompassing the feelings of be-
longing of the inhabitants of the Belgian Kingdom, and imploded from 
within. As the outcome of a democratic decision-making process initiated 
by politicians fi ghting for the Flemish case, a preventive power strategy 
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was articulated in the language laws of 1932 which granted the German-
speaking border regions the right to decide the language of instruction 
in local schools. By contrast, the dictatorship in Yugoslavia preferred to 
execute its power as prohibition, domination and repression. The results 
of that decision are visible in the border city of Caribrod, which had be-
longed to Bulgaria and switched sovereignty to the Kingdom of Serbs, 
Croats and Slovenes in the a  ermath of the First World War. As was the 
case with Eupen, it was situated in an isogloss zone without major reli-
gious diff erences among the local population, and was of no particular 
interest for the Great Powers. In the autumn of 1921, the language of ed-
ucation in primary schools switched to Serbian, and in 1923, the Bulgar-
ian school system ceased to exist and Bulgarian teachers were required to 
leave.27 Increasingly, local inhabitants were seen as nationally disloyal and 
the Yugoslav police repressed everything related to Bulgarian culture.28

Nevertheless, even during the dictatorship, as the cases of the German-
speaking Donauschwaben and Romanian-speaking Vlachs will now illus-
trate, educational policies and practices within Yugoslavia’s borderlands 
were negotiable. The home grounds of the Donauschwaben, today largely 
included in the Vojvodina, became a space where these negotiations not 
only foregrounded the complexities, contradictions and excesses of the 
system of power but also amplifi ed them. Just as happened in Polish Upper 
Silesia, state authorities were obliged to respect the rights for minorities 
laid down in supranational law (in this case the Treaty of Saint-Germain). 
Yugoslav state authorities had a variety of reasons for adhering to these 
requirements, depending on the region. In Slovenia, which had belonged 
to the Austrian part of the Dual Monarchy and where German had been 
widely practiced, they chose to close German-speaking schools in order 
to weaken German infl uence. In the Vojvodina, on the other hand, the 
regime chose to transform formerly Hungarian-speaking schools into 
German-speaking schools in order to weaken Hungarian infl uence.29 The 
language learning opportunities for Donauschwaben remained less favour-
able than in Polish Upper Silesia because the Treaty of Saint-Germain had 
been signed three years before the Geneva Convention, a period in which 
the League of Nations had further developed supranational protection 
measures. The measures taken to diminish the scope of minority schools 
here were more brutal than in Poland. State authorities decided on the 
basis of children’s names who was entitled to be educated in German, 
with the result that German-speaking children with Slavic or Hungarian 
names were deprived of the opportunity to learn in their mother tongue.30

And yet, Donauschwaben managed to change the power dynamics that 
applied to them. They learned that by framing themselves as a national 
minority, and not merely a cultural one, their cultural and linguistic needs 
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could be met. As a national minority, they were able to a  ract the a  en-
tion of a powerful transnational actor, Germany, and have their concerns 
addressed by the League of Nations in Geneva. This strategy was not as 
obvious a choice for them as it was for German speakers in Polish Upper 
Silesia because the Donauschwaben had never been part of Germany. What 
followed were intense negotiations at diff erent levels of decision making 
along the logic of human territoriality, eventually including the involve-
ment of the German Minister of Foreign Aff airs, Gustav Stresemann, who 
pleaded their case in Geneva, and leading to a change in the enrolment pol-
icy for German-speaking minority schools. Name analysis was exchanged 
for a procedure similar to the one practised in Polish Upper Silesia, based 
on what a parent declared their child’s mother tongue to be. Germany was 
thus able to play a decisive role in changing the minds of these borderland 
inhabitants (whom Yugoslav state authorities had merely been using to 
de-Hungarianise a region) to such an extent that they eventually also sup-
ported National Socialism and voluntarily joined the German Army.31 Al-
though Romanian authorities never invested the same amount of money as 
German decision makers, and could not lean on a vast history of pedagogi-
cal knowledge, through a bilateral Romanian-Yugoslavian agreement, they 
could infl uence the curriculum of schools teaching in Romanian.32 These 
schools were located in the north of the kingdom, close to the Romanian 
state border line, as well as within a more centrally located part of Eastern 
Serbia where the Romans had been present since antiquity.33 This obser-
vation indicates that when applying the profi le of borderland schooling 
to the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes (later the Kingdom of Yu-
goslavia), it is important to follow where the change of state border lines 
generated its eff ects. Following the borderscape means tracing how, a  er 
the drawing of such lines, transient space was given meaning to through 
the interaction between the rulers and the ruled throughout a country and 
at various levels of decision making.

 The Third Reich’s annexation of Polish Upper Silesia and the regions 
of Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy caused a dramatic upheaval in bor-
derland schooling. Although the German nationalisation campaign was 
necessarily more severe in the east as a result of Nazi racial ideology, 
similarities can be detected in the way in which education was organised 
in former Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy. In order to provide a monolingual German school curriculum 
on both sides of the Reich, a majority of the teachers were brought in from 
the mainland.34 The immigrant teachers held the highest positions and 
were responsible for the proliferation of National Socialist ideology in 
schools. Whereas loyal Belgian teachers had been transferred to the Bel-
gian mainland before the establishment of the German occupation, loyal 
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Polish teachers became the target of an elimination campaign directed 
against the pre-war intelligentsia.35 Those locals who remained needed to 
confi rm their loyalty to the Third Reich by accepting German citizenship 
(and o  en enrolling to the NSDAP) in the case of the regions of Eupen, 
Sankt Vith and Malmedy, or by signing the Volksliste (a list classifying bor-
derland inhabitants into categories of Germanness according to National 
Socialist criteria) in the case of Polish Upper Silesia.36

A  er the liberation, life was diffi  cult in the borderlands. The regions of 
Sankt Vith and Malmedy had suff ered greatly during the Ardennes Of-
fensive, while in Polish Upper Silesia, many could not identify with the 
new communist regime.37 In addition, the obsession with ethnically pure 
nation-states meant that there was no longer any political will to super-
vise the treatment of non-dominant groups. The successor of the League 
of Nations, the United Nations, focused on individual freedoms instead 
of on rights for what had in the interwar years been called minorities.38 
This change put an end to the special conditions that minorities in Central 
and Eastern Europe had enjoyed and heralded the comprehensive inte-
gration of the borderlands within their nation-states. The reintegration of 
the border regions to, respectively, the Belgian and Polish states had much 
in common with each other. First, there was an overall conviction that 
Germans needed to leave. Whereas most Germans had le   the regions of 
Eupen, Sankt Vith and Malmedy before the end of the war, many Germans 
moved out of Polish Upper Silesia within a year of the end of the war.39 
And second, those who were considered to have been too sympathetic to 
the German military cause lost – temporarily or not – their civil rights.40 
Both Belgian and Polish authorities also believed that off ering children 
the perspective of a meaningful future within the post-war national set-up 
could secure the post-war borders and integrate the borderlands with the 
mainland. Policy measures were therefore introduced to reach more chil-
dren, to have them in school for a longer time, and to off er them a care-
fully selected corps of teachers, o  en brought in from the mainland.41 The 
relative tolerance that characterised the interwar years was replaced by a 
monolingual French or Polish language policy, involving the screening of 
textbooks and teaching materials.42 Special measures for the borderlands 
were considered a temporary solution, since the main aim was to make 
them soon an undiff erentiable part of the mainland.43

The early post-war renationalisation campaign in Eupen, Sankt Vith 
and Malmedy was more easily realised than in Poland for a number of 
reasons. The region was smaller, had a longer history of national political 
stabilisation, and had suff ered less serious devastation during the war. 
But the eff ects of this campaign were later so  ened.44 The diff erences in 
entrance fees for Catholic and non-Catholic secondary schools became the 
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central topic of a signifi cant national debate in Belgium on the role of reli-
gion in society. By subsidising both systems, the so-called School Pact from 
1958 consolidated confessional peace and institutionalised segmented so-
cietal pluralism.45 A  er confessional peace had been a  ained, the Belgian 
political agenda moved on to language disputes between Flemish and 
Walloons. The fi rst compromise was reached in 1962, when a law estab-
lished four language areas within Belgium (a Dutch-speaking area in the 
north, a French-speaking area in the south, a German-speaking area in 
the east and a bilingual area in Brussels), a decision later consolidated in 
the Belgian Constitution.46 In the nine municipalities compromising the 
German-speaking area, the rights of French speakers, including the exis-
tence of French-speaking primary schools, were to be guaranteed, and in 
two municipalities in the French-speaking area, Malmedy and Waimes, 
the same applied to German-speaking inhabitants. Since 1970, borderland 
inhabitants have greatly benefi  ed from the six Belgian state reforms ini-
tiated by Flemish politicians designed to steadily replace the centralised 
state with a regionalised structure composed of three communities re-
sponsible for policy areas such as education (the Flemish-, French- and 
German-speaking communities) and three regions responsible for policy 
areas such as roads (the Flemish, Walloon and Brussels-Capital Region).47 
The regions of Eupen and Sankt Vith were granted cultural autonomy at 
the beginning of the 1970s, establishing the fi rst Board of German Cul-
tural Society in 1973.48 This would last until 1989, when the government 
of the German-speaking community was given responsibility for the or-
ganisation of the local educational system, and until 1997, when it could 
also decide upon language training within their schools.49 Currently, bor-
derland pupils receive foreign language training (either in French or Ger-
man) for at least two hours a week from the beginning of their primary 
school career, an amount that steadily increases as they progress through 
the educational system.50 In addition, every pupil is given the right to be 
taught their religion. In the school year 2019–2020, 72 per cent of pupils 
received an education in Roman Catholicism, 13 per cent in Islam, 10 per 
cent in ethics, and 4 per cent in Protestantism.51 A survey on the foreign 
language competencies of pupils conducted in several European countries 
in 2012 indicated that the German-speaking community was exceptional 
for starting foreign language training that early. The results of that policy 
in the long run, however, are somehow surprising. By the fourth year of 
secondary school, the survey concluded, the knowledge of pupils of their 
fi rst foreign language (whether German or French) was nevertheless av-
erage in European terms, whereas the knowledge of their second foreign 
language (English) scored signifi cantly above average.52
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Polish national policies towards education in the borderlands so  ened 
a  er the 1956 protests, but hardened again later. A further divergence 
between Polish Upper Silesia and the regions of Eupen, Sankt Vith and 
Malmedy materialised in the years to follow. The fi rst primary school in 
Poland a  er the war off ering a bilingual Polish-German curriculum was 
the Willy-Brandt-Schule in Warsaw, which was established in 1978 as a 
diplomatic school and was fi nancially supported by the German state.53 
Whereas German language training eventually returned to school cur-
ricula in Poland, a greater emphasis was always put on the knowledge of 
Russian. A  er the collapse of communism, the public educational sector 
was rapidly privatised. A private bilingual Polish-German primary school 
in Szczecin was opened in the early 1990s, and a second one later followed 
in Wrocław.54 In Katowice, the gap was fi lled by a private English interna-
tional school, off ering teaching in the native tongue of a child, which could 
be German ‘if resources allowed for it’.55 For a long time, public schools 
in Poland could not off er foreign language teachers competitive labour 
conditions. In the Silesian District (including the cities Katowice and Lu-
bliniec), it was recently decided to start English foreign language training 
from the fi rst grade. German language training follows in the fi  h or sev-
enth grade (a  er the school reforms of 2017, primary school education in 
Poland now lasts for eight years).56 It wasn’t until 2018 that a public school 
in Katowice opened a bilingual Polish-German teaching branch for the 
seventh and eighth grade.57 A petition launched by the German-speaking 
radio station in Katowice in 2019 to provide comprehensive public bilin-
gual Polish-German primary education has yet to make any headway.58

This conclusion has argued that borderlands in interwar Europe did 
not always have a distinct liminal position. They could vary in spatial ex-
tent, and the meaning of what was peripheral and what was central could 
change. Consequently, the relevance and relative importance of the four 
characteristics within the profi le of borderland schooling can also diff er 
from case to case, or change within a case over time. What unites the cases 
discussed in the conclusion is that the spaces and lives of children in the in-
terwar years were infl uenced by the institutional power of borders. Using 
the framework of comparison off ered in this book for the analysis of other 
case study borderlands on the European continent during and beyond the 
interwar years would not only enable us to assess the impact of contextual 
factors and other spaces on the profi le of borderland schooling, but also 
reveal under which conditions borderland children were more likely to be 
transformed from spoken children into speaking children, thereby partic-
ipating in and co-creating their environment.59 These insights could open 
up new possibilities for an understanding of the rise of state involvement 
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in the recent European past and, indeed, of the European continent as an 
entity actively constituted by space.
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APPENDIX
Belgian and Polish Governments and Ministers Responsible 

for Education

(

Table A.1. Belgian governments and ministers responsible for education

Government Political Profi le Beginning End
Minister Responsible 

for Education
Gérard 
Cooreman

Catholic, liberal, 
socialist

31.05.1918 13.11.1918 Charles de Broqueville
21.11.1918 – 20.11.1918

Léon 
Delacroix

Catholic, liberal, 
socialist

21.11.1918 17.11.1919 Charles de Broqueville
21.11.1918 – 02.12.1919

Léon 
Delacroix

Catholic, liberal, 
socialist

02.12.1919 25.10.1920 Jules Renkin
02.12.1919 – 02.06.1920
Henri Jaspar
02.06.1920 – 19.11.1920

Henri Carton 
de Wiart

Catholic, liberal, 
socialist

20.11.1920 19.10.1921 Henri Carton de Wiart
20.11.1920 – 23.10.1921

Henri Carton 
de Wiart

Catholic, liberal 24.10.1921 20.11.1921 Henri Carton de Wiart
24.10.1921 – 20.11.1921

Georges 
Theunis

Catholic, liberal 16.12.1921 27.02.1924 Paul Berryer
16.12.1921 – 10.03.1924

Georges 
Theunis

Catholic, liberal 11.03.1924 05.04.1925 Paul Berryer
11.03.1924 – 05.04.1925

Aloys Van 
de Vyvere

Catholic 13.05.1925 22.05.1925

Prosper 
Poullet

Catholic, 
socialist

17.06.1925 11.05.1926 Camille Huysmans
17.06.1925 – 11.05.1926

Henri Jaspar Catholic, liberal, 
socialist

20.05.1926 21.11.1927 Camille Huysmans
20.05.1926 – 22.11.1927
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Government Political Profi le Beginning End
Minister Responsible 

for Education
Henri Jaspar Catholic, liberal 22.11.1927 21.05.1931 Albert Carnoy

22.11.1927 – 19.10.1929
Henri Baels
20.10.1929 – 21.05.1931

Jules Renkin Catholic, liberal 06.06.1931 18.05.1932 Jules Renkin
15.06.1931 – 27.02.1932
Henri Carton de Tournai
27.02.1932 – 23.05.1932

Jules Renkin Catholic, liberal 23.05.1932 18.10.1932 Henri Carton de Tournai
23.05.1932 – 22.10.1932

Charles de 
Broqueville

Catholic, liberal 22.10.1932 13.12.1932 Prosper Poullet
22.10.1932 – 13.12.1932

Charles de 
Broqueville

Catholic, liberal 17.12.1932 06.06.1934 Maurice August Lippens
17.12.1932 – 12.06.1934

Charles de 
Broqueville

Catholic, liberal 12.06.1934 13.11.1934 Victor Maistriau
12.06.1934 – 13.11.1934

Georges 
Theunis

Catholic, liberal 20.11.1934 19.03.1935 Jules Hiernaux
20.11.1934 – 25.03.1935

Paul Van 
Zeeland

Catholic, liberal, 
socialist

25.03.1935 26.05.1936 François Bovesse
25.03.1935 – 13.06.1936

Paul Van 
Zeeland

Catholic, liberal, 
socialist

13.06.1936 25.10.1937 Julius Hoste
13.06.1936 – 23.11.1937

Paul-Émile 
Janson

liberal, Catholic, 
socialist

24.11.1937 13.05.1938 Julius Hoste
24.11.1936 – 14.05.1938

Paul-Henri 
Spaak

socialist, Catho-
lic, liberal

15.05.1938 09.02.1939 Octave Dierckx
15.05.1938 – 09.02.1939

Hubert 
Pierlot

Catholic, so-
cialist

22.02.1939 27.02.1939 Edgard Blancquaert
22.02.1939 – 15.04.1939

Hubert 
Pierlot

Catholic, liberal, 
socialist

16.04.1939 17.04.1939 Edgard Blancquaert
16.04.1939 – 17.04.1939

Hubert 
Pierlot

Catholic, liberal 18.04.1939 03.09.1939 Jules Duesberg
18.04.1939 – 03.09.1939

Hubert 
Pierlot

Catholic, liberal, 
socialist

03.09.1939 28.05.1940 
(continued 
as gov-
ernment 
in exile 
in Great 
Britain 
until 
21.09.1944)

Jules Duesberg
03.09.1939 – 05.01.1940
Eugène Soudan
05.01.1940 – 28.05.1940

Source: Dumoulin, Gerard, Van Den Wĳngaert and Dujardin, Nieuwe Geschiedenis, 1111; Van 
Molle, Het Belgische parlement. 
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Table A.2. Polish governments and ministers responsible for education

Government Political Profi le Beginning End
Minister Responsible 

for Education

Jędrzej 
Moraczewski

centre-le   interim 
government

17.11.1918 16.01.1919 Ksawery Prauss
17.11.1918 – 16.01.1919

Ignacy Jan 
Paderewski

‘grand coalition’, 
socialist, agrarian, 
conservative and 
right-wing national 
democrats

16.01.1919 09.12.1919 Jan Łukasiewicz
16.01.1919 – 09.12.1919

Leopold 
Skulski

government sup-
ported by Józef 
Piłsudski, then 
‘Chief of State’, 
without stable 
parliamentary 
majority

13.12.1919 09.06.1920 Tadeusz Łopuszański
13.12.1919 – 22.06.1920

Władysław 
Grabski

centre-right gov-
ernment, national 
democrats with 
centrist agrarians

23.06.1920 24.07.1920 Tadeusz Łopuszański
23.06.1920 – 24.07.1920

Wincenty 
Witos

war govern-
ment during the 
Polish-Soviet war, 
grand coalition led 
by centrist agrarian 
party

24.07.1920 13.09.1921 Maciej Rataj
24.07.1920 – 13.09.1921

Antoni 
Ponikowski

so called ‘Cabinet 
of Experts’ 
supported by 
centre-right 
political parties

19.09.1921 05.03.1922 Antoni Ponikowski
19.09.1921 – 09.03.1922

Antoni 
Ponikowski

so called ‘Cabinet 
of Experts’ 
supported by 
centre-le   
political parties

10.03.1922 06.06.1922 Antoni Ponikowski
10.03.1922 – 06.06.1922

Artur 
Śliwiński

cabinet nominated 
by Józef Piłsudski, 
then ‘Chief of 
State’, without 
stable parliamen-
tary majority

28.06.1922 07.07.1922 Julian Nowak
28.06.1922 – 07.07.1922
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Government Political Profi le Beginning End
Minister Responsible 

for Education

Julian 
Nowak

cabinet nominated 
by Józef Piłsudski, 
then ‘Chief of 
State’, without 
stable parliamen-
tary majority

31.07.1922 14.12.1922 Julian Nowak
31.07.1922 – 21.08.1922
Kazimierz Władysław 
Kumaniecki
21.08.1922 – 14.12.1922

Władysław 
Sikorski

centrist govern-
ment formed a  er 
the assassination of 
the president of the 
Republic, Gabriel 
Narutowicz, with-
out stable parlia-
mentary majority

19.12.1922 26.05.1923 Józef 
Mikułowski-Pomorski
19.12.1922 – 26.05.1923

Wincenty 
Witos

government 
formed by the 
leader of the cen-
trist agrarian party 
and the right-wing 
national demo-
cratic movement

28.05.1923 14.12.1923 Stanisław Głąbiński
28.05.1923 – 14.09.1923
Stanisław Grabski
27.10.1923 – 14.12.1923

Władysław 
Grabski

centre-right 
government of spe-
cialists supported 
by Christian-
democratic, 
national demo-
cratic and centrist 
agrarian parties

19.12.1923 14.11.1925 Bolesław 
Miklaszewski
19.12.1923 – 11.12.1924
Jan Wiktor Zawidzki 
(Acting)
11.12.1924 – 25.03.1925
Stanisław Grabski
25.03.1925 – 19.11.1925

Aleksander 
Skrzyński

‘grand coalition’, 
Christian-
democratic, 
centrist agrarian, 
right-wing national 
democratic and 
socialist parties

20.11.1925 05.05.1926 Stanisław Grabski
20.11.1925 – 09.05.1926

Wincenty 
Witos

centre-right gov-
ernment supported 
by Christian-
democratic, 
national demo-
cratic and centrist 
agrarian parties

10.05.1926 14.05.1926 Stanisław Grabski
10.05.1926 – 15.05.1926

(continued)
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Government Political Profi le Beginning End
Minister Responsible 

for Education

Coup d’état 
(przewrót 
majowy)

government run 
by politicians 
supporting the 
leading role of 
Józef Piłsudski

15.05.1926

Kazimierz 
Bartel

Polish Socialist 
Party

15.05.1926 04.06.1926 Józef 
Mikułowski-Pomorski
15.05.1926 – 07.06.1926

Kazimierz 
Bartel

Polish Socialist 
Party

08.06.1926 24.09.1926 Józef 
Mikułowski-Pomorski
08.06.1926 – 07.07.1926
Antoni Sujkowski
07.07.1926 – 26.09.1926

Kazimierz 
Bartel

Polish Socialist 
Party

27.09.1926 30.09.1926 Antoni Sujkowski
27.09.1926 – 30.09.1926

Józef 
Piłsudski

Polish Socialist 
Party

02.10.1926 27.06.1928 Kazimierz Bartel
02.10.1926 – 09.01.1927
Gustaw Dobrucki
09.01.1927 – 27.06.1928

Kazimierz 
Bartel

Bezpartyjny Blok 
Współpracy z 
Rządem (The 
Nonpartisan 
Bloc for Coop-
eration with the 
Government)*

28.06.1928 13.04.1929 Kazimierz Świtalski
26.06.1928 – 13.04.1929

Kazimierz 
Świtalski

The Nonpartisan 
Bloc for Coop-
eration with the 
Government

13.04.1929 17.12.1929 Sławomir Czerwiński
16.06.1929 – 28.12.1929

Kazimierz 
Bartel

The Nonpartisan 
Bloc for Coop-
eration with the 
Government

29.12.1929 17.03.1930 Sławomir Czerwiński
29.12.1929 – 28.03.1930

Walery 
Sławek

The Nonpartisan 
Bloc for Coop-
eration with the 
Government

29.03.1930 23.08.1930 Sławomir Czerwiński
29.03.1930 – 24.08.1930

Józef 
Piłsudski

The Nonpartisan 
Bloc for Coop-
eration with the 
Government

25.08.1930 04.12.1930 Sławomir Czerwiński
25.08.1930 – 04.12.1930
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Government Political Profi le Beginning End
Minister Responsible 

for Education

Walery 
Sławek

The Nonpartisan 
Bloc for Coop-
eration with the 
Government

05.12.1930 25.05.1931 Sławomir Czerwiński
05.12.1930 – 27.05.1931

Aleksander 
Prystor

The Nonpartisan 
Bloc for Coop-
eration with the 
Government

28.05.1931 09.05.1933 Sławomir Czerwiński
28.05.1931 – 04.08.1931
Janusz Jędrzejewicz
12.08.1931 – 09.05.1933

Janusz 
Jędrzejewicz

The Nonpartisan 
Bloc for Coop-
eration with the 
Government

10.05.1933 16.05.1934 Janusz Jędrzejewicz
10.05.1933 – 23.02.1934
Wacław Jędrzejewicz
23.02.1934 – 16.05.1934

Leon 
Kozłowski

The Nonpartisan 
Bloc for Coop-
eration with the 
Government

16.05.1934 22.03.1935 Wacław Jędrzejewicz
16.05.1934 – 22.03.1935

Walery 
Sławek

The Nonpartisan 
Bloc for Coop-
eration with the 
Government

23.03.1935 14.10.1935 Wacław Jędrzejewicz
23.03.1935 – 12.10.1935

Marian Zyn-
dram-Koś-
ciałkowski

The Nonpartisan 
Bloc for Coop-
eration with the 
Government

14.10.1935 16.05.1936 Konstanty Chyliński
13.10.1935 – 05.12.1935
Wojciech Alojzy 
Świętosławski
05.12.1935 – 30.09.1939

Felicjan 
Sławoj 
Składkowski

A government led 
by the Camp of 
National Unity 
seeking the sup-
port of radicalized 
national democrats

16.05.1936 30.10.1939 Wojciech Alojzy 
Świętosławski
05.12.1935 – 30.09.1939

* The Nonpartisan Bloc for Cooperation with the Government was an organization 
supporting the leading role of Józef Piłsudski and ‘a means of consolidating the military’s 
control over the political life of Poland’ (Prażmowska, Poland, 122).
Source: Eckert, Historia polityczna Polski. 
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